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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
This publication is the Programmers Reference Manual for an L-3055 Data Processing System used as the Data Processor Set AN/FYQ-ll, figure 1-1, a subsystem of the 473L Command and Control System.

Content of the manual is orien-

tated around system functional information that is needed for programming.

This

manual consists of 15 sections that are bound in one volume.
The system described is the Complete Operating Capability (COC) for Data
Processor Set AN/FYQ-ll.

The Dat"a Processing System operates with the Inte-

grated Console Subsystem, Large Panel Display Subsystem and Data Communications Subsystem (AUTODIN) to provide large scale automatic processing, display
and transmission of information.

On-line and off-line magnetic tape, card reader/

punch, and line printer operations are provided by the system.

1. 1 SYSTEM FUNCTIONS.
The Data Processing System consists of on-line, real-time general purpose
alphanumeric data processing equipment that performs arithmetic, logical, storage,
control, and retrieval operations on various inputs and stored data to produce outputs under program, operator, and automatic control.

This data processing

equipment maintains control of data by acquisition, filing, distribution, transmission, and monitoring.
The Data Processing System provides for inputs through digital data links, integrated console typewriters, a control console, a card reader, and magnetic tapes.
Outputs are provided through integrated console typewriters, integrated console
printer, integrated console displays, large panel displays, line printer, control
console typewriter, card punch, magnetic tapes, and digital data links.
The basic functions of input-output, data processing and storage are performed by
the four major elements of the system:
a.

Central Processor, Control Console, and Core Memory.

b.

Buffer Processors for real-time inputs from digital data links, and outputs

to digital data links.
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Uni-Record devices consisting of Magnetic Tape Consoles, Card Reader/

Co

Punch, and Line Printer.
d.

Disc Memory for fixed address or content-access operations and integrated

console buffer storage.
Equipment items of the Data Processing System are listed in table 1-1.
Table 1-1. L-3055 Data Processing Equipment
Used as Data Processor Set AN/FYQ-ll
IOC

COC

NOMENCLATURE

1

2

Data Processor Group OA-4580/ FYQ-Il (Central
Processor L-3155)

1

2

Disc Memory Group OA-4581/FYQ-l1 (Disc Memory
L-3455)

1

1

Buffer Processor Group OA-4592/FYQ-ll (Buffer
Processor Console, four L-I19 Modules)

2

4

Input Magnetic Tape OA-4590/ FYQ-l1 (Magnetic Tape
Console L-3555)

1

4

Core Memory Group OA-4591/FYQ-Il (Core Memory
L-3755)

1

2

Console, Data Processor Set Control OA-4654/ FYQ-ll
(Control Console L-3855)

o

1

Console, Control-Indicator OA- 6041 / FYQ .. 11 (Central
Switching Console L-3655)

1

2

Card Reader/Punch L-3575

1

2

Line Printer L-3565

1

2

Auxiliary Disc Memory L-3456

1

2

Auxiliary Magnetic Tape L-3556

,

Data furnished by Digital Data Links is available for computation, retrieval, and
display under automatic control of stored programs and upon manual request.

The

system performs computations on the data, arranges the format, updates stored
data, and presents the result to Integrated Consoles, Large Panel Displays, or
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Digital Data Links.

Program s control the execution of the functions required for

the operational tasks.

A control program supervises the reception of messages

which are to be decoded and processed for transmission or display.
Rapid processing and retrieval of a wide variety of information as well as the
execution of specific programs requires close interaction between manpower and
the system.

Considerable scheduling and system control is necessary to establish

priorities, eliminate unnecessary delays, and perform the processing operations
on a dynamic real-time basis.

Characteristics of the units, the data peripheral

devices, and programming must be understood by personnel responsible for the
programming and operation.
The Data Processing System communicates electronically with units of the system
and peripheral equipment by means of trunklines, buffers, and interfaces, figure 1- 2.

The Disc Memory Trunkline provides for communication between the

Central Processor and Disc Memoryo

The Uni-Record Trunkline provides for data

transfer and control between the Central Processor and the Magnetic Tape Console.
The Tape Transports, Line Printer, Card Punch, and the Card Reader are the UniRecord devices which are addressed by appropriate input or output instructions.
The I/O Interface provides for data transfer between the Buffer Processor or an
Integrated Console Electronic Typewriter, and the Central Processor.

The I/O

Interface in the Central Processor selects the particular Buffer Processor Module
or Integrated Console Typewriter, and designates the operation to be performed.

1. 2 SYSTEM FEATURES.
The Central Processor operates in parallel on words of eight alphanumeric
characters.
words.

The magnetic Core Memory is modularly expandable up to 64, 000

The Disc Memory, utilizing large discs, offers both fixed address and

content access.

The real-time interface provides time shared memory operation,

as well as buffering, and separately programmed data-link operation.

A Uni-

Record Trunkline handles magnetic tapes, punched card equipment and a line
printer.
All data transfers are parity checked, with provision for programmed error recovery.

Multiplexing of all major system elements permits maintenance with

reduction, but not loss, of capability.
The program interrupt feature gives the necessary response to real-time data
transfer demands.

Data transfers, both input I output and with Disc Memory, have

their completion signaled to the program by an interrupt.
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The entire Data Processing System has been organized to provide ease of programming, speed of operation, reliability, and general purpose flexibility.
1.3 CENTRAL PROCESSOR.
The Central Processor has an alphanumeric character organization with decimal
memory addressing.

The computer word of eight. characters provides variable

field flexibility with fixed word simplicity.

Single address instructions specify a

required field within any memory or register word for most operations.
There are 43 basic commands, including input and output.

Control characters and

flags within the instruction word extend the range of program operations.

Auto-

matic index modification is provided with all commands that specify an operand or
next-instruction address.
Core Memory.

Two Index registers are static and 15 more are in the

Indirect addressing and indirect instruction execution, with index

modification, is provided.
The Central Processor may use the Core Memory in either of two special modes,
PDPM (Push-Down, Pop- Up Memory), and MASM (Multi-Address Stacking Mode).
Programmed memory comparisons may range over regions of Core Memory word
by word, or on a character field basis, independent of word boundaries.
The Central Processor operates at a clock frequency of 1. 5 megacycles.

Data

transfers with the Core Memory are full-word parallel, while most other operations between registers (including addition) are in half-word parallel.

Typical

operation times including instruction and operand access are: addition (non-indexed)
10. 5 microseconds; full word multiplication 25. 0 microseconds; indexing, an
additional 20 0 microseconds (static); 5. 0 microseconds (from core).

1. 4 CORE MEMORY.
The five-microsecond cycle time magnetic Core Memory is provided in modules of
4000 words of 56 bits each.
sor.

Module addres ses are patched in the Central Proces-

Each Central Processor may address 64, 000 words of memory, of which

32,000 words can be shared between two Central Processors.
A special twinning feature allows duplicate writing in a pair of individual (nonshared) memory modules.
Transfers to and from the Core Memory are word parallel, and are parity checkedo
The memory is time shared within the Central Processor by the real-time, Disc
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Memory, Uni-Record interfaces and the program control, permitting continued
program execution while interface operations are in progres s.
A special feature allows partial overlap of core memory cycles in separate module s,
reducing the effective cycle time.
1. 5 DISC MEMORY.
Disc storage is provided by central Disc Memory modules and by Auxiliary Disc
Memory modules.

Each disc module contains a storage capacity of about 20 mil-

lion alphanumeric characters, organized into blocks of 128 characters (16 Data
Processor words).

Large discs rotate at approximately 14 revolutions per second,

and utilize a full complement of fixed heads rather than moving heads.

The access

time is, therefore, a direct function of the revolution rate.
A Central Processor can be switched to one of two Disc Memory trunklines, and a
trunkline can service up to seven central Disc Memory modules.

Each module

provides a Control Section and a fast buffer for transfers to and from the Central
Processor.

A Disc Memory module may, in turn, control up to seven Auxiliary

Disc Memory modules', each of which also contains 20 million characters of
storage but provide no Control Section or buffer storage.

There may be a total of

seven Central Modules and 49 Auxiliary Modules of disc storage with each Data
Processor, permitting over 1 billion characters of file storage.
The Disc Memory Control Section has the important capability of accessing data by
content, in addition to the standard fixed addres s read and write operations.

A

search may be specified on any combination of bit, character, and field positions
in each block.

Once started, the search operation continues without Central Pro-

cessor intervention, and up to 1350 blocks can be compared per disc revolution.
Also the Disc Memory can tag specified blocks as obsolete, and new data may then
be loaded into the first available obsolete spaces, thereby reducing store access
time.

These blocks can be retrieved with a search by content, which, under pro-

gram option, can also provide the fixed address locations.
1.6 REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION.
Buffer Processors are provided to maintain communication with a Data Terminal
Bay, and to buffer, code-convert, and format check data.

These communicate

with the Central Processor through an IIO Interface, which also handles data
transfers to and from Display Console Electronic Typewriters.
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The Buffer Proces sors execute their own internally stored programs.

One, with

appropriate program, is needed for incoming data, and another for outgoing data.
Programs and data are stored on a 8000 revolution per minute magnetic disc.
The Display Consoles also have a sizeable buffer storage area as part of the Disc
Memory for outgoing data.
The Central Processor 110 Interface has a control sect ion that executes operations
in parallel with program execution.

This 110 Interface scans input devices, Buffer

Processors and Display Consoles, signaling the Central Processor with an interrupt when a message is available.
Data transfers are bit serial at a rate (over 700, 000 bits per second) set by the
communicating devices, and are character parity checked.
1.7 UNI-RECORD FACILITIES.
The Central Frace s sor has a Uni-Record Interface which has a character- serial
trunkline.

This trunkline handles magnetic tape transports, punched card readers

and punches, and line printers.

The Uni-Record Interface has its own control

section which can execute operations, once started, in parallel with program
execution.

Data transfers are character parity checked.

The Uni-Record Trunkline has the capability of off-line operations, namely, tapeto-card, card-to-tape, tape-to-line printer and card-to-lineprinter, under manual
control.
1. 8 CHECKING FEATURES.
Reliability has been a primary aim in the data processing system design.

When

errors occur, they are caught by the character parity check that accompanies
every data transfer by the Central Processor.

Where possible, illegal characters

are regarded as errors, such as in arithmetic operations and in memory addresses.
As part of the Disc Memory, 1/0, and Uni-Record Interface operations, the Central
Processor program receives an interrupt signal upon remote detection of parity
error in data transfers either way.

Under program control, an override of the

automatic termination of data transfers upon error detection is provided as an aid
in error corrections.
Blocks, as stored in the Disc Memory, have the character parity bits stripped from
them, but longitudinal parity bits substituted, for reasons of speed and economy.
Character parity is regenerated during transfer to the Central Processor.
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A basic protection of stored data is provided by using the duplexed system to duplicate operations and stored data.

This concept is carried to a finer level by the

feature called "twinning", available both in Core Memory and Disc Memory.
Information is simultaneously stored in duplicate when in twin mode.

In event of

failure of one read operation, the second copy is still available.
The normal result of a sensed error is a program interrupt, unless this interrupt
is ignored.

The interrupt program can test for the detailed source of the error to

take remedial action.
1. 9 DUPLEXING.
In a duplexed or multiplexed system, system functioning can be maintained by a
single Central Processor.

Program controlled cross connections are provided

between Central Processors and Disc Memory Trunklines.
Each Display Console can be switched manually to either side of a duplex system.
Similarly, Buffer Processors may be switched, and have duplicate standby equipment available.
Each Central Processor is able to test by program the state of each switch.

In

addition, special communication is available between Central Processors for programmed switching.
L 10 PROGRAM INTERRUPTS.
The Central Processor has an elaborate set of program interrupts.

These provide

a transfer of control to special programs which determine and deal with the causes
of the interrupts and then resume normal program execution.
There are six classes of interrupts, each with an independent special program
starting point.

These classes are: Error, Disc Memory, Input, Real Time, Uni-

Record, and Other Processor.

Within each class are several detail interrupt

sources which are program testable.
The Error class of interrupts has two divisions, Computer Error, which includes
data transfer, arithmetic and program errors, and Interface Error, which includes
Disc Memory, 110 Interface, and Uni-Record Interface errors.
The other classes of interrupts contain signals generated when specific action is to
be taken as, for instance, when an interface finishes a data transfer operation.
All detail interrupt requests are stored in toggles which are reset by program
individually or by class, and which can also be set by program.
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Other toggles, under program control, permit ignoring interrupt requests by class,
subclass, or totally, but without losing the interrupt requests which remain program
testable.
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SECTION II
CORE MEMORY AND WORD FORMAT
Core Memory for the Data Processing System is provided in modules of 4000 words.
These modules may be assigned to a Central Processor on an individual basis, or
may be connected to two Central Processors via a shared memory trunkline.

The

assigmnent of module addresses is by a patchboard, which has the additional facility
of pairing module s in the Twin mode.
2. 1 MEMORY REGISTERS.
2. 1. 1 MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER.
Words in each Core Memory module have decimal addresses of

0000 through 3999.

Each module has an address register which is loaded in parallel via the trunk from
the Central Processor, while the high order bits of the high order character of the
address perform module selection through the patchboard.

(In some units, two

modules share a common address register.) The Memory Address register appears
to the Central Processor as a single register.

The Memory Address register re-

ceives word addresses in parallel from the Program Control Section and the Disc
Memory, Uni-Record and Ilo Interfaces.

Parity is not checked, but an error is

indicated when a non-existing memory module is addressed.
2.1.2 MEMORY ACCESS REGISTER (M).
Each Core Memory module has an eight-character (full word) M register.

(In some

units, two modules share a common M register.) Transfers to or from Core Memory are full word parallel, via the trunkline which appears to the Central Processor
as a single Memory Access Register, which is displayed on the Central Processor
Control Panel.

All transfers are character parity checked.

Memory cycle time is 5 microseconds, and data is on the trunkline 2. 5 microseconds
after the start of the cycle.
read only or write only.

For some operations Core Memory is half cycled for

For instance, a half cycle write is performed when an ad-

dress of four characters is to be stored into a word of memory, leaving the rest of
the word unchanged.

The effect is a saving of time where, otherwise, two full mem-

ory cycles would be needed; a read-restore, and a clear-write.
half cycle read, modify, half cycle write.

The sequence is

Half cycling is under tight logical control
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so that, even under error conditions, no information will ever be lost.
effects on timing, programming is not involved in half cycling

Other than

by any possibilities

of over-writing or inadvertently clearing portions of memory.
A special feature allows overlap of memory cycles in different Core Memory modules.

The overlap gives an effective cycle time of about 4 microseconds.

This

cycle overlap is particularly effective in unrelated operations, such as the memory
cycles requested by interfaces and their effect on normal program execution.
2. 2 SPECIAL FEATURES.
2. 2. 1 CYCLE DEMAND PRIORITY.
The Disc Memory, I/O, and Uni-Record Interfaces operate independently of, and
simultaneously with, the Program Control Section.
memory cycle.

Any or all may be requesting a

A precedence occurs at logic level giving priorities as follows:

a.

110 Interface.

b.

Disc Memory Interface.

c.

Uni-Record Interface.

d.

Program Control Section.

Central Processor program instruction execution can wait the most easily, and is
given the lowest priority.
2.2.2 INDIVIDUAL MEMORY TRUNKLINE.
Each Central Processor has an individual Memory Trunkline which can service up to
eight memory modules.

The assignment of a module to a Trunkline is done

physi~.

cally by attaching cable s.
Memory modules are contained in cabinets that hold up to four modules and two sets
of Trunkline Drivers.
three memory modules.

Each Trunkline Driver can connect one Trunkline with up to
Pairs of modules which share common Address and M

registers cannot be connected to separate Trunklines.
2.2.3 SHARED MEMORY TRUNKLINE.
Each Central Processor has a Shared Memory Trunkline.
sor can service up to eight additional

~emory

A single Central Proces-

modules via this Trunkline.

Two

such Trunklines from two Central Processors can be connected together through a
Shared Memory Switch built into the memory cabinet, and a total of up to eight
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memory modules can be distributed on either side of the switch.

When the Shared

Memory Switch is closed, a single Shared Memory Trunkline is formed, servicing
all of the memory modules on either side of the switch, and only one Central Processor has preemptive use of the Trunkline.
clusive program control of the switch.

That Central Processor also has ex-

When the switch is open, each Central

Processor can independently access the memory modules on its side of the switch.
Either Central Processor can control the Shared Memory Switch, and have access
to all of the Shared Memory, and that Central Processor has Control Status.

Con-

trol Status is indicated to each Central Proces sor by its Control Status toggle, which
can be program tested (Z Y

= 59)

and reset, but not set.

The Control Status toggles

in the two Central Processors are cross connected so that, when one is reset by
program, the other is set, which transfers Control Status.

Control Status also has

an effect on the control of Disc Memory Duplexing, (Section XII).
Each Central Processor has a program testable, settable, and resettable toggle
(Z Y

= 31)

that requests opening and closing of the Shared Memory Switch.

Only the

Request Memory Switch toggle in the Central Processor that has Control Status,
affects the Shared Memory Switch.
testable (ZY

= 32).

The Shared Memory Switch status is separately

Switching will follow within 10 microseconds after changing the

Request toggle.
When one Central Processor is shut down, the other has full use of Shared Memory
and the Shared Memory Switch remains closed.
closed (true).

The Memory Switch Status will test

These conditions will persist until after power is reapplied to the

shut down Central Processor.
2.2.4 MODULE ADDRESS PATCHBOARD.
Each Central Processor has a small Patchboard, figure 2-1, with which its memory
module addresses are established.

Each of the sixteen groups of 4000 addresses

('/J'/J'/J'/J0 through 63999) is presented as a selection signal that can be patched (connected) to any memory module, including all of those on the Shared Memory Trunkline.

Memory modules are numbered

'/J through 7 on the Individual Memory

Trunkline and 8 through 15 on the Shared Memory Trunkline.
Shared Memory modules can be assigned module addresses independently by the
Patchboards in the two Central Processors.

That is, a given module mayor may

not have the same address patched to it in the two Central Processors.
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GISP70

GS8Cl

GISP8 Cl

GS9D

GISP9 (J

G5100

61SPI00

0
44000 -47999 0
48000 - 51999 0

6SIID

61SPII0

GSI20

GISPI20

0

GSI3D

GISPI30

GSI40

GISPI40

GSI50

GISPI50

40000 - 43999

52000 - 55999

0
60000 -S3999 0
56000 - 59999

0 0 00
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
00
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

TWIN
ADDRESS
P3
GISPTI Cl

GISPT50
GISPTSO
GISPT7Cl

PI, P2, P3: EXAMPLES OF PATCHES

Figure 2-1.
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GSTO(J

GISPTOCl

Memory Addres s Selection Patch Board

0
0
GST3(J 0
GST4(J 0
GST50 0
GSTS(J 0
GST7(J
0
GST8 Cl 0
GST9 Cl 0
6STI00 0
68TII (J
0
GSTI20 0
GSTI30 0
GSTI40
0
GSTI50 0
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2.2.5 CORE MEMORY TWINNING.
The Patchboard in each Central Processor which assigns module addresses has an
additional capability of providing simultaneous write operations in pairs of memory
modules on the individual Trunkline.
registers cannot be twinned.

Pairs which share common address and M

For example, if memory module B is patched to mod-

ule A, write operations addressed to A will also write in B (in corresponding words)'.
However, write operations addressed to B will not affect A, unless a second patch
of A to B is made.

In any cas e, read operations are not affected by the twinning.

Twinning is under control of a toggle (Z Y
reset.

= 53)

that can be program tested, set, or

When the Twin Mode toggle is reset, duplicate writing will not take place.

Operations in which there is a write half cycle in Twin mode will always have a corresponding full clear and write cycle in the twin module.

The clear occurs at the

time of the read half cycle that preceded the write half cycle.

No time is lost,

but the information preserving properties of Twin mode are lost in half-cycle
operations.
Figure 2-1 shows how the Patchboard can be used for module address selection.
Patch wire PI establishes addresses f/Jf/Jf/Jf/Jf/J to f/J3999 for Core Memory module 2.
Patch wire P2 establishes addresses 2'/J'/J'/J'/J to 23999 for Core Memory module 4.
Patch wire P3 establishes twin addresses fJ'/J000 to f/J3999 in Core Memory module 4.
When the Twin Mode toggle is ON, write operations addres sed to locations 0'/J000 to
03999 in module 2 will write also in corresponding locations 20f/J'/Jf/J to 23999 in module 4.

Read operations addressed '/J00f/Jf/) to 03999 will read only from module 2 and,

similarly, read operations addressed 200'/Jf/J to 23999 will 'read only from module 4.
Write operations addressed 2f/J'/Jf/J0 to 23999 will write only in module 4 and will not
affect module 2.

Modules 2 and 4 do not share common address and M registers.

2.3 INFORMATION FORMAT.
2.3. I

WORD.

The basic storage element is the Central Processor word, which may be assigned
specific Core Memory addresses.

A word consists of eight 7-bit characters, fig-

ure 2-2, and may contain either an instruction, alphanumeric data, or a floatingpoint number.

The characters in a word are numbered zero through seven,

beginning with the least significant character position.

2- 5
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2. 3. 2 CHARACTER.
A character contains seven bits.

These bits are numbered 1 through 7, beginning

with the least significant bit position.

Bits 1 through 4 are designated the numeric

bits, bits 5 and 6 are the zone bits, and bit 7 is an odd parity check bit.

The follow-

ing diagram presents the character and bit as signment for a Central Processor word.
Character Number

C~
ODD PARITY BIT

~7

7

~6

6

f)5

5

~4

4

~3

3

~2

2

~1

1

ZONE BITS
Bit
Number

NUMERIC BITS

61

71
>'c
I

51

41

C7 most significant

21

31
C~

Figure 2-2.

11

least significant
Information Word Format

A short two-digit notation will sometimes be used in this manual to designate a bit
position in the Central Proces sor word.

The first digit will provide the character

number, and the second digit will specify the bit number within that character.

Bit

75, for example, designates bit number 5 for the most significant character position.
2.3.3 BIT.
A bit may have a binary value of 1 or

~,

in accordance with the position of a toggle,

or the direction of magnetization of a single core in Core Memory or of an area on
either magnetic disc or magnetic tape.

These bits may be transferred from Core

Memory to the Program Control, Disc Memory Control, or Arithmetic Sections,
where the binary value is recognized and used to access instructions, transfer data,
and perform computation.

The 1 status of a toggle is also sometimes considered

its Set, ON, or True state, while a f/J status is the Reset, OFF, or False state.

2 ... 6
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The four numeric bits plus the two zone bits are sufficient to permit 64 alphanumeric
character code combinations.

Refer to Appendix A for a list of Central Processor,

Typewriter/Printer and Punched Card character codes.

A seventh bit has been

added to each 6-bit character code to provide an odd number of 1 bits.

This odd

parity status is checked on every data transfer to or from Core Memory, Arithmetic
Section registers, Disc Memory, Uni-Record Trunkline devices, and other inputoutput units.

In the event of a parity error, an interrupt request is generated and

the Central Processor will enter an interrupt program {unless errors are being
ignored under program control}.
2.3.4 ALPHANUMERIC DATA WORD.
An alphanumeric data word may contain several fields of data, each containing
fixed-point numeric, alphabetic, or alphanumeric (any combination of symbols,
alphabetic, and fixed-point numeric) information.

A field consists of any consecu-

tive number of characters within the word, and may be specified by many Central
Processor instructions.

Floating-point instructions, however, process only full-

word operands.
The following example presents a Gross Pay field, containing $110.25, and a Rate
of Pay field, specifying $2. 25 per hour, within an alphanumeric data word.
EXAMPLE:

I
1

I

I

I

1

5

Gross Pay field

2

2

5

Rate/ Pay Field

The programmer must locate the decimal point of numeric fields for fixed-point operations.

The sign of each fixed-point field within the word is carried in the sixth

bit of the least significant character position.

A positive sign is indicated by a CJ in

bit position six, while a negative sign is provided by a 1.

The fifth bit of the least

significant character of the field, as well as the zone bits of the other numeric characters, are normally

'/J.

Alphabetic characters and special symbols contain combi-

nations of 1 and '/J in the zone bit positions.
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2. 3.5 FLOATING-POINT DATA WORD.
Floating-point execution may be specified as an option by all full-word arithmetic
instructions and by a numeric compare instruction, paragraph 2.4.5.

This option is

provided to extend the range of the operands that participate in these operations.
Floating-point numbers carry and automatically process the decimal point position.
A floating-point data word presents the number as a signed decimal fraction times a
signed integral power of ten.

The sign of the fraction and the exponent with its sign

are carried in the zone bits of characters C 4 through
1 bit in a sign position indicates a minus.

C~

in the following format.

Bit 6

Fraction
Sign

8

2

8

2

Bit 5

Exponent
Sign

4

1

4

1

"

y

I

"

Not Used

y

Exponent
Tens
Digit

1\

y

A

I

Exponent
Unit
Digit

The exponent is carried as two binary- coded decimal digits in the zone bits of the
four least significant characters of the data word.
Floating-point numbers can range from .

.99999999 x 10 99 .

~~~00~~0

x 10- 99 (equals zero) to

There is no minus zero in either the mantissa or exponent.

The following example presents the bit configuration for the floating-point operand,
+ . 0162 x 10- 14 , which could be represented in the computer word and in the ex15
ample as the normalized quantity, +. 16200000 x 10- . A floating-point number
is said to be normalized when it is positioned so that the machine decimal point is
to the left of the most significant (non-zero) digit of the fraction.
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EXAMPLE:

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

f/J

f/J

f/J( +)

f/J

f/J

f/J

f/J

(/J

(/J

(/J

1(-)

(/J

1

1

1

(/J

(/J

(/J

(/J

(/J

(/J

(/J

()

0

1

f/J

f/J

f/J

f/J

f/J

f/J

0

1

1

f/J

f/J

f/J

f/J

C/J

1

(/)

0

0

0

0

C/J

f/J

+ . 1

6

2

6

2

Floating-Point
Data Word
(as it would
appear in a
register)

Quantity:

Printout
on Line
Printer or
Typewriter:

1

x 10- 15

+

+

+

+

2.4 INSTRUCTION WORD FORMAT.
Each Central Processor or input-output instruction is contained in one 8-character
word, figure 2-3.

Disc Memory instructions, which require three consecutive

words, are discussed separately in Sections IX and X.

The most significant char-

acter (C) of the instruction word specifies the command, the next two characters
(Z and Y) are used normally for field select and address select, but may also
specify command modificationG
one of 1 7 Index register s.

The next most significant character (X) selects

The least significant four character s (MMMM) normally

provide the unmodified operand or next instruction address.

Zone bits 5 and/ or 6

of the X, Z Y, and three least- significant MMMM characters may be used to modify
operand access or instruction execution.
Zone bit positions that are used with specific instructions to provide some other control of instruction execution, are described individually in Section IV.

In subsequent

sections of this manual, a character in the instruction word may be designated either
by its position in the word or by the instruction function.

Bit 5 of the Z character,

for example, may be designated as bit 65 or as bit Z 5.
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Character No.
Instruction
Characters

C7

C6

C5

C4

C3

C2

Cl

c0

C

Z

Y

X

M

M

M

M

Flag
Return

Zone Bit 6

Tagged
Halt

Floating
Point

Zone Bit 5

Absolute

Normalized

Figure 2-3.

2. 4. 1

MASM MASM
Hold
O. A. -1

Indirect
Address

MASM MASM
Bring O. A. +1

Instruction Word Format

COMMAND CHARACTER (C).

The command character (C) specifies one of 34 basic Central Proces sor commands,

6 input-output commands, or designates Disc Memory operation.

The Z Y charac-

ters and bit options of the instruction word, however, expand the program range to
hundreds of individual and distinct Central Proces sor and

input~output

operations.

The different Disc Memory operations are specified by a three-word Disc Memory
instruction.
The command character normally provides easy to remember codes in machine language.

(A for Add, M for Multiply, I for Input, etc.) Programs for this Data Proc-

essing System, however, will seldom be written directly in machine language.

The

programmer will normally use LAP, the Librascope Assembly Program, to provide
the actual Central Processor instructions.

The LAP system permits the use of

mnemonic term s for the command code and the different bit options.

It allows Index

registers and Z Y select characters to be defined symbolically, facilitates access to
closed subroutines, provides the programmer with a variety of system macros,
permits him to create additional macros, etc.

Refer to Appendix D for LAP

mnemonics.
2. 4. 2 SELECT CHARACTERS (Z Y).
a.

Field Select.

Central Processor fixed-point arithmetic, transfer, and com-

pare instructions specify field select operation.

The decimal value of the numeric

bits of Z then determine the number of characters in the field, and the decimal value
of the numeric bits of Y designate the position of the least significant character.
The sum of the decimal values of Z and Y must be less than or equal to 8 for results
to be defined.
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EXAMPLE:

Alphanu:meric Data Word

C

C

7

Z = 5,

b.

Address Select.

..

Field

~

C

6

5

C

4

C

C

3

C

2

Ccj

1

Y=3

Input-Output, Test, Set, Save, Load, and Copy instructions

specify a Trunkline or other input-output device, or designate a signal line, toggle,
or Central Processor register.

The least significant five bits of both the Z and Y

characters nor:mally are used for addressing, and are capable of selecting up to
1024 positions or devices.

The ZY addresses assigned to Central Processor in-

structions are listed in Appendices Band C.
c.

Instruction Modify.

The Z Y characters also control execution of operations

such as the Shift and the Modify Index register instructions.

These instructions are

discus sed individually in Section IV.
2. 4. 3 INDEX CHARACTER (X).
Most of the Central Processor,

input-~utput,

and Disc Me:mory instructions :may

specify index :modification of the operand address.

Bits 1 through 5 of the X char-

acter in the instruction word will select one of 17 Index registers.
:means no index operation.

An X value of 0

Binary values 1 through 15 specify operand address

:modification by one of 15 Index registers, XRl through XRl5, stored in Core Me:mory.

These occupy the four least significant character positions of :me:mory ad-

dresses t>00l through 0015, respectively.

Binary values of either 16 or 17 designate

address :modification by one of two static Index registers, XR16 or XRI7.
:me:mory positions 0016 and 0(> 1 7 are nor:mal storage locations.

Core

Binary value s other

than 1 through 1 7 in bits X 1 through X 5 specify no index :modification.
The indexing function will auto:matically add the content of the designated Index register to the MMMM operand address of the instruction word.

This action precedes

instruction execution and provides an effective operand or next instruction address
equal to MMMM + (X), defined as the value of MMMM plus the content of the X
designated Index register.

Address :modification by XRl through XR15 increases

instruction operation ti:me by one 5-mic rosecond Core Memory cycle.

Static Index

register :modification by XR16 or XR17 is accomplished in one clock time.
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A MOdify Index Register instruction (0) is available to increment or decrement the
content of the Z designated Index register by the Y specified decimal value of from
1 through 9.

If the content of the selected Index register then attempts to become

negative or exceed core memory capacity, normal sequential instruction access
continues; otherwise the next instruction will be accessed at the effective operand
addres s in the 0

instruction.

The indexing option, in conjunction with the D in-

struction, facilitates the repetitive use of program instructions and routines.
2. 4. 4 MEMORY ADDRESS CHARACTERS (MMMM).
The MMMM characters of the instruction word in most instructions specify the unmodified or original Core Memory location of the operand or the next instruction
address.

When the address portion of the instruction word is not required, it may

be used for other data storage.
The numeric bits of the three least significant characters and bits 1 and 2 of the
most significant character in MMMM specify locations fJ(JfJ(J through 3999 for each
Core Memory module.

Bits 3 through 6 of the most significant MMMM character

provide a binary value of (J through 15, to select one of 16 Core Memory modules.
It should be noted that the Central Processor arithmetic instructions provide decimal operations.

A Convert instruction (P) is available to translate between the four

characterMMMM binary-decimal addres s and an equivalent five character decimal
addresso

This instruction is intended to be used in conjunction with arithmetic

operations which modify or provide memory addresses in excess of 9999.
The indexing function, the Modify Index Register instruction, and any zone-bitspecified MMMM increment-decrement action automatically will provide proper
binary-decimal address modification.

These operations process only the numeric

bits of the three least significant MMMM address characters, and all six data bits
of the most significant character.

All other bit positions in the Central Processor

word are ignored.
2. 4. 5 ZONE BIT OPTIONS.
2. 4. 5. 1 INDIRECT ADDRESSING.

Further operand or next instruction address

modification is provided if bit 6 of the least significant character in the instruction
word is a 1.

Then the MMMMaddress is incremented by the content of the speci-

fied Index register to provide an indirect effective address.

The word at this indi-

rect location again will contain MMMM and X characters, and another indirect
address bit designationo

2-12
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or next instruction address if the indirect addres s bit is a f/J, or specify the next indirect effective memory address if the bit is again a 1.
Assume that an Add instruction word provides an operand address MMMM of f/J090,
specifies an X Index register 13 whose content is 0010, and the indirect-bit designator is 1.

Since the indirect effective address is f/Jlf/Jf/J, the Central Processor will

access this location.

Assume that the word at f/J10f/J contains an MMMM of 2050,

designates an X Index register 9 whose content is f/J125, and the indirect bit designator is

0.

The effective operand addres s is then 2175, and this location will sup-

ply the required operand for the Add operation.

It should be noted that during the

indirect addressing operation all but the MMMM, X, and indirect-bit positions at
any indirect address location will be ignored.

All other bit options, as well as the

Z Y characters, are provided by the original instruction word.
2. 4. 5. 2 FLOATING-POINT.

Floating-point operation may be specified by all full

word arithmetic instructions (A, S,

+, -, M, and D) and by the Numeric Compare

instruction (0) if bit Y6 in the instruction word is a 1.
selected if the bit is a
tions.

0.

Fixed-point execution is

This Y6 bit option will be ignored for all other instruc-

Floating-point instructions may be indexed, and may specify indirect

addressing.
The operands and/ or result of a floating-point operation will automatically be normalized if bit Y 5 in the instruction word is a 1.

This bit option will be ignored for

all other instructions and for fixed-point operation.
The actual normalize process varies for the several floating-point instructions.
These instructions are described individually in Section IV.
A normalized floating-point operand has its fraction shifted left, with proper modification of the exponent, until the most significant digit position in the Central
Processor word is non-zero.

Floating Point Instructions are described in para-

graph 4. 6.
2. 4. 5. 3 ABSOLUTE.

Absolute execution is specified for the A, S,

+, -, M, G,

D, / and 0 instructions, during either fixed-point or floating-point operation, if
bit Z 5 in the instruction word is a 1.
instructions.

This bit option will be ignored for all other

Absolute operation considers the specified field, word, or fraction

in Core Memory to contain a positive sign.

Standard instruction execution is then

completed, using the algebraic operand held by the relevant Central Processor
register.
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2.4.5.4 TAGGED HALT.

~.

5."5
Tag control is. avai1~ble with all instructions.

button on the Control Console can be

,
depressed to set a
.
.,

A Tag

corresponding Central

Processor toggle, which may be program tested, (ZY=5 ]).

The ON position of

the Tag button and bitZ 6 in the i"nstruction word equal to 1 will cause .the Central
Processor to Halt after access of the iI\struction word.
The Central Processor ignores the tag. bit if the Tag button is OFF.

Pressing the

Start button or the Step button on the Control Console, following the Halt, permits
the program to continue with normal instruction execution.

The tag control assists

in program debugging by providing an optional Halt preceding execution of any
tagged instructions.
2.4. 5. 5 FLAG RETURN.

The address of the instruction word is placed automat.

.

ically in memory when bit 6 of the X character is a 1.

If an interrupt does occur,

the stored instruction address represents a return point for the program ..
An x6 flagged instruction has its address stored in the most significant half of one
of four Core Memory locations, depending on the type of instruction.

The least

significant half of these locations is not modified.
a.

Memory Address .0~.0l - Central Processor instruction

bo

Memory Address 11:/).02 - Disc Memory instruction

c.

Memory Address :/):/):/)3 - Uni-Record Interface instruction

d.

Memory Address j}j}j}4 - Input-Output Interface instruction

The utility and operation of the x6 flag return option is described further in
Section XI.
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SECTION III
CENTRAL PROCESSOR

This section describes the Arithmetic and Program Control Sections of the Central
Processor.

Instruction execution is described in Section IV.

Later sections de-

scribe other portions of the Central Processor; such as the Core Memory, Disc
Memory, I/O, Uni-Record Interfaces, and the Real-Time Clock.
3. 1 ARITHMETIC SECTION.
All arithmetic and many logic operations are carried out in the Arithmetic Section,
which also participates in the transfer of data between registers, figure E-l.
The Arithmetic Section contains the Arithmetic registers and a high-speed, fourcharacter-parallel adder- subtractor.

By use of an auxiliary four-character Sum

register, the adder can add two four-character numbers in two clock times, and
two eight-character numbers in three clock times.
3.1.1

R REGISTER.

The R register is a one -word static register which functions as a lower accumulator in arithmetic operations and as a distributor in data transfers.

The R register

communicates in full-word parallel with the M register, half-word parallel with
the A register via the adder, and half-word parallel with other registers for data
transfers.

Most instructions requiring a memory cycle for execution involve the

R register on the way to and from the M register, so as to free the M register for
data transfer through the Interfaces.

The R register is displayed on the Central

Processor Control Panel.
3.1.2 A REGISTER.
The A register is a one -word static register that participate s in arithmetic and
logical operations.

Normally the A register is used as an accumulator.

It com-

municates half-word parallel with the adder and, through the adder, with the
R register.

The A register is displayed on the Central Processor Control Panel.
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3. 1. 3 Q REGISTER.
The Q register is a one-word static register that is not accessible to the programmer, but which generates a 2 -mu1ti~le and 5-multiple in such functions as multiply and divide.

For these instructions, the Q register communicates full-word

parallel with the M register.
3. 1. 4

TOGGLES.

The Arithmetic Section has four toggles that are set true by program errors.
These are:

= WI)

a.

Overflow (fixed-point Add, Subtract, and Divide) (ZY

b.

Floating-Point Overflow (ZY

c.

Convert Overflow (ZY

d.

Non-Numeric Operand (numeric bits not in the range (J to 9) (Z Y = W4)

= W2)

= W3)

The specific conditions which cause these toggles to be set and the testing and resetting of them are presented in paragraph 11. 13.
3.1.5 ADDER.
The Arithmetic Section has a four -character parallel adder that develops four
characters of a sum or difference in one Central Processor clock time.

The re-

sult is stored temporarily in a Sum register; a second clock time is required to
transfer the result into the result register (A or R).

The transfer to the result

register will overlap the second sum generation in the case of a field of five digits
or greater, giving a full word add in three clock times.
Also the adder is employed in index modification of operand addresses.

A special

feature handles the most significant character, which is not a decimal digit, but
carries a value of 0 to 63.
The Adder has a special self-checking feature that generates an Arithmetic Data
Transfer Error Interrupt request (ZY

= V5).

Any single malfunction of the Adder

that leads to an incorrect result during an addition or subtraction operation will
be detected.
3.2 PROGRAM CONTROL SECTION.
The Program Control Section provides the registers and control circuitry that enable the Central Processor to carry out the specified instructions.
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instruction is obtained from Core Memory in the location specified as the instruction address and is held and processed in the Instruction register which is described in terms of its component parts.
3.2. 1 INSTRUCTION ADDRESS REGISTER (Ia).
The Instruction Address register (Ia) is a four-character static register that provides the address for instruction access.
follows:

The normal address format is as

The numeric bits of the three least significant characters, and bits 1 and

00'1J'/J through 3999 for each Core MemBits 3 through 6 of the fourth character provide a binary value of 0

2 of the fourth character, specify locations
ory module.

through 15 that select one of 16 Core Memory modules.
carries a binary value of
running from

00000

0 to 63,

Since the fourth character

Core Memory addresses can be thought of as

to 63999.

The Ia register counts up by one after instruction execution, unless its content was
affected by a program jump, paragraph 4. 5.

A program jump places the fully

modified operand address in the Ia register to be used for the next instruction
access.
The Ia register content can be changed by a Load (Ea) or Copy (=) instruction, paragraphs 4.2.6 and 4.2. 8.

In case of Ia register change, one is added to the result-

ing Ia content before the next instruction access.

Transfers to and from Ia are in

four character parallel.
The Ia register content will count up from 63999 to

00000,

but instruction execution

is halted and an End of Memory Error Interrupt request is generated.

Should the

Ia register count up to a non-existent address (one for which there is no Core
Memory module), the Core Memory control rejects the address and generates an
Illegal Address Interrupt request.

The content of the Instruction Address register

is displayed on the Central Processor Control Panel.
3.2.2 OPERAND ADDRESS REGISTER (Oa).
The Operand Address register (Oa) is a four-character static register that holds
the operand address through the execution of an instruction.

The address is held

in normal format, paragraph 3. 2. 1.
The Operand Address register is first loaded with the address portion, MMMM,
of the instruction word, paragraph 2.4.4.
address then take place.

Options that may modify the operand

These are: Index Modify, paragraph 2.4.3, Indirect
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Addressing, paragraph 2.4.5. 1, and PDPM, paragraph 3.4.
graph 3.5, does not modify Oa.

MASM, para-

Transfers to and from Oa are in four character

parallel.
If the modified operand address specifies a non-existent memory module, and a
memory cycle is required, an Illegal Address Interrupt request is generated
(unless the memory cycle is required, no interrupt is requested).

Interrupt re-

quests may occur also during execution of instructions that require multi-word
Core Memory accesses.

The latter may also generate End of Memory Interrupt

requests.
The Operand Address register content can be transferred to another register by a
Copy instruction.

In this case, it is the original address portion of the Copy in-

struction itself that is transferred.

The Operand Address register can be trans-

ferred into by a Copy instruction, but will have its content replaced by the next
instruction.

The content of the Operand Address register is displayed on the

Central Processor Control Panel.
3.2.3 INDEX HOLDER (Xh).
The Index holder (Xh) is a one -character static register that holds the six-bit index character of each instruction and selects Index register operation.
operation, refer to paragraph 2.4. 3.

For index

The content of the Index holder is displayed

on the Central Processor Control Panel.
3.2.4 COMMAND HOLDER (C).
The Command holder (C) is a one-character static register that controls instruction execution.
word.

It is loaded with the six-bit command character of each instruction

An Instruction Error Interrupt request is generated if C does not provide

an assigned command character.

The content of the Command holder is displayed

on the Central Processor Control Panel.
3.2.5 Z HOLDER (Z).
The Z holder is a one -character static register that controls command execution.
It is loaded with the Z character of each instruction word and is displayed on the
Central Processor Control Panel.
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3.2.6 Y HOLDER (Y).
The Y holder is a one -character static register that controls command execution.
It is loaded with the Y character of each instruction word and is displayed on the
Central Processor Control Panel.
3.2.7 X COUNTER (X).
The X counter is a part of the phase control that participates in the execution of
(character-serial) instructions.

It is of interest after a Field Compare instruction,

when it contains the number of comparisons completed, modulo 8, paragraph 4.3. 3.
The X Counter content can be transferred into the Core Memory by a Save ($) instruction.

It will appear as a decimal value, from 1 to 8, in the least significant

character of the word in which it is stored, which otherwise is not altered.
3.2.8 INDEX MODIFY REGISTER (B).
The Index Modify register is a four -character static register that receive s the content of the selected Index register prior to memory address modification or prior
. to execution of a Modify Index Register instruction.

The Index Modify register is

not accessible to the program; however, it is displayed on the Central Processor
Control Panel.

The Index Modify register content does not change in response to

Save, Load, or Copy instructions that specify an Index register.
3.2.9 INDEX REGISTERS (Xrl-XrI7).
The Central Processor is provided with a total of 17 Index registers, two of which
are four -character static registers.

The other 15 are the four least significant

character positions of memory locations 00001 through 00015.
The Adder is used in a special mode to add the selected Index register content to
the operand address of instructions.

Index modification from a static Index regis-

ter requires two extra clock times in addition to the time for the instructionprocure memory cycle.

Index modification from a memory index location requires

two extra clock times in addition to the time for the Index-register-read memory
cycle.
Index register content can be altered by the Modify Index register, paragraph 4. 5.6,
Load, paragraph 4.2.6, and Copy, paragraph 4.2.8, instructions.

Copy and Save

instructions, paragraph 4.2.7, can transfer Index register content into another register or into Core Memory.

Transfers are in four-character parallel.

Refer to paragraph 2.4.3 for a description of the indexing function.
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3.2.10 TOGGLES AND SWITCHES.
Addresses of all toggles, switches, and status tests are listed in Appendix C.
The ten Program Memo toggles can be individually or jointly tested, and can be
set or reset under program control.

The ON or OFF states of the toggles are in-

dicated on the Central Processor Control Panel.
The nine individual Breakpoint switches on the Control Console, Section XIII, can
be individually tested by program, but not altered.
For toggles used in MASM and PDPM modes, see paragraphs

3~

4 and 3. 5.

For toggles involved in Search mode and the Compare instructions, see paragraph 4.3.
For a summary of Program Interrupts, see paragraph 1.10.

For a detailed de-

scription, refer to Section XI.
3.3 PROGRAM CONTROL SECTION OPERATION.
After an Instruction Fetch memory cycle, a series of steps may take place modifying parts of the instruction before an effective operand address is generated and
instruction execution ensues.

The optional steps may be called out by bits in the

original or the modified instruction word, paragraph 2.4.5, or by PDPM or MASM
modes, paragraphs 3.4 and 3. 5.

The sequence of operations leading to instruction

execution, Section IV, starting with Instruction Fetch is given in the following
paragraphs.
3.3. 1 MASM OPERAND ADDRESS STORE.
If MASM mode is set, and if it is applicable to the instruction, bits 15 or 16

Instruction
Fetch

specify storing the operand address incremented or decremented by 1 back
into the instruction in Core Memory.

MASM Mode,
Bits 15 or 16?
No
..,.,.

CD

1~
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3.3.2 FLAGGED RETURN ADDRESS.

CD

1

If there is a Return Address flag, the
Instruction Addre ss register content is
stored into the proper Return Address
register in the Core Memory, para-

Is there a
Return Address
Flag?

Yes

......

Store
(Ia)

graphs 2.4. 5. 5 and 11. 6.

INO
2

~.

3.3.3 INDIRECT ADDRESS.

2

~

I

Is Indirect
Addre s s Bit ON?

Yes

. . Do Specified
.. Index Modify

--..

Fetch New
Operand Address

No
~~

3
If the Indirect Address bit is aI, and if the index character is significant, it is
examined for Index Modification.
Index register.

A memory cycle is necessary to fetch a memory

When Index Modification is complete, the modified operand ad-

dress is used to fetch a new operand address and index character.
addressing can be specified, with the Index Modify option.

Again, indirect

Indirect addressing

continues until a non-indirect address is found.
If a MASM Mode Bring operation is specified, paragraph 3. 5, it is done at ®~
3.3.4 PDPM OPERATION.
If the PDPM mode is set, the instruction has
a PDPM option, and the Operand Address
register content is

0000,

PDPM will operate.

®
~

PDPM
Conditions
Met?

(XR16)
Put in Operand
~-Y-e-s-~
Address
Register

Then Index register 16 is decremented or incremented by 1, according to whether the
instruction requires an Operand Access or
Store.

Execute
Instruction

The content of XR16 is put into the

Operand Address register before decrementing, but after incrementing, paragraph 3.4.
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3. 3. 5 INDEX MODIFY.
Except in the case where PDPM operates, a final Index Modification may be specified.

A memory cycle is neces sary to fetch a memory Index register.

The Index

register content is transferred to the Index Modify register (B) for display on the
Central Processor Control Panel, pa"ragraph 3.2.8.
If a MASM Hold operation is specified, it is done at

®.

Do Specified
Index Modify

J
Execute
Instruction

~

®
304 PUSH-DOWN POP-UP MEMORY MODE (PDPM).
The PDPM mode facilitates the sequential storage and last-in first-out access to a
stack of Core Memory word locations.
A PDPM toggle may be set ON, reset OFF, or tested by program (ZY
this toggle ON, the Central Processor will enter the PDPM mode.

= 51}e

The A, S,

With

+, -

M, G, D, I, B, C, H, J, K, X, $, and (f) instructions then will be executed as
PDPM instructions if either:

the address provided by the address bits of MMMM in

the instruction word is f/Jf/Jf/Y/J and the indirect address bit (bit f/J6) is f/J, or the final indirect addressed location, paragraph 3.3.3, contains an MMM1v:1 of '/Jf/Jf/Jf/J.

The PDPM

operand addre s s will be supplied by the content of static Index register 16, as described in the following paragraphs.

The Central Processor will provide normal

instruction execution if the final effective MMMM address is other than f/Jf/Jf/Jf/J, and
will ignore the PDPM toggle for all but potential PDPM instructions.

The address

supplied by XR16 during PDPM operation ignores the index option.
The A, S, +, -, M, G, D,

I, B, C, J and ffi instructions require anOperandAccess.

The memory location for PDPM operation of these instructions is specified by the
content of XR16, which is then decremented by L
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The H, K, and $ instructions require an Operand Store.

PDPM operation for these

instructions will first increment the content of XR16 by 1, and this modified address
specifies the memory store location for instruction execution.
The Execute instruction (X) may operate in the PDPM mode, and XR16 then will
specify the location of the instruction to be executed.

The Instruction Pickup itself

will be treated as an Operand Access, and the content of XR16 will then be decremented by 1.

The new instruction may also designate PDPM operation.

Whether

this provides another Operand Acces s or an Operand Store will depend on the instruction, following the rules in the above two paragraphs.

If the executed instruc-

tion requires an Operand Access, the word accessed will be the word following the
executed instruction.

If this executed instruction requires an Operand Store, the

store location will be the location of the executed instruction.
3.5 MULTI-ADDRESS STACKING MEMORY MODE (MASM).
The MASM mode facilitates the manipulation of up to three tables in Core Memory.
A single MASM instruction can specify three operand locations, saving additional
instruction access cycles.

Many instructions may operate simultaneously in both

the PDPM and MASM modes.
A MASM toggle may be set, reset, or tested by the Central Processor program
(ZY

= 5~).

With this toggle ON, the Central Processor will enter the MASM mode.

The A, S, +, -, M, G, D, /, B, C, H, J, E, Q, :, and K instructions then will be
executed as MASM instructions if bit 25 and/ or bit 26 in the instruction word is a 1,
and/ or if bit 15 or bit 16 is a 1.
The MASM instruction itself will be executed in a normal manner, and may specify
standard indexing and indirect addressing.

The MASM bit options, however, can

designate additional Bring and/ or Hold functions, and/ or operand address modification in the instruction, as described in the following paragraphs.

The Central Pro-

ces sor will ignore the MASM toggle for all but potential MASM instructions, or if
none of the required MASM bit options is a 1, i.
a.

Bit 25 = 1.

e.,

bit 15, bit 16, bit 25 or bit 26.

Specifies a full-word Bring (B) operation prior to normal execu-

tion of the actual MASM instruction.
content of static XRI6.

The Bring operand location is specified by the

MASM Count toggles +16(ZY = 5( ) and -16(ZY = 5,) may be

set, reset, or tested by the Central Processor program.

Toggle +16 will also be

reset automatically when -16 is set, and -16 will be reset when +16 is set.

Execution
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of a MASM Bring operation, when specified by bit 25, will then increment the content
of XR16 by 1 when the +16 toggle is ON, and will decrement XR16 by 1 when the -16
toggle is ON.
b.

Bit 26

= 1.

Specifies a full-word Hold (H) operation following normal execu-

tion of the actual MASM instruction.
content of static XR17.

The Hold operand location is specified by the

MASM Count toggle +17(ZY = 5#) and -I7(ZY = 5°) may be

set, reset, or tested by the Central Processor program.

Toggle +17 also will be

reset automatically when -17 is set, and -17 will be reset when +17 is set.

Execu-

tion of a MASM Hold operation, when specified by bit 26, then will increment the
content of XR1 7 by 1 when the +17 toggle is ON, and will decrement XR17 by 1 when
the -17 toggle is ON.

Note that both a Bring and a Hold operation may be executed

in addition to the MASM instruction.

Also, the transfers specified by bit 25 and bit

26 do not modify the content of the R register, which is not true of normal Band H
instructions.
c.

Bit 15

= l.

Specifies that the current MASM instruction word is stored back

in memory with its original operand address MMMM incremented by 1, paragraph 30 3. L
d.

Bit 16

= 1.

Specifies that the current MASM instruction word is stored back

in memory with its original operand address MMMM decremented by 1, paragraph 303. l.

If bit 15 and bit 16 are both 1, an Instruction Error Interrupt r,equest

is generatedo
It should be noted that any MASM instruction accessed during execution of an
Execute instruction (X) can carry out the MASM Bring and Hold functions.

However,

any MASM instruction accessed through the use of the X instruction will not execute
the MASM operand address increment-decrement operation.
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SECTION IV
CENTRAL PROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS
In the detailed de scriptions of Central Proces sor instruction execution that follow,
instructions have been grouped under the following general categories:
40 1 ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS

4 .. 4 SET-CONVERT INSTRUCTIONS

40 I .. 1 Add (A)

4 .. 4. 1 Set-Reset Toggle (V)

40 L 2 Subtract (S)

404 2 Set-Reset Bit (#)

40 10 3 Add A to M (+)

4 .. 4. 3 Logical Or (V)

4,. 104 Subtract A from M (-)

404 .. 4

4. I. 5 Multiply Long (M)

4 .. 4 .. 5 Convert (P)

0

Logical And (1\)

4 .. 10 6 Multiply Short (G)

40 L 7 Divide Long (D)
40 10 8 Divide Short (/)
4.2 DATA MOVE INSTRUCTIONS

4.5 PROGRAM CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS

40 2. 1 Bring M to A (B)

4 .. 50 1 No Operation (N)

4 0 202 Combine M with A (C)

4050 2 Unconditional Transfer (U)

4. 2. 3 Hold A to M (H)

4 .. 5 .. 3 Test (T)

40204 Jerk M to R (J)

40 5 .. 4

40205 Keep R to M (K)

40 505 Execute (X)

4 0 206 Load M in ZY

(~)

402.7 Save ZY in M ($)

Bit Compare ():c)

40 50 6 Modify Index Register (0)
4 .. 50 7 Ha It (Z)

40208 Copy Z to Y (=)
4 0 2 .. 9 Left Shift (L)
4,.2010 Right Shift (R)

.i...l COMPARE INSTRUCTIONS

~

40 30 1 Alphabetic Compare (E)

4., 60 1 Add (A)

40 30 2 Numeric Compare (Q)
40 30 3 Field Compare (:)
40 304 Index Register Compare (Y)

40 60 2 Subtract (S)
4 .. 60 3 Add A to M (+)
4,. 6 .. 4 Subtract A from M (-)

FLOATING-POINT INSTRUCTIONS

4 .. 60 5 Multiply Long(M)
40 6. 6 Divide Long (D)
4.6 .. 7 Numeric Compare (Q)
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Each instruction has listed the permissible options for operand access and instruction execution.
norma1ize~

These may include index, indirect-address absolute, floating-point,

tagged halt, flag

return~

PDPM~

and MASM operation..

provided with the instruction description to clarify execution.

Examples are

These examples do

not demonstrate the options for fixed-point instructions, except for a few illustrations of absolute operation.

A description of allowable floating-point instructions

is presented separately, and provides examples of both unnormalized and normalized operation.
Index modification is specified by the X character of the instruction word as described in paragraph 2.4. 3.

The indirect-address, absolute, floating -point~ nor-

malize, tagged halt, and flag return options are designated by the zone bit positions
of the instruction word, as described in paragraph 2. 4. 5.

Further instruction

modification is available to specific instructions by ope rating in the PDPM andlor
MASM mode, as described in paragraphs 3. 4 and 3. 5.
4. 1 ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS.
The eight arithmetic instructions specify and control the algebraic addition, subtraction, long and short multiplication, and long and short division operations ..
One of the operands is located in the specified field or word in the effective operand address, Mo

The other operand and algebraic result is contained in the speci-

fied field or word in the A register and/ or the R register.

The Arithmetic Section

processes only the binary-coded decimal digits contained in the numeric bit positions, paragraph 2. 3.4..

The zone bits, other than the sign positions (and expo-

nents, for floating point), are ignored in the operands and not modified in the result
registers.
All arithmetic instructions may specify absolute operation.

The sign of the oper-

and in M then is considered positive, but the operand in the A register and/ or the
R register will use its actual sign for algebraic execution..

All but the Short Mul-

tiply and the Short Divide instructions may specify floating -point operation, paragraph 4.6.

All arithmetic instructions may also designate indexing, indirect

addressing, and both PDPM and MASM execution.
The Add instruction (A) algebraically adds the specified Z Y field in the designated
Core Memory word to the content of the 8- Y most significant character positions
of the A registero

The Subtract instruction (S) algebraically subtracts the ZY field.

The result of the A or S operation is retained in the 8- Y character positions of the
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A register.

The Add A to M. and Place in R instruction (+) algebraically adds the

specified ZY field of the A register to the designated Core Memory word in the 8-Y
most significant character positions of the R register.

The Subtract A from M and

place in R instruction (-) algebraically subtracts the ZY field of the A register.
The result of the
R register.

+ or

- operation is retained in the 8- Y character positions of the

The A, S, + and - instructions all require that the least significant

character of both operands occur in corresponding character positions of the word.
Any of these instructions can produce an addition or subtraction operation, depending on the sign of both operands.

An addition may overflow the most significant

character position of the A or R result register and set ON the Arithmetic Overflow Error Interrupt toggle (ZY=W 1).

A subtraction will subtract the specified ZY

field from the 8- Y operand, retaining the sign of 8- Y.

Subtracting a larger num-

ber from a smaller number provides an underflow past the most significant character position of the result register.

An automatic complement cycle then reverses

the sign, and subtracts the 8 - Y result character positions from zero to produce the
true algebraic magnitude and sign.
The Multiply Long instruction (M) multiplies the content of the A register by the
specified ZY field in the designated memory word.

This instruction essentially

provide s a fractional multiply operation that left-justifies an 8+Z character algebraic product in the 16-character combined A and R registers.

The decimal point

is effectively to the left of the A register for the multiplicand, to the left of the ZY
field for the multiplier, and to the left of the A register for the product.
The Multiply Short instruction (G) multiplies the content of the four least significant
character positions of the A register by the up-to-four characters ZY field in the
designated memory word.

This instruction essentially provides an integer mUltiply

operation that right-justifies an algebraic product from zero to eight characters
long in the A register.

The machine decimal point is effectively to the right of the

A register for the multiplicand, to the right of the ZY field for the multiplier, and
to the right of the A register for the product.
The Divide Long instruction (D) divides the 16-character dividend in the combined
A and R registers by the specified ZY field in the designated memory word.

This

instruction essentially provides a fractional divide operation that left-justifies the
quotient in the A register and the remainder in the R register.

The decimal point

is effectively to the left of the A register for the dividend, to the left of the ZY field
for the divisor, to the left of the A register for the quotient, and to the left of the
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R register for the remaindero

If the Z-character divisor is not greater in absolute

value than the content of the Z most significant character positions of the dividend,
the Arithmetic Overflow Error Interrupt toggle is set ON to terminate the divide
operation ..
The Divide Short instruction (I) divides the content of the A register by the ZY field
in the designated memory wordo

This instruction essentially provides an integer

divide operation that right-justifies the quotient in the A register and the remainder
in the R register"

The decimal point is effectively to the right of the ZY field for

the divisor, to the right of the A register for the quotient, and to the right of the
R register for the remainder..

There is no requirement on the magnitude of the

ZY divisor field relative to the dividend for the integer Divide Short instruction ..
The Non-Numeric Error Interrupt Toggle (ZY

= W3)

is set ON during any arithme-

tic operation when either one of the following conditions exists:
a.

The specified field contains a character whose numeric bits are other than
de cimal 0 through 9 ..

bo

A character with numeric bits other than decimal 0 through 9 is placed in
the result register (a malfunction) ..

4 .. 1. 1 ADD ..
Command Character

A

Instruction

AZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Floating-Point,
Normalize, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM

Mnemonic

ADD, ADM

Add the characters of the specified ZY field in the effective operand address M to
the content of the 8- Y most significant character positions in the A registero

The

algebraic sum remains in the A register at the 8- Y most significant positions.
Y least significant character positions of the A register are not modified.

The

The

R register contains the word from the effective operand address.
The word in the effective operand address is transferred to the R register.
signs of the operands are the same, an addition is specified.
the 8- Y most significant character positions of the A register.

The sum remains in
Overflow of the

A register word will set ON the Arithmetic Overflow Error Interrupt toggle.
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If the signs of the operands are different, a subtraction is specified.

The Z Y field

in the R register is subtracted from the content of the 8-Y most significant character positions of the A register.

Underflow will reverse the sign bit in the A reg-

ister' and provide a complement cycle that produces a correct magnitude.
EXAMPLES:
(1) (a)

Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of

instruction A34XMMMM:
Z= 3
M

Y=4

2

3

1

4

1

2

3

4

4

7

7

4

6

6

6

6

R

A

8 - Y

Y

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:

(2) (a)

M

2

3

1

4

1

2

3

4

R

2

3

1

4

1

2

3

4

A

5

fJ

8

8

6

6

6

6

Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of

instruction A34XMMMM:

M

4

Z

=3

5

7

Y=4

5

6

6

6

6

R

A
8 - Y

Y
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(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
M

4

5

7

5

6

6

6

6

R

4

5

7

5

6

6

6

6

A

1

4

2

5

8

8

8

8

4.1.2 SUBTRACT.
Command Character

S

Instruction

SZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Floating-Point,
Normalize, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM

Mnemonic

SUB, SUBM

Subtract the characters of the specified ZY field in the effective operand address M
from the content of the 8 - Y most significant character positions in the A registero
The algebraic difference remains in the A register at the 8- Y most significant
character positions.
are not modified.

The Y least significant character positions of the A register

The R register contains the word from the effective operand

address.
The word in the effective operand address is transferred to the R register.
signs of the operands are the same, a subtraction is specified..

If the

The Z Y field in the

R register is subtracted from the content of the 8- Y most significant character
positions in the A register..

The difference, with the sign of the operand initially

in the A register, remains in the 8 - Y most significant character positions of the
A register.

Underflow will reverse the sign bit in the A register, and provide a

complement cycle that produces a correct magnitude.
If the signs of the operands are different, an addition is specified.

The sum, with

the sign of the operand initially in the A register, remains in the 8 - Y most significant character positions of the A registero

Overflow of the A register word will

set ON the Arithmetic Overflow Error Interrupt toggle.
EXAMPLES:
(1) (a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction S42XMMMM:
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Z=4

M

Y=2

9

9

7

7

6

6

3

3

7

7

6

9

8

8

2

2

R
A

8-Y

Y

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
M

9

9

7

7

6

6

3

3

R

9

9

7

7

6

6

3

3

A

7

6

9

2

2

2

2

2

(2) (a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of

instruction S31XMMMM:
Z = 3

M

ABC

D

7

7

Y= 1

G

8

R
A

Y

8 - Y

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
M

A

B

C

D

7

7

8

G

R

A

B

C

D

7

7

8

G

A

tJ

tJ

()

1

3

3

3

I

I6

40 103 ADD A TO M, PLACE IN R.

Command Character

+

Instruction

+ZYXMMMM
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Index, Indirect-Addres s, Absolute, Floating-Point,

Options

Normalize, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM
Mnemonic

RAD, RADM

Add the characters of the specified Z Y field in the A register to the content of the
8 - Y mo st significant character po s itions of the word in the effective operand address M.

The algebraic sum remains in the R register at the 8-Y most significant

character positions of the R register.

The Y least significant positions of the

R register contain the corresponding characters of the word in M.

The A register

is not modified.
The word in memory address M is transferred to the R register.
the operands are the same, an addition is specifiedo

If the signs of

The sum remains in the 8- Y

most significant character positions of the R register.

Overflow of the R register

word will set ON the Arithmetic Overflow Error Interrupt toggle.
If the signs of the operands are different, a subtraction is specified.

The Z Y field

in the A register is subtracted from the content of the 8- Y most significant character positions in the R register.

The difference, with the sign of the operand

initially in the R register, remains in the 8 - Y most significant character positions
of the R register.

Underflow will reverse the sign bit in the R register and pro-

vide a complement cycle that produces a correct magnitude.
EXAMPLES:
(1 )(a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction +24XMMMM:
Y

8 - Y
M

2

3

4

3

A

B

c

D

1

5

7

5

1

2

3

4

R
A

Z = 2
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(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
M

2

3

4

3

A

B

C

D

R

2

4

1

8

A

B

C

D

A

1

5

7

5

1

2

3

4

(2) (a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction +35XMMMM:
y

8 - y
M

1

3

1

5

8

6

9

6

6

9

A

B

C

D

E

R
A

Z = 3

Y

=5

(b) Memory addres s M and the R and A registers after instruction execution (required complement cycle):
M

1

3

8

6

9

6

6

9

R

(j

1

7

6

9

6

6

9

A

1

5

5

A

B

C

D

E

_.

4. 1.4 SUBTRACT A FROM M, PLACE IN Ro
Command Character
Instruction

-ZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Addres s, Absolute, Floating -Point,
Normalize, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM

Mnemonic

MINUS, MINM

Subtract the characters of the specified ZY field in the A register from the content
of the 8- Y most significant character positions of the word in the effective operand
address M.

The algebraic difference remains in the R register at the 8- Y most
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significant positions.

The Y least significant positions of the R register contain the

corresponding characters of the word in M.

The A register is not modified"

The word in memory address M is transferred to the R register.
the operands are the same, a subtraction is specifiedo

If the signs of

The Z Y field in the A reg-

ister is subtracted from the content of the 8 - Y most significant character positions
in the R register.

The difference, with the sign of the operand initially in the

R register, remains in the 8-Y most significant character positions of the R register"

Underflow will reverse the sign bit in the R register, and provide a comple-

ment cycle that produces a correct magnitude.
If the signs of the operands are different, an addition is specified.

The sum re-

mains in the 8- Y most significant character positions of the R registere

Overflow

of the register word will set ON the Arithmetic Overflow Error Interrupt toggle.
EXAMPLES:
(1) (a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction -23XMMMM:

Y

8 - Y

M

R
A

2

3

4

5

6

Z

=2

7

8
Y

9

=3

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
."

M

0

8

6

4

2

4

5

6

R

0

8

5

8

6

4

5

6

A

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(2) (a) Memory Address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction -42XMMMM:
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Y

8 - Y

M

7

5

6

5

4

5

A

B

5

4

6

8

8

8

-

7

7

R
A

Y=2

Z=4

(b) Memory addressM and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
M

7

5

6

5

4

5

A

B

R

7

6

3

4

3

3

A

B

A

5

4

6

8

8

8

7

7

4.105 MULTIPLY LONG.
Command Character

M

Instruction

MZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address,
Normalize~

Absolute~

Floating -Point,

Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM

LMULT, LMULTM

Mnemonic

Multiply the 8-character content of the A register by the specified ZY field in the
effective operand address M.

The ZY field is padded automatically with 8-Z least

significant decimal zeros to provide an 8-character multiplier.
°product then remains in the combined A and R registerso

The 16-character

The most significant half

of the result is contained in the A register, and the least significant half is retained
in the R register..

The proper algebraic sign of the product is placed in the least

significant character position of both the A register and the R registero
EXAMPLE:
(1) (a)

Memory Address M and the R and A registers before execution of

instruction M32XMMMM:
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Z = 5

Y

=2

M
R

A

(b) Memory Address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
M

'/J

9

4

'/J

2

3

-

5

7

R

1

6

8

3

'/J

'/J

'/J

'/J

A

'/J

'/J

3

4

2

4

4

1

4.1.6 MULTIPLY SHORT.
Command Character

G

Instruction

GZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Tagged Halt, Flag
Return, PDPM, MASM

MnelTIOnic

MULT, MULTM

Multiply the content of the four least significant character po sitions in the A register by the specified ZY field (Z ~ 4) in the effective operand address M.

The

ZY field is padded automatically with 4-Z more significant decimal zeros to provide
a 4-character multiplier.

The

8~character

product then remains in the A register.

The proper algebraic sign of the product is placed in the least significant character
position of the A register, and the R register contains the word in M.
EXAMPLE:
{I} {a} Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction G32XMMMM:
Z = 3

Y

=2

1

o

M
R

A

4-12
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(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
M

f/J

9

4

(/J

2

3

5

7

R

f/J

9

4

~

2

3

5

7

A

¢

~

'/J

9

6

8

3

~

4. 1. 7 DIVIDE LONG.
Command Character

D

Instruction

DZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Floating-Point,
Normalize, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM

Mnemonic

LDIV, LDIVM

Divide the 16-character content of the combined A and R registers by the specified
ZY field in the effective operand address M.
dend is initially in the A register.
supplied by the R register.

The most significant half of the divi-

The least significant half, including the sign, is

The sign in the A register is ignored.

The Z-character

divisor must be greater in absolute magnitude than the Z most significant character
positions of the A register to prevent the Arithmetic Overflow Error Interrupt toggle
from being set ON.
The ZY field is padded automatically with 8-Z least significant decimal zeros to provide an 8-character divisor.

The 8- character quotient, with proper algebraic sign,

then remains in the A register.

The 8-character remainder, with the sign of the

quotient, is retained in the R register.
EXAMPLE:
(1) (a) M and the R and A registers before execution of instruction D5lXMMMM:

Z

=5

Y=l

M

3

4

6

5

8

9

2

7

R

1

9

6

2

4

3

2

5

A

()

7

2

3

4

1

6

8
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(b) M and the R and A registers after instruction execution:
M

3

4

6

5

8

9

2

7

R

1

6

2

3

2

3

2

5

A

1

0

9

7

8

8

2

b

4. 1. 8 DIVIDE SHORT.
Command Character

/

Instruction

/ZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM
DIV, DIVM

Mnemonic

Divide the 8-character content of the A register by the specified Z Y field in the effective operand address M.

The 8-character quotient, with proper algebraic sign, re-

mains in the A register.

The 8-character remainder, with the sign of the quotient,

is retained in the R register.
4. 1. 8. 1 Z

> 4.

When the value of Z

to the R register.

> 4,

the content of the A register is transferred

The ZY field is padded automatically with 8-Z more significant

decimal zeros to provide an 8-character divisor.

The A register is padded with 8

decimal zeros, and a divide operation similar to Divide Long then is executed.
4. 1. 8. 2 Z ~ 4.

When the value of Z ~ 4, the content of the A register is shifted right

four places into the most significant half of the R register"

The Z Y field is padded

automatically with 4- Z more significant decimal zeros and with 4 least significant
decimal zeros to provide an 8-character divisor.

The most significant half of the A

register and the least significant half of the R register are padded with decimal
zeros, and a divide operation similar to Divide Long then is executed.
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EXAMPLES:
(1) (a)

Z

>4

M and the R and A registers before execution of instruction /51XMMMM:

M
R

A

(b)

(2)(a)

M and the R and A registers after instruction execution:
M

3

4

6

5

8

9

2:

7

R

C/J

C/J

C/J

5

1

8

8

~

A

f/J

C/J

C/J

f/J

f/J

1

f/J

<)

Z~4

M and the R and A registers before execution of instruction /32XMMMM:

z =3
M

9

8

6

6

1

Y=2

5

3

4

R
A

(b)

M and the R and A registers after instruction execution:
M

9

8

6

6

1

5

3

4

R

f/J

f/J

f/J

f/J

f/J

5

6

8

A

C/J

C/J

C/J

1

1

6

C/J

C/J
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4. 2 DATA MOVE INSTRUCTIONS.
The ten data move instructions specify and control either the transfer of fields or
words between Core Memory and the Central Processor registers, the transmission
of data between registers, or the shift of characters within the A register and the
combined A and R registers.
The Bring M to A instruction (B) clears the A register to decimal zero, and then
loads the specified Z Y field of the content of the effectively addressed operand word
into corresponding character positions of the A register.

The Combine M with A

instruction (C) inserts the Z Y specified field into the A register without modifying
the other character positions.

The Hold A to M instruction (H) inserts the Z Y speci-

fied field of the A register into corresponding character positions of the designated
memory word.

The transfers between memory and the A register specified by the

B, C and H instructions are via the R register.
The Jerk M to R instruction (J) loads the designated Core Memory word into the R
register.

The Keep R to M instruction (K) transfers the word in the R register to

the specified Core Memory address.
word transfers.

The J and K instructions provide full parallel

Together with the indexing capability, they permit efficient multi-

word Core Memory to Core Memory transfer operations.
For the five instructions, B, C, H, J and K, the final content of the Reigster is
identical to the final content of the selected word in Core Memory.
The Load M in Z Y instruction

(EEl

loads the content of the least significant character

positions of the designated Core Memory word into the Z Y specified register.

The

Save Z Y in M instruction ($) stores the content of the Z Y specified register into the
least significant character positions of the designated Core Memory word.

The

Copy Z to Y instruction (=) copies the content of the f/Jz specified register into the
'/JY selected register.

Appendix B, ZY Addressable Registers, designates those

registers that may be addressed by the

® , $,

and

= instructions.

The data trans-

fers employ the Q and R registers, the R Repeater, and the X Counter.
The Left Shift instruction (L) shifts the content of the A register left by Y character
positions if Z5=f/J.

Decimal zeros are inserted into the least significant end of the A

register, and the characters shifted out of the most significant position are dropped.
When Z5= 1, the content of the combined A and R registers is shifted left Y character
positions.

The characters that are shifted out of the most significant end of the R

register enter the least significant end of the A register.
4-16
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(R) shifts the content of the A register right by Y character positions if Z5=~.

If the

numeric bits of Z also provide an odd decimal digit, the shift is circular or cyclic,
and the characters that are shifted out of the least significant end of the A register
enter the most significant end of the A register.

If Z provides an even decimal

digit, decimal zeros are inserted into the most significant end of the A register, and
the character s shifted out of the least significant character position are dropped.
When Z 5= 1, the content of the combined A and R registers is shifted right Y character positions.

Decimal zeros are inserted into the most significant end of the A

register, the characters that are shifted out of the least significant end of the A
register enter the most significant end of the R register, and the characters shifted
out of the least significant character position of the R register are dropped.
4.2. 1 BRING M TO A.
Command Character

B

Instruction

BZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Addres s, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM,
MASM
BRING, CLRA

Mnemonic

Bring the specified Z Y field of the word in the effective operand address Minto
the A register.

Clear the remaining characters of the A register to decimal zero,

and retain the content of memory address M in the R register.
EXAMPLE:
(1) (a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of instruction B43XMMMM:
Z=4
M

Y

=3

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

1

2

3

4

J

A

C

K

R

A

4-17
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(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after execution:

M

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

R

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

'/J

B

C

D

E

'/J

'/J

'/J

4. 2. 2 COMBINE M WITH A.
Command Character

C

Instruction

CZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM,
MASM

Mnemonic

COMB

Combine the specified Z Y field of the word in the effective operand addres s M, with
the remaining characters of the A register.

Retain the content of memory address

M in the R register.
EXAMPLE:
(1) (a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of instruction C43XMMMM:

M

Z

=4

Y

=3

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

R

A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
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M

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

R

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

1

B

C

D

E

6

7

8
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4. 2. 3 HOLD A TO M.
Command Character

H

Instruction

HZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return,
PDPM, MASM
HOLD

Mnemonic

Hold the content of the A register, and insert the specified Z Y field of the A register
into the content of the effective operand addres s M.

The A register is not modified,

and the R register contains the final content of memory address M.
EXAMPLE:
(1) (a)

Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of in-

struction H43XMMMM:
M

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

R
A

Z=4

Y

=3

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
I

4. 2. 4

M

A

2

3

4

5

F

G

H

R

A

2

3

4

5

F

G

H

A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

JERK M TO R.

Cotnmand Character

J

Instruction

JZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return,

ZY not functional (except Z6)

PDPM, MASM
Mnemonic

JERK
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Transfer the content of the effective operand address M to the R register.

The A

register is not modified.
EXAMPLE:
(1) (a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction Jf)f)XMMMM:
M

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

5

2

4

3

6

7

9

8

R
A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:

M

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

R

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

5

2

4

3

6

7

9

8

4. 2. 5 KEEP R TO M.
Command Character

K

Instruction

KZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return,

ZY not functional (except Z6)

PDPM, MASM
Mnemonic

KEEP

Transfer the content of the R register to the effective operand address M.

The con-

tent of the R register and the A register remain unchanged.
EXAMPLE:
(1) (a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction Kf)f)XMMMM:
M
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

5

6

3

2

1

P

E

N
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(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction execution:

M

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

R

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

5

6

3

2

1

P

E

N

LOAD M IN ZY.

4.2.6

Command Character

@

Instruction

(±)ZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM

Mnemonic

LDXR, LDRG

Transfer the content of the effective operand address M into the register specified
by Z Y.

Refer to Appendix B for ZY addressable registers.

The transmission be-

gins at the least significant character positions, and halts on reaching the most significant end of the register.

The R register retains the content of M if the Z Y

register is not in memory; otherwise, the R register retains the final content of the
memory word containing the register.
the addressed ZY register.

The A register is not modified unless it is

Use of an unassigned ZY address generates a Register

Address Error Interrupt request.
EXAMPLE:
(l)(a) Memory address M, the R register, and address '1Jf/Jf/J3 before execution
of instruction ® f/J3XMMMM.

A ZY

= f/J3

designates IR#3, which is contained in the

least significant half of memory location '/J'/J'/J3.

M

7

9

3

2

4

8

5

6

6

8

1

5

2

4

3

7

R

IR#3
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(b) Memory address M, the R register, and address '/J'/J'/J3 after instruction
execution:

M

7

9

3

2

4

8

5

6

R

6

8

1

5

4

8

5

6

6

8

1

5

4

8

5

6

4.2.7 SAVE ZY IN M.
Command Character

$

Instruction

$ZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM

Mnemonic

SVXR, SVRG

Transfer the contents of the register specified by ZY to the effective operand address
M.

The transmis sion begins with the least significant character positions, and halts

on reaching the most significant end of the register.

The R register retains the final

content of memory address M, and the A register is not modified.
Refer to Appendix B for ZY addressable registers ..

Use of an unassigned ZY address

generates a Register Address Error Interrupt request.
EXAMPLE:
(l) (a) Memory address M, the R register, and address '/J'/J'/J 1 before execution
of instruction $IIXMMMM.

A ZY

= 11

designates the Return Address register,

which is contained in the most significant half of memory location '/J'/J'/J 1.
M

9

7

4

1

R

Return Address
Register
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(b) Memory address M, the R register, and address 0001 after instruction
execution:

4. 2. 8

M

9

7

4

1

0

1

5

0

R

9

7

4

1

0

1

5

0

0

1

5

0

7

8

3

4

COP Y Z TO Y.

Command Character

=

Instruction

=ZYXMMMM

Options

Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

CPYRG

X and MMMM not functional (except X6)

Transfer the content of the register specified by Z to the register designated by Y.
The registers selected have address of 0Z and '/)Y.

The transmission begins with

the least significant character positions, and halts on reaching the most significant
end of the smaller register.
When the Y register is in memory, the R register retains the final content of the full
memory word.

When the Y register is not in memory, the R register has its least

significant character positions modified by the content of the Z register.

The A

register is not modified unless it is the addressed '/)Y register.
Refer to Appendix B for ZY addressable registers.

Use of unassigned Z or Y ad-

dresses generates a Register Address Error Interrupt request.
EXAMPLES:
(1) (a) Memory address ,/),/)13, the R register, and address '/)'/)14 before execution of instruction =(]XMMMM. A Z = (specifies the '/)( address of the Other Processor Interrupt Entry register, which is contained in the most significant half of
memory location '/)'/)13.

A Y = ] provides the'/)J address of Index register 14,

stored in the least significant half of memory word '/)'/) 14.
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Other Processor Interrupt
Ent. reg.

0013
R

0014

1

9

2

4

7

5

3

Index Reg.
(b) Memory address

0013,

8

14

the R register, and address

0014

after instruc-

tion execution:

0013

0

4

5

0

6

8

3

2

R

1

9

2

4

0

4

5

0

0014

1

9

2

4

0

4

5

0

(2) (a) Other Processor Interrupt Entry Register Z
Register 16 (Y

= +)

before execution of instruction

=(

R register, and Index

= (+XMMMM:

Other Processor Interrupt
Ent. reg.

0013

3

4

6

8

5

7

9

8

R

5

6

7

4

2

3

5

6

1

2

3

,4

Index Reg. 16

(b) Instruction Address register, R register, and Index register 16 after
instruction execution:

R

3

4

6

8

5

6

7

4

Index Reg. 16
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4. 2. 9 LEFT SHIFT.
Command Character

L

Instruction

LZYXMMMM

Options

Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

LEFT, LLFT

40 2. 9. 1 SHORT LEFT SHIFT (Z 5

X (except X6) and MMMM not functional

= 0)

left by Y character positions, where 0

- LEFT.
~

Y

~

8.

Shift the content of the A register
The Y most significant characters of

the A register are dropped, and decimal zeros remain in the Y least significant
character positions.

The R register is not modified.
NOTE

A Short Left Shift with Y

=8

is the fastest way to clear the A

register.
4. 2. 9. 2 LONG LEFT SHIFT (Z 5

= 1)

LLFT.

Shift the content of the combined

A and R registers left by Y character positions, where 0 ~ Y ~ 8.

The Y most sig-

nificant characters of the R register shift into the least significant end of the A register, and the Y most significant characters of the A register are dropped.

Decimal

zeros remain in the Y least significant character positions of the R register.
EXAMPLES:
(1) (a)
Z5 =

The A and R registers before execution of instruction L0400000, where

'/J:
R
A

(b) The A and R registers after instruction execution:

R

A
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(2) (a) The A and R registers before execution of instruction L+300000. where
Z5

= 1:
R
A

(b) The A and R registers after instruction execubon:
R

A

I

:

I :

I :

I :

I

:

I

:

I

:

I :

I

4. 2. 10 RIGHT SHIFT.
Command Character

R

Instruction

RZYXMMMM

Options

Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

RIGHT, LRGT, RCYCL

4.2. 10. 1 SHORT RIGHT SHIFT (Z5

X and MMMM not functional (except X6)

= 0)

- RIGHT, RCYCL.

Shift the content of

the A register right by Y character positions, where 0 ~ Y ~ 8.

The R register is

not modified.
a.

If the numeric bits of Z provide an even decimal digit:

The Y least significant

characters of the A register are dropped and decimal zeros remain in the Y most
significant character positions.
b.

If the numeric bits of Z provide an odd decimal digit:

The characters right

shift out of the least significant end of the A register into the most significant end.

4.2. 10.2 LONG RIGHT SHIFT (Z5

= 1)

- LRGT.

Shift the content of the com-

bined A and R registers right by Y character positions, where fJ

~

Y ::; 8.

The Y

least significant characters of the A register shift into the most significant end of
the R register, and the Y least significant characters of the R register are dropped.
Decimal zeros remain in the Y most significant character positions of the A register.
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EXAMPLES:

(1) (a) The R and A registers before execution of instruction R2400000, where
Z5

= '/J

and Z 1- 4 is even:

R
A

1: 1: 1: 1: 1: 1; 1: 1: 1

(b) The R and A registers after instruction execution:

R

J

A

B

2

4

5

6

I

A

'/J

fJ

fJ

fJ

1

2

5

8

(2) (a) The R and A registers before execution of instruction R1400fJfJ0, where
Z 5 = f/J and Z 1-4 is odd:

(b)

R

J

A

B

2

4

5

6

I

A

1

2

5

8

3

f/J

9

7

The R and A registers after instruction execution:

R
A

(3) (a)
Z5

The R and A registers before execution of instruction

R+300000,

where

= 1:
R
A

I:I: I: I: I: I; I: I: I

(b) The R and A registers after instruction execution:

R
A

1:1: 1:1:1:1:1:

I:~

\

\

\
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4.3 COMPARE INSTRUCTIONS.
The four Compare instructions compare the content of an 'Index register or a field in
the A register with the corresponding character positions in a designated Core Memory location.

All but the Index Register Compare instruction may operate also in the

Search mode; a search of consecutive Core Memory word or character positions is
specified when the Search Mode toggle (Z Y=52) is ON.

The Alphabetic Compare and

the Numeric Compare instructions both search on the same designated field position
in increasing memory word locations.

The Field Compare instruction searches

through consecutive character positions in consecutive words, without regard to
word boundaries.
Three comparison toggles may be set, reset, and tested by program.

These are the

Compare HI (ZY=55), Compare LO (ZY=56), and Compare EQ (ZY=57) toggles,
which indicate either the result of a comparison, or the conditions for search.

The

toggles are reset OFF automatically prior to any compare instruction execution in
the Non-Search mode, except for the Field Compare instruction.
is then set ON following instruction execution.

The proper toggle

One or more of the comparison tog-

gles must be set ON by the program prior to initiating an Alphabetic Compare or a
Numeric Compare instruction in the Search mode, or a Field Compare instruction
in both the Non-Search mode and the Search mode.

If not, the Program Instruction

Error Interrupt toggle (Z Y=X 1) is set ONo
A search through increasing character or memory locations will halt on meeting the
condition specified by any comparison toggle that is ON, or upon reaching the end of
memory, or upon the occurrence of an Interrupt.

The final operand address is

stored in the X specified Index register, and the content of this address is retained
in the R register.

A halt due to a match on comparison will set ON a Compare tog-

gle (Z Y=3<) and the program continues with the next instruction in normal sequence.
The Compare toggle may only be tested by program, and is reset OFF automatically
by initiating an Alphabetic, Numeric, or Field Compare
Non-Search mode or the Search mode.

instructio~

in either the

An end of memory halt sets ON the End of

Memory Error Interrupt toggle instead of the Compare toggle.

An interrupt halt

ends the Search mode.
The Alphabetic Compare instruction (E) provides an alphanumeric comparison between the content of the specified Z Y field in the A register and corresponding character positions of the designated memory word.

The comparison, which includes

the four numeric and two zone bits of each character, as sumes an ascending sequence
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for code combinations 11 0000 --. 10 1111, 01 '/J0fJfJ --. fJ 1 1111, and fJ'/J '/J0'/JfJ --.
fJfJ 1111.

The E instruction is useful in sorting applications, but should not normally

be used for verifying the results of arithmetic operations.
The Numeric Compare instruction (Q) produces an algebraic comparison between the
content of the specified Z Y field in the A register and the corre sponding character
positions of the designated memory word.

The comparison includes only the decimal

value of the numeric bits and the sign bit of the specified fields.
ample, that a +4

>

+3, a +5

> -6,

a -3

>

-7, and a +'/J

>

-'/J.

It indicates for ex-

The Q instruction is the

only compare instruction that may specify absolute and/ or floating-point operation.
Floating-point Q instruction execution, however, will always indicate that a +'/J fraction is equal to a - '/J fraction.
The Field Compare instruction (:) searches for the condition specified by the ON
status of any of the three comparison toggles.

In the Non-Search mode, this in-

struction tests between the Z most significant characters in the A register and Z
consecutive characters in up to two sequential memory words.

It starts with the Z

most significant characters of the designated memory address, searches toward the
least significant end of the word, and may continue with the most significant characters in the next higher memory address.
equality or completing eight comparisons.

The operation terminates when finding
In the Search mode the Field Compare

instruction also searches for the condition specified by any of the comparison toggles.
It starts with the Z most significant characters in the deSignated memory addres s,
and will continue until satisfying the compare requirement, or until reaching the end
of memory or an Interrupt occurs.

The addressable X Counter (Z Y= 15) will contain

the number of comparisons completed (1 to 8, modulo 8) following Field Compare
instruction execution.
The Index Register Compare instruction (Y) compares the content of the Index register specified by the Z character with the four least significant characters of the
designated memory word.

It provides a normal format address comparison, and

considers only the decimal value in the three least significant character positions
and the binary value of all six bits in the most significant character position.
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4.3.1

ALPHABETIC COMPARE.

Comluand Code

E

Instruction

EZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Hd.lt, Flag Return, MASM

Mnemonic

COMPA

The Alphabetic Compare instruction provides a full character-by-character comparison.

It assumes the following collation sequence, listed. in increasing order:

1 1 f/J f/J f/J '/J ~ 1 1 1 1 11 , It> f/J f/J t> f/J ~ It> 1 11 1, f/J 1

'/J '/J'/J (J

----+

'/J 1 1 11 1, '/J '/J '/J '/J '/J (J

~ (J t> 111 1.

A +f/J is therefore greater than a -f/J.
4. 3. 1. 1 NON-SEARCH MODE.

The Alphabetic Compare instruction operates in the

Non-Search mode if the Search Mode toggle (Z Y= 52) is OFF..

The three cOluf'arison

toggles (HI, LO and EQ) and the Compare toggle are then reset OFF automatically
prior to instruction execution.
COlupare the specified Z Y field in the A register with the corresponding characters
in the effective operand. address M.

The Compare HI toggle (ZY=55) is set ON if the

field in A is greater, the Co:rnpare LO toggle (Z ¥= 56) is set ON if the field in A is
less, and the Compare EO toggle (Z Y=57) is set ON if the field in A is equal to that
in M.

The content of M is retained in the R register, and the A register is not

modified.
4. 3. L 2 SEARCH MODE.

The Alphabetic Compare instruction operates in the

Search :mode if the Search Mode toggle is ON.
toggles (HI,

La,

One or more of the three comparison

EQ) ml.:st be set ON by the program prior to initiating the Compare

instruction, or the Program Instruction Error Interrupt toggle (Z Y=X 1) is set ON.
The Compare toggle is turned OFF automatically prior to comluand execution.
Compare the specified Z Y field in the A register with the corresponding characters
in consecutive and increasing memory locations, beginning with the effective operand
address M.

Instruction execution is completed when a compare meets the require-

ments of any comparison toggle that is ON, which sets ON the Compare toggle.

The

final operand address is stored in Index register X, and the content of this address
is retained in the R register.
gles are not modified.

The A register and the status of the comparison tog-

The search also terminates on reaching the end of memory

and sets ON the End of Memory Error Interrupt toggle (ZY=X3).
the Search mode.
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4.3.2 NUMERIC COMPARE.
Command Character

o

Instruction

OZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Floating-Point, Tagged
Halt, Flag Return, MASM

Mnemonics

COMPN. COMPNM

The Numeric Compare instruction considers binary values the numeric bits and the
sign bit of the specified fields.
ample:

a +4

> +3,

a +5

> -6,

It provides an algebraic comparison with, for exa -3

40 3. 2. 1 NON-SEARCH MODE.

>

-7, and a +0

> -0.

The Numeric Compare instruction operates in the

Non-Search mode if the Search Mode toggle is OFF.

The three comparison toggles

(HI, LO, EO) and the Compare toggle are then reset OFF automatically prior to instruction execution.

Compare the specified Z Y field in the A register with the cor-

responding characters in the effective operand address M.

The Compare HI toggle

is set ON if the field in A is algebraically greater, the Compare LO toggle is set ON
if the field in A is algebraically less, and the Compare EO toggle is set ON if the
field in A is equal to that in M.

The content of M is retained in the R register, and

the A register is not modified.
4. 3. 2. 2 SEARCH MODE.

The Numeric Compare instruction operates in the Search

mode if the Search Mode toggle is ON.

One or more of the three comparison toggles

must be set ON by the program prior to initiating the Compare instruction, or the
Program Instruction Error Interrupt toggle is set ON.

The Compare toggle is reset

OFF automatically prior to instruction execution.
Compare the specified Z Y field in the A register with the corresponding characters
in consecutive and increasing memory locations, beginning with operand address M.
Instruction execution is completed when a compare meets the requirement of any
comparison toggle that is ON, which turns ON the Compare Joggle.

The final operand

address is stored in Index register X, and the content of this address is retained in
the R register.
fied.

The A register and the status of the Comparison toggle are not modi-

The search also terminates on reaching the end of memory, which sets ON the

End of Memory Error Interrupt toggle.

An interrupt ends the Search mode.
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4.3.3 FIELD COMPARE, AUTOMATIC SHIFT.
Command Character
Instruction

:ZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, MASM

Mnemonic

FCOMP

Y not functional

The Field Compare instruction provides full character-by-character comparison,
using the same collation sequence as the Alphabetic Compare instruction.
4. 3. 3. 1 NON-SEARCH MODE.

The Field Compare instruction operates in the Non-

Search mode if the Search Mode toggle is OFF.

One or more of the three compari-

son toggles (HI,LO, EQ) must be set ON by the program prior to initiating the
Compare instruction, or the Program Instruction Error Interrupt toggle (Z Y
is set ON.

= Xl)

The Compare toggle is reset OFF automatically prior to instruction

execution.
The content of the effective operand address, M is transferred to the R register, and
the content of M
(I::;

z ~ 8)

+I

is placed'in the Q register.

Compare for a match between the Z

most- significant characters in the A register and the corresponding char-

acters in the R register.

The Compare toggle is set ON if the compare meets the

requirement of any comparison toggle that is ON.

If not, the Z most significant

characters of the A register are compared with the next lower order field of the R
and Q registers, where the Q register is treated as a lower order extention of the R
register.

This repetitive operation continues until either the Compare toggle is set

ON, or eight comparisons have been executed.

The number of comparisons com-

pleted (maximum of 8) is contained in the addressable X counter (ZY= 15), and the A
register is not modified.
4. 3. 3. 2 SEARCH MODE.

The Field Compare instruction operates in the Search

mode if the Search Mode toggle is ON.

If one or more of the three comparison tog-

gles (HI, LO, EQ) is not set ON by the program prior to initiating the Compare instruction, the Program Instruction Error Interrupt toggle is set ON.

The Compare

toggle is reset OFF automatically prior to instruction execution.
The content of the effective operand address, M, is transferred to the R register,
and the content of M + I is placed in the Q register.

Compare the Z (1:S

z:s 8) most

significant characters in the A register with the corresponding characters in the R
register.
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meets the requirement of any comparison toggle that is ON.

If not, the Z most sig-

nificant characters of the A register are compared with the next lower order field of
the Rand Q registers, where the Qregister is treated as a lower order extention of
the R register.

This operation continues with M+2, M+3, etc., replacing each full

word as it is read out of the Q register into the R register.
when a compare sets ON the Compare toggle.

Execution is complete

The operand address that supplied

the mo st significant character of the matching field is stored in the X Index register,
and the X counter contains the number of required comparisons, 1 to 8, modulo 8.
The search also terminates on reaching the end of memory by setting On the End of
Memory Error Interrupt toggle.

An Interrupt terminates the search.

The instruc-

tion operates in Non-Search mode until a successful comparison occurs or the X
Counter reaches 8) terminating the instruction operation.

The operand address that

supplied the most significant character of the last field compared is stored in the X
specified Index Register.
4.3.4 INDEX REGISTER COMPARE.
Command Character

Y

Instruction

YZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return.

Mnemonic

CXM

Y not functional

The Index Register Compare instruction considers the binary value of the numeric
bits in character positions 0, 1, and 2, and the binary value of the numeric and
zone bits of character position 3.

All other bit positions, including sign, are

ignored.
The three comparison toggles (HI, LO, EQ) are reset OFF automatically prior to instruction execution.

The content of Index register Z is compared with the four least

significant characters in the effective operand address M.

The Compare HI toggle is

set ON if the content of Index register Z is greater, the Compare LO toggle is turned
ON if the content of Index register Z is les s, and the Compare EQ toggle is turned
ON if the content of Index register Z is equal to that in Mo

The A register is not

modified, and the R register retains the content of M.

4.4 SET-CONVERT INSTRUCTIONS.
The five set-convert instructions specify the set-reset of a designated toggle, bit,
or combination of bits, and the binary-decimal conversion of the most significant
memory addres s character.
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4. L 2

The Set-Reset toggle instruction (V) specifies that the Z Y selected toggle be set ON
or reset OFF.

The Set-Reset Bit instruction (#) specifies that theZY selected bit

in the A register be set to 1 or to

'/J.

The Logical Or instruction (v) produces a 1 bit

in the Y selected character position of the A register whenever there is a 1 in the
corresponding bit position of either the Z or Y specified character position of the A
register..

The Logical And instruction ( 1\) produces a 1 bit in the Y selected char-

acter position of the A register whenever there is a 1 in the corresponding bit positions of both the Z and Y specified character positions of the A register.
v, and

1\

The V, #,

instructions facilitate bit manipulation to establish sign and flag conditions.

The Convert instruction (P) will either convert the binary value of character C3 in
the A register to a two digit decimal equivalent in C4 and C3, or convert the two
digit decimal number in character C3 and character C4 to a single binary character
in C3.

The P instruction is useful in converting the most significant character of a

memory address, whose value is in excess of 9999, to its decimal equivalent prior
to subjecting it to an arithmetic operation.

The result may then be converted back

to the binary-decimal address format used in the instruction word.
40 4. 1 SET-RESET TOGGLE.
Command Character

V

Instruction

VZYXMMMM

Options

Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

SET, RESET

4.4.. 1. 1 RESET TOGGLE (Y6

= '/J)

X (except X6) and MMMM not functional

-RESET.

Reset OFF toggle Z Y.

Continue with

the next instruction in normal sequence.
4.4" 1. 2 SET TOGGLE (Y6

= 1)

-SET..

Set ON toggle Z Y.

Continue with the next

instruction in normal sequence.
The list of ZY addressable toggles and lines is given in Appendix C.
unassigned Z Y designation gives an undefined result.
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4.4.2 SET-RESET BIT.
Command Character

#

Instruction

#ZYXMMMM

Options

Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

RBA, SBA, SSP, SSM

x

(except X6) and MMMM not functional

The decimal value of the numeric bits in the Z character of the instruction word
specifies a character position in the A register (0

~

Z

~

7).

The decimal value of

the numeric bits in the Y character of the instruction word selects a bit within that
character (1
4.4.2.1

S Y ~ 6).

(Z

RESET BIT (Z5

>7

or Y

>6

= 0)-RBA,

gives no operation).
SSP o

Reset bit ZY in the A register to

parity bit is automatically corrected, and no other bit position is modified.

0.

The

Continue

with the next instruction in normal sequence.
4. 4. 2. 2 SET BIT (Z 5

= I )-SBA,

SSM.

Set bit Z Y in the A register to 1.

bit is automatically corrected, and no other bit position is modified.

The parity

Continue with

the next instruction in normal sequence.
4. 4. 3 LOGICAL OR.
Command Character

V

Instruction

VZYXMMMM

Options

Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

OR

x

(except X6) and MMMM not functional

The decimal value of the numeric bits in both the Z character and the Y character of
the instruction word each specify a character position in the A register;
~

7.

(Z or Y

2:: 8

0~(Z

and Y)

leads to no operation. )

Logically OR each numeric and zone bit contained in the Z character position of the
A register with the corresponding bit in the Y character position of the A register.
The OR operation produces a 1 bit if there is a I in either the Z or Y specified corresponding bit positions, and provides a 0 if there is not.
bit in the Y character position.
other bit position is modified.

Place the result bit-by-

The parity bit is automatically corrected, and no
Continue with the next instruction in normal sequence.
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4. 4.4

LOGICAL AND.

Command Character

1\

Instruction

1\

Options

Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

AND

ZYXMMMM

X (except X6) and MMMM not functional

The decimal value of the numeric bits in both the Z character and the Y character
of the instruction word each specify a character position in the A register;
0:s(Z and Y):S7.

(Z or Y~8 leads to no operation.)

Logically AND each numeric and zone bit contained in the Z character position with
the corresponding bit in the Y character position of the A register.

The AND oper-

ation produces a 1 bit if there is a 1 in both the Z and Y specified corresponding bit
positions, and provides a 0 if there is not.
character position.

Place the result bit-by-bit in the Y

The parity bit is automatically corrected, and no other bit

position is modified.

Continue with the next instruction in normal sequence.

4. 4. 5 CONVERT.
Command Character

P

Instruction

PZYXMMMM

Z, Y, X, (except Z6, Y6, X6) and MMMM

not functional
Options

Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonics

CBD, CDB

4. 4. 5. 1 BINARY TO DECIMAL (Y6

= 1)

- C BD,.

Convert the binary value of bits

1-6 of character C3 in the A register to a two digit decimal equivalent. Store the
most significant digit in the numeric bits of character C4, retain the least significant digit in character C3, and reset the zone bits of both character positions to 0.
No other character position in the A register is modified, and the content of the R
register is unchanged.
4. 4. 5. 2 DECIMAL TO BINARY (Y6

= 1)

- CDB. Convert the two digit decimal num-

ber retained in the numeric bits of character C4 (most significant) and character C3
(least significant) in the A register to an equivalent binary number. Store the result in
bits 1-6 of character C3, and reset bits 1-6 of character C4 to 0.

No other charac-

ter position in the A register is modified, and the content of the R register is
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unchanged.

A converted binary value greater than 63 will set ON the Convert Over-

flow Error Interrupt toggle (Z Y

= W 4).

4. 5 PROGRAM CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS.
The seven program control instructions specify conditional or unconditional program
skip, jump, and halt operations.

Unless otherwise specified, the program will con-

tinue with the new instruction sequence after a jump in program control.
The No Operation instruction (N) advances the program to the next instruction in
normal sequence, without executing any operation.
instruction used only during program debugging.

It can be useful in deleting an
The Unconditional Transfer in-

struction (U) jumps the program to the designated memory address, and unconditionally initiates a new instruction sequence.

The Nand U instructions also may be

utilized in conjunction as a simple means of providing switching points within the
program.

The branches are set to one of two positions by inserting either the N or

U order code into the command character position of the instruction word.
The Test instruction (T) checks for the specified True or False status of the Z Y
designated line, switch, or toggle.

If the stated condition is met, the program

jumps to the effective memory address.

The program testable toggles and lines

are listed in Appendix Co
The Bit Compare instruction

(~:~)

tests for the specified 1 or '/J status of the Z Y se-

lected bit in the A register, and jumps the program to the effective operand address
if the stated condition is met.

Also, it may compare for equality or complete non-

equality between the Y selected bits of the Z designated character in the A register
and the corresponding bits in the effective operand address.

The Bit Compare in-

struction facilitates the checking of individual or combinations of flags and switches.
The Execute instruction (X) provides execution of a single designated instruction,
with unconditional or optional return to the initial program sequence.

This capa-

bility is useful in program debugging, by permitting the step-by- step execution and
monitoring of individual instructions.
The Modify Index Register instruction ( 0) will algebraically modify the absolute
content of the Z selected Index register by Y, where -9

~

Y

~

+9.

This instruction

automatically provides proper binary-decimal address modification, and the zone
bits in the three least significant character positions of the Index register are
ignored.

The program continues with the next instruction in normal sequence if

index modification exceeds core memory addressing capacity (0-63, 999); otherwise
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the progralTI jUlTIPS to the designated lTIelTIory address.

The MOdify Index Register

instruction, in conjunction with the indexing option, facilitates the repetitive use of
progralTI instructions and routines.
The Halt instruction (Z) provides either an unconditional progralTI halt, or a conditional halt dependent on the Z Y addressed Breakpoint button on the Control Console
being in the ON position.

Depressing the Start or Step button on the Control Console,

following a halt, jUlTIPS the progralTI to the effective lTIelTIory addres s.

The Z in-

struction increases debugging flexibility by perlTIitting optional halts and checks at
specific points in the progralTI.
4. 5. 1 NO OPERATION.
COlTIlTIand Character

N

Instruction

NZYXMMMM

Z, Y, X (except z6 and X6) and MMMM not

functional
Options

Tagged Halt, Flag Return

MnelTIonic

NOP

No operation; continue with the next instruction in norlTIal sequence.
4. 5. 2 UNCONDITIONAL TRANSFERo
COlTIlTIand Character

U

Instruction

UZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

MnelTIonic

JUMP

Z (except Z6) and Y not functional

Unconditionally access the next instruction at the effective operand address M.

4. 5.3

TEST.

COlTIlTIand Character

T

Instruction

TZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

MnelTIonic

TIOF, TION

405.3. 1 TRANSFER IF FALSE (Y6

= 0) -

TIOF.

Access the next instruction at the

effective lTIelTIory address if the ZY addressed toggle or line is false; otherwise continue with the next instruction in norlTIal sequence.
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4. 5. 3. 2 TRANSFER IF TRUE (Y6 = 1) - TION.

Access the next instruction at the

effective memory address if the Z Y addres sed toggle or line is true; otherwise continue with the next instruction in normal sequence.
Refer to paragraph 6. 9 for the use of the Test instruction in the 110 Interface.
Refer to paragraph 7. 8. 3 for the use of the Test instruction in the Uni-Record
Interface.
The list of Z Y addres sable toggles and lines is given in Appendix C.
Use of an unassigned ZY address gives an undefined result.
4. 5. 4 BIT COMPARE.
Command Character
Instruction

~(ZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return .

Mnemonic

TBAT, TCHM

4. 5. 4. 1 TEST BIT (Z5 =

t» - TBAT.

The decimal value of the numeric bits in the

Z character of the instruction word specifies a character position in the A register

(t> S z

~

7).

The decimal value of the numeric bits in the Y character of the instruc-

tion word selects a bit within that character (1

~

Y

~

6).

(Other values of Z and Y

lead to undefined results. )
Te st bit Z Y in the A register.

Acce s s the next instruction at the effective operand

address M if the bit is equal to 1; otherwise continue with the next instruction in
normal sequence.
4.5.4.2 TEST (COMPARE) CHARACTER (Z5

= 1) -

TCHM.

The decimal value of

the numeric bits in the Z character of the instruction word specifies a character
position in both the A register and in M

(t> S Z .$ 7).

The numeric and zone bits in

the Y character of the instruction word control the bit- by-bit comparison between
the content of the Z selected character positions.
and the Equal to Complement toggle (ZY

= 58)

The comparison toggles Equal

are reset OFF automatically prior to

instruction execution.
Each numeric and zone bit contained in the Z character position of the A register is
compared with the corresponding bit position in memory address M when the equivalent bit position of the Y character in the instruction word is a 1.
where the Y character contains a

t> are ignored.

Those bit positions

The Compare EQ toggle is set ON
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if all the Y

=1

are equal.

The Equal to Complement toggle is set ON if all the specified bits are

unequal.

specified bits in the Z character position of the A register and of M

Any other condition will not modify the status of any toggle unless all bits

of the Y character are

0' s

in which case both the Equal and Equal to Complement

toggles are set ON.
The program continues with the next instruction in normal sequence.
4. 5. 5 EXECUTE.
Command Character

x

Instruction

XZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, PDPM

Mnemonic

XECR, XECA

4. 5. 5. 1 UNCONDITIONAL RETURN (Z 5

= 0) -

located at the effective operand address M.

XECR.

Execute the instruction

Return to the instruction following the

Execute instruction.
4. 5. 5. 2 CONDITIONAL RETURN (Z 5
at the effective operand addre§§ M.

= 1) -

XECA.

Execute the instruction located

Return to the instruction following the Execute

instruction unless the instruction at M produces a program jump (conditionally or
unconditionally).

If such a jump is specified, transfer program control to the jump

address and continue with the new instruction sequence.
4. 5. 5.3 REMARKS.

An Executed instruction does not have the MASM Instruction

Modify (bits 15 and 16) and Flag Return (Z6) options.

After fetch of the executed

instruction, the sequence of operations leading to instruction execution is re- entered
at point @ of paragraph 3. 3. 3.
4. 5. 6 MODIFY INDEX REGISTER.
Command Character

o

Instruction

OZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

TXD, TXI

The numeric bits and the sign bit of the Y character in the instruction word specify
an algebraic decimal value of
y6

= 0 provides
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a plus sign.

-9~

Y ~ 9.

A Y6

= 1 designates

a minus sign and a

Bits 1 ... 5 of the Z character in the instruction word

Section IV
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.
Y > 9 in magnitude is treated as a zero. )

provide a binary value to select index registers XR 1 through XR 17.

(A value of

The absolute content of Index register Z is modified by the algebraic value of Y.
The program continues with the next instruction in normal sequence if the result
exceeds Core Memory capacity (less than '/J'/J'/J'/J or greater than 63, 999); otherwise,
the program accesses the next instruction at the effective operand address.

If no

Index register is selected by the Z character (binary value not in the range 1 to 1 7),
the 0 instruction terminate s after completing all specified program control options.
4. 5. 7 HALT.
Command Character

Z

Instruction

ZZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

BPHTR, HTR

4. 5.70 1 UNCONDITIONAL HALT - HTR.

An unconditional halt is specified if the

Zy characters in the instruction word are 5[.

Depressing the Start or Step button

on the Control Console, after a Halt, causes the next instruction to be accessed at
the effective operand address.
4.5.7.2

CONDITIONAL HALT - BPHTR.

Control Console.

There are 9 Breakpoint buttons in the

They are labelled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and have Z Y address

of 5/, 5S, 5T, 5U, 5V, 5W, 5X, 5Y, 5Z, respectively.

A Halt is specified if the

Breakpoint button addressed by the Z Y characters of the instruction word has been
depressed and is in the ON position.

Depressing the Start or Step button on the

Control Console, after a Halt, causes the next instruction to be accessed at the
effective operand addres s M.
The Central Processor continues with the next instruction in normal sequence if no
Halt is specified.

Other ZY addresses give no operation.

4.6 FLOATING-POINT INSTRUCTIONS.
Floating-point operation is specified by the Add (A), Subtract (S), Add A to M and
place in R (+), Subtract A from M and Place in R (-), Multiply Long (M), Divide
Long (D), and Numeric Compare (Q) instructions if the Y6 bit in the instruction
\vord is 1.

Instruction execution then processes each operand as a floating-point
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number, contained as a signed decimal fraction times a signed power of ten.

For

floating-point number format refer to paragraph 2. 3. 5.
Any of the floating-point instructions may designate indexing, indirect addressing,
and absolute execution.

All but the Numeric Compare instruction (Q) also may

specify unnormalized or normalized operation, and the operands compared in Q
instruction execution will always be normalized.

The absolute and normalize

options are selected by zone bits in the Z Y characters of the instruction word. The
num eric bits of Z Y, however, are not functional for the floating-point instructions.
Floating-point A, S,

+, and - instruction execution first tests the algebraic differ-

ence between the exponents of the two operands.
ence

~

If within specified limits (differ-

8), the fraction having the algebraically smaller exponent is shifted right

until both exponents are equal.

The digit 5 is added to the last digit shifted out of

the register to provide add-carry rounding.
Each of the A, S,

+, and - instructions can specify either an absolute addition or

an absolute subtraction ope ration, depending on the sign of the fraction in the A
register.

An addition may ove rflow the most significant character position of the

result in the A or R register (without error).
register is automatically shifted right one

For this overflow, the content of the

place~

without add-carry rounding, and

a 1 is inserted into the most significant fraction position.

A subtraction provides

an underflow past the most significant character position when subtracting a larger
fraction from a smaller fraction.

An automatic complement cycle then reverses

the sign of the fraction initially in the result register, and subtracts the difference
of the fractions from zero to produce the true algebraic magnitude and sign.
The floating-point M instruction provides the 16-digit algebraic product of the fractions in the combined A and R registers.

The algebraic sum of the exponents is

the exponent in the A register and the sum minus 8 is in the R register.
floating-point D instruction always normalizes the divisor first.

The

Then, this in-

struction will shift the dividend in the combined A and R registers right one character position, if necessary, to provide a divisor whose fraction has a greater
absolute value than the most significant half of the dividend.
rounding.

There is no add-carry

The algebraic difference of the exponent in the A register minus the

exponent of the divisor is stored as the exponent in the A register and the difference
minus 8 in the R register.
ter.
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The algebraic quotient of the fractions is in the A regis-

The remainder, with the sign of the quotient, is retained in the R register.
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The automatic right shift of the fraction that may occur during execution of the A,
S, +, -, or D instructions also algebraically increments the exponent.

If the expo-

nent attempts to overflow past +99, the exponent is set to -99 and the FloatingPoint Overflow Error Interrupt toggle (Z Y

= W2) is

set ON.

The automatic left

shift of the fraction that occurs when normalizing an operand and/ or the result
during execution of any floating-point instruction also algebraically decrements the
If the exponent value attempts to underflow past - 99, the exponent is set

exponent.

to +99 and the Floating-Point Overflow Error Interrupt toggle is set ON.
Normalized floating-point execution of the A, S, +, and - instructions will change
operands and results that have an all zero fraction to

-00

exponents are changed to

+00

during A, S,

+,

+. 00000'1Jf/J0

x 10- 99 .

Any

and - instruction execution, if

the fraction is not ±0.
Bits 55, 56, 65, 66, 75, and 76 are not altered in the A register during A, S, +,
or - instructions, or in the word from memory as it appears in the R register.
4. 6. 1 FLOATING-POINT ADD.•
Command Character

A

Instruction

AZYXMMMM Y6

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Normalize, Tagged

=1

Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM
Mnemonics
4.6.1.1

FAD, UFAD, FADM, UFADM

UNNORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5

= 0) -

UFAD, UFADM.

Add the

floating-point number in the effective operand address M to the floating-point number in the A register.

The algebraic floating-point sum remains in the A register.

The R register initially receives the word in M, but the R register content may be
shifted right during floating-point execution.
The word in memory address M is transferred to the R register.

The exponents of

the floating-point numbers in the A register and the R register are then compared
algebraically.
a.

When the exponents differ by more than 8, the greater exponent and its frac-

tion appear as the sum in the A register.
b.

When the exponents differ by les s than or equal to 8, the fraction with the

smaller exponent is shifted right until the exponents are equal.

The digit 5 is added

to the last character shifted out of the register to provide add-carry rounding.
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If the signs of the fractions are the same, the specified addition produces the sum
in the A register.

Addition of the fractions may overflow the register word.

Then,

the content of the A register is shifted right one place without rounding, a 1 is inserted into the most significant character position, and the exponent is incremented
by 1 algebraically.
If the signs of the fractions are different, the fraction in the R register is subtracted from the fraction in the A register.

The difference, with the sign of the

fraction initially in the A register, develops in the A register.

Underflow will re-

verse the sign bit of the fraction in the A register, and provide a complement cycle.

40 6. 1. 2 NORMALIZED OPERATION (Y 5

= 1)

- FAD, F ADMo

Add the floating-

point number in the effective operand address M to the floating-point number in the
A register.

The normalized algebraic floating-point sum is in the A register.

The

R register, which initially receives the word in M, may have its content shifted
during floating-point execution.
The word in memory address M is transferred to the R register.

Then the expo-

nents of the floating-point numbers in the A register and the R register are compared algebraically.
a.

When the exponents differ by more than 15, the greater exponent and its frac-

tion become the sum in the A register.

Then the content of the A register is

normalized.
b.

When the exponents differ by less than or equal to 8, the arithmetic opera-

tion proceeds as in paragraph 4. 6. 1. 1 b.

Then the sum or difference in the A reg-

ister is normalized.
c.

When the exponents differ by Illore than 8 but les s than or equal to 15, the

fraction with the greater exponent is first normalized.

If the exponents still differ

by more than 8, the greater exponent and its fraction become the normalized sum
in the A register.

If the exponents differ by less than or equal to 8, the arithmetic

operation proceeds as in 4. 6. 1. 1.. b.

Then the sum or difference in the A register

is normalized.
EXAMPLES:
(1) Unnormalized Operation.
(a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction AZYXMMMM (Y6
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=1

and Y5 = 0):
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M

2

3

6

+

1

5

7

9

2

R
A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:

M

2

3

6

+
5

1

7

9

2

x 10- 03

R

~

0

(J

t

~

2

3

7

x 10+02

A

'/J

6

7

+
6

3

7

5

8

x 10+ 02

(2) Normalized Operation.
(a)

Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of

instruction AZYXMMMM (Y6

M

9

=1
2

and Y5

5

= 1):

+
1

7

3

8

4

R

A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:

+
M

9

2

5

R

~

0

0

A

2

9

1

7

3

8

4

x 10- 09

9

2

5

1

7

x 10

7

4

4

'/J

'/J

1

+

-

-06

4. 6. 2 FLOATING-POINT SUBTRACT.
Command Character

S

Instruction

SZYXMMMM Y6

=1
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Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Normalize, Tagged

Options

Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM
FSB, UFSB, FSBM, UFSBM

Mnemonics

4.6.2. 1 UNNORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5

= ~) -

UFSB, UFSBM.

Subtract the

floating-point number in the effective operand address M from the floating-point
number in the A register.
A register.

The algebraic floating-point difference remains in the

After the R register initially receives the word in M, the R register

content may be right shifted during floating-point execution.
The word in memory address M is transferred to the R register.

Then the expo-

nents of the floating-point numbers in the A register and the R register are compared algebraically.
a.

When the exponents differ by more than 8, the greater exponent and its frac-

tion with appropriate sign become the difference in the A register.
b.

When the exponents differ by less than or equal to 8, the fraction with the

smaller exponent is shifted right until the exponents are equal.

The digit 5 is

added to the last character shifted out of the register, to provide add-carry
rounding.
If the signs of the fractions are the same, the fraction in the R register is subtracted from the fraction in the A register.

The difference, with the sign of the

fraction initially in the A register, appears in the A register.

Underflow will re-

verse the sign bit of the fraction in the A register, and provide a complement cycle.
If the signs of the fractions are different, the specified addition develops the sum in
the A registero

Addition of the fractions may overflow the register word.

When

overflow occurs, the content of the A register is shifted right one place without
rounding, a 1 is inserted into the most significant character position, and the exponent is incremented by 1 algebraically.
4.6.2.2 NORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5

= 1) -

FSB, FSBM.

Subtract the floating-

point number in the effective operand address M from the floating-point number in
the A register.
A register.

The normalized algebraic floating-point difference remains in the

After the R register initially receives the word in M, the R register

content may be shifted during floating-point execution.
The word in memory address M is transferred to the R registero

Then the expo-

nents of the floating-point number s in the A register and the R register are compared algebraically.
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a.

When the exponents differ by more than 15, the greater exponent and its frac-

tion become the difference in the A register with the appropriate sign.

Then the

content of the A register is normalized.
b.

When the exponents differ by les s than or equal to 8 t the arithmetic opera-

tion proceeds as in paragraph 4. 6. 2. 1 b.

Then the result in the A register is

normalized.
c.

When the exponents differ by more than 8 but less than or equal to 15, the

fraction with the greater exponent is first normalized.

If the exponents still differ

by more than 8, the greater exponent and its fraction with appropriate sign become
the difference in the A register.

If the exponents differ by less than or equal to 8,

the arithmetic operation proceeds as in paragraph 4. 6. 2. 1 b.

Then the result in

the A register is normalized.
EXAMPLES:
(1) Unnormalized Operation.
(a) Memory address M and the R and A registet's before execution of
instruction SZYXMMMM (Y6 = 1 and Y5

= f):

M

R
A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:
M

2

3

6

+
5

1

7

9

2

x 10- 03

R

'/J

'/J

fJ

~

fJ

2

3

7

x 10+02

A

'/J

6

7

+

3

2

8

4

x 10+ 02

6

(2) Normalized Operation, Absolute.
(a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction SZYXMMMM (Y6

= 1,

Y5

= 1,

and Z5

= 1):
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M
R
A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A register after instruction
execution:

-

M

'/J

'/J

7

6

5

4

3

2

06
x 10-

R

'/J

'/J

'/J

'/J

'/J

'/J

'/J

8

x 10;"01

A

3

2

1

f/J

'/J

'/J

'/J

8

01
x 10-

-

4.6.3 FLOATING-POINT ADD A TO M AND PLACE IN R.
Command Character

+

Instruction

+ZYXMMMM Y6

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Normalize, Tagged

=1

Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM
Mnemonics

FRAD, UFRAD, FRADM, UFRADM

4. 6. 3. 1 UNNORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5 = '/J) - UFRAD, UFRADM.

Add the

floating-point number in the A register to the floating-point number in the effective
operand addres s M.

The algebraic floating-point sum remains in the R register.

The initial content of the A register may be right shifted during floating-point
execution.
The word in memory address M is transferred to the R register.

The exponents of

the floating-point numbers in the A register and the R register are then compared
algebraically.
a.

When the exponents differ by more than 8, the greater exponent and its frac-

tion become the sum in the R register.
b.

When the exponents differ by less than or equal to 8, the fraction with the

smaller exponent is shifted right until the exponents are equal.
to the last character shifted out of the register
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The digit 5 is added

to provide add-carry rounding.
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If the signs of the fraction are the same, the specified addition places the sum in
the R register.

Addition of the fractions may overflow the register word.

When an

overflow occurs, the content of the R register is shifted right one place, a 1 is inserted into the most significant character position, and the exponent is incremented
by 1 algebraically.
If the signs of the fraction are different, the fraction in the A register is subtracted
from the fraction in the R register.

The difference, with the sign of the fraction

initially in the R register, develops in the R register.

Underflow will reverse the

sign bit of the fraction in the R register and provide a complement cycle.
4.6.3.2 NORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5

= 1)

- FRAD, FRADM.

point number in the effective operand address M.
floating-point sum develops in the R register.

Add the floating-

The normalized algebraic

The initial content of the A register

may be shifted during floating-point execution.
The word in memory address M is transferred to the R register.

The exponents of

the floating-point numbers in the A register and the R register then are compared
a1gebraicallyo
a.

When the exponents differ by more than 15, the greater exponent and its

fraction become the sum in the R register.

The content of the R register then is

normalized.
b.

When the exponents differ by les s than or equal to 8, the arithmetic operation

proceeds as in paragraph 4. 6. 3. lb.
c.

The result in the R register then is normalized.

When the exponents differ by more than 8 but Ie s s than or equal to 15, the

fraction with the greater exponent is fir st normalized.

If the exponents still differ

by more than 8, the greater exponent and its fraction become the sum in the R register.

If the exponents differ by less than or equal to 8, the arithmetic operation

proceeds as in paragraph 4. 6. 3. lb.

The result in the R register is then normalized.

EXAMPLES:
(1)

Unnorrnalized Operation.
(a) Memory. address M and the R and A registers before execution of in-

struction +ZYXMMMM (Y6

=1

and Y5

= 0):
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x 10+ 02

M
R

x 10~03

A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:

M

'/J

6

7

R

fJ

6

7

A

'/J

'/J

'/J

+
6

+
6

+
f/J

02

3

7

5

8

x 10+

3

9

9

5

x 10+ 02

'/J

2

3

7

x 10+

02

(2) Normalized Operation.
(a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruc-tion +ZYXMMMM (Y6

= 1 and

Y5

= 1):

M

R

A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:

M

'/J

'/J

'/J

-1

R

2

1

1

1

A

'/J

'/J

f/J

f/J

-

-

2

3

4

5

x 10+ 01

'/J

'/J

'/J

f/J

x 10- 02

8

7

6

5

x 10+

01

4.6.4 FLOATING-POINT SUBTRACT A FROM M AND PLACE IN R.
Command Character
Instruction
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-ZYXMMMM Y6

=1
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Index~

Options

Indirect-Addres s,

Halt, Flag
Mnemonics

Return~

Absolute~

Normalize, Tagged

PDPM, MASM

FMIN, UFMIN, FMINM, UFMINM

4. 6.,4. 1 UNNORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5

= 0)

- UFMIN, UFMINM.

Subtract the

floating-point numbe r in the A register from the floating-point number in the effective operand address M.
R register.

The algebraic floating-point difference develops in the

The initial content of the A register may be right shifted during floating-

point execution.
The word in memory address M is transferred to the R register.

The exponents of

the floating-point numbers in the A register and the R register then are compared
algebraically.
a.

When the exponents differ by more than 8, the greater exponent and its frac-

tion with the appropriate sign become the difference in the R register.
b.

When the exponents differ by less than or equal to 8, the fraction with the

smaller exponent is shifted right until the exponents are equal.

The digit 5 is added

to the last character shifted out of the register to provide add-carry rounding.
If the signs of the fraction are the same, the fraction in t,he A register is subtracted
from the fraction in the R register.

The difference, with the sign of the fraction

initially in the R register, develops in theR register.

Underflow will reverse the

sign bit of the fraction in the R register, and provide a complement cycle.
If the signs of the fractions are different, the sum of the specified addition develops
in the R register.

Addition of the fractions may overflow the register word.

When

overflow occurs, the content of the R register is shifted right one place without
rounding, a 1 is inserted into the most significant character position, and the exponent is incremented by 1 algebraically.
4. 6. 4. 2 NORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5 = 1) - FMIN, FMINM.

Subtract the

floating-point number in the A register from the floating-point number in the effective operand address M.
ops in the R register.

The normalized algebraic floating-point difference devel-

The initial content of the A register may be shifted during

floating-point execution.
The word in memory address M is transferred to the R register.

The exponents of

the floating-point numbers in the A register and the R register then are compared
algebraically.
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a

o

When the exponents differ by more than 15, the greater exponent and its frac-

tion with the appropriate sign become the difference in the R register.

The content

of the R register then is normalizedc
bo

When the exponents differ by les s than or equal to 8, the arithmetic operation

proceeds as in paragraph 4. 6. 4. 1b.
Co

The tesult in the R register then is normalizedo

When the exponents differ by more than 8 but less than or equal to 15, the

.fraction with the greater exponent is first normalized.

If the expone:nts still differ

by more than 8, the greater exponent and its fraction with appropriate sign become
the difference in the R register.

If the exponents differ by less than or equal to 8,

the arithmetic operation proceeds as in paragraph 4. 6. 4. lb.

The result in the R

register then is normalized.
EXAMPLES:
(1) Unnormalized Operation.
(a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of instruction -ZYXMMMM (Y6 = 1 and Y5 =

t»:

M

R
A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction
execution:

+

M

9

5

8

R

1

'/J

4

2
+
5

A

'/J

8

7

2

-

6

3

7

9

x 10+06

5

1

7

4

x 10+ 07

5

3

6

1

x 10+ 06

(2) Normalized Operation.
(a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of
instruction -ZYXMMMM (Y6
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= 1 and

Y5

= 1):
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M

R
A

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction execution (required complement cycle):
M

6

5

8

R

6

5

9

A

0

7

2

+
2

6

3

7

9

x 10- 06

:5
+

3

5

0

0

x 10- 05

3

6

1

4

x 10- 04

5

4.6.5 FLOATING-POINT MULTIPLY LONG.
Command Character

M

Instruction

MZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Normalize, Tagged

Y6

=1

Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM
Mnemonics

FMLT, UFMLT, FMLTM, UFMLTM

4.6.5. 1 UNNORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5

= 0) -

UFMLT, UFMLTM.

Multiply

the floating-point number in the A register by the floating-point number in the effective operand address M.

The algebraic sum of the exponents becomes the exponent

in the A register and the sum minus 8 in the R register.

The 16-character alge-

braic product of the fractions develops in the combined A and R registers.

The sign

and most significant half of the product is contained in the A register, and the same
sign and least significant half of the product is retained in the R register.
4.6.5.2 NORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5

= 1) -

FMLT, FMLTM.

The multiply

operation proceeds as above, but the final result in the combined A and R registers
then is normalized.

The A and R registers will contain the same fraction sign, and

exponents as above possibly modified by the normalization.
EXAMPLES:
(1)

Unnormalized Operation.
(a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of in-

struction MZYXMM,MM (Y6

= 1 and

Y5

= 0):
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M
R

A

(b)

Memory address M and the R and A registets after instruction

execution:

(2)

M

rIJ

rIJ

5

9

6

3

7

4

x 10+ 02

R

3

3

4

8

9

6

1

4

x 10- 09

A

rIJ

f/J

rIJ

:5

3

1

6

2

x 10- 01

Normalized Operation.
(a)

Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of in-

struction MZYXMMMM.

(Y6

=1

and Y5

= 1):

M
R

A

(b)

Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction

execution:
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02

M

rIJ

f/J

5

<)

6

3

7

4

x 10+

R

8

9

6

I

4

f/J

f/J

rIJ

x 10- 12

A

5

3

1

6

2

3

3

4

x 10-

-

04

Section IV
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4.6. 6 FLOATING-POINT DIVIDE LONG.
Command Character

D

Instruction

DZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Normalize, Tagged

Y6

=1

Halt, Flag Return, PDPM, MASM
FDIV, UFDIV, FDIVM, UFDIVM

Mnemonics

4.6.6. 1 UNNORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5 = 0) - UFDIV, UFDIVM.

Divide the

16-character floating-point number in the combined A and R registers by the floatingpoint number in the effective operand address M.

The most significant half of the

dividend, including the sign of the fraction and the signed exponent, is initially in the
A register.

The least significant half of the fraction is initially in the R register,

but its sign and exponent positions are ignored.
The divisor first is normalized, and the absolute value of its fraction then is tested
to determine if it is greater than the absolute value of the fraction in the A register.
The content of the combined A and R registers will be shifted right one position, if
necessary, to meet this requirement.

The exponent of the divisor is subtracted

from the exponent of the dividend, and the algebraic difference as the signed exponent is placed in the A register and the difference minus 8 is placed in the R register.

The 8-character quotient of the fractions, with proper algebraic sign, develops

in the A register.

The 8-character remainder, with the sign of the quotient, is re-

tained in the R register.
4. 6. 6. 2 NORMALIZED OPERATION (Y5

= 1) -

FDIV, FDIVM.

The divide operation

proceeds as above, except that the content of the combined A and R registers is normalized prior to the test of the absolute value of the fractions.
and R registers then is shifted right one position, if necessary.

The content of the A
These actions pro-

duce a normalized quotient in the A register with a remainder in the R register that
mayor may not be normalized.
EXAMPLES:
(1) Unnormalized Operation.
(a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of instruction DZYXMMMM (Y6

= 1 and

Y5

= 0):
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M

'/J

'/J

'/J

::;

8

2

4

1

R

4

3

5

7

4

1

6

7

A

'/J

'/J

'/J

2

7

6

8

9

(b) Memory address M and the R and A registers after instruction execution:
M

'/J

'/J

'/J

7

8

2

4

1

x 10+ 02

R

7

2

7

+
8

5

1

6

7

x 10- 11

A

f/J

'/J

f/J

+
3

5

3

8

9

x 10- 03

(2) Normalized Operation.
(a) Memory address M and the R and A registers before execution of instruction DZYXMMMM (Y6

= 1 and

Y5

= 1):

M

'/J

'/J

4

3

6

2

1

8

R

4

7

3

1

6

2

5

7

A

'/J

'/J

'/J

t

1

2

5

9

(b) Memory addre ss M and the R and A registers after instruction execution:
M

'/J

'/J

4

3

-

6

2

1

8

x 10- 02

R

'/J

9

7

3

6

9

'/J

'/J

x 10- 07

A

1

4

0

4

3

3

1

6

x 10+ 01

-

4.6.7 FLOATING-POINT NUMERIC COMPARE.
Command Character

Q

Instruction

QZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect-Address, Absolute, Tagged Halt, Flag

Y6

Return
Mnemonics
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The Numeric Compare instruction provides an algebraic comparison of the specified
·
.
fA - '/J 3
f loatlng-polnt
numbers. As examples, a +.4 x lvfA +f/J 3 > +. 5 x IvfA +f/J 2 , a +.5 x 1"
> -. 7 x 1 '/J +'/J6 , a +. '/J x 1 '/J +25 = -. '/J x 1 '/J -3'/J ,and a +. 5 x 1 '/J +'/J'/J = +. 5 x 1 0 -00 .
4.6.7. 1 NON-SEARCH MODE.

The Numeric Compare instruction operates in the

Non-Search mode if the Search Mode toggle (Z Y

= 52)

is OFF.

The three compari-

son toggle s (HI, LO, EQ) and the Comparison toggle then are set OFF automatically
prior to instruction execution.
The floating-point number in the effective operand address M is transferred to the
R register and the content of both the A register and of the R register is normalized.
Compare the

normali~ed

floating-point number in the A register with the normalized

floating-point number in the R register.

The Compare HI toggle is set ON if the

TIl.unber in A is algebraically greater, the Compare LO toggle is set ON if the number
in A is algebraically less, and the Compare EQ toggle is set ON if the number in A
is equal to that in ;R.
4. 6. 7. 2 SEARCH MODE.

The Numeric Compare instruction operates in the Search

mode if the Search Mode toggle is ON.

If one or more of the three comparison tog-

gles is not set ON by the program prior to initiating the compare instruction, the
Program Instruction Error Interrupt toggle is set ON.

The Compare toggle is set

OFF automatically prior to instruction execution.
The floating-point number in the effective operand address M is transferred to the
R register, and the content of both the A register and of the R register is normalized.
Compare the normalized floating-point number in the A register with that in the R
register.

The operation is completed by setting ON the Compare toggle if the com-

pare meets the requirement of any comparison toggle that is ON.

If not, the content

of M+l, M+2, etc., is transferred in sequence to the R register, normalized, and
compared with the content of the A register.

Instruction execution is completed

when a comparison satisfies a comparison toggle, turning on the Compare toggle.
The final operand address is stored in Index register X, and the normalized content
of this address is retained in the R register.

When the Search reaches the end of

memory, the operation is terminated and the End of Memory Error Interrupt toggle
is set ON.

Also, any Interrupt terminates the Search operation and the address of

the last word compared is stored in Index register X.
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SECTION V
I/O INTERFACE
The I/O Interface executes Input (I) and Output (0) instructions addressed to realtime devices.

Real-time devices are the L-119 Buffer Processors, Section VI,

and the Display Consoles, Section XV.

Input and Output instructions are processed

first in the Central Processor Instruction register for any memory address modification that may be specified.

They are then transferred to the I/O Interface on

the basis of the ZY selection address.

The I/O Interface executes the instructions

independently of the Central Processor program execution which continues after
the instruction is transferred to the Interface.

Figure E-l shows the I/O Interface

in block diagram form.
5. 1 I/O BUFFER REGISTER.
The I/O Buffer register is a full-word static register that communicates with the
Core Memory in full-word parallel.
word for transfer to storage.

For input, this register assembles a full

It is loaded bit-serially and a partial word will be

padded with blank characters.
5. 2 CHARACTER HOLDER.
The Character Holder is a two-character static register that ·communicates character-serially with the I/O Buffer register and bit-serially with selected real-time
devices.

It has sufficient capacity to continue transmission at the maximum rate

while the I/O Buffer register is transferring a word to or from Core Memory.
5. 3 SCANNER.
The Scanner is a two level counter that selects a device that has a message available.

This Scanne r looks at all three L-119 Module positions and one of the Display

Console positions during one complete cycle.

On each succeeding cycle, the Scan-

ner advances one Display Console position until a maximum of 25 Display Console
positions have been scanned.
The Scanner runs at Central Processor clock rate until it stops at a device with a
Message Available signal.

Stopping of the Scanner at a Display Console position,

however, is inhibited by the set condition of the Ignore Display Console Message
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Available toggle (Z Y
command with Z Y

= 7~).

= 38,

The Scanner may be advanced one position by a Set

after which it may run again.

The Scanner is not active

during an Input or Output operation, or when an I/O Interface Error Interrup signal exists that is not ignored at I/O Interfac e Error subclas s level.
To determine the addres s of the device selected, the Scanner content may be
addressed by a Save instruction (Z Y

= lw),

and stored in Core Memory.

It will

appear as the device Z Y address in the Z Y characters of a word otherwise cleared
to zeros.
Refer to paragraph 5. 7 for further details on the operation of the Scanner.
5.4 I/O INSTRUCTION REGISTER.
The 110 Instruction register holds the Input or Output instruction while it is being
executed (and until replaced by another instruction).
selection.

It has a

Command Character Holdero

It has a Z Y Holder for device

It has an Operand Addres s

Holder that counts its way through memory addresses.

During or after instruction

execution the content of the I/O Instruction register may be stored in Core Memory
by a Save instructiono

When this is done, an instruction word is regenerated con-

taining an I or 0 command character, the Z Y device address and the next MMMM
memory address to be used.

As parity is not held in the I/O Instruction register,

it is regenerated in the R Repeater.
5.5 I/O INSTRUCTION LOCATION REGISTER.
The 110 Instruction Location register is a four-character static register that is
loaded with the address of each Input or Output instruction as the instruction is
sent to the Interface.

During or after instruction execution the content of the I/O

Instruction Location register may be stored in Core Memory by a Save instruction.
5.6 OUTPUT OPERATIONo
An Output operation is initiated when an Output instruction is transferred to the
110 Interface from the Central Proce s sor Instruction register.

Interface is Busy, the Central Proces sor will waitQ
to get the first word into the I/O Buffer registero

When the I/O

A memory cycle is initiated
When an Output Priority signal

is sent, the Z Y selected device must respond with a Device Available signaL

Then

the first bit of the first character is put on the Data line and the device is sent an
Output Operation signal.

The device sends its own clock pulses to the Central

Processor when the device is ready to receive successive data bits.
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An EOM (-,) character recognized by the device terminates the transmission.

In the

L-119 program, the EOM character can be ignored within a data block, and then recognized in a control field.

When the device sends a signal indicating reception of a

valid EOM character, the transmission terminates.
are under control of the device clock.

Transmission and termination

Two device clock pulses are required after

the EOM signal to shut down transmission and render the I/O Interface Not Busy.
A.n I/O Interface Not Busy Interrupt request is generated when an Output operation
terminates.

Immediately any Message Available Interrupt request from the Scanner

is generated, paragraph 5. 7.
Transmitted data is checked in the Core Memory and at the device for correct
character parity.

Detection of incorrect parity is signaled by termination of

transmis sion without an EOM Recognition signal.

A.ppropriate error interrupt

requests are generated at the time the Interface goes Not Busy, paragraph 5. 9.
5. 7 INPUT OPERA.TION.
A. Message Available input request signal appears from the Input L-119 program
when a block of data has been received.

The Display Console operator generates

Message Available input requests when he pushes any of several buttons.

These

input requests appear to the I/O Interface as Message Available signals and are
received by the Scanner.
If the Interface is Not Busy and any error conditions have been removed or ignored,
the Scanner will step until it selects a Message Available signal.

When this hap-

pens, an Input Interrupt request is generated for either a Display Console or an
L-ll9.

The Scanner is not operative and is held stationary while the Interface is

Busy;

therefore, another Message Available signal can not initiate selection until

after the Interface goes Not Busy.
The Scanner position can be noted by the Central Processor program after an Input
interrupt by storing it in Core Memory with a Save instruction.

It is not neces-

sary to address the available device with the Input instruction.

Rather, any de-

vice address, and the Input A.ny address, will be replaced by the Scanner position
in the I/O Instruc tion register when the Input instruction is transferred to the I/O
Interface.

Subsequent recall of the instruction will show the ZY address of the

actual device selected.
The Input operation is initiated when an Input instruction is transferred to the I/O
Interface from the Central Processor Instruction register.

When the I/O Interface
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is Busy, the Central Processor will wait.

After an Input Operation signal is sent

to the device, and when it can, the device sends clock pulses and data bit- serially.
Bits are assembled into characters in the Character Holder; Assembled characters
are shifted into the I/O Buffer register; and the words are transferred to Core
Memory, starting at the effective operand address in the Input instruction.

This

address may have been modified by any of several options while it was in the
Central Proce s sor Instruction register.
When an EOM character is recognized in the Character Holder, transmission ends.
If the Scanner has selected an L-119, the EOM character will not be recognized in
the first 10 words (80 characters), but only in a subsequent control field, making
a full 64 data character code available.

After the Interface sends a signal indi-

cating reception of a valid EOM character, the transmission terminates.

The last

word, if not complete, is padded to the LSD with blank characters, and is stored.
Two device clock pulses are required after the EOM signal to shut down transmission, and the Interface goes Not Busy as soon as the last Core Memory cycle is
complete.
An I/O Interface Not Busy Interrupt request is generated when an Input operation
terminateso
Transmitted data is checked by the device as it is sent and in the Core Memory.
Detection of incorrect character parity is signaled by termination of transmission
without an EOM recognition signal.

Appropriate error interrupt requests are

generated at the time the Interface goes Not Busyo
5.8 ERROR CONSIDERATION.
An I/O Interface Error Interrupt request will terminate the operation immediately
unles s the interrupt request is ignored at the I/O Interface Error level.

After an

operation is terminated because of error (or without error), the I/O Instruction
register contains the address where the next word would have been located.

If bad

parity occurs in the last character of a word during input, the word with bad parity
may already be in Core Memory before the Interface stops the operation.
Words are checked for character parity as they are transferred to and from Core
Memory.
generated.

When bad parity is detected, an M Register Error Interrupt request is
If an error occurs as an Input or Output instruction is read from Core

Memory, or is index modified, it generates a Computer Error Interrupt signal.

A

subsequent error during data transfer generates an Interface Error Interrupt signal.
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Should the I/O Instruction register count up to a non-existent Core Memory address, the operation is terminated just as with a parity error, and an I/O Interface Operand A.ddress Error Interrupt request is generated.
Should, for any reason, an operation fail to terminate normally or by detected
error, a timed disconnect will occur that causes an I/O Interface Hang- Up Error
Interrupt request to be generated.

A. hang-up error will also occur if an Output

instruction addresses a device that is not available, (busy, turned off, or not connected), and when the Output instruction addresses a Display Console that is waiting with a message available.
5.9 STA.TUS INDICA.TORS A.ND DEVICE A.DDRESSES.
The I/O Interface can be tested Busy or Not Busy by a Test instruction (ZY = 3°).
Whenever the Interface goes Not Busy, the I/O Interface Not Busy Interrupt toggle
is set ON (ZY

= 39).

(Refer to paragraph 11. 7 for other interrupts. )

The readiness of an Output L-119 to receive an output message can be determined
by addressing it with a Test instruction (ZY

= 63,

64 or 65).

The Test instruction

will test the Device Available signal from the addressed L-119.
The status of the duplexing switching and the pairing of Input with Output L-119' s
is indicated in the Manual Switch Status word, paragraph 12. 3. 5.
A.n Ignore Display Console Message Available toggle (Z Y =

7~)

inhibits the genera-

tion of a Display Console Message Available Interrupt signal, even though the
Detail Interrupt toggle (ZY = 2, ) is turned ON.

When the Ignore toggle is ON, the

Scanner will recognize, but not stop on, Display Console Message Available
positions.
Table 5-1.

I/O Interface Device ZY A.ddresses
A.DDRESSES

DEVICE
Input L-119

60, 61, 62

Output L- 119

63, 64, 65

Input A.ny

70

Display Consoles

71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78,
79, 7-- , 7' , 7>, 7<, 7], 7.,
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5.10 I/O INTERFA,CE INSTRUCTION FORMAT.
5.10.1 INPUT.
Command Character

I

Ins truc tion

IZYXMMMM (Y6 not functional)

Options

Index, Indirect A,ddress, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

RIO

Input from the Scanner selected real-time device.

The execution of the Input in-

struction in the I/O Interface is described in paragraph 5.7.
5. 10.2 OUTPUT.
Command Character

o

Ins truc tion

OZYXMMMM (Y6 not functional)

Options

Index, Indirect Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

WIO

Output to the ZY selected real-time device.

The execution of the Output instruc-

tion in the I/O Interface is described in paragraph 5.6.
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SECTION VI
BUFFER PROCESSOR
The L-119 Buffer Processor is the communications buffer between the A.utodin
digital data links and the Central Processor.
buffering device.

It is a stored program input/output

The L-119 has sixteen basic commands and uses a magnetic

disc as a memory element.

A. single L-119 is used to perform the send or receive

function for a digital data link.

Two L-119' s are paired to form a send/receive

set for a digital data link, as shown in figure 6-1.
6. 1 BUFFER PROCESSOR CONFIGURA.TION.
Four L-119 Modules are packaged in the Buffer Processor Console.

Two of the

units perform receiving functions and two of the units perform sending functions.
The sending and receiving L-119 Modules are identical except for their internal
programs and the interface logic which performs a send only or receive only
function.
In addition to the L-119 Modules there is a Maintenance Module which contains
switches and indicators that enable the operator to enter programs and monitor
L- 119 operation.
Data is transmitted to and received from the Data Links bit-serially at a 1200 bit
per second rate.

Data is transferred between the Central Processor and the

L- 119 bit-s erially at a 800 kc rate.
6.2 INPUT MESSA.GE TRA.NSFER.
6.2.1

DA.TA. LINK TO RECEIVING L-119.

Data is received by the Receiving L-119 bit-serially at a 1200 bit per sec rate
from the Data Terminal Bay in A.utodin format and code.
shown in figure 6-2.

The A.utodin format is

Data is transmitted and received in 80 character blocks

framed by four control characters. The Receiving L-119, under program control,
performs the following tasks:
a.

Format Check - It checks the format of the received data to insure that it is

in A.utodin forma t.
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,.------ - --"'I

CENTRAL
PROCESSOR

BUFFER PROCESSOR
CONSOLE
SERIAL DATA
1200 BPS

..

J

..

,

I
1200 CPS CLOCK

...

~-----

AUTODIN
DATA
TERMINAL
BAY
DTB I

Ltl9
MODULE

1+-1------ .....
J

I
SERIAL DATA

800 KC BPS

SENDING
(OUTPUT)

I

'--110.

1200 CPS CLOCK
~--------..

SERIAL DATA
1200 BPS

LlI9
MODULE

~ ~-----...

..
LlI9
MODULE

SENDING
(OUTPUT)

-

-

-

-

____
120_0 C_PS C_LOC_K

~

r-

....

Figure 6-1.

6-2

--"111"""____ _ _

CONTROL LINES

- - - - - - DATA LINES

MODULE
LII9

..

~~----+

I

SERIAL DATA
1200 BPS

...

I/O
INTERFACE

SERIAL DATA

800 KC BPS
RECEIVING
(INPUT)

AUTODIN
DATA
TERMINAL
BAY
DTB 2

.

RECEIVING
( INPUT)

I

SERIAL DATA
1200 BPS

...

SERIAL DATA
BOOKC BPS

SERIAL DATA

800 KC BPS
,.

I
r

~

- - - .....

1--_ _ _ _--'

NOTE:
DTB AND L-1I9 SWITCHING
NOT SHOWN

Buffer Processor Console Function Configuration
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,

"\
\

\,

:E
0

..J
L&J

(/)

(/)

80 DATA
CHARACTERS

CD
..J

0
L&J

>-

-

CD
..J
0

X LINE
BLOCKS

I0:::

«
Q.

,

(/)

L&J

0:::
0

z

-

(!)

80 DATA
CHARACTERS

:E
0
L&J

>-

I0:::

«
Q.

"\
\

SOM

START OF MESSAGE CHARACTER

SEL

SELECT CHARACTER

EOLB

END OF LINE BLOCK CHARACTER

PARITY -

HORIZONTAL CHECK SUM CHARACTER

SOLB

START OF LINE BLOCK CHARACTER

IGNORE -

IGNORE CHARACTER ( FIELDATA i)

EOM

END OF MESSAGE CHARACTER

Figure 6-2.

C or T Select Message Format
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b.

Translation - It translates the received data from A.utodin (Fieldata) code

to Central Processor code.
c.

Error Checks -

It check s all da ta for vertical and longitudinal pa rity.

It

also signals the sender if an error is detected.
d.

Message Acknowledgment - It acknowledges the reception of all messages

to the sender by signaling the Sending L-119 to transmit acknowledgment
characters.
e.

Operator Intervention - It signals the operator of Data Link malfunctions

and stoppage of data transmission.

f.

Formatting - It formats received data into the proper format for transmis-

sion to the Central Processor.
6.2.2 RECEIVING L-119 TO CENTRA.L PROCESSOR.
The format for input messages from the Receiving L-119 to the Central Processor
is shown in. figures 6-3 and 6-4. Each data transmission from the Receiving L-119
to the Central Processor consists of 80 data characters followed by a control
field.

The control field is 5 characters in length.

The control field carries the

following indications:
a.

The last line block of a message.

b.

The message being received has been discarded by the sender, and the

Central Processor should ignore any part of the message it has received.
c.

The mes sage presently being transmitted by the Sending L-119 on the Data

Link has been rejected by the remote station.
d.

The data block received by the Central Processor is valid data.

e.

The end of the present transmission from the Receiving L-119

Five characters always constitute the control field and a specific character indicates
the absence of a control character.
A.n end of message character (EOM) is locatedin the first character of the control
field.

When present, this character identifies the last line block of a received

message.

The EOM character is the letter E in Central Processor code.

A. discard message code (DM) is located in the second character position of the
control field.
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A. SINGLE LINE BLOCK MESSAGE: L-1I9 TO CENTRAL PROCESSOR

80 DATA CHARACTERS

~

z

~

0

:.::
z

<t

<t

Z
<t

L&J

..J

..J

..J

2:

OJ

en

tL&J

en

B. SINGLE LINE BLOCK MESSAGE: L-1I9 TO CENTRAL PROCESSOR -INDICATING SENDER IS
DISCARDING THE LAST UNCOMPLETED MESSAGE

~.

80 DATA CHARACTERS

z

<t
..J

:2
0

:.::

:.::

<t

<t

...J

..J

z

en

OJ

Z

tI&J

OJ

C. SINGLE LINE BLOCK MESSAGE: L-1I9 TO CENTRAL PROCESSOR - INDICATING THE
REMOTE STATION HAS REJECTED THE MESSAGE BEING TRANSMITTED BY THE OUTPUT
LI19 AND THAT THIS IS A DUMMY MESSAGE.

80 DATA CHARACTERS

¥
Z

<t
...J

OJ

Figure 6-3.

¥

z

«

...J

:I

a::

0

::>
0

tL&J

en

Single Block Input Message Format
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A. FIRST LINE BLOCK

x

eo

DATA CHARACTERS

x

>-

Z

Z

<[

<[

-0::t-

...J
CIl

...J
CIl

0::

2

Q.

....

0

LaJ
...J
LaJ

....
LaJ

(/)

B. X NUMBER LINE BLOCK

x

eo

DATA CHARACTERS

z

x

z

<[

<t

...J
CIl

...J
CIl

2

z

x
z

c:t
...J
CIl

x
z

<t
...J
CIl

....
LaJ

C. LAST LINE BLOCK

80 DArA CHARACTERS

Figure 6-4.

6-6

0
LaJ

x

<t

...J
CIl

x

z

<t

...J
CIl

x

z

<t

...J
CIl

....

LaJ

Multi-Block Input Message Format
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by the Central Processor since the last complete message (including the data
block with the DM code) are being voided by the sender.

This character is the

letter M in Central Processor code.
A, reject message code is located in the third character position of the control
field.

When present, this character indicates to the Central Processor that the

message presently being transmitted, by the Sending L-119 connected to the Data
Link, is being rejected by the remote station.

This character is the letter R in

Central Processor code.
A, dud message code (DUD) is located in the fourth character position of the control field.

When present, this character indicates that the data block associated

with the control field is a dummy block and it should be ignored.

This code is

used when signaling the Central Processor that a reject message code has been
received when there is no input message being received by the L-119.

This char-

acter is the letter D in Central Processor code.
A,n end of message transmission character is located in the fifth character position
of the control field.

It indicates to the Central Processor the termination of trans-

mission from the Receiving L-119.

This is an end of message character (----,)

in Central Processor code.
A, blank character (BLA,NK) in Central Processor code is inserted in the control
field in place of a control code if the control function is not used.
6. 3 OUTPUT MESSA,GE TRA.NSFER.
6.3.1 CENTRA.L PROCESSOR TO SENDING L-119.
The format for output messages from the Central Processor to the L-119 is shown
in figures 6-5 and 6-6.

Each data transmission from the Central Processor con-

sists of 80 data characters followed by a control field.
characters in length.

The control field is five

In addition to providing end of message indication to the

Sending L-119, the control field also indicates to the Sending L-119 the various
control functions the Central Processor program desires transmitted on the Data
Link, as well as the priority of the outgoing message and the format of the output
message.
The control fields, for output messages from the Central Processor to the Sending
L-ll9, are shown in figure 6-6.

There are seven control characters and one

character to indicate the absence of a control character.
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Figure 6-5.
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A. FIRST LINE BLOCK
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B. X NUMBER LINE BLOCK
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«
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NOTE I

C. LAST LINE BLOCK

~
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o

L&J

Figure 6-6.
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Multi-Block Output Message Format
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A.n end of message character (EOM) is located in the first character position of
the control field.

When present, this character indicates the last line block of an

outgoing Data Link message.

It is the letter E in Central Processor code.

A. discard message code (DM) is located in the second character position of the
control field.

When present, this character indicates to the Sending L-119 that

the Central Processor desires to discard the message presently being transmitted
and that the Sending L-119 should execute the discard message procedure on the
Data Link.

This character is the letter M in Central Processor code.

A. priority character (PR) is located in the third character position of the control
field.

This charac ter indicates the priority of the mes sage being transmitted.

This character is the letter L in Central Processor code for a low priority message, and the letter H for a high priority message.
A. select character (SEL) is located in the fourth character position of the control
field.

This character indicates whether the output message is in card or teletype

format.

This character is the letter C in Central Processor code for a punched

card message, and the letter T for a teletype format message.
A.n end of transmission character is located in the fifth character position of the
control field.

It indicates to the Sending L-119 the termination of transmission

from the Central Processor.

This character is an end of message character (---,)

in Central Processor code.
A. blank character (BLA.NK), in Central Processor code, is inserted in the control
field in place of a control code if the control function is not used.
6.3.2 SENDING L-119 TO DA.TA. LINK.
Upon receipt of a block of data from the Central Processor, the Sending L-119,
under program control, performs the following tasks:
a.

Formatting - It formats the data received from the Central Processor into

A.utodin format.
b.

Translation - It translates the data from Central Processor c:ode to A.uto-

din code.
c.

Error Checks - It generates the horizontal block parity character required

in the A.utodin format.
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d.

Mes sage Acknowledgment - It checks for correctness of acknowledgment

on all transmissions.
e.

Operator Intervention - It indicates when the Data Link has malfunctioned

and operator intervention is required.

f.

(See Sec tion 12. )

Transmission of A.cknowledgment Codes

-

It transmits acknowledgment

codes requested by the Receiving L-119.

6.4 MESSA.GE STORA.GE.
A.s the L-119 Modules handle input and output data on a message by message basis,
storage is provided for 336 eight-bit message characters, with control codes used
to indicate partial message reception if the message exceeds 336 characters.
Messages and message fragments of up to 336 characters can be transferred to the
Central Processor at the disc clock serial bit rate of
addressing logic built into the Message track.

800~c

through the use of

This allows the use of the Message

track a s a multi- slot storage element.
Message characters, of eight bits each, are stored and treated as individual words
by the L-119 Module programs.

6.5 L-119 MODULE DESCRIPTION.
A block diagram of the L-ll9 Module is shown in figure 6-7.

The L-l19 Module

operates under control of its internal program.
Programs can be entered manually into the L-l19 Modules through the maintenance
panel, or by the use of a manually inserted bootstrap program
standard input devices.

through one of the

A. program entry device (not part of Buffer Processor)

allows more efficient use of the program storage in the machine and also faster
entry of a program.

6.5. I INPUT /OUTPUT INTERFA.CE.
A.lI data lines between a Data Link and the L-119 Modules are terminated at the
Input/Output Interface in each L-119 Module.

The Interface consists principally

of timing and level standardizing circuits which ensure elect rical compatibility
between the Data Link and each L-119 Module.
The L-119 Modules communicate with the Central Processor through the I/O
Interface in the Central Processor, Section V.

This Interface selects a particular

L-119 Module and designates the operation to be performed.
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Figure 6-7.
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6. 5. 2 DISC MEMORY.
The Disc Memory consists of a 7-inch diameter disc lTIounted on the shaft of an

8000 rpm motor.

The disc is coated with a nickel-cobalt alloy which possesses

optimum lTIagnetic and wear characteristics.

The top plate of the disc housing is

the mounting surface for 10 read/write heads and 6 write heads which run in contact
with the lTIemory disc.

These heads record or read from the 10 memory tracks.

The three recirculating register tracks each use one write head and one read/ write
head, as do the permanent storage tracks.

The remaining four timing tracks each

use one read/write head.
For program and data storage, the Disc Memory has the following memory tracks:
a.

Message Track

b.

Program Track

c.

Working Storage Track

d.

Jump Address Track

e.

Data Field Track

f.

Buffer Processor Word Marker Track

g.

Central Processor Word Address Track

h.

Clock Track

i.

Origin Pulse Track

j.

Index Marker Track

The Message track serves as intermediate storage for input or output message data.
The Message track is a 336-word circulating register.

It occupies one half of a disc

track and is circulated twice per disc revolution.
The ProgralTI track holds two complete copies of the program, each occupying one
half of the track.

Each program consists of up to 336 L-119 Module words.

Allow-

ing for a space bit between L-119 Module words, the total storage around the disc
is 6, 048 bits per track.
The Working Storage track is a fast access scratch pad.
ing and one head for writing.

It uses one head for read-

The heads, which are placed eight words apart, cir-

culate the contents of the working storage, thus permitting access to each word once
every eight word tilTIes.
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The Jump Addres s track specifies a jump addres s for the Table Look Up and recognition type instructions.

It has one read/ write head.

This track is the same length

as the Program track.
The Data Field track is a 336-word permanent storage track which is accessible to
the A register (read only).

Each word from the Data Field track has nine bits, in-

cluding parity.
The Buffer Processor Word Marker track provides an indication of the end of each
L- 119 Module word.

It has orie read/ write head.

it for every nine L-119 Module clock pulses.

This track has a 1 recorded on

The primary use of the word marker

pulse is to signal instruction termination and to gate the next instruction from the
lower rank to the upper rank of the Instruction register.
The Central Processor Word Address track has recorded on it an address for each
Central Processor word (one address per eight L-119 Module word times).

The ad-

dres ses on this track are used when transferring data between the L-119 Modules
and the Central Processor.

All data transferred between theL-119 Modules and

the Central Processor is stored on the Message track.
words in length (42 Central Processor words).

The Message track is 336

The Central Processor Word Ad-

dress track contains binary-coded addresses from f/J to 41 for the 42 Central Processor words of Mes sage track storage.

This track has one read/ write head.

The Clock track contains the L- 119 Module clock.
Modules is 800kco

The clock frequency of the L- 119

The Clock track has one read/ write head.

The Origin Pulse track provides an indication of the start of each of the recorded
programs on the disc.

A pulse recorded on this track coincides with the start of

each of the programs on the Program track.

One read/ write head is associated

with this track.
The Index Marker track is a 336-word circulating register.

This track contains an

indexing bit which controls program execution timing both in the Normal mode and
the One-Step mode.

This bit is movable under program control.

6. 5. 3 MAJOR LOGICAL ELEMENTS.
In addition to the Disc Memory and Input/ Output Interface, each L- 119 Module consists of the following major logical sections:
a.

A register - The A register is a one-word (8 bit) accumulator for all arith-

metic instructions, as well as being the central information exchange location
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within the L- 119 Module.

Parity is checked on all transfers to the A register, and

odd parity is generated in the ninth bit position on all transfers from the A register,
except for transfers to or from the memo registers.
b.

B register - The B register is a one word (8 bit) register that is used as a

counter in the Compare instruction for branching to a specified location.

Also, the

B register is a holder for a successful table look up operation.
c.

Instruction register - The Instruction register is a one word (8 bit), double

ranked register.

The upper rank holds the instruction presently being executed

while the lower rank is being loaded with the next instruction.

During spacer bit

time, the next instruction is gated from the lower to the upper rank of the Instruction register.
d.

Input/ Output register - The Input/ Output register is a one word (8 bit) regis-

ter that serves as a buffer between the input or output device and the A register.
e.

Memo registers -Memo 1 and 2 registers monitor the state of both the Data

Link and Central Processor Interface control functions.

Both are 8 bit registers

with no parity and are accessible only to the A register.

Memo 2 register also has

the function of communication with another L-119 Module.
f.

Message Track register - The Message Track register (MTR) is used pri-

marily as a read-write buffer between the A register and the Message track.

Also,

the MTR is an address holder for message track transfer and for marker bit control.

Since read-write timing is dependent on the location of the Message Track

marker, the Message Track register operates automatically when the proper instruction is given.

The Message Track register holds nine bits, including parity,

but will write only the first eight bits of a character onto the Mes sage track.
g.

Add-Subtract Logical Control Section - The Add-Subtract Logical Control

Section contains the logic necessary to perform the required algebraic functions
of the instructions.
h.

Marker Detection Logic - The marker detection logic is used with the Mes-

sage track.

A marker indicates the correct position for writing into or reading

from the Mes sage track.

The marker is located in the ninth bit position (1. e., the

spacer bit position) of a word.
When a word is to be read from the Message track to the MTR, the Message track
is scanned for the marker.

Upon detecting the ma'rker (1. e., ninth bit set ON), the
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marker control logic gates the following word from the Message track into the MTR
and

~dvances

the marker one word position.

When a word is to be written onto the Message track from the MTR, the Message
track is scanned for the marker.

Upon detecting the marker, the marker control

logic gates the data from the MTR through the write amplifier into the following
word position on the Message track and advances the marker by one (8 bit) word.
6.5.4 BUFFER PROCESSOR WORDS.
The Buffer Processor (L-119 Module) wo rd contains eight bits plus an odd parity
bit.

The instruction word format is as follows:

PARITY

9

SOURCE OR
DESTINATION

COMMAND

.6

7

8

5

4

3

2

1

Bits 1 through 4 designate the source or destination of information being operated
upon or the mode of the command.
one Buffer Processor word.

A Central Processor character is contained in

A Central Processor word is contained in eight Buffer

Processor words.

6D 5. 5 MEMORY ADDRESSES.
The two basic types of L-119 memory addresses are:
message addresses.

L-119 word addresses and

In addition, an address field is used that is called a mode.

This mode is a command modifier qccupying the address portion of the instruction
word.
The content of an addres sed word consists of 8 bits plus a parity bit, except for
the Memo 1 and 2 registers which do not carry parity.

Register content is acces-

sible from the A register which is the central transfer location within the L-119
Module.

Table 6-1 shows the Buffer Processor word address assignments.
Table 6-1.

x1
1
2

3
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Table 6-1.

L-119 Module Word Addresses (Cont)

4

fJl¢¢

A Register

5

,Ol~l

Input/ Output Register

6

,011,0

Memo 2 Register

7

pIll

B Register

Message addresses refer to the content of the various permanent storage tracks or
to the I/O Interface in the Central Processor and may include up to 336 Buffer ProcTable 6-2 shows the message address assignments.

essor words of information.

Table 6- 2.

Message Addresses

¢

fJf),O,O

Central Proces sor

1

riri,e)l

Program Track

2

riD 1(i

Jump Address Track

3

¢¢ll

Data Field Track

In normal programming, no address but that of the Central Processor would be
used.

The other addresses are used only for original entry of program and data.

All address locations in table 6-2 are accessible from the Message track.
Address locations 1 through 3 all have nine bits per word including parity.

The

Message track word is eight bits with no parity bit since the ninth bit position is
used for the Message Track marker.

When data is transferred- from the Message

track to these locations, a parity bit is generated and added in the ninth bit position.

6.5.6 MEMO ASSIGNMENTS.
Memo bit assignments are as shown in table 6-3.
Table 6-3.
BIT

Memo Register Assignments

MEMO 1 REGISTER

MEMO 2 REGISTER

1

Character Present

Message Track Busy

2

Device Ready

3

Message Available
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Table 6-3.

Memo Register Assignments (Cont)

BIT

MEMO 1 REGISTER

MEMO 2 REGISTER

4

Transfer Operation

Acknowledge Transfer Ready

5

Internal Error

Acknowledge Transfer

6

Interface Error

Acknowledge Transfer

7

Acknowledge Transfer

8

Acknowledge Transfer

Individual memo bits are testable, by bringing in a bit from a memo register into
the A register, through use of a Logical Product instruction with the appropriate·
bit.

The single bit (toggle) in the A register can then be compared with a word in

the Data Field track.

Individual memos can be set by a Store instruction from the

A register through an appropriate mask in the Data Field track.
The Character Present Memo toggle indicates that an input character is present in
the Input Holder and is accessible to the Input/ Output register.

It is automatically

set but must be reset by program.
The Device Ready Memo toggle indicates that a character can be output to the Output Holder from the Input/ Output register.

It must be set by program but is auto-

matically reset when the Output Holder is cleared.
The Transfer Operation Memo toggle is a signal on a line indicating that the Central
Processor has accessed the L-119 Module.

This line is not settable by the L-119

Module.
The Message Available Memo toggle is program settable and indicates to the Central
Processor that a message is available on input or that a message slot is available on
output.

It is automatically reset by the Central Processor when the message trans-

fer has been completed.
The Internal Error Memo toggle is automatically set upon detection of an instruction
word parity error, an input parity error to A, or a message transfer parity error
from the Central Processor.

It can also be set under program control, if any pro-

gram detected inconsistency occurs.
The Interface Error Memo toggle is set automatically upon detection of a parity
error in the Input Holder.
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The Message Track Busy Memo toggle indicates that a Message Track instruction
should not be given.

It is set and reset automatically.

The Acknowledge Transfer Ready Memo toggle is set by a Receiving L-119 to indicate to a Sending L-119 that an acknowledge code is ready to be transferred from
the Receiving L-119.

The four Acknowledge Transfer Bit Memo toggles can transfer

up to 16 codes from a Receiving L-119 to a Sending L-119.
The Memo toggles labelled Open can be used in any way desired by the programmer.
6.6 BUFFER PROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS.
The Buffer Processor has an instruction repertoire of 15 commands, plus command
variations.

These commands are as follows:

a.

fJ;Y/J'/J No Operation.

b.

fJt>fJ 1 Logical Sum to A.

Transfer the logical sum of the designated informa-

tion and the content of the A register into the A register.
EXAMPLE:

c.

A register

fJlfJfJlfJll

Designated Information

I1fJfJllf>fJ

Sum

IfJf>fJf>111

fJf> If> Logical Product to A.

Transfer the logical product of the contents of

the data field and the designated information into the A register.
EXAMPLE:

d.

Data Field

fJlfJf>lfJll

De signated Information

IlfJfJllfJf>

Product (A Register)

f>lf>f>If>f>fJ

fJf> 11 Add to A.

Add algebraically the designated information to the contents

of the A register and insert the sum in the A register.
e.

fJ 1 t>fJ Subtract from A.

the content of the A register.

Overflow is ignored.

Subtract algebraically the de signated information from
Overflow is ignored.

This operation is not masked by

the contents of the data field.

fo

f>l fJ 1 Compare.

A register.

Compare the designated information with the contents of the

Correspondence, bit by bit, causes the program to branch to the
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location specified by the corresponding word on the Jump Addres strack.
correspondence causes the next instruction in sequence to be executed.

NonThis in-

struction destroys the contents of the B register.
g.

'/J 11 '/J Table Look Up.

nated information.

Compare the contents of the A register with the desig-

Correspondence, bit by bit, causes the loading of the corres-

ponding word of the Jump Address track to the B register.
h.

'/JIll Transfer to Message Track.

Transfer to Message track conditions the

MTR and associated logic to accept input information from the designated source,
starting at the word address specified by the MTR.
taneously with L-ll9 Module program execution.

This operation occurs simulTherefore, enough time must be

provided by the program to permit completion of the operation.
i.

If)f)f) Transfer from Message Track.

Transfer the content of the Message

track to the de signated destination, starting at the word addre s s specified in the
MTR.

This instruction conditions the Message track logic to transfer the contents

of the Message track serially to the Central Processor or to another disc track, beginning at the specified address and continuing until an end of message character is
detected or the origin is detected.
turn to the normal state.

At that time, the MTR and associated logic re-

This operation is performed simultaneously with L-119

Module program execution.

Therefore, sufficient time must be provided by the pro-

gram to permit completion of the operation.
j.

1 '/J'/J 1 Marker Control.

Move the marker as designated:

(1) Mode '/J'/J'/J'/J Advance Marker.

Advance the Message Track marker until

correspondence is reached between an address on the Central Processor Word
Address track and the MTR.
(2) Mode '/J'/J'/J 1 Set Index Mark.

Advance the program Index mark until cor-

respondence is reached between an address on the Central Processor Word Address
track and the MTR.
k.

l'/Jl'/J Word Transfer.

Write words on the Message track or read one word

from the Mes sage track:
(1) Mode '/J'/J'/J'/J Transfer Word to Message Tracko

Transfer the contents of

the MTR onto the Message track at the Message Track markero

The marker is

advanced one position by this operation, which occurs simultaneously with L-119
Module instruction execution.
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(2)

Mode ()()1() Transfer Words to Message Track.

Transfer the contents of

the MTR onto the Message track in successive word positions after the Message
Track marker until the next Central Processor Word marker is sensed.

The

marker is advanced to the first Central Processor Word marker by this operation.
(3)

Mode ()()()1 Transfer Word from Message Track. Condition the MTR to
detect the next marker and transfer the content of the corresponding word from the
Message track into the MTR.

Execution of this instruction causes the marker to

be advanced one word position.
the L-119 Module program.

This instruction is executed simultaneously with

Therefore, sufficient time must be allowed by the pro-

gram to permit completion of the operation.

1. 1 () 11 Store Masked A. Transfer the content of the A register masked by the
Data Field track to the designated location. The unmasked portion of the designated
location remains unchanged.
m.

11()() Halt.
(1) Mode ()()()() Unconditional Halt.
(2) Mode ()()01 Conditional Halt.

n.

1101 Input.

Halt when Control Panel switch is ON.

Transfer the content of the designated input/output device to the

Input/ Output Holder.
o.

1110 Output.

Transfer the content of Input/ Output Holder to the designated

input/ output device.
6. 7 INSTRUCTION SEQUENCING.
6.7.1 INSTRUCTION RETRIEVAL.
When the L-119 Module is in the non-halted state, it will be loading instructions into
the lower rank of the Instruction register.

Upon entering the instruction into the

upper rank at the end of the L-119 Module word time, the instruction will be
executed.
When the L-119 Module is halted, it will always start program retrieval at the instruction location after the Index mark.

The last instruction retrieved after a pro-

grammed halt is the instruction which is first executed after the Start switch is
depressed, unless another instruction has been manually entered into the lower rank.
6.7.2 NORMAL INSTRUCTION TIMING.
All instructions using L-119 Module word addresses, except the Compare and Table
Look Up instructions, are executed in the word time after instruction retrieval.
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Therefore, each word recorded on the disc rnust be available the word time after
its corresponding instruction.
In the Compare operation, the actual comparison takes place the word time following instruction retrieval.

During this word time, the B register is loaded from the

Jump Address track and is tested immediately for all zeros each word time thereafter as long as the comparison is true, until it counts itself down to all zeros.
During the time the B register is counted down, normal instruction execution will
be halted and will remain halted until the count down is complete.
tions can be skipped in this manner.

Up to 256 instruc-

Instruction retrieval into the lower rank will

not be interrupted.
In the Table Look Up operation, comparison takes place
tion retrieval.

~he

word time after instruc-

If the comparison is true, the following word from the Jump Addres s

track is loaded into the B register.

6. 7.3 MESSAGE TRACK INSTRUCTION TIMING.
All instructions pertaining to the Mes sage track or the Index Mark track are off-line
type operations which may take up to two disc revolutions to complete.

When any

such instruction is executed, a Message Track Busy Memo toggle is set and remains
set until the operation is complete.
not be interrupted.

Normal instruction retrieval and execution will

The burden of timing Message
, Track instructions rests on the

programmer.
6.7.4 INPUT MESSAGE SEQUENCE.
When a message is transmitted from the Data Link, via the Receiving L-119 Module,
to the Central Processor, it goes through the following sequence.
As the first character of the message is loaded into the Input/Output register, a
Character Present toggle is set automatically and is tested under program control.
Normally, the L-119 Module program tests the Character Present Memo toggle
once per program cycle time, unless the input device can be inhibited under L-119
Module program control.

If the Character Present line is found to be true, the

character in the Input Holder is brought into the A register, and the Character
Present Memo toggle is reset.
routine, paragraph 60 2.
Message track.
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When the end of message or end of block character is detected, or when the Message
track is filled, a Message Available Memo toggle is set, which indicates a request
for transmission to the Central Processor.

A.s long as input continues, the mes-

sage is transmitted to the Central Processor in segments while the input processing routine continue s.
The setting of the Message Available Memo toggle indicates to the Central
Processor, over the Message Available line, that a processed input message exists.
The Central Processor tests the Message Available line from the L-l19 Module and,
upon finding it true, selects the L-l19 Module by setting the Input Operation line
true for that L-119 Module.

The Input Operation line is tested, under control of the

L-119 Module program, and, upon detecting that the L- 119 Modul<i! has been selected
by the Central Processor, a Message Transfer instruction is executed.

The mes-

sage is gated out bit- serially to the Central Proces sor, starting with the first word
of the message on the Message track and stopping when the end of message character
is detected.

Clock signals synchronize the Central Processor and Buffer Processor

operation during input or output message transfer.
When the Central Processor detects the end of message character in the input message, the Operation Complete line to"the L-119 Module is set trueo

This resets the

Message Available Memo toggle which, in turn, sets the Message Available line to
the Central Processor false and indicates to the Data Link that the L-ll9 Module
Interface is not busy.
Should the Central Proces sor, for any reason, set the Input Operation line false,
the Message Available line to the Central Processor remains true and the message
is retransmitted to the Central Proces sor the next time that L-119 Module is selected.

Access time for input of information to the Central Processor is dependent

upon the priority assigned the L-119 Module in the Central Processor program.
6.7.5 OUTPUT MESSAGE SEQUENCE.
When a message is transmitted from the Central Processor through the Sending
L-119 Module to the Data Link, it goes through the following sequence.
The L-l19 Module, under program control, sets the Device Available Memo toggle
true if the previous message has been completely transmitted.

If the Central Proc-

essor has an output message to transmit to the L-119 Module, it tests the Device
Available line.

If the Device Available line is true, the Central Proces sor sets the

Output Operation line to the selected L-l19 Module true.

The L-119 Module, under
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program control, tests the Output Operation line and, upon finding it true, executes
a Message Transfer instruction.

The Message Transfer instruction gates the L-119

Module clock to the Central Processor which outputs data bit- serially at the L-l19
Module clock rate to the Message track.
When an end of message character is detected in the input message by the L-119
Module, and its parity is found to be correct, the Device Operation Complete Memo
toggle is set, indicating to the Central Processor that the output operation is terminated.

Device Operation Complete Memo toggle, in turn, resets the Device Avail-

able line to the Central Processor.

If the Central Processor, for any reason, sets

the Output Operation line false, the Device Available line remains true and the message can be retransmitted by the Central Proces sore
When the Device Available line is found to be false, the L-ll9 Module program initiates the output message processing routine.

The output message processing routine,

paragraph 6.3, processes the message character by character under program control and transmits the message to the Data Link.

After the L-119 Module has trans-

mitted the last character of the output message, the Device Available Memo toggle
is set ON to indicate to the Central Processor that the Buffer Processor is ready for
another output messageo
6 8 BUFFER PROCESSOR OPERA TIONo
0

6.8.1

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS.

The controls and indicators necessary to operate the Buffer Processor are listed
below.

The Maintenance Module Control :t:>anel contains the controls for switching

to any of the four L- 119 Module s.
6. 8. 1. 1 L-119 MODULE CONTROLS.

The following controls are located on the

individual L-l19 Modules:
a.

Power On - General Clear.

This is a momentary switch which turns on

power to the power supplies and to the disc motor of the module.
power must be on for the disc motor to be started.

The 400-cycle

A time delay relay is activated

to enable the disc to get up to speed, halt the L-119 Module program, blank all
registers, and reset a1l marker bits to the origin.
General Clear switch is split.
half of the switch is ON.

The lighting of the Power On -

While the time delay relay is on, the General Clear

When the time delay relay goes off and the L-119 Module

becomes operational, the Power On half of the switch is ON.
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b.

Power Off.

This is a momentary activate switch which releases the latching

relay controlling the main power.
6.8.1.2 MAINTENANCE MODULE CONTROLS AND INDICATORS.

The following

switches are located on the Maintenance Module Control Panel, figure 6-8:
a.

Code Entry.

These eight switches comprise one latching switch per bit for

generation of any eight-bit code as data or instruction with the ninth bit inserted
automatically as the parity bit.
b.

Program Write.

Program track.
c.

Jump W rite.

This is a latching switch that applie s a write voltage to the

Data Write.

This switch lights when depressed.

This is a latching switch that applies a write voltage to the

Jump Address track.
e.

This is a latching switch that applies a write voltage to the

This switch lights when depressed.

Jump Address track.
d.

Each Code Entry switch lights when depressed.

This switch lights when depressed.

Insert Instruction.

This is a momentary make switch that inserts the code

generated by the Code Entry switches into the lower rank of the Instruction register
of the selected L-119Module.
f.

Insert Data.

This switch lights when depressed.

This is a momentary make switch that inserts the code gener-

ated by the Code Entry switches into theMTR of the selected L-119 Module.

This

switch lights when depressed.
g.

Index Mode.

This is a latching switch which causes the selected L-119 Mod-

ule to execute one instruction at a time and to retrieve the next instruction at the
location specified by the program Index marker, and causes the selected L-119
Module to automatically advance the Index marker each time the Start switch is depressed.
h.

This switch lights when depressed.

Repeat Mode.

This is a latching switch which causes the selected L-l19

Module to execute one instruction at a time, under control of the Start s:witch at
the Index marker, and inhibits instruction retrieval.

This switch lights when

depressed.
i.

Start Switch.

make switch.

The Start switch (one for each L-119 Module) is a momentary

When depressed, it causes the L-119 Module to initiate program ex-

ecution at the location specified by the Index marker.

The switch lights whenever

the L- 119 Module is executing a program.
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j.

Halt Switch.

The Halt switch (one for each L-119 Module) is a latching switch.

It is testable by program and enables a programmed halt.

The switch lights when-

ever the L- 119 Module is halted.
k.

On-Off.

This is a latching switch which controls 20V power to the Mainte-

nance M~d~le Cont~olPanel.

1.

Module Select.

This is a rotary switch which tra,nsf.ers
.

~.;

',""

~':

,

.; .,..

.'

~

. '

~h:ef9l1,owing

control

panel functions to the selec~ed L-119 Module:" (1) I:Q.sert, Data, (2) Insert Instruction,
(3) Program Write, (4) Data Write, (5) Repeat Mode, (6) Index Mode, (7) Display
Selecto
m.

Display Select.,

This is ,arotcrry, swit.ch used to select one of four voltages

or one of five registers from the selected module to be displayed on the Maintenance
Module Control Panel.
The following indicat()!s areloGat~d ,O:n tI:e, Maintell~nceModule Control Pan,el:
a.

Nnrmal Mode." This lamp 'indicates that the, selected module is in the normal

operatingmode;i.
'h.

e~,;: not

CharaclerDisplaY.

in.theRepeator Indexmiode.,
The ~hari3.cteri d.isplay consists of eight'indicatorlamps

which display the~ighFdaia;ibits ibf~{ selected register. 'The least signifi.caIlt bit is
labeled 1; the remaining bits are labeled in order of $ignificance;up't:o 8.'
c.

Eri6r~"; TKere fsonebevlc~Erro'r' larripandone;Int~rn:i(:krr~rla~pper

L-119 Module.:Tb:~se' lndicatbrs 'displciy the"stAt~; of' thet~oErrorM~mo toggles.

6. 8. 2 Bu1tFERPR.bCESSOR OPERATINGPR'OCEDlJRES.
The Maintenance Module Control Panel is usecl,for entering of
,

I :.,

•

~.

'

• ,

j

"

and for checkout and program debugging.

• ,

"

•

~

,

•

p~og:ram
•

,;

and constants

I

In normal on-line operation, panel

switches will be'used 'tbstart thepro~b'a:in:' ahd to'intervene irtcaS;e of error.
power-control switching is self-explanat6ry..

The

WhenanL-119 Module is first turned

ON; the 'logic {g h~:tlted.~·';all hrrculatlngregiste(:ts are'cleared, ari'd th~p~ogram Ind~~
and the Message Track marker are reset to the origino

6. 80 20'1 CODE 'E:N::TRY.
is in a Halt state.

The 'Code Entry

swit~hesare

used

whe~ ~n L-I 19

Module

A~ an example; of the useof 'the Code' Entry "swltches, data can

be entered" oril~/the Message track by the follo\.ving process:
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b.

Insert a Message Track Control (write) instruction into the Instruction regis-

ter by generating the instruction code on the Code Entry switches and depressing
the Insert Instruction switcho
c.

Insert the desired data code into the MTR by generating the code on the Code

Entry switches and depressing the Insert Data switch.
d.

Depress the Start switch to write the desired data code on the Message track.

Each depression of the Start switch writes one code on the Message track.
e.

Because the L-119 Module is in the Repeat mode, the Write instruction will

be held in the

Instr~ction

register.

Load additional data characters into the MTR

from the Code Entry switches, and write onto the Message track by depressing the
Start switcho

6. 8. 2. 2 MODE SELECTION.

Two Mode Selection switches which control the in-

struction retrieval method are available for checkout or program debugging.
neither is depressed, the L-119 Module will be in the Normal mode.

If

In the Normal

mode of operation, depressing the Start switch causes the instruction in the lower
rank of the Instruction register to be executed and starts instruction retrieval at the
Index mark~ after which program execution proceeds automatically.
In the Repeat mode, depressing the Start switch causes the instruction in the lower
rank of the Instruction register to be executed at the Index mark, but no new instruction will be retrieved and the L-119 Module will halt after one operation.
In the Index mode, depressing the Start switch causes the present instruction to be
executed and the next instruction to be retrieved at the Index mark.

The Index mark

is advanced one place and the L-119 Module will halt after one operation.
The Index mark can be moved by executing a Message Track Marker Control instruction to move the Index marker to any word mark time.

To move the Index

marker one character time, depress the Index Mode switch and execute a No Operation instruction.
6. 8.2.3 PROGRAM ENTRY.

Using the Maintenance Module Control Panel, com-

plete program s may be entered into on L- 119 Module perrnament storage tracks;
i. e., the Program track, Data Field track, Jump Address track.

Basically, pro-

gram information would be loaded onto the Message track by the operator through
the Maintenance Module Control Panel and transferred haIfa track at a time to permanent storage.
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To insert information onto the Data Field track, information from the program code
sheets for the Data Field track is entered character by character by the operator
onto the Message track.

Then, with the L-119 Module still in the Repeat mode, a

Transfer from Message Track to the Data Field Track instruction is entered into
the Instruction register and the proper starting address is entered into the MTR.
The Data Write is depressed to execute the transfer.

If the same information is

to be written on both halves of the Data Field track, the starting address must be
changed in the MTR and the Transfer instruction executed again.

After the Data

Field track is recorded, the Data Write must be unlatched to safeguard the Data
Field information.
The three permanent storage tracks are entered half a track at a time in this manner.
The parity of the stored track may be checked by recalling the stored track to the
Message track.
module lights.

If a parity error exists, the L-119 Parity Error lamp for the given
Since it is impos sible to deliberately write bad parity onto the per-

manent storage tracks, such an error indication is evidence of a hardware error.
If an instruction or data character is found to be wrong while program debugging,
the faulty character or characters can be replaced in the following manner.
correct memory location must be recalled to the Mes sage track.

The in-

After positioning

the Message Track marker with the Message Track Marker instruction, the correct
character code is recorded over the incorrect code.

When the corrections are com-

pleted on the Message track, the content of the Message track may be recorded over
the incorrect memory location.
It should be noted that the read and write heads are one-half disc revolution apart on
the permanent storage tracks.

To retrieve data recorded at a specified address on

the track, the address of the other half of the disc must be given.
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SECTION VII
UNI-RECORD INTERFACE
The Uni-Record Interface executes Input (I), Output (0), and Test (T) instructions
addressed to any Uni-Record device, which may be a Magnetic Tape Console, a
Line Printer or a Card Reader/Punch.

Also some specialized Tape Transport

control instructions are executed by the Uni-Record Interface.

For a description

of the Uni-Record Consoles and their operation, refer to Section VIII.
All Interface instructions are proces sed first in the Central Proces sor Instruction
register where operand address modification may be specified.

Then Interface

instructions are transferred to the Uni-Record Interface, as determined by the Z Y
address.

The Uni-Record Interface executes each instruction independently of the

Central Processor program, which continues after the instruction has been transferred to the Interface.

Figure E-l is a block diagram that shows the Uni-Record

Interface.

7. 1 UNI-RECORD BUFFER REGISTER.
The Uni-Record Buffer register is a one word (8 character) static register that
communicates with the Core Memory in word parallel.
assembles words for transfer to Core Memory.

On input this register

Data from the Trunkline is

assembled into complete words (partial words are padded with zeros) before
transfer to Core Memory.
7.2 CHARACTER HOLDER.
The Character Holder is a one character static register that holds one character
at a time for transfer between the Uni-Record Buffer register and the UniRecord Trunkline.

7. 3 WORD COUNTER.
The "'Nord Counter controls the number of words to be transferred with Input
(Y6 ON) and Output instructions.
(ZY

= 0#)

with a number from

000

This Counter is preloaded by a Load instruction
to 999, which will be 1 less than the number of
7 -1
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words transferred.

As words are transferred through the Uni-Record Interface,

the counter counts down to r/Jr/Jr/J unless an error terminates the transfer, in which
case the Word Counter indicate s the point of termination that can be stored in
Core Memory by a Save instruction {2 Y

= r/J#}.

The Word Counter can be stored or loaded while a data transfer through the UniRecord Interface is in progress.
7.4 UNI-RECORD INSTRUCTION REGISTER.
The Uni-Record Instruction register holds the instruction while it is being executed
by the Uni-Record Interface and after it has been executed until it is replaced by a
new instruction.

This register consists of a 2 Y Holder for device selection, an

Operation Code Holder, and an Operand Address Holder that specifies the next Core
Memory address location to be used for data transfer.

During or after instruction

execution the content of the Uni-Record Instruction register may be stored in Core
Memory by a Save instruction (2 Y

= l/).

When this is done, an instruction word

is regenerated that contains the command character, the device 2 Y address and
the first unused Core Memory addres so

7.5 UNI-RECORD INSTRUCTION LOCATION REGISTER
The Dni-Record Instruction Location register is loaded with the address of each
Uni-Record Interface instruction as the instruction is sent to the Interface.
During or after instruction execution the content of the Uni- Record Instruction
Location register may be stored in Core Memory by a Save instruction (2 Y

= IU).

7,. 6 STATUS AND ERROR TOGGLES.
The Dni-Record Interface can be tested by a Test instruction (2Y

= 3;)

for Busy

status.
The Status toggles DSG 1 and DSG2 indicate special data transfer conditions after
completion of an Input operation with Y6 ON, as follows:
a.

DSG 10

of a card (2 Y
b.

DSG2.

Information transfer stopped within a tape record or before the end

= 4').
Information transfer stopped because a file mark, or end of tape

was encountered, or because the card read hopper was depleted (2 Y
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These toggles are set ON or reset OFF every time the Uni-Record Interface
selects a Trunkline Device and executes an operation, they are meaningful only
after completion of an Input operation with Y6 ON, or when a subsequent Test
operation addres ses that same Trunkline Device.
The following seven Status toggles reflect the status of a device only when a Test
instruction addre s ses that device:
a.

DSFl - The addressed device'is operative. (ZY = 45).

b.

DSF2 - The addressed device is on-line.

CO

DSF3 - The addressed device is busy; that is, the last operation has not

(ZY = 47).

been completed (Z Y = 46).
d.

DSF4 - The write inhibit is on for the addressed Tape Transport or the

addressed Line Printer is in Automatic Format mode (ZY = 4=).
eo

DSF5 - The addressed device has been set to the Even Parity mode (ZY = 3».

f.

DSFl~

g.

DSFll - The addressed Tape Transport is at the end of tape (ZY = 49).

- The addressed Tape Transport is at the start of tape (ZY = 48).

The Test instruction itself responds to the DSF 1, Device Operative, signal.

The

Device Operative signal will be generated even if the addressed device is performing an operation in overlap.

Although the Test Instruction has no effect on the

Status signals within the addressed device, it does gate the Status signals into the
Status toggles.
Two Detail Error toggles, DSF6 and DSF7, reflect errors that occur in a data
transfer operation after the Uni-Record Interface has become Not Busy for that
operation.
a.

These two toggles have the following significance:

DSF6 - The addressed device has de.tected a data transfer error off-line

(ZY = T8).
b.

DSF7 - The addre s sed device has detected a mechanical error which dis-

rupted the operation being performed (ZY = T9).
Each of these toggles is set by any Interface instruction addressing the device in
error.

If a Test instruction addresses a device, the Status toggles are set and a

Uni-Record Interface Error Interrupt request is generated.

Any instruction,

other than a Test instruction, is terminated immediately before execution, and a
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Dni-Record Interface Error Interrupt request is generated.

When an Input or Output

instruction addres ses the device, an on-line error indication will appear also.

The

error indications will continue until another instruction is addressed to the device
generating the error signal.
Nine Detail Error toggles are set by errors detected while the Uni-Record
Interface is Busy with an operation.

When such an error occurs, the operation

is terminated, the Interface goes Not Busy, and a Uni-Record Interface Error
Interrupt request is generated.

The first seven error toggles are set by signals

from the addressed device (if all are meaningful); the last two error toggles are
set by signals to the Uni-Record Interface from Core Memory.

These error

toggles have the following significance:
a.

DSE 1 - A parity error has been detected by the addressed device (ZY = T 1).

b.

DSE2 - A mechanical error disrupted the data transfer being performed

(ZY

= T3)o

CO

DSE3 - The addressed Tape Transport is unable to perform the current

instruction because it is interlocked at the load or end of tape (ZY =T ».
d.

DSE4 - The addressed Tape Transport detected an eavesdrop parity error

while performing an Output operation (ZY
e.

= T2)o

DSES - The addressed Tape Transport detected a horizontal check charac-

ter errOr while performing an Input operation (ZY = TS).

f.

DSE6 - The addressed device is overloaded by having its data handling

capacity exceeded by an Output operation (ZY = T7).
go

DSE7 - The addressed device does not recognize the current instruction

code (ZY = T6).
h.

Uni-Record Interface M register Parity Error - A data word containing

incorrect parity was transferred through the Core Memory M register on an
Input or Output operation (Z Y
1.

= T4).

Uni-Record Interface Operand Address Error - An attempt was made to

acce s s a nonexisting memory location for data.
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7.7 UNI-RECORD DEVICE ADDRESSING.
Each Uni-Record Interface instruction carries a device address in its ZY characters.

Bits Z4 and Z5 must be l' s to signify the Uni-Record Interface.

Device address assignment is by means of a three-octal character switch on the
Uni-Record Device Control Panel, figure 7 - 10

Bits Z4 and Z5 must be l' s for

Disc Memory Interface operation.

The least significant octal character 0 1
corresponds to bits Y 1, Y2, and Y30 The second octal character 02 corresponds

to bits Y4, Y5, and Zlo

Because the most significant octal character 03 corre-

sponds to bits Z2 and Z3, it can have only the values of f/J, 1, 2, and 3.

The

total number of possible Uni-Record device addresses is 256.

Z

Z6

Y
Y6

Z5

( 1)

Y5

2

Z4

( 1)

IY4

1

Z3

2

Y3

4

Z2

1

Y2

2

Zl

4

Y1

1

Figure 7-1 Uni-Record Trunkline ZY Adressing
7.8 UNI-RECORD INTERFACE INSTRUCTIONS.
The three Uni-Record Interface instructions are the Input, Output and Test ininstructions.

Input instructions select a Tape Transport or a Card Reader by the

ZY address.

The Y6 bit option selects between termination of input by end of

message control or by a preset number of words.

Output instructions select.

Tape Transport, Card Punch or Line Printer by the Z Y address.
terminated after a preset number of words.
control messages to devices.

Output is

The Output instruction also can send

The Test instruction tests operative status of the

addressed device and makes available other Status and Error signals from the
device.
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The detection of errors will terminate data transfer unless the Ignore Uni-Record
Interface Error toggle is set ON.
A Uni-Record Interface instruction encountered while the Uni-Record Interface
is Busy will hold up the Central Processor program execution until the Interface
goes Not Busy.

An instruction selecting a device that is Busy in overlap opera-

tion waits in the Interface until the device goe s Not Busy, and then is executed.
7 .. 8. 1 INP U T ..
Command Character I
Instruction

IZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return
Variable or Fixed Number of Words

7 .. 80 1. 1 VARIABLE NUMBER OF WORDS - Y6 OFF.

Data will be transferred

from the device selected by the ZY characters to the Central Processor and
stored in Core Memory starting at the effective operand address location.

The

selected device will terminate the Input operation with an End of Message signal.
If the selected device is a Tape Transport, an End of Message (EOM) signal is
generated when a record gap is encountered •. Reading a file mark causes a onecharacter message transfer consisting of the EOM character ..
If the selected device is a Card Reader, the Input operation is terminated by the
depletion of the stack of cards being read.

Also, the input operation is terminated

by detection of an error unless the Ignore Uni-Record Interface Error toggle is
set ON.
7. 8. 1. 2 FIXED NUMBER OF WORDS..; Y6 ON. Data will be transferred fr,om the
device selected by the ZY characters to the Central Processor and stored in Core'
Memory starting at the effective operand address location.

The number of words

to be transferred is preset into the Word Counter, paragraph 703.
The Word Counter counts down to 000 during the transfer..

If the transfer is com-

pleted before reaching the end of a tape record gap, or the end of a card, the
remaining portion of the tape record or card is passed over and the data is not
transferred into the Central Processor.

Several tape records or cards may be

read by a sing Ie Input instruction.
The detection of an error will terminate data transfer, unless the Ignore UniRecord Interface Error toggle is ON.
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7.8.2 OUTPUT.
Command Character 0
Instruction

OZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect Addres s, Tagged Halt, Flag Return, Data or
Control Message

7. 8. 2. 1 DATA - Y6 OFF.

Data will be transferred to the device selected by the

ZY characters from Core Memory starting at the effective operand address
location.

The number of words to be transferred must be preset into the Word

Counter, paragraph 7. 3.
If the selected device is a Tape Transport, a record gap is generated after the

last word is transferred.
If the selected device is a Card Punch, an incomplete last card will be padded
with blank characters.
If the selected device is a Line Printer, printing may be automatic or under control of a header character, as determined by a Mode toggle in the printer.
Mode toggle is set or re.set by output control messages.

The

If the Controlled Format

mode is used, only one line of 132 characters (after the header character) is
printed per Output instruction.

The header character indicates the channel of the

vertical format paper tape to be selected before printing.

Any data characters

over 132 will be lost, but no error indication will be generated.
In Automatic mode, vertical format paper tape channel 8 is always used.

Two

lines are printed for each 33 words transferred, with the last four characters of
each seventeenth word forming the first four characters of the second line.
7. 8. 2. 2 CONTROL MESSAGE - Y6 ON.

A single word constituting a Control

Message is sent to the device selected by the ZY characters from the effective
operand address location in Core Memory.
is the Control Message, may have values
preted as value

0).

0,

The first character of the word, which
1, or 2 (any other character is inter-

The rest of the word is ignored.

Control Messages are

interpreted as follows:
a.

0

b.

1 Character - Tape Transport: Set on Write Inhibit

Character - Render device inoperative

Line Printer: Select Automatic Format mode
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c.

2 Character - Tape Transport:

COInplementParity Control toggle

Line Printer: Select Header Character Format mode
7. 8. 3 TEST.
Command Character

T

Instruction

T Z YXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect Address, Tagged Halt, Flat Return

This is the same Test instruction described in paragraph 4.5.3; because it addresses
a Uni-Record device, this Test instruction is executed in the Uni-Record Interface.
The Test instruction is used to ascertain the status of the device selected by the ZY
characters.

The Test instruction itself responds (with a conditional jump to its ef-

fective operand address) to the condition of the Device Operative (DSFl) line.

Addi-

tionally, the device status signals are set into the Device Status toggles, and Detail
Error toggles.

If either of the Detail Error toggles is set ON in response to the

Test instruction, it will be followed by an Interface Error Interrupt request.

Refer

to paragraph 7. 6 for a description of the Status and Error toggles.
7.9 TAPE TRANSPORT

~CONTROL

INSTRUCTIONS8

The following instructions are control instructions that are applicable only to Tape
Transports.
tion,~

The Uni-Record Interface is Busy only briefly for a Control instruc-

about 30 microseconds, or long enough for the Magnetic Tape Console to clock

,

and acknowledge the control code.

A Tape Transport executing a Control instruc-

tion, if tested, will indicate operative, on-line, busy, and not interlocked.

If the

Tape Transport cannot perform the control operation because it is at the load point
or the end of tape, an Interlocked 'Error Interrupt request will be generated.
7.9. I BACKSPACE TAPE - (.
The Backspace Tape instruction, coded ( (left parentheses), instructs the Tape
Transport selected by the Z Y characters to backspace.

With Y6 ON, the Tape

Transport will backspace to the last previous file mark or load point.

With Y6

OFF, the Tape Transport will backspace to the last previous record gap.
7.9.2 FORWARD-SPACE TAPE-}.
The Forward-Space Tape instruction, coded) (right parentheses), instructs the
Tape Transport selected by the Z Y characters to forward space.
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Tape Transport will forward space to the next file mark or to the end of tape.

With

Y6 OFF, the Tape Transport will forward space to the next record gap.
7.9.3 REWIND TAPE -

[.

The Rewind Tape instruction, coded [

(left bracket) instructs the Tape Transport

selected by the Z Y characters to rewind to the load point.
7.9.4 WRITE FILE MARK-Io
The Write File Mark, coded

~

(EOM character), instructs the Tape Transport

selected by the Z Y characters to write a file mark 3 inches from the end of the
last record.
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SECTION VIII
UNI-RECORD CONSOLES

The Uni-Record Trunkline is the means of Central Processor operation with associated Tape Transports, Card Reader / Punch, and Line Printer.

A Uni- Record

Trunkline can accommodate 256 peripheral devices, a device being defined as a tape
transport, a Card Reader/Punch or Line Printer.

Each of these devices is con-

trolled through the Magnetic Tape Console, which contains Tape Transport, Card
Reader / Punch, and Line Printer Control Sections.
The Magnetic Tape Console contains logic, control, and data circuits for each Tape
Transport and peripheral device necessary to perform on-line and off-line
functions:

on-line functions under Central Processor program control and off-line

under manual control.
a.

Major functions of the Magnetic Tape Console are:

Transferring of programs and data from magnetic tape or cards into Core

Memory (on-line).
b.

Transferring of data and programs between magnetic tape and cards (off-line).

c.

Controlling of data transfer between cards and line printer (off-line).

d.

Transferring of data from magnetic tape to line printer (off-line).

e.

Transferring of data from Core Memory to magnetic tape or cards under

program control (on-line).

£.

Transferring of data from core memory to line printer (on-line).

For on-line operation, the Central Proces sor program may select either one of two
Tape Transports to send or receive data fr.om the Core Memory, via the Uni-Record
Trunkline; however, only one Tape Transport may be operated on-line at a given
time.

While one Tape Transport is operating on-line, the other Tape Transport may

be operated simultaneously to perform off-line functions.

The Card Reader / Punch

or Line Printer may, at program option, be selected to receive data from the Core
Memory; or the Card Reader / Punch may be selected to transmit data to Core Memory.

Each Tape Transport, Card Reader / Punch, or Line Printer requires a speci-

fic address for on-line operation.

All

address~ng

and data transfers between the

Magnetic Tape Console and the Central Processor are via the Uni-Record Trunkline.
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All off-line operations are under operator control.

Off-line operations include data

transfer between the Tape Transport and Card Reader / Punch, data transfer from
the Tape Transport to the Line Printer, or data transfer from the Card Reader/
Punch to the Line Printer.
sible.

Tape Transport to Tape Transportopel"ation is not pos-

Off-line data transfer is not possible between Magnetic Tape Con$oles.

8. 1 TAPE TRANSPORTS.
Each L-3555 Magnetic Tape Console contains two Tape Transports as well as the
control sections for a Card Reader/Punch and Line Printer.

L-3556 Magnetic Tape

Consoles do not contain control sections for a Card Reader / Punch or Line Printer.
On each Tape Transport, data is recorded at a density of 556 characters to the inch,
operating at the rate of 90 inches per second.

Records are separated by 3/4 inch

inter- record gaps.
The end of file indication is a 3 inch gap followed by an end of file character.
3/4 inch inter-record gap follows the end of file character.
recorded with either odd or even parity.

The

Tape can be read and

Maximum tape start plus stop time is 7

milliseconds; minimum is 5 milliseconds.
Some degree of simultaneous operation is provided, in that, a data transfer operation can be in process on one Tape Transport, overlapping non-data transfer operations

bn

other Tape Transports; i. e., Rewind, Backspace Record, Backspace File,

Skip Record, Skip File, Write File Mark.
Tape may be moved forward or backward; however, operations requiring data transfer can take place only while tape is moving forward.
over a split head.

Forward is from left to right,

This split head has a write station and a read station.

During

recording the read station checks the parity of each character 3 milliseconds after
it has been recorded.
After the tape start time of 3. 5 milliseconds has passed, data is transferred at the
rate of 50,000 characters per second.

Maximum tape stop time is 3. 5 milliseconds

also.
Tape normally moves at the rate of 90 inches per second.

There are two rewind

speeds: a hi-speed 270 inches per second, and a low-speed of 90 inches per second,
paragraph 8. 1. 4.
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8. 1. 1 TAPE "TRANSPORT ON-LINE READ.
For program testing of the On-Line, Off-Line status of a Tape Transport, refer to
Section VII.
On-line Read operation is accomplished in one of two ways:
trolled Input.

Normal Input and Con-

In both cases, the data is read into Core Memory starting with the

location specified by the effective operand address of the Input instruction.
8. 1. 1. 1 DATA FLOW.

Data is read from tape a character at a time into the Mag-

netic Tape Console Control Section.

Then the data is transmitted to the Uni-Record

Interface in the Central Processor.

Having collected a full word, the Interface

transmits that word through the M register into Core Memory.

The Operand portion

of the Interface Instruction register, and/ or the Interface Word Counter are modified immediately after each word is stored in Core Memory.
8. 1. 1. 2 END OF TRANSFER.
ing conditions:

Data transfer can be terminated by any of the follow-

end of operation, end of file, error.

These conditions and their

programming implications are discussed in the description of the Normal and Controlled Input instructions in paragraph 8. 1. 1. 4.
If transfer is terminated short of a complete record, the tape continues to move
until an inter- record gap is reached.

The unread portion of the record is passed

over and the Interface is notified by an Incomplete Record signal.
Where the Controlled Input instruction is used, and the number of words specified
by the Word Counter is greater than the number of words in the record, the tape
will move over the inter- record gap and read words from the next record.

If the

specified word count is greater than the number of words available when a file mark
is read, the Interface is notified by an Overload signal.
8. 1. 1. 3 ERROR CHECKING.
Tape Console Control Section.
acter is checked.

Vertical parity is checked as the tape is read into the
At the end of each record, the horizontal check char-

Parity is checked again at the M register.

If a parity error is detected during data transfer, the last correct word is stored.
An incorrect word is not stored unless either the Uni-Record Interface Error Interrupt toggle is ignored, or the error is an M Register Parity Error, specifically the
least significant character.

In either case, the Tape Transport will continue mov-

ing tape until the next inter-record gap is reached.
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8.1. 1. 4

TAPE READ OPERATION.

Command Character

I

Instruction

IZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonics

RDT, RDTXR

a.

Controlled Input (Y6 = 1) - Read N Words - RDTXR.

An Input instruction ad-

dressing a Tape Transport will cause data to be read into the Core Memory.

The

data words transferred will be stored in consecutive memory locations, beginning
with the location specified by the effective operand addres s of the Input instruction.
The number of words to be transferred is specified by the Uni-Record Interface
Word Counter which must be preloaded, paragraph 7.3.

When the Word Counter

has been decremented to ~~~, one more word is transferred, and the operation
te rm ina te d.
The Interface remains busy throughout the operation.

When the operation is termi-

nated, the Interface requests an Interface Not Busy Interrupt.
The Interface is notified via an Incomplete Record signal if the number of words
specified doe s not complete a record.

Although data transfer is terminated, the

tape will continue to move until an inter- record gap is reached.
When a file mark is sensed an End of File signal is sent to the Interface, the word,

i'/J'/J'/J'/J'/J'/J'/J, is transferred to the Central Processor, and the operation is terminated.
However, if the Word Counter has not been counted to '/J'/J~ when end of file is sensed,
an Overload signal is transmitted.
When an end of tape marker is sensed, an End of Tape signal is sent to the Interface;
however, the operation

continues~

Should the tape have a record which ends in a partial word (from another system),
the partial word will be padded with zeros.
When an error occurs, the Word Counter can be used to implement error recovery.
The Word Counter content will have been decremented by the number of words
transferred.
b.

Normal Input (Y6 :::

'/J) - Read One Record - RDT.

An Input instruction with

theY6 bit OFF will cause data to be read into the Central Processor.

The data

words transferred will be stored in consecutive Core Memory locations, beginning
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with the location specified by the effective operand address.

Reading and data trans-

fer will continue until an inter-record gap has been sensed.

When all of the data has

been transferred, the Interface requests an Interface Not Busy Interrupt, to complete the operation.

The Interface remains Busy throughout the operation.

When a file mark is sensed, an end of file indication is sent to the Interface, the
word,

-V/J'/J'/J'/Jr/J(/J'/J, is transferred into Core Memory, and the operation is terminated.

When an end of tape marker is sensed, an End of Tape signal is sent to the Interface,
however, the operation continues.
The Uni-Record Instruction register in the Central Processor is of significant value
in error recovery since it will reflect the point of termination.
8.1.2 TAPE TRANSPORT ON-LINE WRITE.
8. 1. 2. 1 DATA FLOW.

The data to be written is transferred word parallel from

Core Memory to the Uni-Record Interface, and then is transferred character serial
to the Magnetic Tape Console for transfer onto tape.

Both the Operand portion of

the Interface Instruction Register, and the Interface Word Counter are modified
I

immediately after each word has been read out of Core Memory.

Unless inter-

rupted, this flow continues until the operation is complete, as specified by the
Interface Word Counter, paragraph 7. 3.
As soon as the last character is received by the Magnetic Tape Console, the UniRecord Interface requests an Interface Not Busy Interrupt.
8. 1. 2. 2 END OF TRANSFER.
ing conditions:

Data transfer can be terminated by any of the follow-

end of operation, mechanical error, parity error.

8. 1. 2. 3 ERROR CHECKING.

Data is parity checked first as it is read out of the

Core Memory M register, then checked again upon receipt at the Magnetic Tape
Console.

Three milliseconds after a character has been recorded, it is parity

checked by the read side of the split head. . This is called the Eavesdrop Check.
Also a horizontal check character is recorded on tape after each block and file
mark on tape.

This check character is examined by the Eavesdrop Check, and

again while reading the tape.
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8. 1.2.4 TAPE WRITE OPERATION.
Command Character

o

Instruction

OZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

WRT

Y6

= '/J

An Output instruction addres sing a Tape Transport with the y6 bit OFF will cause
consecutive words to be transferred from Core Memory to tape beginning with the
location specified by effective operand addres s of the Output instruction.

The num-

ber of words to be transferred is specified by the Uni- Record Interface Word Counter, paragraph 7.3, which must be preloaded.

When the Word Counter has been

decremented to '/J'/J'/J, one more word is transferred before the operation is
terminated.
When the last character is received by the Magnetic Tape Console, the operation is
completed

and the Interface requests an Interface Not Busy Interrupt.

When the Interface goes Not Busy, the moving tape will take 5. 8 to 6. 3 milliseconds
to finish the read check and stop.
The Interface is notified via a Capacity Exceeded signal when an end of reel reflective marker is sensed; however, the operation proceeds uninterrupted.
The Word Counter reflects the point of termination with respect to error recovery.
8.1.3

TAPE TRANSPORT MODE CHANGE OPERATION.

Command Character

o

Instruction

OZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

WRTCTL

8. 1.. 3. 1 RENDER INOPERATIVE.

Y6

=1

A Tape Mode Change instruction will render the

selected Tape Transport inoperative, if its effective operand address references a
location containing a first character other than 1 or 2.

Nothing will be written on

tape.
Restoring the Tape Transport to an Operative state may be done manually only.
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8. 1. 3.2 WRITE INHIBIT.

The progranuned Write Inhibit mode will be set ON, if the

effective operand address of the Tape Mode Change instruction references a word
beginning with 1.
tested.

The state of the Write Inhibit mode is a status signal that can be

Restoring the unit to Non- Write Inhibit mode may be done manually only.

8. 1. 3. 3 COMPLEMENT MODE OF PARITY.
tape with either odd parity or even parity.

It is possible to write or read on a

The current Parity mode will be re-

versed by executing a Tape Mode Change instruction and reading a word beginning
with 2.

The current state of the Parity mode is a status signal that can be tested.

8. 1.3.4 MODE CHANGE CONDITIONS.
and error considerations apply.
and will not be affected.

The Interface Word Counter need not be loaded

The Operand portion of the Interface Instruction register

will be incremented by 1.
write on the tape.

All of the applicable data transfer timing

None of the Tape Mode Change instructions move or

The characters of the referenced word beyond the first charac-

·ter (C7) are ignored.
8.1.4 TAPE TRANSPORT CONTROL OPERATIONS.
Command Character

(,

Instruction

(See below) X, MMMM not functional

Options

Tagged Halt and Flag Return

a.

ZYXMMMM

[ , --"

or )

(Y6 OFF) - Mnemonic:

BKSR.

The Backspace Record op-

eration causes the Tape Transport to backspace to the previous gap.

Back space

Record is an Overlap operation; i. e., the Uni-Record Interface goes Not Busy immediately (within 40 microseconds) and can execute another instruction.

The Tape

Transport will test Operative and Busy.
b.

( ZYXMMMM

(Y6 ON) - Mnemonic:

BKSF.

The Backspace File opera-

tion causes the Tape ,Transport to backspace to the previous file.

Backspace File

is an Overlap operation.

c.

(Y6 Ignored) - Mnemonic: REW.

causes the Tape Transport to rewind to the load point.
ation.

The Rewind operation
Rewind is an Overlap oper-

The tape will rewind at 270 inches per second until it comes within 50 feet

of the start of tape.

At this point it slows down to 90 inches per second.

A 2400

foot tape will rewind in approximately 2 minutes.
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d.

1 Zy(J(J(J(J(J

(Y6 ON) - Mnemonic: WEF.

The Write File Mark operation

causes the Tape Transport to record a file gap and a file mark.

Write File Mark

is an Overlap operation.
e.

) Z Y'/J'/J'/J'/J'/J (Y6 OFF) - Mnemonic:

ADVR.

The Forward Space Record oper-

ation causes the Tape Transport to move to the next record gap.

Forward Space

Record is an Overlap operation.

(Y6 ON) - Mnemonic: ADVF.

The Forward Space File opera-

tion causes the Tape Transport to move past the next file mark.

Forward Space

File is an Overlap operation.
During the Overlap operation, i. e., until the operation is complete, but after the
Interface goes Not Busy, the Tape Transport will test Busy, and a new instruction
addressed to it will be stored in the Uni-Record Interface.

When the unit goes Not

Busy, the new instruction will be executed.
8.1.5 TAPE TRANSPORT OFF-LINE OPERATIONS.
When off-line, the Tape Transports can be used to List Tape on the Line Printer orCard Reader/Punch, List File on the Line Printer or Card Reader/Punch, or to
record Tape from the Card Reader/Punch.
The List Tape operation causes the tape to be listed a record at a time on either the
Line Printer (printed out) or the Card Reader/Punch {punched cards}.

The record

can be a maximum of 132 characters for Line Printer listing or a maximum of 80
characters for Card Reader/Punch punching.

The listing process continues until an

end of tape is encountered.
The List File operation causes the tape to be listed a record at a time on either the
Line Printer or the Card Reader/ Punch.

The record length is as indicated above.

The listing process continues until a file mark or end of tape is encountered, whichever occurs first.

Should end of tape be encountered first, depressing the List File

button will continue the operation until a file mark is reached.
The Record Tape operation cause s the tape to be recorded.

Each record consists

of the contents of one punched card as it is read and transmitted from the Card
Reader/Punch.

The recording process continues until all the cards in the Card

Reader/Punch have been recorded.
the last few cards.
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8. L 6 TAPE TRANSPORT OPERATION.
8.1.6. 1 TAPE CONSOLE CONTROLSo

The Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel

has the following controls, figure 8-1:
a.

A rotary switch with the following four positions:
OFF
ON-LINE
OFF-LINE CARD UNIT
OFF-LINE PRINTER

b.

A three decade switch specifying the octal address of the tape unit.

c.

A rotary switch with the following five positions:
FAST FORWARD
FORWARD
STOP
REVERSE
FAST REVERSE

d.

A Logic Reset Button

e.

An On Button

f.

An Alarm Indicator

g.

An Auto Mode Button

h.

A Write Inhibit Button

i.

A Load Button

j.

A Backspace Record Button

k.

A Backspace File Button

1.

A Forward Space Button

m.

A Parity Mode Button (Odd-Even)

8. 1. 6. 2 TAPE CONSOLE INDICATORS.

The Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel

has the following indicators, figure 8-1.

These Indicators correspond to the Status
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and Error toggles in the Uni-Record Interface which will obtain signals from the
last addressed Uni-Record device.

These indicators have the following significance:

a.

DSE 1 - A parity error has been detected by the addressed device.

h.

DSE2 - A mechanical error disrupted the Input or Output instruction that had

been performed.
c.

DSE3 - The addressed Uni-Record device was unable to perform the current

instruction because it is interlocked at the load point.
d.

DSE.I:l: - The addressed Uni-Record device detected an eavesdrop parity error

while performing an Output instruction.
e.

DSE5 - The addressed Uni-Record device detected a check character error

while performing an Input instruction.
f.

DSE6 - The data handling capacity of the Uni-Record device has been ex-

ceeded by the output mes sage transfer being performed.
g.

DSE7 - The Uni-Record device did not recognize the instruction code.

h.

DSF 1 - The Uni- Record device is operative.

The operative signal will be

generated even if the addres sed device is performing an off-line operation; i. e. ,
the operative signal will be used to indicate that this device is capable of performing on-line operationse
1.

DSF2

The Uni-Record device is on-line.

j.

DSF3

The Uni-Record device is Busy, i. e., the device is off-line, or the

last performed on-line operation is being sequenced off.
k.

DSF4 - The write inhibit is ON for the addressed Tape Transport.

l.

DSF6 - The Uni-Record device detected a data error after releasing the

Central Processor for the last previous data transfer.
m.

DSF7 - The Uni-Record device detected a mechanical error which dis-

rup1;ed the operation being performed after releasing the Central Processor for the
last previous data transfer.
n.

DSFlf) - The addressed Tape Transport is at the start of tape.

o.

DSF 11 - The addres sed Tape Transport is at the end of tape.

po

TSY - Will be ON when the tape unit is selected under on-line conditions.
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q.

T MO 1 - When ON, indicate s a forward motion of tape.
When OFF, indicates reverse motion of tape.

r.

TMO 2 - When ON, indicates a Write qperation.
When OFF, indicates a Read operation.

s.

TMO 3 - When ON, indicates a Record type operation.
"OFF" indicate s a Fi Ie type operation.

Table 8-1 indicates the significance of TMO I-TMO 3.

The Write File Mark opera-

tion appears as a Write operation (l 1 1) to the Tape Transport until tc{pe motion is
begun, it then changes to the configuration shown in table 8-1.
t.

TPO - Indicator lights when the Tape Transport is in the Standby condition.

u.

TPI - Indicator lights

v.

TP2 - Indicator lights as long as the Tape Transport is performing a transfer

(monlentarily) at the start of an operation.

operation (Read or Write).
w.

TP3 - Indicator lights during the time the check character is being verified.

Table

8~1

•

TMO 1 - TMO 3 Operations

TMO 1

TMO 2

TMO 3

f/J

f/J

f/J

Rewind

f/J

1

f/J

Backspace File Mark

f/J

1

1

Backspac e Gap

1

f/J

f/J

Read

1

1

1

Write

1

1

f/J

Forward Space - File Mark

1

'/J

1

Forward Space - Gap

f/J

'/J

1

Write File Mark

8.1.7

TAPE TRANSPORT OPERATING PROCEDURES.

8. 1. 7. 1 START OPERATION.

To operate the Tape Transports, perform the fol-

lowing procedure:
a.
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b.

Depress the Logic Reset button.

Co

Depress the Transport On button.

Now the Tape Transport is ready to operate in either a Manual or Automatic mode.
The only control available in the Manual mode is derived from the rotary switch
that determines the tape operating speed; i. e., Forward, Fast Forward, Stop, Reverse, Fast Reverse.
8. 1. 7. 2 ON-LINE OPERATION.

In addition to the general procedure in paragraph

8. 1. 7. l, the following operations are required to place the Magnetic Tape Console
in an on-line mode:
a.

Select the desired address on the Address switches

b.

Depress the Auto Mode button

c.

Switch the rotary control switch associated with the Tape Transport to

On-Line.
The Tape Transport is now ready to operate in an on-line mode under control of the
Central Processor through the Uni-Record Interface.
8e 1. 7. 3 OFF-LINE OPERATION.

In addition to the general procedure in para-

graph 8. 1. 7. 1, the following operations are required in order to place the Magnetic
Tape Console in an Off-Line mode:
a.

Unde r Line Printe r Control:
(1) Depress the Auto Mode button.
(2)

Turn the rotary control switch associated with the Tape Transport to OFF-

LINE PRINTER.
(3)

Turn the rotary control switch associated with the Line Printer to OFF-

LINE TAPE ..
The Magnetic Tape Console is now ready to operate off-line under control of the
Line Printer.

The off-line operation will be defined by the depression of the LIST

TAPE or LIST FILE button associated with the Line Printer Control Section.
b.

Under Card Unit Control:
(l) Depress the Auto Mode button
(2)

Turn the rotary switch associated with the Tape Transport to OFF-LINE

CARDS position
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(3)

Turn the rotary switch associated with the Card Reader/Punch to the

OFF-LINE TAPE position.
Now the Tape Transport is ready to operate off-line under control of the Card
Reader/Punch.

The off-line operation will be defined by the depression of the List

Tape, List File, Record Tape or Write File Mark buttons associated with the Card
Reade r / Punch Control Section.
c.

Under Manual Control - To perform a Backspace Record, Backspace File,

Load Tape or Forward Space operation, perform the following:
(1)

Turn the rotary switch associated with the Tape Transport to the OFF-

LINE CARDS or OFF-LINE PRINTER position.
(2) Depress the Auto Mode button.
(3) Depre s s the appropriate manual function button.
8. 1. 7. 4 MAGNETIC TAPE CONSOLE OPERATING GUIDELINES.

The following

item s are related to operation of the Magnetic Tape Console:
a.

Power to the console logic is obtained by depressing the main power On-

General Clear switch located in the center of the Console Control Panel.
b.

Depre s sing the Logic Reset button will cause the Tape Transport to return to

an initial condition state.
c.

An Alarm indicator will light in case of any mechanical malfunction.

d.

When the Transport On button is depressed, the Tape Transport may be

placed in anyone of five manually controlled positions:
Stop, Forward and Fast Forward.
e.

Reverse, Fast Reverse,

In the Manual mode, the logic is inoperative.

Depressing the Auto Mode button places the Tape Transport in the automatic

mode and under control of the connected deviceo

The List Tape, List File or Re-

cord Tape buttons may be depressed only when the Tape Transport is in the Auto
mode.
f.

When the Tape Transport is placed on-line, the List Tape, Record Tape and

List File buttons associated with the Line Printer or Card Unit, will be ineffective.
In order for on-line operation to commence, the Tape Transport must be placed in
the Auto mode.
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g.

When the Load Tape button is depressed, tape will be driven forward for a

short period of time, will start a fast reverse, and then will stop when the start of
tape marker (load point) is encountered.

This button may be used to rewind the

tape.
h.

When the Forward-Space button is depressed, the tape will be driven forward

until a file mark has been read.

The operation will be terminated with the read and

write heads located in the inter-record gap between the file mark and the next
record.
i.

When the Backspace Record button is depres sed, the tape will be driven back

into the next inter-record gap.

The operation will be terminated with the read and

write heads located in the inter-record gap.

No distinction will be made between a

file mark and a record.
j.

When the Backspace File button is depressed, the tape will be driven back-

ward until a file mark has been read.

If the first character read when the operation

is initiated is a file mark, it will be ignored.
will be recognized.

Any subsequent file mark encountered

The operation will be terminated with the read and write heads

located in the file gap between the file mark and the last record of the previous file.
k.

When the Odd-Even button is depressed, the Tape Transport is placed in the

indicated Parity mode.

The tape may be either recorded in this mode or an even

parity tape may be read and translated into an odd parity output.
1.

Turning the rotary switch to the OFF-LINE PRINTER position will make the

List Tape and List File buttons associated with the Line Printer effective.
one may be depressed).

(Only

The Card Reader/Punch may not be placed off-line.

Plac-

ing the unit off-line to the Card Reader/Punch will allow transfers to the Card
Reader/Punch and inhibit operation with the Line Printer.

When the Tape Transport

is placed off-line, the appropriate operation buttons must be depressed at the offline console.
m.

When the Write Inhibit button is depressed, writing is inhibited on tapes.

Write Inhibit is also possible by program or by removing the Write Inhibit ring
from the tape reel.
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8.2

CARD READER/PUNCH.

8. 2. 1 CONSOLE DESCRIPTION.
The Card Reader/ Punch, consists of a Card Reader and Card Punch rnounted on the
sam e fram e.

It functions unde r control of the Magnetic Tape Console, Uni- Record

Interface and Central Processor.

This unit can read cards at the rate of 800 cards

per minute, and punch at the rate of 250 cards per minute.
All operations are double checked for both hardware and character validity errors
in the buffer and in the unit.

Both the read and punch feeds are equipped with card

jam and misfeed detection device s.

A card jam or misfeed in either the read or

punch feed causes a control panel lamp to light and signals an error to the UniRecord Interface, paragraph 7.6.
There is no electrical or mechanical coupling between the Card Reader and Card
Punch, although they use the same buffer.

Therefore, for a reproducing operation,

information ITlust be read from the Card Reader into the Central Proces sor Core
Memory and then read out of the Core Memory to the Card Puncho

Off-line punch-

ing is from magnetic tape only.
The Card Reader/ Punch has five radial-type stackers, with a capacity of 1000 cards
each.

Two stackers are assigned exclusively to the Card Reader, and three to the

Card Punch.

Cards can be removed from the stackers without stopping operation.

8.2. 1. 1 CARD MOVEMENT.
through one card station.
three.

A card cycle is the time expended in advancing a card

The Card Reader has two stations and the Card Punch has

Advancing a card froITl hopper to stacker, requires three cycles on the read

side and four on the punch side.

An initial cycle is required to move the card from

the hopper to the first station.
The cards in the hoppers can be loaded into their appropriate stations, either manually or autoITlatically.

For example, if a card is not at its appropriate station when

an Input or Output instruction is given, it will be advanced automatically to that station (read station or punch station) before the operation begins.
Card moveITlent, and the associated reading, punching and checking functions, are
te rminated only at the end of a cycle at which tiITle the Card Control Section and/ or
the Uni-Record Interface is notified.
80 2. 1. 2 READING.

An eITlpty hopper will not terminate the reading process.

That

is, no ITlanual intervention, or additional Input instruction is necessary to empty the
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Card Reader.

When the last card has been read, checked, and transferred, an end

of message indication is sent to the Interface to terminate the operation.
8. 2. 1. 3 PUNCHING.

After the last card of a given output request has been punched,

the cards are advanced for an extra cycle so that parity can be checked.

Therefore,

when the punch operation ends, the last card has been punched, pas sed through the
punch check station, and stacked with the rest of the punched cards.

However, the

extra cycle has advanced a blank card beyond the punch station that is ready to be
sent through the punch check station.

When the next Output instruction is is sued,

the blank card will be directed automatically to the Start Reject (SR) stacker.
8. 2. 2 CARD READER.
The card hopper on the Card Reader is equipped with a device for la:rge capacity
card loading.

This File Feed device holds up to 3, 600 cards.

The cards feed through the Card Reader 9-edge first, face down.
from <right to left, pas sing two sets of 80 reading brushe s.

The feed path is

The fir st reading station

reads 80 columns of the card and establishes a parity check.

At the second read

station, the parity check is proved and the data directed to the Core Buffer in the
Magnetic Tape Console.
stackers are provided.

At the end of the read transport path, two radial-type
The Normal Read (NR) stacker, the one closest to the read

hopper, is used unless an error occurs, in which case all cards following (but not
including) the error card are directed to the Read Error (RE) stacker, figure 8-20
The Core Buffer in the Magnetic Tape Console has a capacity of 80 characters (10
words}o

It performs no formatting or padding functions, and although it retains the

card data until replaced, that data is not available after the card has been read.
The Card Reader may be operated on-line or off-line depending on a manual switch
setting at the Tape Console associated with that unit.

The switch controls the whole

unit; i. e., both the Card Reader and Card Punch.
....,

oJ

8.2.2. 1 CARD READER ON-LINE.

The On-Line, Off-Line status of the Card

Reader may be tested by the program, Section VII.
The .rated and effective speed of the Card Reader is 800 cards per minute.

There

is a period of 74. 8 milliseconds of computing time available between card cycles.
The effective card reading speed is reduced only when the available computing time
is exceeded, paragraph 8. 2. 2. 1 b.
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a.

Data Transfer.

On-line card reading is accomplished in one of two ways:

Normal Input and Controlled Input.

In both cases the data is read into the Core

Buffer starting with the location specified by the effective operand address in the
Input instruction.
(1) Data Flow.

Data is read from the Card Reader, paragraph 8.2. 1. 1, into

the Core Buffer until the buffer is full.
Uni-Record Interface.

The information is then transmitted to the

Having collected a full word, the Interface transmits that

word to the M register in the Central Processor, and then to Core Memory.

The

Operand portion of the Instruction register, and/ or the Word Counter in the UniRecord Interface are incremented or decremented (whichever is applicable) immediately after a word has been stored in Core Memory.

Unless interrupted, this

proces s continues until the Core Buffer is empty.
(2)

End of Transfer.

conditions:

Data transfer can be terminated by any of the following

End of Operation, Last Card, paragraph 8.2. 1. 1, or Error.

These

conditions and their programming implications are discussed in the description of
the Normal and Controlled Input instructions, paragraph 8. 2. 2. 1b.
If transfer is terminated short of a full card, the remaining portion of the card is
passed over, the data is not transferred, and the Interface is notified via an Incomplete Record signal.
If the Controlled Input instruction is used, and the number of words requested by
the Word Counter is greater than the number of words (cards) available, the Interface is notified via an Overload signal, paragraph 7.6.
(3)

Error Checking.

While reading and intermediate storing is taking place,

the cards are subjected to both parity and character validity checks.

Should either

type of error occur, a parity indication is sent to the Uni-Record Interface.
As a card is read, it is moved past two read stations.
saved at the first read station for each card row.
for each card row at the second station.

A parity bit is produced and

Another parity bit is produced

These two sets of parity bits are compared

and if they do not agree, an error signal is sent to the Interface.
While data is being read and rows are being horizontally parity checked, character
validity processing is taking place.

The reading and checking process continues

until the Core Buffer is full, at which time the data is transferred to the Interface.
As each character is read out of the Core Buffer, the results of the character
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validity process is checked.

If the Card Reader is on-line, parity is checked in the

Central Processor M register.
When a parity error occurs during data transfer, the last correct word is stored;
the incorrect word is not stored unless the Uni-Record Interface Error Interrupt
is ignored, or only the least significant character of a word is in error, or the
first indication of parity error is in the M register.
If a parity error occurs, all cards read after the error card are directed to the
Read Error (RE) stacker.
Normal Read (NR) stacker.

The error card will be the last card to be stacked in the
Issuing another Input instruction or, a Test instruction

(addressing the reader) will restore the stacking process to the normal condition.
b.

Card Reader Instruction Operation.

For Instruction Format, refer to para-

graph 8. 1. 1. 4.
RDCD, RDCDXR

Mnemonic
(1)

Controlled INPUT (Y6 ON) - RDCDXR.

An Input instruction addressing

the Card Reader with the Y6 bit ON, will cause cards to be read into the Central
Processor.

The data words transferred will be stored in consecutive Core Memory

locations, beginning with the effective operand address.

The number of words (and

thus cards) to be transferred is specified by the Uni-Record Interface Word Counter
which must be preloaded, paragraph 7. 3.

When the Word Counter has been decre-

mented to f/Jf/Jf/J, one more word is transferred before the operation is terminated.
When the operation is terminated, the Interface generates an Interface Not Busy
Interrupt request.

The Interface remains Busy throughout the operation, and can

be tested.
The Interface is notified via an Overload signal if the number of words specified is
greater than the number of words (cards) available, or if an Input instruction was
given and the Card Reader was empty.
Data is always read from the card starting with word 1, column 1, thus words may
not be selectively read, except to specify the point of termination.
(a)

Timing (Y6 ON).

The effective card reading speed is 800 cards per

minute, allows a period of 74. 8 milliseconds of computing between card cycles.

To

maintain the effective card reading speed when specifying 1 card at a time, another
Input instruction must be initiated sometime during that 74. 8 milliseconds.
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Reading a card into the Central Processor from the Card Reader Cycle Start until
End of Transfer requires 67. 3 milliseconds.
Busy for that length of time.

Therefore, the Interface will remain

If another Input instruction is issued during that

period, the Central Processor will wait until the Interface goes Not Busy, thus,
wasting the time between initiation of the instruction and sensing of the Interface
Not Busy.
There is a period of 7. 5 milliseconds of Interface Not Busy time between end of
transfer (record in memory) and the beginning of the next card cycle.

Therefore,

if the next Input instruction is is sued during that 7. 5 milliseconds, the Central
Processor will not wait and the maximum card reading speed will be maintained.
During the 7. 5 milliseconds of Interface Not Busy time, Line Printer and/ or Tape
Transport operations may be performed without loss of card reading speed.

This

is pos sible because the Line Printer has its own Core Buffer and the Tape Transport has a fast transmission rate.

However, the length of the tape record that may

be written is limited by the 3. 5 millisecond maximum tape start time, and by whatever other instructions are to be executed within the 7.5 milliseconds.
Since the same Core Buffer is shared by both Card Reader and Card Punch, alternate card reading and punching will slow the Card Reader down to the Card Punch
rate.
(b) Errors (Y6 ON).

The two types of possible errors are those that can

occur at the Card Reader/Punch, and those that can occur during data transfer.
See paragraph 7. 6 for a list of applicable detail error and status toggles.
Until data transfer to Core Memory begins, the Uni-Record Interface Word Counter
is not disturbed.

Therefore, should an error occur at the Card Reader, the Word

Counter may be used to locate the point of termination in terms of cards.
During data transfer the Uni-Record Interface Word Counter is decremented after
each word is stored in Core Memory.

Therefore, should an error occur during

data transfer, the Word Counter may be used to locate the point of termination in
terms of words.

A bad parity word can be stored; if the first indication of parity

is in the M register, or if the least significant character of the word is the only one
in error, or if the Uni-Record Interface Error Ignore toggle is ON.
(2) Normal Input (Y6 OFF) - RDCD.

An Input instruction with the Y6 bit OFF

will cause cards to be read into the Central Processor.

The data words transferred

will be stored in consecutive Core Memory locations, starting with the effective
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operand address.

When the card hopper is empty, the Uni-Record Interface is

notified via a Last Card signal.
face Not Busy Interrupt.

The Interface then signals a reque stfor an Inter-

The Uni-Record Interface remains Busy until the opera-

tion is complete; i. e., until all the cards in the hopper have been read.
(a) Timing (Y6 OFF). The effective card reading speed of 800 cards per
minute is maintained throughout the execution of this operation.

The reading rate

is maintained since reading and Central Processor program execution take place
in parallel.
A full card of information is available in Core Memory every 74.8 milliseconds.
Apart from the use of the real-time facilities (Real-Time Clock and Interval Timer)
the program can use the Uni-Record Instruction register to recognize end of card
transfer and/ or end of word transfer.

There is no hardware end of card indication.

The Uni-Record Interface stays Busy until the card hopper is empty and the last
card has been transferred to Core Memory.
(b) Errors (Y6 OFF).

The two types of errors are those that can occur at

the Card Reader and those that can occur during data transfer.

Refer to paragraph

7. 6 for a list of applicable detail error and status toggle s.
Until data transfer to Core Memory begins, the Uni-Record Instruction register is
not disturbed.

Therefore, should an error occur at the Card Reader, the Uni-

Record Instruction register may be used to locate the point of termination in terms
of cards, or 10 word blocks.

Refer to paragraph 7.4 for detailed information on

use of the Uni-Record Instruction register.
During data transfer the Uni-Record Instruction register is incremented after each
word is stored in memory.

Therefore, should an error occur during data transfer,

the Uni-Record Instruction register may be used to locate the point of termination
in terms of words.

A bad parity word can be stored; if the first indication of

parity is in the M register, or if the least significant character of a word is the
only one in error t or if the Uni-Record Interface' Error Ignore toggle is ON.
8.2.2.2 CARD READER

OFF~LINE.

Manual off-line controls are provided that

allow an operator to place a combination of Uni-Record devices off-line.
operate this equipment independently of the rest of the system.
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The following off-line options are available with respect to the card reader; card
to tape, card to printer.

Most of the manual controls that provide the operator

the means to select and operate the Card Reader off-line, are located on the
Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.

A few others are on the Card Reader/

Punch.
a.

Tape Console Controls,

When off-line, the Card Reader is controlled by the

selected Tape Transport or the Line Printer.

The following is a list and func-

tional description of applicable manual controls necessary for off-line card reading operations, figure 8 .. 1.
(1)

Tape Transport Rotary Switch - Each Tape Transport, both left hand

(LH) and right hand (RH) has a four position rotary switch associated with it.
These switches have the following positions:
OFF
ON-LINE
OFF-LINE CARD UNIT - Allows Card Reader/Punch off-line data transfer
OFF-LINE PRINTER - Allows Line Printer off-line data transfer
(2)

Record Tape Button - Depressing the Record Tape button, advances the

card to the first station in the Card Reader and allows information to be transferred
from punched cards to magnetic tape.

Each card will be written on tape as one 80

character record with a horizontal check character,

Card reading and recording

will continue until the available cards have been exhausted, including those cards
still in the Card Reader when the hopper has been emptied.

The card reading

speed is 800 cards per minute.
(3)

List Cards Button - Depressing the List Cards button, allows data to be

transferred from cards to the Line Printer.
The cycle is as follows:

Each card will be printed as one line,

a card is read into the Card Buffer, the Line Printer is

spaced (automatic format), the card content is printed.

This process will continue

at 800 cards per minute until the available cards have been exhausted, including
those cards still in the Card Reader when the hopper has been emptied.
b.

Card Reader Controls ,"

The following controls are located on the Card

Reader/Punch Control Panel, figure 8-3:
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(1)

Reader (Latching Switch) - When switch is in the ON position, the read

cycle can be initiated.
(2)

Read Non Proce s s Runout - Clear s Card Reade r stations of cards.

Hopper must be empty before switch is effective.
(3)

Stop - This button will stop the Card Reader after it has completed its

pre sent cycle.
(4)

Check Reset - This button must be depressed after a read non-process

runout, a card jam, or a clutch failure has occurred.

It allows normal operation

to begin again.
c.

Start.;..Stop Procedure.
( 1) Start Pro cedure:
(a)

Depress START button on the Card Reader/Punch Control Panel.

(b)

Depress both the Punch ON and Reader ON buttons on the Card

Reader/Punch Control Panel.
(2)

Stop Procedure:
(a)

Depress Stop button on Card Reader/Punch Control Panel.

(Do not

depress Punch Off or Reader Off buttons first. )
(b)

Depress Punch OFF or Reader OFF button on Card Reader/Punch

Control Panel.
8.2.3

CARD PUNCH.

The Card Punch has a rated speed of 250 cards per minute.

The punch hopper has

a capacity of 1,200 cards.
The cards feed 12-edge first, face down.

The feed path is left to right, passing a

blank station, a punch station and a read station.
80 punches, for recording data.

The punch station consists of

The 80 brush, punch/read station counts all the

holes in all 80 columns of the card, . for punch verifying.
At the end of the punch transport path, three stackers are available.
cards are directed to the Normal Punch (NP) stacker.

Punched

Extra cycle blank cards

are directed to the Start Reject (SR) stacker, and in the event of an error, all
cards following (but not including) the, card in error will be directed to the Punch
Error (PE) stacker.
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The Core Buffer in the Magnetic Tape Console can hold 80 characters (10 words).
This Core Buffer is shared by the Card Reader and Card Punch.

Data is not re-

tained from a previous operation.
The Card Punch may be operated on-line or off-line depending on a manual switch
setting at the Magnetic Tape Console.

The On-Line Off-Line switch controls the

whole Card Reader/Punch.
8.2.3.1

CARD PUNCH ON-LINE.

The on-line off-line

~tatus

of the Card Punch

may be tested by the program, Section VII.
The rated and effective speed of the Card Punch is 250 cards per minute.

There

is a period of 239.8 milliseconds of computing time available between punch cycles.
The effective card punching speed is reduced only when the available computing
time between cards is exceeded, 8.2.3. Ib(3}.
a.

Data Transfer.
(1)

Data Flow.

The data to be punched is read from Core Memory a word

at a time through the Uni-Record Interface to the Core Buffer in the Magnetic Tape
Console.

When the Buffer is full, punching is initiated, paragraph 8.2.1. 1.

The

Operand portion of the Uni-Record Interface Instruction register is incremented,
and the Uni-Record Interface Word Counter is decremented, immediately after
each word has been read out of Core Memory.

Unless interrupted, this process

continue s until the operation is complete as specified by the Word Counte r, paragraph 7.3.

When the operation is complete, the Interface requests an Interface

Not Busy Interrupt.
(2) End of Transfer. Data transfer can be terminated by any of the following
conditions:

end of operation, overload (empty hopper) error.

If transfer stops before filling a card, the balance of the card will be padded out

with blanks.
(3)

Error Checking.

As a card is punched, it is moved past two stations.

The first station is where punching takes place and the second is where the parity
of the newly punched card is checked.

Parity bits are generated and stored at the

first station and compared with those generated at the second station.
not compare, a parity signal is sent to the Uni-Record Interface.

If they do

If a parity error

occurs, all cards punched after the error card will be directed to the Punch Error
(PE) stacker.
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(NP) stacke r.

Is suing another Output instruction, or a Te st instruction addre s s-

ing the Card Punch, will restore the stacking process to its normal condition.
Error checking is performed in the M register, at the Core Buffer, and at the
Card Punch.
b.

Card Punch Instruction Operation.

graph 8. 1. 2.4.
(1)

For instruction format, refer to para-

Mnemonics PNCH, PCHCTL

Output (Y6 OFF) - PNCH.

An Output instruction addressing the Card

Punch while the Y6 bit is OFF will cause consecutive words to be transferred
fron1 Core Memory to the Card Punch beginning with the effective operand address.
The number of word(s), and thus card(s), to be transferred, is specified by the
Uni-Record Interface Word Counter, which must be preloaded, paragraph 7.3.
When the Word Counter has been decremented to f/Jf/Jf/J, one more word is transferred before the operation is terminated.
When the operation is terminated, the Uni-Record Interface generates a request
for an Interface Not Busy Interrupt.
operation.

The Interface remains busy throughout the

When the Interface goes Not Busy, the last card will just be beginning

the punching process.
The Interface is notified via an Overload signal when the number of words specified is greater than the number of cards available, and when an Output instruction
is given and the punch hopper is empty.
Data is always punched starting with word 1, column 1, thus words may not be
selectively punched, except to specify the point of termination.
(2)

Output (Y6 ON) - PCHCTL.

An Output instruction with the Y6 bit ON,

addressing the Card Punch or the Card Reader, will render the Card Reader or
Card Punch inoperative.

Restoring the unit to an operative state may be accom-

plished by manual means only.
All of the applicable timing and error considerations apply.

The Uni-Record

Interface Word Counter need not be loaded, and is ignored and undisturbed.

The

Interface Instruction Register is loaded automatically and the Operand portion is
incremented by 1.
(3)

Timing.

The rated Card Punch speed is 250 cards per minute.

The

Uni-Record Interface stays Busy until the specified number of words have been
transferred to the Core Buffer in the Magnetic Tape Console.
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When punching of more than one card is specified, the program may need to know
when a card of data is transferred out of the Central Processor.

This may be

accomplished through the use of the Interface Word Counter or the Interface Instruction register.

The real-time facilities may be used if so desired.

Ten words

(one card) will be transferred every 240 milliseconds.
When punching of one card at a time is specified, the Uni-Record Interface remains Busy only while data is being transferred to the Core Buffer (less than 2
milliseconds).

Therefore, the program is free to use other Uni-Record devices

during the punch cycle.

However, to maintain the rated card punching speed, the

next Output instruction must be issued within 239.8 milliseconds.
(4)

Errors.

Refer to paragraph 7. 6 for a list of applicable detail error and

status toggles.
Parity errors can be recognized in the M register, at the Core Buffer and in the
Card Punch.

The only difference of concern to the programmer, is the condition

of the Uni-Record Interface Word Counter and Uni-Record Interface Instruction
register.
Should a parity error be detected in the M register, the Interface registers will
not have been changed.

However, any subsequent error detection will occur

after the registers have been modified.
8.2.3.2 CARD PUNCH OFF-LINE.

Manual off -line controls are provided that

allow an operator to place the card punch off-line for operation with a Tape Transport which is also off-line.

The controls enable the operator to list a tape onto

punched cards at a rate of 250 cards per minute.
a.

Tape Console Controls.

Tape Transport.
(I)
position.
(2)

When off-line, the Card Punch controls the selected

To punch cards the operator must perform the following:

Rotate the Tape Transport Selection switch to the OFF-LINE CARD
This selects the Tape Transport for the Card Reader/Punch.
Rotate the Printer Unit Selection switch to the OFF-LINE TAPE position.

This connects the Card Reader/Punch to the off-line Tape Transport.
(3)

Depress the Logic Reset button located on the Tape Control section of the

Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.
in an Idle state.
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(4)

Depre s s the Error Re set button located on the Card Control Se ction of

the Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.

This clears the card control logic and

place s it in the Idle state.
(5)

Position the tape using the manual Tape Position rotary switch.

(6)

Place the Tape Transport in the Automatic mode by depressing the

Automatic pushbutton located on the Tape Control section of the Magnetic Tape
Console Control Panel.

This places the tape in a Ready state to transmit data to

the Card Punch.
(7)

Depress the List Tape or List File button located on the Card Control

Section of the Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.
buttons cause s the punching cycle to be initiated.

Depressing either of these

Depre s sing the List File button

causes the punching of cards until a file mark is detected.

Depressing the List

Tape button causes the punching of cards until the end of tape marker is detected.
b.

Card Punch Controls.

To turn on the Card Punch, the operator must de-

press the Punch On button on the Card Reader/Punch and the On/Off button on the
Card Control Section of the Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.

Several indi-

cators are located on the Card Reader/Punch to signal the operator of a malfunction
when punching cards.
A Punch Check indicator signals that a card has been punched in error.

A Punch

Stop indicator signals the operator that a card did not feed into the punch, or a
card was already in the punch when a punch cycle was initiated.

When the latter

condition occurs, depressing the Non-Process Run Out button on the Card Reader/
Punch causes the card in the punch to be fed into the stacker.
A Stacker Indicator on the Card Reader/Punch indicates that the card stacker is
filled with punched cards.

A chips indicator indicate s that the basket containing

punched card chips has been filled.

A fuse indicator on the Card Reader /Punch

indicate s a blown fuse in the unit.
8.3

LINE PRINTER.

The Line Printer is of the rotating drum and print hammer type.
on multiple carbon continuous form paper.

It is capable of printing 132 characters

per line at a rated speed of 1000 lines per minute.
can print 64 characters:

It permits copy

Each of the 132 print positions

26 alphabetic, 10 numbers, 27 special symbols, and a

blank.
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The Line Printer prints on-line from the Data

Proc~ssor

or off-line with a Tape

Transport or Card Reader.
Vertical space, hammer penetration, and horizontal form size, are manually
adjustable.

These adjustments allow the satisfactory handling of paper from 4 to

19 inches in width.

The vertical paper tension maybe relieved or increased, to

ensure high quality print, and to permit various weights of paper or card stock to
be handled.
In addition, a manual control is provided that raises or lowers the form, so that
printed lines may be precisely located.
The Line Printer does not pe rform editing functions.
Skipping and vertical formatting are accomplished through the use of a pre-punched,
eight channel vertical format control tape.
8.3.1

LINE PRINTER ON-LINE.

The on-line off-line status of the Line Printer may be tested by the program, refer
to Se ction 7.
The rated speed of the Line Printer is 1000 lines per minute.

The effective speed

is governed by the line content, the computing time, and the between line skipping
requirements, of the particular application.
8.3.1.1
a.

DATA TRANSFER.

Data Flow.

The data to be printed is read, from Core Memory; a word at a

time to the Dni-Record Interface, and on through the Magnetic Tape Console to the
Core Buffer in the Line Printer.

When the Core Buffer is full, and the previous

line has been printed, the printer skips, and printing is initiated.

Immediately

after each word has been read out of Core Memory, the operand portion of the
Interface Instruction register is incremented, and the Interface Word Counter is
decremented.

When the last word to be printed has been transferred to the

Printer Core Buffer, the operation is complete, and the Interface requests a UniRecord Interface Not Busy Interrupt.
b.

Error Checking.

Parity error checking is performed in the M register and

at the Magnetic Tape Console.
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8. 3. 1. 2 LINE PRINTER INSTRUCTION OPERATION.
For instruction format, refer to paragraph 8. 2. 1. 4.
a.

Output (Y6 OFF) - PRNT.

Mnemonic PRNT, PR TCTL

An Output instruction that addresses the Line

Printer with the Y6 bit OFF, will cause up to

17~:~

consecutive words to be trans-

ferred from Core Memory to the Line Printer, beginning with the effective
operand address.

The number of word(s) transferred is specified by the Uni-

Record Interface Word Counter, which must be preloaded.

When fewer than 17

words are specified, the remainder of the line will be padded out with blanks.
b.

Output (Y6 ON) - PRTCTL.

An Output instruction with the Y6 bit ON that

addresses the Line Printer is a control instruction.

It will turn Vertical Format

to Automatic mode if the word at the effective address begins with a 1.

If the

effective address references a word that begins with any character except 1 or 2,
the Line Printer will be rendered inoperative.

Restoring the unit to an operative

state may be accomplished by manual means only.

Since the Word Counter is not

loaded for these operations, it is ignored and undisturbed.
Vertical Formatting is turned to Controlled mode by executing an Output instruction with Y6 ON, referencing a word beginning with a 2.
c.

Vertical Format (Skipping).

Vertical spacing is determined by program or

automatic format control, utilizing a pre-punched, 8 channel, vertical format control tape.
(1)

Vertical spacing is 6 lines to the inch, manually adjustable to 8.
Controlled Vertical Format.

In the Controlled Format mode, the three

least significant bits of the most significant character in the first word transferred
to the Line Printer (carriage control character) specify a channel.

Channels are

specified with the characters '/J through 7 for Channels 1 through 8, respectively.
The carriage will advance the paper until a hole in the specified channel on the
control tape is sensed, at which time the line will be printed.
ter transferred will be printed in the first hammer position.

The second charac':"
The carriage control

character will not be printed, however, up to 132 consecutive characters wil1.be
printed, as specified by the Word Counter.

For each line printed, the Word

Counter must be loaded and an Output instruction is sued.
~:~If Controlled Vertical Format is used, no matter what number is loaded into the

Interface Word Counter, no more than 133 characters will be transferred to the
Line Printer. If Automatic Vertical Formatting is used, the Uni-Record Interface Word Counter may specify any number of words (lines).
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(2) Automatic Vertical Format.

The Automatic Forn1at mode allows con-

tinuous printing without beginning each line with a format control character.
Channel 8 on the vertical format tape is selected and the skipping will be dictated
by the contents of that channel.

Any number of consecutive words, and thus lines,

may be specified by the Interface Word Counter.
ters from the seventeenth word will be printed.

Sixteen words and four characThe remaining four characters of

the seventeenth word will be printed as the first four characters of the next line,
which will then fill out with 16 more words.

The Uni-Record Interface remains

Busy until all specified words have been transferred.
Vertical format channels 1 and 2 are used with the manual Line Printer controls,
paragraph 8.3.2.
d.

Timing.

The rated printing speed is 1000 lines per minute.

The effective

speed varies with the skipping, line content, and computing requirements.
For each line skipped, there is a 25% loss of speed.

For example, double space

printing will print at 800 lines per minute.
Printing successive lines containing characters from the last quadrant of the print
drum will slow the printing speed down to 500 lines per minute.

The characters

on the Print Drum are divided into four quadrants, table 8 -2.
In the case where more than one line is specified, the program may need to know
when a line has been transferred out of the Central Processor.

This may be

accomplished through the use of the Interface Word Counter and/or the Interface
Instruction register.

Seventeen words (one line) will be transferred from the

Central Processor at a maximum rate of one line every 59.8 milliseconds.
When one line at a time operation is specified,the Uni-Record Interface remains
Busy only while data is being transferred to the Printer Buffer (less than 3 milliseconds).

Therefore, the program is free to use other Uni-Record devices during

the 56.8 milliseconds of print time.

However, to maintain maximum effective

printing speed, the next Output instruction must be issued within 59.8 milliseconds.
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Table 8-2

Line Printer Characters

PRINT DRUM QUADRANTS

Quadrant I

Quadrant II

Quadrant III

Quadrant IV (Note 1)

f/J

+

1

/

J

>
<

2

S

K

]

3

T

L

4

U

M

#

5

V

N

O(degree)

6

w

o

7

X

P

[

8

y

Q

1\

9

z

R

$

D

H

v
®
o

A

E

I

( unde r line)

B

F

C

G

=
(apostrophe)
(blank)

Note 1:

(comma)

I

(EOM)

1(period)

?

The inclusion of these characters in successive lines will slow the
operation to 500 lines per minute.

e.

Error Checking.

Parity is checked as the data is being transferred through

the Central Processor MRegister, and at the Magnetic Tape Console.

A blown

fuse, paper jam, or ribbon jam will give a mechanical failure indication.
Any error will terminate the operation.
Error recovery procedures are governed largely by the application, however, the
Interface Instruction register and the Interface Word Counter may be used to
indicate the point of termination.
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8.3.2 LINE PRINTER OFF-LINE.
Manual controls are provided that allow an operator to operate the Line Printer
with the Card Reader and with a Tape Transport off-line.

Using the manual con-

trols, the operator can list card information from the Card Reader or list tape
information.
8.3.2.1

OPERATION WITH A TAPE TRANSPORT.

To list a tape on the Line

Printer, the operator must perform the following, figure 8-4:
a.

Rotate the Tape Transport Selection switch to the OFF-LINE PRINTER

position.
b.

This selects the Tape Transport f01" the Line Printer.

Rotate the Printer Unit Selection switch to the OFF-LINE TAPE position.

This selects the Line printer for the off-line Tape Transport.
c.

Depres s the LogicRe set button located on the Tape Control Section of the

Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.

This clears the tape control logic and

places it in an Idle state.
d.

Depress the Logic Reset button located on the Line Printer Control Section

of Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.

This clears the Line Printer control

log ic and place s it in an Idle state.
e.

Position the tape using the manual Tape Position rotary switch.

f.

Place the Tape Transport in the Automatic mode by depressing the Auto

Mode button located on the Tape Control section of the Magnetic Tape Console
Control PaneL

This makes the Tape Transport ready to transmit data to the Line

Printer.
g.

Place the Line Printer on-line with the Tape Unit Transport, paragraph8.3.2.3.

h.

Depress the List Tape or List File button located on the Line Printer Con-

trol Section of the Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.
these buttons causes the printing of data to be initiated.

Depressing either of
Depressing the List File.

button causes the printing of data from the tape until a file mark is detected.
Depressing the List Tape button causes the printing of data from the tape until an
end of tape marker is detected.

When an end of tape marker is detected, the Tape

Transport will rewind automatically.
8.3.2.2 OPERATION WITH THE CARD READER/PUNCH .. To list cards on the
Line Printer, perform the following:
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a.

Rotate the Card Unit Selection switch to the OFF-LINE PRINTER position.

This selects the Card Reader/Punch for the Line Printer.
b.

Rotate the Line Printer Selection switch to the OFF-LINE CARDS position.

c.

Depress the Reader On buttons located on the Card Reader/Punch and the

Card Control Section of the Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.
d.

Depress the Line Printer On button located on the Line Printer and place

the Line Printer on-line with the Tape Transport.
e.

Depress the Logic Reset button located on the Line Printer Control Section

of the Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.

This action clears the Line Printer

control logic.
f.

Depress the Error Reset button located on the Card Control Section of the

Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.
g.

This clears the card control logic.

Depress the List Cards button located on the Line Printer Control Section

of the Magnetic Tape Console Control Panel.

This initiates the listing of cards

that will continue until a card stacker is filled with cards, or all the cards have
been printed, or a parity error has occurred.

In a filled stacker condition, re-

moving the cards will cause the printing of cards to be re-initiated.

In an error

condition, the operator must depress, in sequence, the Error Reset button for the
card control logic, the Logic Reset button for the line printer control logic and the
List Cards button to restart the printing of cards.
8.3. Z. 3

LINE PRINTER CONTROLS.

To turn on the Line Printer, the operator

must depress the On button on the Line Printer.

In addition to this, the operator

must depress the On-Line/Off-Line button on the Line Printer.

This places the

Line Printer on-line.
Seve ral controls are located on the Line Printer which enable the operator to
position the paper in the Line Printer correctly.

A Top of Form button advances

the paper in the Line Printer until a Top of Form punch (channel Z) is detected in
the control tape.

A Load Paper button advances the paper one line at a time for

ease of positioning of the paper, responding to punches in channell of the control
tape.
A Test Print button on the Line Printer, when depressed, causes the Line Printer
to print continuous rows of characters.

This enables the operator to adjust the

character phasing and penetration on the Line Printer.
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printed is determined by the settings of the DSI-DS6 switches located on the back
of the Line Printer.

The character phasing and penetration controls are located

respectively on the front and top of the Line Printer.

A Form Position control on

the front of the Line Printer allows the operator to position a printed line of information accurately on the printed lines of the paper being used.
Several indicators on the front of the Line Printer indicate a Line Printer hang -up
condition.
A Paper Break indicator signals the operator that paper is not being fed through
the Line Printer.

A Paper Out indicator signals the operator that paper is not

being fed into the Line Printer.

A Throat Open indicator signals the operator

that the sliding glass cover over the Line Printer is open.

Both the Paper Break

and Paper Out indicators, when activated, place the Line Printer off-line.
The Fast-Slow switch has no effect on Line Printer operation, except when printing
with the Test Print button, in which case it selects test printing at 500 or 1000
lines per minute.
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DISC MEMORY

The Disc Memory provides bulk storage of 124 megabits of data and provides realtime storage of one million bits of data for the Data Proces sing System.

The Disc

Memory is connected to the Central Processor via a trunkline that has provisions
to accommodate a total of seven Disc Memories.

Each Disc Memory is in turn

equipped with provisions to accommodate seven Auxiliary Disc Memory consoles.

1£ required, the Disc Memory associated with a Central Processor may be
expanded to seven Disc Memories and forty-nine Auxiliary Disc Memories to provide bulk storage of approximately s even billion bits of data.
Operationally, the Central Processor program, via the Disc Memory Interface in
the Central Processor, addresses a Disc Memory and transmits prepare-file data
to the Disc Memory.

This operation may be in one of many modes, including

storing and retrieving by fixed addres s, storing on available obsolete areas,
retrieving by record content, obsoleting purged data or output to display.

After

being instructed for an operation, the Disc Memory operates simultaneously with
the Central Processor, and data transfer to or from the Core Memory is on an
interlace basis with the Cent,ral Proces s or program, until the transfer is complete.
When the transfer is complete, the Central Proces sor is notified via a Unit Not
Busy Interrupt.

Disc Memory to Central Processor and Central Processor to

Disc Memory transfers are buffered through a high speed (400 nanoseconds cycle
time) Core Buffer that provides storage for the key, mask and control information
used to set up the search criteria on content retrieval operations.
Bulk/ auxiliary storage is arranged in 128 character block storage units

0

A block

or mUltiples of a block can be key searched, transferred, obsoleted or counted.
The next addressable unit of information is a data-band which contains 1350 blocks.
Each of the two twins in a Disc Memory contains 60 data-bands.
ory contains six discs, three discs per twin.

Each Disc Mem-

These twins may be operated in re-

dundant mode (write and read the same data in parallel) or in separate mode, at
program option.

Error checking is performed on all Disc Memory operations and

data transfers to protect stored data and provide an error alarm.
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Real-tillle storage capacity of a Disc Melllory is approxilllately one lllillion bits of
data.

Data for display on the Display Consoles is translllitted by the Central

Proces sor to the Disc Melllory in the sallle lllanner as all other data..

The data

forlllat is changed in the Disc Melllory to conforlll to the requirelllents of the
respective display interface.
The twin feature allows cOlllplete duplexing by allowing, at progralll option, the
sallle data to be written into both Twins.

Silllilarly, the data lllay be read in dual,

and a detected error in one Twin or a difference between the Twins, will be indicated to the Central Processor.

If dual operation is not desired, either Twin may

be operated in a single lllode and addressed as a single unit at progralll option.

9.1

ORGANIZATION OF DATA.

9. 1. 1 CHARAC TER.
A character in the Disc Melllory is returned as a Central Processor character,
as defined in paragraph 2. 3. 2.

Therefore, Disc Melllory Read operations can

transfer selectively, on a character by character basis and content searches can
be specified on individual bits of characters (i. e. bit packing or binary coding
within a character is pos sible).

9. 1. 2 BLOCK.
The block,consisting of 128 characters, is the unit of storage in the Disc Melllory,
and represents the least amount of information that can be transferred by a Write
operation.

The capacity of a Disc Melllory is 162,000 blocks, each of which is

equivalent to 16 Central Processor words.

9. 1 .3DA TA-BAND.
The next level of storage in Disc Melllory is the data-band, containing 1350 blocks.
The data-band is the lllaxilllUlll alllount of storage that can be treated in a single
disc revolution.

Since operations can proceed from one data-band to the next

without loss of tillle, the lllaxilllUlll sustained block examination rate is approxilllately 20,000 per second. (In other areas of documentation, the data-band is
referred to as a file.

The term, file, is avoided in this area to prevent confusion

with the functional sense of file, which could refer to any number of blocks stored
in Disc Melllory. )
A portion of a data-band configuration is shown in figure 9. 1, and as illustrated,
the blocks are divided into two sections.
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block is called the index, and is held in the Index Track Set.

The remaining 110

characters are held in one of six additional track sets in such a manner as to follow the index immediately.

(Each track set is comprised of 3 tracks carrying

data in 3 - bit parallel. )
The block numbers within a data-band are arranged with a modulo seven interlace
pattern in the Fixed Address track.

The arrangement was chosen to permit the

writing by fixed address of successively numbered blocks as a continuous operation.

Within a data-band, blocks are numbered decimally f/J to 1349.

9. 1. 4 TWIN.
A twin is composed of 60 data-bands and is the maximum amount of storage that
can be treated by a single Disc Memory operation.
of two twins designated Twin A and Twin B.

A Disc Memory is comprised

Operations can be addressed to either

twin (single mode), or to both twins (Twin mode).

In Twin mode operation, writing

is in duplicate, and reading involves comparison of the data and flags from the two
twins.
9.1.5 FLAG TRACKS.
Each Twin has a set of Flag tracks that carry three types of flags.

The Flag

tracks are shown in figure 9 -1.
The first type is the Obsolete flag, of which there is one for each block of each
data- band in each Twin.

These are held in two tracks per twin.

Obsolete flags

for data-bands 00 to 29 are held in the first track and for 30 to 59 in the second
track.

The Obsolete flag indicates that a block has been obsoleted, i. e., does not

have useful information, and may be written over.
such.)

(There is no erase process as

The flag can be written by content search and by fixed address, and is re-

moved when new information is written.
The second flag type is the Missed flag.

Missed flags occur during a content

search on the first revolution in a data-band, and identify those blocks that were not
searched.

Flags are necessary because comparison continues on the pertinent data

track set after content agreement.
missed.

These indices are flagged with Missed flags, and compared on successive

disc revolutions.
Twin.
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The third flag type is the COITlpare flag.

During a content search, COITlpare flags

identify those blocks within a data-band that ITleet the search criteria, but have not
been transferred to the Central Processor.
blocks and erase the COITlpare flags.

Special operations transfer such

Any operation that generates COITlpare flags

is preceded by reITloval of all existing COITlpare flags.

A COITlpare flag is provided

for each block in one data-band in each Twin.
The Flag tracks are parity checked, and after a Flag Parity Error, paragraph 11.15.3, a Flag Error Character indicates the type of error, paragraph 10.6.1.
9.2

DISC MEMORY INSTRUCTION FORMAT.

A Dis c MeITlory instruction is stored in norITlal Central Proces sor prograITl
sequence, but is cOITlposed of three consecutive words:
a.

The Interface Instruction word

b.

The Disc MeITlory Operation word

Co

The Key/Data Address and Mask/Control Address word

9.2.1

THE INTERFACE INSTRUCTION WORD.

The Interface Instruction word is recognized as the start of a Disc Memory instruction in the Central Processor Instruction register by the command character F.
Operand address ITlodification, indexing and indirect addressing, is specified and
accomplished in the Central Processor Instruction register.

The Interface In-

struction register, where the Y character provides Disc Memory selection and the
effective operand address specifies a Core Memory location for the start of data
transfer.
The Interface Instruction word format, F Z Y X M M M M, is described as follows:
Command Character

F

Instruction

F Z Y X M M M M - In the Z character only z6 is functional (Tagged Halt).

The Y character provides Disc

Memory selection.
Options

Index, Indirect Address, Tagged Halt, and Flag Return.

Mnemonic

DSKFIL
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9.2.2 DISC MEMORY OPERATION WORD.
The Disc Memory Operation word has the function of specifying a Disc Memory
operation, and selecting a zone, twin, and data-band for the start of the operation.
Also specified are the number of data-hands over which the operation may occur,
and the number of blocks that may be transferred by the operation.
Disc Memory Operation word format, 0 Z TAN N N N, is described as follows:
Operation Code

o-

If bit 06 is true during Read operations, it specifies that

a word containing a fixed addres s will be transferred prior to
each block.
Zone and Twin

Z - Bits ZI, Z2 and Z3 are reserved for zone selection in a

Selection

future expanded Disc Memory.

The present Disc Memory

has only one zone and ZI, Z2, Z3 must be 1, 0, 0.
and Z5 select Twin A and Twin B, respectively.

Bits Z4

Bit Z6, if

true, enables access to blocks that have been flagged obsolete
for read operations.
Data-band

TA - The numeric bits of the T and A characters specify a

Selection

beginning data-band number from f/Jf/J to 59"

Bits T6; T5; A6;

and AS form the 8, 4, 2, and I bits of a binary number from

o to

15.

A value from 1 to 15 specifies that many data-bands.

A value of

C/J

specifie s through data-band.

Maximum Blocks

NNNN - The numeric bits constitute a decimal number from

Transferred

C/JC/J0C/J

to 9999.

Zone bits are ignored.

This specifies a limit

on the number of blocks transferred between the Core Memory
and Disc Memory.
9.2. 3 KEY/DATA ADDRESS AND MASK-CONTROL ADDRESS WORD.
The Key/Data Address and Mask-Control Address word is formed by two fourcharacter decimal addresses.

These may be Core Memory addresses in which

case they are in normal format, paragraph 3. 2" 1.

The application of the first

address depends on the type of Disc Memory operation.
tions it is a block address within a data-band.

For fixed address opera-

Otherwise, subject to indirect

addres sing, it is the location of the first word of key information in the Core
Memory.

The second address is the location, subject to indirect addressing, of

the first word of Mask and Control inforrnation.
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indirect addres sing by a 1 bit in the sixth bit position of the least significant
character.
Key/Data Address and Mask-Control Address word format, M2 M2 M2 M2 M3 M3
M3 M , is described as follows:
3
First Address

M2 M2 M2 M2 - In content search operations, is a Core
Memory address for the first word of key information, and in
fixed address operations, a block number within a data-band
(subject to indirect addressing).

When indirectly addressed,

as indicated by a 1 in the sixth bit position and a (/) in the fifth
bit position of the rightmost character, the four high order
characters of the specified word in Core Memory become the
M2 M2 M2 M2 field.

On a content search operation a Blank

character in the rightmost character position of the addres s
field specifies no change to the key.
Second Address

M3 M3 M3 M3 - In content search operations, is a Core
Memory address for the first word of Mask and Control
information (subj ect to indirect addre s sing)

0

When indirectly

addressed, as indicated by a 1 in the sixth bit position and a
C/J

in the fifth bit position of the rightmost character, the four

low order characters of the specified word in
become the M3 M3 M3 M3 field.

~ore

Memory

On a content search opera-

tion a Blank character in the rightmost character position
specifies no change to the Mask or Control.

9.2.4 KEY FORMAT.
The Key information, starting in the effective M2 M2 M2 M2 address, is specified
by fields

0

Each fielcl is headed by a field specifier word that gives the starting

character position in the Key register and the number of characters in the field.
The field specifier word must be all decinlal characters, except when heading the
last field, in which case the first character is EOM (,).
The Key format is as follows:
0XXX0NNN

Field Specifier Word

KlK2 • . . . .
First Field of Key Characters

K.
n
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0XXX0NNN

Occupies next available word
Second Field of Key Characters

K.
n
iXXX0NNN

Last Key Field Specifier Word
Last Field of Key Characters

K

n

The XXX c?aracters give in deciInal the Key register character location (from 1 to
128) of the first Key character o The

NNN characters give in decimal the number

of character s in the field.

0r!J0 for XXX specifies the use of the first Key character, K 1 , in the
following key field for the first NNN Key register character positions.

A value of

9.2 5 MASK AND CONTROL FORMATo
0

The Mask information, starting in the effective M3 M3 M3 M3 address, is specified
by fields in a manner very sirnilar to the Key, paragraph 9. 2.4.

A decimal

0

Mask character specifies no comparison.
The field specifier word has a Control character in the C 3 position that specifies
the Control register content to be loaded in all character positions in the field

o

This character is interpreted as follows:
Bits 1 and 2 specify the type of search for this field.
2

1

1JF

specifies Equal to Key search

f/J

1

specifies Greater Than or Equal to Key search

1

f/J

specifies Less Than or Equal to Key search

1

1

specifies Bounded search, or Not Equal to Key search, see paragraph 9. 5. 8 for Content Access operation.

Bit 3 controls transfer of the fields to the Central Processor (1 indicates no
transfer) .
Bits 4 and 5 and 6 of the control character are dis regarded, but the control character is required to be a decimal character.
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Bit 4 in the Control register is a field designator set to a 1 at the beginning of the
field and in the character just after the field.
The program cannot select a portion of a search field for transfer; the whole
search field must be transferred, or none of it.
9.3 DISC MEMORY COMPONENTS.
9. 3. 1 DISC STORAGE.
The disc assembly of the Disc Memory rotates at 900 rpm (less 5% slip), providing an average access time of 35 milliseconds.

Each storage track has its own

read/write head and thereby prevents additional access time for positioning heads.
Control circuits and search flag tracks are provided to deal with one data-band at
a time within one twin, and operations involving several data-bands deal with
each data-band in consecutive order.

No time is lost in switching from one data-

band to the next.
Information on the discs is non-volatile, and will be preserved through normal
shut-down.

If a power failure or data transfer error occurs during writing, the

maximum los s of information will be confined to the block being written.
9. 3. 2 CORE BUFFER AND SEARCH REGISTERS.
A special purpose high speed Core Memory is used as a buffer for data transfers
and as Key, Mask and Control registers for content searching.
The buffer portion is wholly automatic and the speed is high enough to interlace
loading and unloading, both at disc character rate or greater.
one block of characters (128), each with its parity bit.

The buffer holds

The parity bits are stripped

as blocks are recorded on the disc, and a block longitudinal parity (3-bit) character added o

Character parity bits are reconstituted when reading from the disc to

the buffer.
The Key, Mask and Control registers are used to specify the conditions of a content search.

They hold a six-bit key character, a six-bit mask character, four

bits of control and a parity bit for each of the 128 character positions in a block.
9.3.3 DISC MEMORY OPERATION REGISTER.
The Disc Memory Operation register is part of the Disc Memory Control Section.
It is loaded with the Disc Memory Operation word, OZTANNNN.

It also has a
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block address holder, BBBB, that is loaded with the M2M2M2M2 address on
fixed addres s operations.
The NNNN characJers of the Disc Memory Operation register constitute a counter
that limits the nufuber of blocks transferred or obsoleted and counts the number of
blocks on a Count operation.
The BBBB characters of the Disc Memory Operation register always carry the
. block address of any block being operated on, or in the case of error, the address
where the error occurred is indicated.
The content of the Disc Memory Operation register can be recalled by a Return
Disc Memory Operation (~) instruction, paragraph 10. 6. 1.

9. 3.4 MC BUFFER STORE.
The disc assembly has a specialized real-time storage area with a capacity of
1000 blocks for buffer storage of messages enroute to Multi-color (MC) Displays.
This storage area is loaded and unloaded cyclically under control of counters.
A special Disc Memory instruction selects an individual display (by the TA characters) and loads the number of blocks specified by NNNN into the MC Buffer
Store.

Insufficient space for the specified number of blocks causes Display

Back-up Status which may be tested by program.
Blocks are picked up automatically from the MC Buffer Store and sent word by
word to the Me Displays by Output Channels.

There are 15 Output Channels

which are capable of simultaneous transmission in response to MC demand.

Each

Output channel has a maximum transmission rate of 180 words per second.
As an Output Channel completes transmission of the last (the 16th) word of a
block, it finds the block in the MC Buffer Store and marks it obsolete, and obtains
another block for transmission.

When all blocks addressed to a given MC are

depleted, a Display Interrupt request is generated.
The Unload counter keeps track of the oldest block in MC Buffer Store that has not
been transmitted and marked obsolete.

This counter is used to prevent overwrit-

ing when loading the real-time store from the Central Processor.
If a message encounters transmission difficulties, the transmission will abort
after three transmission attempts and all blocks of the message will be obsoleted.
At the same time a Display Interrupt request is generated.
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A special Disc Memory instruction recalls a status word indicating the condition
of each Output Channel.
A message addressed to an Output Channel that is busy transmitting, or that does
not have an active MC, will not load into MC Buffer Store, but a Display Interrupt
request is generated immediately.
Jl~

9. 3. 5 CP BUFFER STORE.
The disc assembly has a specialized storage area with a capacity of 120 blocks
for buffer storage of messages enroute to Console Printers (CP).

The CP Buffer

Store is organized into 15 sectors of 8 blocks each, and each sector is storage for
an individual C p.
A special Disc Memory instruction selects an individual CP and loads into its
sector the number of blocks, up to 8, specified by NNNN.

An attempt to load

more than 8 blocks produces an Instruction Error Interrupt request in the Disc
Memory Interface.
After being loaded, sectors output characters in response to CP demand at a
maximum rate of one character per disc revolution.

All 15 sectors can output

simultaneously.
When an EOM character is sent by a sector, or when all the blocks loaded are
sent, transmission terminates, and a Display Interrupt request is generated.

A

special Disc Memory operation recalls a status word indicating the condition of
each Output Channel.
A message addressed to a sector that is busy transmitting, or that does not have
an active CP will not load into CP Buffer Store, but a Display Interrupt request
is generated immediately.
9.4 DISC MEMORY INTERFACE.
The Disc Memory Interface is a part of the Central Processor that executes the
data transfer function of Disc Memory instructions.

The data transfer between

Core Memory and Disc Memory proceeds independently of Central Proces sor
program execution.
The Disc Memory Interface, figure E-l, contains registers, and error and status
toggles which are described in the following sections.
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1 to 9.4.4

INTERFACE INSTRUCTION REGISTER.

The Disc Memory Interface Instruction register is loaded with the Y and MMMM
characters of the Interface Instruction word, and with the 0 character of the Disc
Memory Operation word.
The Y character provides Disc Memory module selection.
The MMMM characterB provide a Core Memory location for data transfer, and
count through Core Memory addresses.

The 0 character defines the Disc MelTIory

operation, but is also used in the interface.
During or after a Disc MelTIory operation, the content of the Interface Instruction
register can be recalled by a Save instruction.
9.4.2 INTERFACE INSTRUCTION LOCATION REGISTER o
The Disc Memory Interface Instruction Location register is loaded with the location of the third word of each Disc MelTIory instruction.

During or after a Disc

MelTIory operation, its content can be recalled by a Save instruction.
9.4.3 INTERFACE ADDRESS PROCESSING REGISTER.
The Disc MelTIory Interface has a register, inacces sable to the Central Proces sor
progralTI, in which the M Z M Z M Z M Z and M3 M3 M3 M3 addresses are processed,
and then used to obtain Key and Mask-Control data froITl Core MelTIory.
9.4.4 DISC MEMORY INTERFACE OPERATION.
The three word Disc MeITlory instruction is intended to be put in the prograITl
sequence as though it were thre.e prograITl steps.

A norITlal instruction fetch

lTIeITlory cycle puts the first word, the Disc MeITlory Interface Instruction, in the
Central Processor Instruction register.

The address ITlodifying options take place,

as described in paragraph 3. 3, and produce an effective operand address.
At the point of instruction execution, the instruction is transferred to the Disc
MeITlory Interface o

The Central Processor Instruction Address register is incre-

ITlented twice, with Core MeITlory cycles initiated.

The second and third words of

the Disc MeITlory Instruction are transferred directly froITl the Core MeITlory M
register to the Interface.

Along with the third word, its location, which is the

content of the Central Processor Instruction Address register, is transferred to
the Disc MeITlory Interface.

The Central Processor then proceeds with the fetch

and execution of the next instruction in sequence.
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As the three words of the Disc MeITlory instruction becoITle available, the following
portions are transferred to the Interface Instruction register:
a.

The Y character and the effective operand address.

b.

The Disc MeITlory operation code.

The Interface Instruction Location register is also loaded with the location of the
third word for later recall of the M3 M3 M3 M3 address.

The second word, the

Disc MeITlory operation, is transferred to the Disc MeITlory.
Any indirect address processing is done on the MZ address, and then it is transferred to the Disc Memory, or used to start transfer of the Key information to Disc
Memory, as is appropriate to the type of operation.
When M

is disposed of, M3 is recalled from Core MeITlory and processed for
Z
indirect addressing in place of M • M3 is then used to start transfer of Mask and
Z
Control information to the Disc Memory.
A Blank in the least significant character position of either M Z or M3 indicates
that there is no transfer to t~ke place, hence use of the previous Key, Mask or
Control inforITlation.
Should the Disc MeITlory Interface be Busy when the interface instruction is ready
for transfer, the Central Processor is held up until the Interface goes Not Busy
and the transfer takes place.
An Execute (X) instruction can be substituted for the first word of the Disc
Memory instruction, provided that t1;le Execute instruction references a valid
Disc Memory Interface instruction.

The second and third words of the Disc

Memory instruction will be those following the Execute instruction.
9.5 DISC MEMORY OPERATION.
The Disc MeITlory goes Busy when it is selected by the Y character in the Interface
Instruction register.

The Disc Memory Operation is then transferred to the Disc

Memory Operation register.

This transfer is checked, and an error generates a

Transmis sion Error Interrupt requesto
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Depending on the type of instruction, the Interface then transfers fixed address or
Key and Mask-Control information.

When this is complete, the Disc Memory

takes over and executes its operation.
Disc Memory operations may be classified as to the type of access and function,
such as read, write, or count.

Not all combinations of acces s and function are

meaningful, so a definite and specific list of operations is provided, detailed in
Section 10.

Some recall operations are provided to enable the Central Processor

program to find out what has happened in the Disc Memory.

9. 5. 1 WRITE FUNC TION •
The Write function involves the transfer of words from successive locations in
Core Memory and the writing of these words in blocks of 16 words each in Disc
Memoryo

As blocks are written, the Obsolete Flag is set to indicate non-obsolete.

Blocks may be written continuously in succes sive block locations, or intermittently.
i\t the completion of a Write operation, the Disc Memory Operation register will

indicate how much of the operation was accomplished and where it finished o
N register will contain the number of blocks not written on the disc.

The

The TA

characters will indicate the last data-band addressed as well as the number of
data-bands not written upon.

The B register will contain the addres s of the last

block written o
If the write operation is an 8 (write indivIdual blocks by obsolete flag),

then

when more than one data-band is specified and no obsolete flags existed on the
latter data-bands, the TA characters will not indicate the last data-band on which
a block was written.
the last block written.

The B register however, still contains the fixed address of
This case can only occur when the operation ends with an

overload or because of an error.

9.5.2 READ FUNCTION.
The Read function involves the transfer of data under control of the Control
register from Disc Memory into successive words of Core Memory.

Control

information in the Control register designates, character by character, the characters from qualifying blocks to be transferred.

By padding out the last word

transferred from each block t blocks do not become intermixed in Central Processor words.

The padding is with Blank characters.

Bit 06 of the Disc Memory

Operation word, if true, specifies that each block read will be preceded by a word
containing the fixed addres s of the block and part of the Disc Memory Operation
Word.
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The Block Fixed Address word format, 0

Z

TA BBBB, is described as follows:

o

Disc Memory Operation (not changed).

Z

Zone and Twin Selection (not changed).

TA

Data-band from which the block was read.

The data-band count,

carried in bits T6, T5, A6 and A5, will be decremented according to
the progres s of the Read operation.
BBBB

Block Number.

During a read operation, the B register is filled with the fixed addres s of each
block read.

The fixed address is also transferred to the B register when no block

is being read (except on a fixed address read) so that at the completion of the
operation, the fixed address of the last block transferred to the Core Memory is
not necessarily that in the B register.
Obsolete operation.

The above also applies to a Count or

When the operation is on consecutive blocks, it ends after

the last block; so this addres s will be in the B register.
The TA characters (at the completion of the operation) will also indicate the databand of the last block only on a Multi-block operation.
9.5. 3 OBSOLETE FUNCTION.
The Obsolete function sets the Obsolete Flags of qualifying blocks to the Obsolete
condition.
function o

This function can be employed by its elf, or in conjunction with the Read
A block is non-obsoleted by the function of writing it.

9.5.4 COUNT FUNCTION.
The Count function is used to determine the number of blocks that qualify for a
designated search criterion without the necessity of transferring any data into
Core Memory.

The count is accumulated in the NNNN part of the Disc Memory

Operation register and can be retrieved by the Central Processor program.
9.5.5 FIXED ADDRESS ACCESS.
Fixed Address Access is the specification of a specific block within a specified
data-band which is the first block to be operated on by a function.

In a multi-

block function, blocks are operated on in sequence of fixed addresses, including
overlapping from one data-band to the next.

As the number of data-bands over

which the function is to operate is specified as well as the number of blocks, it is
possible to get overload status, because the data-band limitation is the tighter one.
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9.506

OBSOLETE ACCESS.

Obsolete Acces s specifies, for write functions, the us e of blocks flagged obsolete
as they appear in the specified data-band.

If allowed by the data-band count, the

Write function can overlap into the next data-band when one is filled.

Obsolete

Access operates on a block by block basis, typically writing blocks here and there
in a partially filled data-band.

9. 5. 7 CONTENT ACCESS.
The use of Content Access implies a search operation, wherein Key, Mask and
Control information is given.

A search operation may be specified on any combi-

nation of bit, character, and field positions within a block.

The different types of

search criteria and their formats are discussed in paragraphs 9. 2.4 and 9. 2. 5.
An example is given below.
The Content Access process works on only one data-band at a time, although a
region of several data-bands can be specified,

The Content Access process is to

determine the blocks that qualify the search criteria contained in the Key and
Mask/Control registerso

These blocks may be read, counted and/or obsoleted.

The location within the block of the mask information has a definite bearing on the
speed of the search.

If all blocks happen to disqualify, or if the mask only allows

comparison, in the index part of the block (the first 18 characters), these can all
be compared in one disc revolution for one data-band.

The comparison of the

indices is interrupted by either a comparison or a transfer of the rest of the block.
Those indices passed by on the first revolution are labeled with Missed Flags, and
are treated on subsequent revolutions.

The reading of six blocks in a worst case

condition take s seven revolutions, including a final one that ensures that there are
no remaining Compare or Missed Flags.
Obsolete and Count functions, unlike Read functions, always go to completion over
the specified data-bands.

Compare flags remain pertaining only to the last data-

band examined.
The Content Access operation is controlled by the information stored in the Key,
Mask, and Control registers.

In most cases the search is performed on a bit by

bit correspondence of the Key and the data being read.

The different types of

searches as specified by the control bits and the functions performed by the Key
and Mask registers are described below.
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Control
Bits

2

1

o

o

Equal to

The bits of the data being read must be identical to
the corresponding bits of the key where the mask
bits are ones.

o

1

Gr eate r than

The field of data read must be equal to or larger,
in the collation sequence, than the key field in
those bit positions where the mask bits are ones.

I

o

Less than

The field of data read must be equal to or smaller,
in the collation sequence, than the key field in
those bit positions where the mask bits are ones.

1

1

Bounded

The field of data read must be equal to or
smaller, in the collation sequence, than the key
field and equal to or larger than the data in the
mask field. No bit masking is pos sible.

1

1

Negative

The field of data read must be not equal in at
least one bit position to the key field, and the
mask character(s) must be -. ( 0 0 1 1 I I ).
No bit masking is possible.

Type of Search

Qualifying Requirements

The beginning of a field is specified by a I in the fourth bit position of the Control
register.

This bit is loaded by the transfer of a new mask field with a new control

character to the registers.

In addition, the fourth control bit in the next position

after the last mask character of the field is also made a 1.

Thus within a field,

the type of search is always the same.
The third control bit, when a I, is used to inhibit the transfer of that data character to the Central Processor Core Memory.

A search field will have the same

third control bit throughout; because when the mask field is loaded, the control
character cannot change.

1£ a bounded search field is specified where the lower limit is larger than the
upper limit, then no blocks will meet this criteria.

However, no error signal

will be turned on to indicate this condition.
If a negative search field is specified where one of the characters in the mask is
not a

-. (EOM), then the instruction error will be turned on as soon as this field

of a block is read, providing the read operation is by content.
bounded search cannot be specified with a
a field in the lower limit.

This means that a

-. as the most significant character of

If it is desired to do this, then an equal to search should
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be indicated on the most significant character{s) and a bounded search on the
remainder of the field

o

The most. significant character of the lower limit of a

bounded search should therefore always be examined to make sure that it is not
the largest character in the collation sequence ( ---,).

However, this character

can be used anywhere else in the lower limit of the bounded search field

o

On the first revolution of a contents search on a data-band, for each block read
into Core Memory there will be six blocks that cannot be read because of the interlace format of the blocks.

When the block cannot be examined due to the reading

of a previous block, the non-searched block on the first revolution is marked with
a Missed flag.

On succeeding revolutions, only those blocks with Missed flags

are searched.

Thus the maximum number of revolutions necessary to search a

data-band is seven, and the last revolution may result in no data being found
because the Missed flag blocks did not meet the search requirements

o

When reading by content, it is only necessary to examine a block until the content
does not satisfy the search criteria.

Thus, if the search field is in the most sig-

nificant portion of the block, fewer Mis sed flags will be written on the first
revolution due to non-qualifying blocks.

For example, if the search field{s} is

entirely within the index of the block, Mis sed flags will only be written when a
block meets the search criteria.

This will result in fewer revolutions being

necessary to examine the blocks with Missed flags, and hence, a higher speed of
operationo
The read and/or obsolete multi-block operations ignore all remaining Missed
flags once a matching block has been found.

If no matching block is found on the

first revolution, then searching continues on the present data-band until all blocks
have been examined (no more Missed flags) or a matching block is found o

{The

Missed flag is erased as the block is examined}o
The count by contents operations do not finish with a data-band until all blocks
have been searched and no Missed flags remain.

The Compare Flag Count opera-

tion leaves Compare flags on the last selected data-band only.
The Content i\ccess read operations erase all Compare flags for qualifying blocks
(if they are transferred to Central Processor Core Memory) as well as writing
Missed flags for those blocks not examined.

After N blocks have been transferred,

the search continue s and any blocks that qualify will be marked wi th a Compare flag
as the Mis sed flag is erased.
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succeeding revolutions until ITlore blocks are requested by the prograITl.

The search

continues until all Missed flags are reITloved from the current data-band, but will
not proceed to the next data-band until all Compare flags have been removed by
transferring the blocks to the Core Memory.
Table 9-1 is an example of Key and Mask/ Control information.
register

conte~lt

The resulting

and selected block content are shown in figure 9-2.

Fields 3 and 5 are the only ones transferred to the Central Processor in this
example.

The remaining two characters of the word are padded to the LSD with

blank characters.

A word such as this is transferred for each qualifying block,

within the search restrictions.
Caution is necessary in overlaying fields because the field marks represent the
fields as applied in the called out sequence.
Table 9-1

Example of Key and Mask/Control Information for Content Acces s

KEY INFORMATION

MASK/CONTROL
INFORMA TION
Loc M3 00004128
M3+1

C/J

Loc M2

C/JC/J0200cA4

M3+2

00024004

M2+1

LATE

etc

????

00100004
0000

0C/JcA650cAl

M2+2
M2+3

9

NOTE
Clears Mask register to ~I s and sets
41 s in the Control register (no COITlpare, do not transfer). Character 1
gets a Start of Field bit (1 in bit
4 of Control register). No clearing
of the Key register is done, and the
previous content will reITlain where
blanks are shown.
Specifies an equal cOITlparison with
the four characters L, A, T, and E
in the four characters starting in
character 2, but no transfer of this
field.
Specifies no comparison of the four
character field starting with character 10, but transfer into the
Central Processor. No Key characters
are loaded.
Specifies a comparison in character 6
where the character must be less than
9 in the numeric bits, as masked by
the --, character. The zone bits are
not compared, and the field will not
be transferred.
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Table 9-1

KEY INFORMA TION

Example of Key and Mask/Control Information
for Content Access (Contfd)
MASK/CONTROL
INFORMA TION

etc
4T

? ?

NOTE
Specifies a comparison in the two
character field starting in character
119, where the 6-bit, alphanumeric
characters, as masked by the? IS,
must be larger than 4T (in the character collation sequence, Appendix A).
This field is transferred into the
Central Proces sor
0

22

~1227~~3

RED

III

-, 127~~~1

11274~~~ I

2

S

Specifies a bounded search where the
two character field starting in character 8 must be greater than or equal
to 22 and less than or equal to 4f)
(this is an alphanumeric cOITlparison).
The field is not transferred.
Specifies a not-equal comparison in
the three character field beginning
in location 122. The alphanumeric
content of the three character field
must be anything except RED; for
instance, REC qualifies the field.
Specifies a bit masked comparison on
character 127 where the 2's bit must
be a 1 and the 5's bit must be a f/J.
This character is not transferred.
As this is the last field of both the
Key and Mask, the field specified
words for each contain an -, (EOM)
character.

9.5.8 COMPARE FLAG ACCESS.
A COITlpare Flag Access can be used for a Read function or a Read and Obsolete
function following a Content Access that did not involve a Read function.

A Com-

pare Flag Access will operate over one data-band at most.
9. 5. 9 MULTI-BLOCK, FIRST QUALIFY ACCESS.
Acces s by Content, Obsolete Flag, or COITlpare Flag can operate in such a manner
that the first block qualifying for the access criterion is the only basis for access,
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POSITION
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but the function operates on it and consecutively following blocks.

The total num-

ber of blocks operated on is specified by the NNNN characters.

9.6 TWIN MODE.
Twin mode is specified for data transfer or data acces s instruction by specifying
both Twins A and B with bits Z4 and Z5 of the Disc Memory Operation word.
On Twin mode Write operations, blocks are written in corresponding locations
in Twins A and Bo

During a Write by Obsolete Location operation, only corre-

sponding obsolete locations are noted, affording some protection against inadvertent los s of data.
On Twin mode Read operations, blocks are transferred from Twin A and checked
for parity, with a Horizontal Parity check.

In addition, the blocks and their

corresponding flags are checked bit by bit against Twin B,

A discrepancy is in-

dicated by the Twin Compare Status toggle in the Disc Memory Interface.

This

status toggle does not generate an error interrupt request but is reset at the
start of each Disc Memory instruction.

Therefore, the status toggle

sh~uld

be

tested after each operation in Twin mode.
9.7 STATUS TOGGLES.
The Disc Memory Interface has the following Status toggles that can be tested true
or false by a T instruction, and generally set or reset by a V instruction.

They

are all reset at the start of a Disc Memory Instruction.
9.7.1

OVERLOAD (ZY =

I I).

The Overload Status toggle is related to the counter which holds the NNNN characters of the Disc Memory Operation.

Overload status is set if:

a.

On a Write operation, insufficient block spaces are available.

bo

On a Read operation, insufficient blocks qualify.

c.

On a Count operation, 9999 is exceeded.

907. 2

TWIN COMPARE

(Z Y

= IS).

Twin Compare is set if there is a difference in data read from Twin A and Twin B
in the Twin mode, or a difference in the Compare, Missed, or Obsolete flags.
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9.7.3 OPERATIVE (ZY=/U).
The Operative Status toggle is set if the selected Disc MeInory Inodule is on-line
and operative.

9.7.4 DISPLAY BACKUP (ZY = 34).
This status toggle indicates that an atteInpt was Inade to load the MC Buffer store
past the unload point, or to transInit Inore than 8 blocks to a CP slot.

9.7.5 INTERFACE BUSY (ZY = 3#).
Disc MeInory Interface Busy Inay be tested true or false by a Test cOInInand.

A

V instruction has no effect.

9.706 DISC MEMORY UNIT BUSY (ZY = 37).
Disc Memory Unit Busy applies to the selected Disc Memory unit and can be
tested true or false by a Test cOInInand.

A V instruction (reset) can be used to

terminate any operation in progress, leaving flags as they are, with generation
of a Disc MeInory Not Busy Interrupt request.

The Disc MeInory Interface also

goes Not Busy, if it was Busy, anp generates an Interface Not Busy Interrupt
request.
The Disc MeInory Unit Not Busy interrupt occurs at different tiInes with respect
to the Interface Not Busy interrupt, depending on the operation.
On a count or obsolete operation, the Interface Not Busy occurs as soon as the
Key and Mask data (if any) are transferred to the Disc MeInory.

The Unit Not

Busy occurs later (a InaxiInuIn of 490 InS tiInes the number of specified databands).
The Unit Not Busy interrupt occurs before the Interface interrupt on all Read
operations.

The difference in time varies between 6 and 25 Inicroseconds.

A Multi-block Write operation will finish with an Interface interrupt between 50
and 400 Inicroseconds before the unit Not Busy interrupt when Inore than one
block is recorded.

If no blocks are written on a 4 operation, then the two inter-

rupts are almost simultaneous. If only one block is to be written on a

C/J

or 4

operation, then the Interface interrupt occurs as soon as this block is transferred;
but the unit interrupt occurs after the block is recorded.

This Inay be as Inuch as

one revolution later on a (/J operation, or 15 revolutions on a 4 operation.
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The Interface interrupt always occurs before the Unit Not Busy interrupt on a
Write by Obsolete Flag operation when all the specified blocks are written.

How

much before depends on how long it takes to find another Obsolete flag after the
last block is transferred froITl the Interface to the Core Buffer in the Disc Memory unit.

If there are not enough obsolete location.s available, then the two in-

terrupts occur siITlultaneously and overload goes on.
With an MC or CP Write operation, the Interface interrupt occurs before the
Unit Not Busy interrupt by as much as one block time and as little as one character'time.
ms.

An MC character time is 190 6 microseconds and block time is 20 509

The CP character time is 402 microseconds and block time is 538 micro-

seconds.
On the Return operations, the Interface Not Busy interrupt occurs between 6 and
25 microseconds after the Unit Not Busy interrupt; with the exception of return
disc memory operation where the unit does not go busy at all.
The Not Busy interrupts occur aln10st simultaneously at the completion of the
loading of the Key and/ or Mask and Control information on a

1\

operation.

Table 9-2 lists the Detail Error toggles that generate Disc Memory Interface
Interrupt requests.

These toggles are described in detail in paragraph 11. 15.

Table 9-2 Disc Memory Interface Interrupt Detail Error Toggles
Detail Error

Zy

Vertical Parity Internal
Flag Parity

/1
/2
/3

Fixed Addre s s

/4

M Register

/5
/6
/7
/8

Horizontal Check Internal

Write
Instruction
Hang Up
Out of Temperature

/9
/=

Slow Down

/1

Operand Address

/>
36

Transmission Parity

Count
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9. 8 WRITE INHIBIT SWITCHES.
Toggle switches are provided on the Disc Mem.ory Maintenance Panel to inhibit
writing in groups of 10 data-bands each.
two twins separately.

A total of twelve switches control the

An attem.pted write operation in a write-inhibited data-

band generates a Write Error Interrupt request.
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SECTION X
DISC MEMORY OPERATIONS
In the detailed description of the Disc Memory operations, the operations have been
grouped under the following six general categories:
10. 1 Fixed Address Operations.
10. 1. 1 Fixed Address Read

(2)

10. 1. 2 Fixed Address Obsolete

(1)

10. 1. 3 Fixed Address Read and Obsolete

(3)

10. 1. 4 Fixed Address Write

(0)

10.2 Non-Fixed Address Individual Block Operations.
10.2. 1 Content Access Read

(= )

10.2.2 Content Access Read and Obsolete

( ,)

10.2.3 Content Access Obsolete and Count

(9)

10. 2. 4 Content Access Count

«)

1 o. 2. 5 Compare Flag Read

( ])

10.2.6 Compare Flag Read and Obsolete

(,)

10. 2. 7 Obsolete Flag Write

(8)

10.3 Non-Fixed Address Multi-Block Operations.
10.3. 1 Content Access Read Multi-Block

(6)

10. 3. 2 Content Access Obsolete Multi-Block

(5 )

10. 3. 3 Content Access Read and Obsolete Multi-Block

(7)

10. 3. 4 Compare Flag Read Multi-Block

(S)

10.3.5 Compare Flag Read and Obsolete Multi-'Block

(T)

10. 3. 6 Obsolete Flag Write Multi-Block

(4)
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10.4 Display Buffer Write Operations.
10.4. 1 MC Buffer Write

(0)

10. 4. 2

(#)

CP Buffer Write

10.5 Prepare Operations.
10. 5. 1 Select Disc Memory Module
10. 5. 2 Load Key, Mask and Control
10. 6 Return Operations.
10. 6. 1 Return Disc Memory Operation

(»

10 6. 2 Return Key, Mask and Control Information

(+)

10.6. 3 Return Display Buffer Status

(; )

0

The description of each Disc Memory operation lists the fields and bit options of the
Disc Memory Operation word, and the M2 and M3 addresses, with their functions or
applications, if any.
The Disc Memory instruction format is presented in paragraph 9. 2.

As the Disc

Memory Interface instruction word does not vary in function, it is not included in
the following discus sion.
10. 1 FIXED ADDRESS OPERATIONS.
Access is made to the starting block by specifying the twin (or Twin mode), a databand, and a block number.

The function operates on that block and on successive

blocks, and can continue without interruption from one data-band to the next.
are specified on the number of blocks and data-bands involved.

Limits

On read functions,

the control information specifies the character positions within the block that actually
are transferred.

Bit Z6 does not apply.

If the specified number of blocks cannot be transferred before the end of the specified number of data-bands, Overload status is set.
At the end of the operation, the TA and BBBB registers will contain the address of
the last block on which the operation was performed.
1 D. 1. 1 FIXED ADDRESS READ.
2

Operation Code

06

Fixed Address Transfer Option
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Z4Z5

Twin Select

Z6

Not Functional

TA

Starting Data-band and Number of Data-bands

NNNN

Number of Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Starting Block Number

M3M3M3M3

Control Information Location

Mnemonic

PICK

Read NNNN consecutive blocks, starting at the specified fixed addres s.

If bit 06 is

a one, each block is preceded by its fixed address word.
10.1.2 FIXED ADDRESS OBSOLETE.
1

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Twin Select

z6

Not Functional

TA

Starting Data-band and number of Data-bands

NNNN

Number of Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Starting Block Number

M3M3M3M3

Mask and Control Information Location

Mnemonic

OBS

Flag as obsolete NNNN consecutive blocks, starting with the specified fixed address.
An effective M3 address will load the Mask and Control registers without affecting
the operation.
10.1.3 FIXED ADDRESS READ AND OBSOLETE.

3

Operation Code

06

Fixed Address Transfer Option

Z4Z5

Twin Select

Z6

Not Functional

TA

Starting Data-band and number of Data-bands

NNNN

Number of Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Starting Block Number

M3M3M3M3

Control Information Location

Mnemonic

PURGE

Read and flag as obsolete NNNN consecutive blocks, starting with the specified fixed
/
address. If bit 06 is true, each block is preceded by its fixed address word.
;'
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10. 1. 4 FIXED ADDRESS WRITE.
~

Operation Code

06

Not Func tional

Z4Z5
Z6

Twin Select
Not Functional

TA

Starting Data-band and Number of Data- ban:ds

NNNN

Number of Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Starting Block Number

M3M3M3M3

Mask- Control Information Location

Mnemonic

WRITE

Write, and flag as Non-Obsolete, NNNN consecutive blocks, starting with the specified fixed address.
10.2 NON-FIXED ADDRESS INDIVIDUAL BLOCK OPERATIONS.
Access is made by content, compare flag, or obsolete flag where each block or
block location must qualify.
specified.

The twin (or Twin mode) and starting data-band are

Limits are specified on the number of data- bands considered and the

number of blocks transferred.
10.2. 1 CONTENT ACCESS READ.
::

Operation Code

06

Fixed Address Transfer Option

Z4Z5
z6

Twin Select
Ignore Obsolete Flags Option

TA

Starting Data-band and Number of Data-bands

NNNN

Number of Blocks Read

M2M2M2M2

Key Information LocatioI?-

M3M3M3M3

Mask- Control Information Location

Mnemonic

PKBK

Read NNNN blocks that all qualify by content, starting in the specified data-band.
If more than NNNN blocks qualify, the Disc Memory will continue searching and set
Compare Flags for remaining blocks in the data-band in which reading stopped.
The Disc Memory will remain Busy during and after the search.

While the Disc

Memory is in this condition, another Content Access Read operation must be instituted; any other operation results in an Instruction Error Interrupt request.
If bit 06 is aI, each block transferred will be preceded by its fixed addre s sword.
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10.2.2 CONTENT ACCESS READ AND OBSOLETE.
Operation Code
06

Fixed Address Transfer Option

Z4Z5

Twin Select

z6

Ignore Obsolete Flags Option

TA

Starting Data-band and Number of Data-bands

NNNN

Number of Blocks Read

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Mask- Control Information Location

Mnemonic

PGBK

Read and flag as obsolete NNNN blocks that all qualify by content, starting in the
specified data-band.

If more than NNNN blocks qualify, the Disc Memory will con-

tinue searching and set Compare Flags for remaining blocks in the data-band in
which reading stopped.
search.

The Disc Memory will remain Busy during and after the

While the Disc Memory is in this condition, another Content Access Read

and Obsolete operation must be instituted; any other operation results in an Instruction Error Interrupt request.
If bit 06 is a 1, each block transferred will be preceded by its fixed address word.
10.2.3

CONTENT ACCESS OBSOLETE AND COUNT.

9

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Twin Select

z6

Ignore Obsolete Flags Option

TA

Starting Data-band and Number of Data-bands

NNNN

Must be '/J'/J'/J'/J

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Mask-Control Information Location

Mnemonic

OBBK

Flag as obsolete and count all blocks that qualify by content in the specified databands.

The Disc Memory remains Busy during the counting, and the final count

appears in the NNNN registero

Overload status is set if the count goes past 9999.
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10. 20 4 CONTENT .ACCESS COUNT.

<

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Twin Select

z6

Ignore Obsolete Flags Option

TA

Starting Data-band and Number of Data-bands

NNNN

Must be f/Jf/Jf/Jf/J

M2M2M2M2
M3M3M3M3

Key Information Location

Mnemonic

FLAG

Mask- Control Information Location

Count the number of blocks that all qualify by content in the specified data-bands.
The Disc Memory remains Busy during the counting, and the final count appears in
the NNNN register.

Overload status is set if the count goes past 99990

Compare Flags are left on the qualifying blocks in the last data-band only.

These

Compare Flags are not discarded at the beginning of an operation unless it is a
Compare Flag operation

«,

=, or

r).

10.2.5 COMPARE FLAG READ.

]

Ope ration Code

06

Fixed Address Transfer Option

Z4Z5

Twin Select

z6

Ignore Obsolete Flag Option

TA

Data-Band Select (only one data-band is effective)

NNNN

Number of Blocks

M2M2M2M2
M3M3M3M3

Key Information Location

Mnemonic

PKBF

Control Information Location

Read NNNN blocks that have Compare Flags set from the specified data-band.

Com-

pare Flags may be set for only one data- band at a time, so even if more than one is
specified, only one will supply blocks.

Compare Flags are removed as blocks are

reado
If bit 06 is a I, each block transferred will be preceded by its fixed addres sword.
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10.2.6 COMPARE FLAG READ AND OBSOLETE.

-,

Operation Code

06

Fixed Address Transfer Option

Z4Z5

Twin Select

z6

Ignore Obsolete Flag Option

TA

D'ata-band Select (only one data-band is effective)

NNNN

Number of Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Key Information location

M3M3M3M3

Control Information Location

Mnemonic

PGBF

Read and flag as obsolete NNNN blocks that have Compare Flags set from the specified data-band.

Compare Flags are held for only one data-band at a time, so that

even if more than one is specified, only one will supply blocks.

Compare Flags are

removed as blocks are read.
If bit 06 is 1, each block transferred will be preceded by its fixed address word.

An effective M2 addres s will load the Key register without affecting the operation.
10 2. 7 OBSOLETE FLAG WRITE.
0

8

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Twin Select

z6

Not Functional

TA

Data-band Select and Number of Data-bands

NNNN

Number of Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Mask- Control Information Location

Mnemonic

WROBS

Write and flag as non-obsolete NNNN blocks in locations flagged as obsolete in the
specified data-bands.

One band will be filled before going on to the next.

Effective M2 and M3 addresses will load the respective registers, without affecting
the operation.
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10.3 NON-FIXED ADDRESS MULTI-BLOCK OPERATIONS.
The multi-block operatione are based on locating a block that qualifies for the access"
criterion, and then operating on it and consecutively following blocks treated as a
single record.

The number of blocks operated on is specified by NNNN, so this is,

in effect, the length of the record.
The Ignore Obsolete Flag option (bit Z6) applies only to the qualifying block.

Simi-

larly, the obsolete function leaves an Obsolete Flag only for the qualifying block
with operation code 7.
10.3.1

CONTENT ACCESS READ MULTI-BLOCK.

6

Operation Code

06

Fixed Addres s Transfer Option

Z4Z5

Twin Select

z6

Ignore Obsolete Flags Option

TA

Starting Data,.. band and Number of Data-bands

NNNN

Number of Consecutive Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Mask- Control Information Location

Mnemonic

PKRK

Read NNNN consecutive blocks where the first qualifies by content.
each block will be preceded by its fixed address word.

If bit 06 is a 1,

The Ignore Obsolete Flag

option applies to the qualifying block only.
10. 3. 2 CONTENT ACCESS OBSOLETE MULTI-BLOCK.

5

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Twin Select

Z6

Ignore Obsolete Flags Option

TA

Starting Data-band and Number of Data- bands

NNNN

Number of Consecutive Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Mask-Control Information Location

Mnemonic

OBRK

Flag as obsolete NNNN consecutive blocks where the first qualifies by content.
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10.30 3 CONTENT ACCESS READ AND OBSOLETE MULTI-BLOCK.

7

Operation Code

06
Z4Z5
z6

Fixed Address Transfer Option
Ignore Obsolete Flags Option

TA

Starting Data-band and Number of Data-bands

NNNN

Number of Consecutive Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Mask-Control Information Location

Mnemonic

PGRK

Twin Select

Read NNNN consecutive blocks and flag the first block as obsolete, where the first
block qualifie s by content.
10.3.4 COMPARE FLAG READ MULTI-BLOCK.
S

Operation Code

06
Z4Z5

Fixed Address Transfer Option

Z6

Ignore Obsolete Flags Option

TA

Data-band Select (only one data-band is effective)

NNNN

Number of Consecutive Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Control Information Location

Mnemonic

PKRF

Twin Select

Read NNNN consecutive blocks where the first qualifies by having a Compare Flag
set.

Compare Flags are held for only one data-band at a time so that even if more

than one is specified, only one will supply the qualifying block.

The Compare Flag

is removed from all blocks read.
A new key may be loaded by an effective M2 addres s without affecting the operation.
10.305 COMPARE FLAG READ AND OBSOLETE MULTI-BLOCK.

T

Operation Code

06
Z4Z5
z6

Fixed Address Option
Ignore Obsolete Flags Option

TA

Data-band Select (only one data-band is effective)

Twin Select
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Number of Consecutive Blocks

NNNN
- M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Control Information Location

Mnemonic

PGRF

Reid NNNN consecutive blocks where the first qualifies by having a Compare Flag
set.

The Compare Flag is removed from all blocks read and the first block is

flagged obsolete.
10.3.6 OBSOLETE FLAG WRITE MULTI-BLOCK.
4

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Twin Select

z6

Not Functional

TA

Starting Data- band and Number of Data-bands

NNNN

Number of Consecutive Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Mask- Control Information Location

Mnemonic

WROB

Write and flag as non-obsolete NNNN consecutive blocks where the first block is
written in a location flagged as obsolete.
10.4 DISPLAY BUFFER WRITE OPERATIONS.
The Display Buffer Write operations are the means for loading messages enroute to
the Display Consoles.
10.4.1

MC BUFFER WRITE.

0

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Not Func tional

z6

Not Functional

TA

MC Select

NNNN

Number of Blocks

M2M2M2M2

Not Functional

M3M3M3M3

Not Functiohal

Mnemonic

DISOUT
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Write NNNN blocks into the MC Buffer, addressed to the selected MC Display.
The MC select addresses are given in paragraph 10.6.3.
10.4.2 CP BUFFER WRITE.

#

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Not Functional

z6

Not Functional

TA

CP Select

NNNN

Number of Blocks (limited 1 to 8)

M2M2M2M2

Not Functional

M3M3M3M3

Not Functional

Mnemonic

CPOUT

Write NNNN blocks into the sector of the CP Buffer for the selected CPo
The CP select addresses are given in paragraph 10 6. 3.
0

10.5 PREPARE OPERATIONS.
The Prepare operations consist of a Select operation and a Load Key. Mask and
Control operation.
The Select operation is effectively a no operation for the Disc Memory, but is useful,
because the Status and Error signals reach the Disc Memory Interface only from the
last Disc Memory selected.

The selection is by the Y character of the Disc Memory

Interface instruction word.
10.

5~

1 SELECT DISC MEMORY MODULE.

[

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Not Functional

z6

Not Functional

TA

Not Functional

NNNN

Not Functional

M2M2M2M2

Not Functional

M3M3M3M3

Not Functional

Mnemonic

FNOP
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Select the Disc Memory module specified by the Y character of the Disc Memory
Interface instruction word.

Status and error signals will appear in the Disc Mem-

ory Interface from the selected Disc lvIemory.
10.5.2 LOAD KEY, MASK AND CONTROL.
!\

Operation Code

06

Must be a one

Z4Z5

Not Functional

z6

Not Functional

TA

Not Functional

NNNN

Not Functional

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Mask- Control Information Location

Mnemonic

LDKM

Load the Key, Mask and Control registers with the specified information.
10.6 RETURN OPERATIONS.
The three Return operations are: Returning the Disc Memory Operation; the Key,
Mask: and Control; and the Display Buffer Status.
The information sent by the Disc Memory on Return operations is stored in Core
Memory, starting at the effective operand address in the Disc Memory Interface
instruction word.
10.6. 1 RETURN DISC MEMORY OPERATIONo

>

Operation Code

06

Must be a zero

Z4Z5

Not Functional

Z6

Not Functional

TA

Not Functional

NNNN

Not Functional

lv12M2lv12M2

Not Functional

M3M3M3M3

Not Functional

Mnemonic

RCLI

Read into the specified location in Core Memory two words which are the content of
the Disc Memory Operation register.
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1 st word

OZTABBBB

2nd word

E000NNNN

O,Z

as specified by the previous Disc Memory operation.,

TA

Indicates the last data-band operated on and the remaining number
of specified data-bands.

BBBB

Indicates the block number of the last block operated on.

E

Flag Error Character
Fixed

NNNN

Block count.

The Disc Memory does not go Busy for this operation.
10.60 2 RETURN KEY, MASK AND CONTROL INFORMATION.

+

Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Not Functional

z6

Not Functional

TA

Not Functional

NNNN

Not Functional

M2M2M2M2

Key Information Location

M3M3M3M3

Mask- Control Information Location

Mnemonic

RCLC

Read the content of the Key, Mask and Control registers.

Core Memory will be

loaded with 16 words of Key, 16 words of Mask, and 16 words of Control information.

Although the Control register has only four-bit characters, the content will

be transferred as Central Processor six-bit characters, with zeros in the zone bits.
If the M2 and M3 addresses are effective, Key and Mask-Control information will be
loaded into the respective registers, and then will be returned to the Central
Processor.
10.6.3

RETURN DISPLAY BUFFER STATUS.
Operation Code

06

Not Functional

Z4Z5

Not Functional

z6

Not Functional
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TA

Not Functional

NNNN

Not Functional

M2M2M2M2

Not Functional

M3M3M3M3

Not Functional

Mnemonic

RECAL

Read one word which contains the Display Buffer status.

The bits have the following

code:
Me STATUS
Bit 1

Bit 2

f/J

rIJ

Transmis sion Terminated, Ready

f/J

1

Transmission Terminated by Error

1

f/J

Transmission in Progress

1

1

Display not Available

CP STATUS
Bit 3

10-14

rIJ

Transmission in Progress, or CP not Available

1

Transmis sion Terminated, Ready
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COMPUTER
BIT

STATUS
BIT

C7

C6

C5

C4

C3

C2

Cl

C0

6

CP 3

7(

7W

7S

7:1

7=

7C

70

5

7W

7S

7)

7=

4

MC~

7(

76
OR
77

72
OR
73

3

CP

6C

7Y

7U

7+

7>

78

7-

7#

6C

7Y

7U

7+

7>

78

74
OR
75

7,
OR
71

3

2

,

COMPUTER
CHARACTER

TA ADDRESS ASSIGNMENT FOR DISPLAY CONSOLES:
PAIRED MC (LP) CHANNELS:
7G
72
74
76

AND
AND
AND
AND

71
73
75
77

CP ONLY CHANNELS:
7; , 7

# ..

7C AND 7

ALL OTHER ADDRESSES REFER TO COMBINED
MC AND CP CHANNELS:

Figure 10-1.

Display Buffer Status Word
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SECTION XI

PROGRAM INTERRUPTS
The Data Processing System is responsive to Real-Time operation with communication channels and operator controlled displays through a set of Program
interrupts.

Since the Central Processor has interfaces, such as the Disc Memory

Interface, that are capable of carrying out data transfers independently of program
execution, Program interrupts are provided to signal that further action should be
taken.

This is extended to include buffered data transfers, such as Disc Memory

to Display Console, signaling the depletion of data in the buffer storage.
A major portion of the interrupts are responsive to errors.
transfers are noted as to location.

Parity checks in data

Other malfunctions which only threaten to

interfere with operation, such as overheating, are noted.

The emphasis is on

error location and correction.
Paragraphs 11. 1 through 11. 6 describe the structure and use of Program Interrupts, while paragraphs 11. 7 through 11. 17 describe Program Interrupt request
conditions .

.!..L..1.

INTERRUPT HIERARCHY.

The interrrupts are arranged in a hierarchy with classes, subclasses, and detail
interrupt signals.

Detail interrupt signals are derived from toggles that are

set on by the interrupt requests, which are momentary or are treated as being
momentary.

The detail interrupt toggles may be tested ON or OFF and set ON or

OFF by program.
When detail interrupt signals appear, the appropriate clas sand subclas s signals
also appear.

These signals are program testable as an aid to the program in

locating the detail interrupt.

When addressed with a reset, the class and subclass

lines have the effect of resetting all their constituent detail interrupt toggles.
At the top of the hierarchy is the Master interrupt.

Whenever the Master inter-

rupt line has a signal, the Central Processor responds by entering Interrupt
mode.
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11.2 IGNORE INTERRUPT TOGGLES.
Program set, reset, and testable Ignore Interrupt toggles are provided for the
Master interrupt, class, and subclass lines.

When an Ignore Interrupt toggle is

set ON, all constituent interrupt signals below its level in the hierarchy, are
ignored to the extent that they cannot affect a higher level.

However, the interrupt

signals are not lost, as they can always be tested both at detail and class levels.
Figure 11. 1 illustrates the interrupt hierarchy.

Detail interrupts are represented

as boxe s with an inset in the lower left corner.

The inset indicate s a signal toggle

with its ZY address for reset and testing.

Interrupt classes and subclasses are

represented as boxes with an inset in the lower right corner.
the Ignore toggle and its ZY address.

The inset indicates

The Test or Detail Reset address is shown

in the lower left corner.
Detail interrupt signals travel up the hierarchy, giving an indication at each class
level until the Master interrupt is reached or until the signal is blocked by an
Ignore toggle.

Class reset signals travel only one step down the hierarchy; that

is, only apply at the first class level above the

deta~l

interrupt toggles.

11.3 INTERRUPT OPERATION.
When a Program interrupt occurs in response to a Master Interrupt signal, it
suspends computation when an instruction is completely executed and another is
about to be
a.

read~

At this time, the follow ing actions occur:

The Master Interrupt Ignore toggle is set ON to prevent response to any

further interrupts.

00000.

b.

The R register content is stored in memory location

c.

The address of the unexecuted instruction is transferred from the Instruc-

tion Address counter into memory location 00014 (most significant half, not Index
register 14).
d.

Control is transferred to the address specified in one of five memory

locations, the choice being on the basis of the class of interrupt.
An exception occurs in the case of a Computer Error interrupt.

For Program

subclass interrupts, instruction execution is suspended immediately (within one
clock time), as, presumably, the current instruction is in error and there is no
reason to execute it.

For other subclass interrupts, instruction execution is

suspended after the error is detected at a suitable point for recovery but not
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generally at the end of instruction execution.

Generally, the return address will

be that of the partially completed instruction.
A detected error in the transfer of a Disc Memory instruction of three words to
the Disc Memory Interface is regarded as a Computer error, and not as a Disc
Memory Interface error.
If a Compare instruction is being executed in Search mode and an interrupt occurs,

the search is stopped incomplete.
of the return address.

In this case, care must be exercised in the use

The Search Mode toggle is not affected by Program inter-

rupt and may be te sted by the interrupt program.
11.4 INTERRUPT PROGRAM SELECTION.
According to the class of the interrupt, an Interrupt Program Start Location is
obtained from one of the six memory locations,

00008

through

00013.

The start

location is a four character address, MMMM, contained in the four high order
character positions.

The low order characters form some of the Index registers.

The Program Start Locations and related Classes of Interrupt are as follows:
Program Start Location in

00008
00009
00010
00011
00012
00013

Clas s of Interrupt
Uni-Record Interface
Disc Memory Interface
Error
IIO Interface

Real-Time
Other Processor

If interrupt signals in two or more classes occur simultaneously and cause a

Program interrupt, an interrupt class priority determines the choice of the program start location.

The interrupt class priority is as follows:

a.

Error (highe st)

b.

IIO Interface

c.

Disc Memory Interface

d.

Real-Time

e.

Uni-Record Interface

f.

Other Processor (lowest)
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11. 5 INTERRUPT PROGRAM EXIT.
The Interrupt program, preparatory to exit to the return address, should restore
all registers and toggles to their entry status.

The procedure then is to reset

the Master Interrupt Ignore and jump back to the normal program.
If another Non-Ignored Interrupt signal is present, it will not effect an immediate

Program interrupt upon Master Interrupt Ignore Reset.

This is because a Pro-

gram interrupt, other than Computer Error, is prevented from taking effect
immediately following a Set-Reset Toggle (V) instruction.

Some other instruction,

pre sumably the return jump to the normal program, must be executed before the
second interrupt is effective.

This prevents loss of the normal program return

address, which would happen were an interrupt program instruction location
substituted as the return address.
A Program Error subclass signal will cause an immediate halt during a V instruction that resets the Master Interrupt Ignore toggle.

Other Computer Error sub-

class signals V\7ill cause interrupt immediately after such a V instruction.

11. 6 FLAGGED RETURN ADDRESSES.
It is possible to make a return to the normal program from an interrupt program

to a desired point where some special condition exists.
tions flagged with a 1 bit in position X6.

These points are instruc-

As the flagged instructions are processed

preparatory to execution, their locations are stored in special memory locations,
namely, the four "most significant characters of locations C/JC/JC/Jf/J 1 through C/JC/J004.
The type of instruction determines which locations, as follows:
Type of Instruction

Flagged Return Addre ss in

00001
00002
00003
00004

Central Processor
Disc Memory Interface
Uni-Record Interface
I/O Inte rface
11.7

INTERRUPT CLASS:
Ignore toggle Z Y

11.7.1

DETAIL:

I/O INTERFACE (ZY

= 42).

= 22

INTERFACE NOT BUSY (ZY

= 39).

Indicates termination of an input or output data transfer operation through the I/O
Interface.

The Interface is in standby condition and the Central Proces sor can

initiate an input or output operation.
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11.7.2 DETAIL:

L-II9 MESSAGE AVAILABLE (ZY = 2,.).

Indicates that a Receiving L-I19 which has been selected by the Scanner, is
waiting with a block of an input message for the Central Processor to execute an
Input instruction. This appears only when the I/O Interface is Not Busy.
11. 7.3 DETAIL:

DISPLAY CONSOLE MESSAGE AVAILABLE (ZY = 2 i).

Ignore toggle ZY = 70
Indicates that a Display Console which has been selected by the Scanner, is waiting with a message for the Central Processor to execute an Input instruction. This
appears only when the I/O Interface is Not Busy.
11. 7.4 DETAIL: SENDING L-I19 AVAILABLE (ZY = 2( ).
Indicates that a block of an output message has been transmitted and ackowledged,
and the sending L-119 is waiting for the Central Processor to execute an Output
instruction. This appears whether I/O Interface is Busy or Not Busy.
11. 8 INTERRUPT CLASS: REAL-TIME (ZY = 43).
Ignore toggle Z Y = 23
11. 8.1 DETAIL:

REAL-TIME CLOCK (ZY = 3( ).

Indicates that the 24 hour Real-Time Clock has passed through full scale and
reset to zero.
11.8.2 DETAIL:

INTERVAL TIMER (ZY = 3,).

Indicates that the time interval set on the Timer has elapsed and the Timer has
reached zero •

..!..!.:...2.

INTERRUPT CLASS (AND DETAIL):

OTHER PROCESSOR(ZY =44).

Ignore toggle Z Y = 24
Indicates that the other Central Processor in a duplex system has by program
requested setting the Detail toggle ON.

The other Central Processor does this

by a Set Toggle instruction with Z Y = 3 '.
11.10 INTERRUPT CLASS: DISC MEMORY INTERFACE (ZY = 3[).
Ignore toggle ZY= 25
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11. 10. 1 DETAIL:

INTERFACE NOT BUSY (ZY

= 2Y).

Indicate s te rmination of a data transfer operation through the Disc Memory Interface.

The I!lterface is in Standby and the Central Processor can initiate a Disc

Memory operation.
11. 10.2 DETAIL:

DISC MEMORY UNIT NOT BUSY (ZY

Indicates termination of a Disc Memory operation.

= 2Z).

During a Read operation that

doe s not involve content search, the Disc Memory Not Busy interrrupt will be
concurrent with the Interface Not Busy interrupt after the last block is transferred
into Core Memory.

Otherwise, the interrupts are generally not concurrent,

parag raph 9. 7 .
11. 10.3 DETAIL:

DISPLAY (ZY

= 35).

Indicates termination of a message transmission from the buffer storage to either
the Multi-color Display or the Console Printer in any Display Console.

It will

appear only when the Disc Memory is or goes Not Busy.
If a Disc Memory instruction attempts to load a message into buffer storage for a

Busy or unavailable display, the message transfer from Core Memory will not
take place, but a Display Interrupt will occur immediately.
11. 11

INTERRUPT CLASS:
Igno re toggle Z Y

11. 11. 1 DETAIL:

UNI-RECORD INTERFACE (ZY

= 3W).

= 3X

INTERFACE NOT BUSY (ZY

= 3Y).

Indicates termination of a data transfer operation through the Uni-Record
Interface.
11. 11. 2 DETAIL:

OPERATOR (ZY

= 3Z).

Indicates that the Operator Interrupt button on the Control Console has been
depressed.
11. 12 INTERRUPT CLASS:
Ignore toggle ZY
Subclass:

ERROR (ZY

Computer Error (ZY

= U 0)

= 2U

Data Transfer (ZY

Ignore toggle Z Y
11-6
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11. 12. 1 DETAIL:

M REGISTER PARITY ERROR: (ZY

= VI).

Indicates that a character parity error has been detected in the M register in a
data transfer with the Central Processor, excluding any interface data transfer.
An M Register Parity Error is considered in the Computer Error Subclass if it
occurs in a memory cycle requested by the Program Control section.

(See M Reg"!'

ister Parity Errors under the subclass Interface Error.)
11. 12.2 DETAIL:

R REGISTER (ZY

= V2).

Indicates that a character parity error exists in data being transferred into the
R register.
11. 12.3 DETAIL: A REGISTER (ZY = V3).
Indicates that a character parity error exists in data being transferred into the
A register.
11. 12.4 DETAIL: Q REGISTER (ZY = V4).
Indicates that a character parity error exists in data being transferred into the
Q register.

11. 12.5 DETAIL: ARITHMETIC (ZY

= V5).

Indicates that a character parity error exists in data being transferred through
the Adder, or that the Adder has detected an internal malfunction.
11. 12.6 DETAIL:

R REPEATER (ZY = V6).

Indicates that a character parity error exists in data being transferred through
the R Repeater.
11. 13 INTERRUPT CLASS: ERROR (ZY
Ignore toggle Z Y
Subclass:

= 41) -

(Computer, Arithmetic).

= 21

Computer Error (ZY

Ignore toggle Z Y

= 2U

Subclass: Arithmetic (Z Y
Ignore toggle ZY

= U 0)

= Wf/J)

= 2W
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11. 13. 1 DETAIL:

OVERFLOW (ZY = WI).

Indicates an overflow of the result for an A, S,

+ or

- instruction in fixed point
!

beyond the most significant character position in the result register, or that for
a Divide Long

operation the magnitude of the dividend was not smaller than the

magnitude of the divisor.
11. 13.2 DETAIL:

F. P. OVERFLOW (ZY = W2).

Indicates that an exponent in the processing of a Floating-Point command has
exceeded the range -99 to +99.

This may occur in the result or in the intermediate

processing, such as the pre-normalization of an operand.
11.13.3 DETAIL:

NUMERICAL (ZY = W3).

Indicates that an arithmetic process has been attempted on a character with a
non-decimal value in the numeric bits.
11. 13.4 DETAIL:

CONVERT OVERFLOW (ZY = W4).

Indicates that a Convert (P) instruction with Y6 ONhas been attempted on a decimal
value greater than 63.
11. 14 INTERRUPT CLASS: ERROR (ZY = 41) - (Computer, Program).
Ignore toggle Z Y = 21
Subclass:

Computer Error (Z Y = U 0)

Ignore toggle Z Y =2U)
Subclass:

Program (ZY = X0)

Ignore toggle Z Y = 2X)
11. 14. 1 DETAIL:

INSTRUCTION (ZY = Xl).

This detail indicates:
a.

An unassigned command character has been read in an instruction.

b.

A parity error has been detected in an instruction as it came from Core

Memory.
c.

An unas signed Core Memory location has been encountered in the fetching

of an instruction.
d.
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e.

No Comparison toggles are ON when a Field Compare instruction is en-

countered, or, in Search Mode only, an Alphabetic Compare or Numeric Compare
instruction is encountered, paragraph 4. 3.
11. 14. 2 DE TAIL:

ILLEGAL ADDRESS (Z Y

= X2).

Indicates that an unassigned Core Memory location has been encountered in the
fetching, processing, or execution of an instruction.
11.14.3 DETAIL:

END OF MEMORY (ZY

= X3).

Indicates that an instruction with a multiple word operand has counted past
location 63, 999.
11. 14.4 DETAIL: ILLEGAL REGISTER ADDRESS (ZY

= X4).

Indicates that an unassigned register address has been encountered in a Save,
Load, or Copy instruction.
11. 15 INTERRUPT CLASS: ERROR (ZY = 41)- (Interface, Disc Memory).
Ignore toggle Z Y

= 21

Subclass: Interface (ZY
Ignore toggle Z Y
Subclass:

= + 0)

= 2+

Disc Memory Interface (Z Y

= / (/)

Ignore toggle Z Y = 2/
11.15.1 DETAIL:

VERTICAL PARITY INTERNAL (ZY

= /1).

Indicates a parity error has been detected in a transfer of data, Key, Mask or
Control characters out of the Disc Memory Core Buffer.

>, ;, [ ,

or

1\

operation.

This cannot occur on a

If it occurs on a count operation, then the Key, Mask

or Control data has gone bad, and the entire operation (including reloading Key,
Mask and Control) must be repeated.

The error occurs as a character read from

the disc is being compared with the Key through the Mask and Control.

The B

register will contain the fixed address of the block being read.
The above condition also applies to a Read operation, and in addition, the error
could occur as the data character is being transferred to the Central Processor.
In this case, a Transmission error signal will also be generated.

The B register

will contain the fixed address of either the block being transferred to the Central
Processor or the next block read from the disc, depending on when the error
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occurred.

The N register will be one less than the number of blocks not trans-

ferred correctly.

The Disc Memory instruction should be re-executed, but it

is not necessary to reload Key, Mask and Control.
The only cause for a Vertical Parity Internal error on a Write or Load CP or
MC operation is the writing of character with incorrect Parity from the Core
Buffer to the disc.

The B register will contain the fixed address of the bad block,

so only the remainder of the operation {including the bad block} need be repeated
in the case of a Write operation. The N register will be the number of blocks that
have not been written correctly.

If the error occurs on a t operation, the Key,

Mask, or Control characters have bad parity.

Data is not checked.

11. 15.2 DETAIL: HORIZONTAL CHECK INTERNAL (ZY = /2).
Indicates an error in the transfer of data from the disc on a read or count operation.

This cannot occur on a

0,

4, 8,

> ,1\,

t, #, 0, ;, [ operation.

The error occurs after the last character of a block is stored in the Core Buffer
and the B register will always contain the address of the block read incorrectly.
The N register will have been changed due to reading the bad block and transferring it to the Central Processor.

The operation can be repeated or the block in

error can be re-read alone.
11. 15.3

DETAIL:

= /3).

FLAG PARITY (ZY

Indicates that an error has been detected in the reading or writing on a flag track
on the disc.
Five causes of flag errors are checked.

They can be distinguished by an exam-

ination of the most significant character (C7) of the second word returned to the
Central Proces SOl' with a

> operation.

The bits of the C7 character have the

follow ing meaning s:
E~ror

Bit 1 ON

Missed Flag

Bit 2 ON

Compare Flag Error

Bit 3 ON

Obsolete Flag Error

Bit 4 ON

Short Delay Flag Error

If a flag error exists without one of the above bits ON, then the cause was a write
error on one of the selected flags.
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a.

MISSED FLAG ERROR (BIT ONE).

The Missed Flag error can only occur

for a read or count operation, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, =, "

<, ]

,'I , S, or T.

The

B register will contain the fixed address of the block with the bad flag, and the N
register will indicate the number of blocks read or remaining to be read from the
disc (depending on the operation).

The block with the bad flag is read if it meets

the search criteria specified by the operation.
The error is always corrected at the time it is detected, so it cannot be detected
a second time unle s s it is re - created.

Thus, the normal procedure is to repeat

the entire read operation when consecutive blocks are not being read.
b.

COMPARE FLAG ERROR (BIT TWO).

The Compare Flag error can only

occur for a read or count operation, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, =,

',<, ] ,-', 5, or T.

When the Disc Memory goes Not Busy, the B register will contain the fixed
address of the block with the bad flag.

The N register will indicate the number of

blocks read, either directly or indirectly.

Once the error occurs, it will remain

until the Compare flag is removed or written with another operation (=,

',< , ] ,

I , S, or T with Ignore Disc Memory Error Interrupt ON.

c.

OBSOLETE FLAG ERROR (BIT THREE).

The Obsolete Flag error can

occur for any operation using the stored data section of the disc.

When the error

does occur, the B register will contain the fixed address and the N register can
be used to indicate the number of blocks operated on.

The error can only be

removed by re-writing or erasing the Obsolete flag with Ignore Interrupt ON.
Only that portion of the operation which is incomplete need be repeated.

I:f the

error occurs on a Read operation, the block with the bad flag mayor may not be
read depending on the search criteria for the operation.

With a write by.obsolete

(8) or write consecutive by obsolete on the first (4), the block with the bad flag
will not be written on and its fixed address will appear in the B register.

A

write by fixed address (0) will not correct the flag error (unless Ignore Disc
Memory Error Interrupt is ON); but the block with the bad Obsolete flag will be
written upon and this fixed address will be in the Disc Memory Operation
register.
d, SHORT DELAY FLAG ERROR (BIT FOUR). This errorindicates a malfunction
in the read circuits of a short delay line of the flag tracks. When this occurs, the
probabilities are that no flags will be ciamaged, but if any are, they will be the flags
for the fixed address before the one in the B register. In order to prevent the loss
of more flag s and still try the short delay line a second time, a Read operation
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that does not alter Obsolete or Compare flags should be tried.

If the error per-

sists, repairs must be made before the damaged flags (or any flags) can be
corrected.

The fixed address of possible incorrect flags must be preserved since

the Obsolete flags for the fixed address of all data-bands below number 30 (if the
selected data-band was below 30) may be lost; or above 30 if the selected databand was in that group.
The error can occur for any operation using the stored data section of the disc;
but if no flags are being changed by this operation, then the only flag that can be
damaged is the missed flag.
e.

FLAG WRITE ERROR.

The Write error can occur for any operation using

the stored data section of the Disc Memory.

In most cases no permanent change

to a flag will result when this error occurs.

However, if a flag is damaged, it

will be a Missed flag, Compare flag or Obsolete flag for the block with an address
one less than the B register content.

When the Write error occurs, it may damage

all the Obsolete flags stored in the short delay line mentioned above.

Thus, if

a data-band under 30 was selected, all the blocks with the proper fixed address in
the data-bands under 30 must be checked for errors.

11. 15.4 DETAIL: FIXED ADDRESS (ZY

= /4).

The fixed Address error indicates a parity error detected in reading the fixed
address track.

\Vhen the error occurs, the address contained in the B register is

the address of the last block operated on, or the first block to be operated on in
the case of a fixed addre s s operation, and has no relation to the fixed addre s s in
error.

Since no data has been damaged (the error will occur before data is trans-

ferred for that block), the operation need only be repeated for the incomplete
portion, or it may be entirely repeated, if possible.

If the error persists, it

must be repaired, but Disc Memory Interface Error Interrupt Ignore should not
be used, especially for a Write by Fixed Address operation.
11. 15.5 DETAIL: M REGISTER (2 Y

= /5).

Indicates that a Character Parity error has been detected in the Central Processor
M register during a data transfer to or from the Disc Memory.
11.15.6 DETAIL:

WRITE (ZY = /6).

The Write error can occur for a Write operation (0, 4, 8, #, 0) or an internal
writing malfunction in the MC or CP Buffer Store.

If an inhibited data- band is

selected, the error will occur when the N register is being loaded from the
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Central Processor.

Otherwise, the error indicates a failure in a write amplifier

for either the data or Display Buffer section of the disc.

The B register will con-

tain the address of the block where the Write error occurred in the case of the
data section of the disc.
If a Write error occurs in the MC or CP Buffer Store section of the disc, the N
register will indicate the number of blocks not yet transferred (excluding the one
with the error) as was the case with the data section.

When the Write error

occurs in the Display Interface section, the signal does not appear until the Disc
Memory has completed its current operation, which mayor may not be a Write
Display Buffer operation.

If the operation just ended was a Write operation, then

the error can be either in a data block or in the MC or CP Buffer Store.

The N

register, if not zero, indicates that the last data block is in error and the B
register will contain its address.

Even if the N register is zero the last block

should be re-written in order to insure there will not be an error.
11. 15.7 DETAIL:

INSTRUCTION (ZY

= /7).

An instruction error is used to indicate incorrect format of data sent to
the Disc Memory.

Causes of instruction error are as follows:

a.

Unassigned 0 or Z character

b.

TA characters of non-permissible value for stored data section of Disc

Memory.
c.

The fifth and sixth bits of TA are not a binary one when the operation stops

at the end of data- band 59.
d.

Write or Obsolete operation specified to end of zone.

e.

Number of blocks specified as

operation, or not specified as
f.

0 or

non-numerically on a data transfer

0 ona count operation.

Fixed address specified non-numerically or larger than 1349 on a fixed

address operation.
g.

Key or mask specified or attempted to load beyond l28th character or

specified non-numerically (the location and number of characters).
h.

More than 8 blocks specified for a CP buffer slot.

i.

Read by content instruction (= or ') not followed by another read by content

when Disc Memory is still busy.
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j.

Non-operative Disc Memory selected.

k.

Disc Memory address of

1.

Incorrectly specified bounded search field.

11. 15.8

DETAIL:

0 for

a non-select operation ( [}.

HANG UP (ZY = /8).

Indicates termination of a Disc Memory operation by a timer (set to 30 seconds)
because of failure to terminate otherwise, or immediate termination of an operation specified between an existent Disc Memory and a non-existent Auxiliary
Disc Memory.
11. 15.9

DETAIL:

TRANSMISSION PARITY (ZY

= /9).

Indicates an error in the transmission of information between Central Processor
and Disc Memory or Disc Memory and Auxiliary Disc Memory.

Possible causes

of this error are:
a.

Transmission of data to the Disc Memory from the Core Memory.

If the

bad data is to be recorded on the disc, the block being written will be finished
before the ope ration stops.

The ope ration should be repeated starting with the

block indicated by the B register.

If writing is not taking place but the data is to

be written on the disc, then the incompleted portion of the operation is all that
need be repeated.

This is indicated by the value in the N register.

The general

rule is to perform the operation again starting with the block indicated by the B
and/or N register.
b.

Transmission of data to the Core Memory from the Disc Memory.

If the

bad data is from the disc, the contents of the B register may indicate'the next
block read.

Therefore, if the operation was not reading consecutive blocks, the

entire operation must be repeated.
c.

The address lines from Central Processor to Disc Memory have bad parity.

Refer to a and b above for recovery
d.

The transfer contr()l lines that indicate the prepare data being transferred

have bad parity.
e.

proce~ure.

Refer to a and b above for recovery procedure.

The data read from the disc and transferred from Auxiliary Disc Memory

to Disc Memory has incorrect parity.
block where the error took place.
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f.

Flag control data, address selection, data to be written, index track selec-

tion data, or data track selection characters have wrong parity when received by
the Auxiliary Disc Memory from the Disc Memory.

The B register will always

contain the fixed address of the block where the error occurs, if the operation on
the dis c has started.
OUT OF TEMPERATURE (ZY = /=).

11. 15. 10 DETAIL:

Indicates that a temperature sensor detects overheating which is a threat to
continued operation.
11.15.11

DETAIL:

SLOW DOWN (ZY

= /1).

Indicates that a Disc Memory rotating element has dropped its speed below a preset limit.
11. 15. 12 DETAIL:

OPERAND ADDRESS (ZY

= I»~.

Indicates that an attempt has been made to access an unassigned Core Memory
address.
11. 15. 13

DETAIL:

COUNT (ZY

= 36).

Indicate s an error in the data- band counter or character counter for a block being
read or written on the disc.

If the error is due to a data-band count, the blocks

operated on in the last revolution may be incorrect.

A character count error will

only damage the current block; but since there is no method of distinguishing between the two, it may be important to reconstruct the operation (s) that took place
in the last 70 milliseconds.
11. 16 INTERRUPT CLASS: ERROR (ZY
Ignore toggle Z Y
Subclas s:

Subclass:

tog~le

ZY

= + 0)

= 2+

I/O 'Interface (ZY

Ignore toggle Z Y
11. 16. 1 DETAIL:

(Interface, I/O).

= 21

Interface (Z Y

Ignore

= 41) -

= S0)

= 2S

PARITY (ZY

= SI).

Indicates that a character parity error has been detected by an L-119 or a Display
Console in a message being transferred through the I/O Interface.
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11. 16.2 DETAIL:

M REGISTER (ZY

= S2).

Indicates that a character parity error has been detected by the Central Processor
M register in a word of a message being transferred through the I/O Interface.
The erroneous word will load into Core Memory on a Receiving operation, but
will not be transmitted to the device on a Sending operation.
11. 16.3 DETAIL:

HANG UP (ZY = S3).

Indicates that a message transmission through the I/O Interface has not terminated
normally or by detected error, but instead has been terminated by a timer.

Also,

if the Central Processor attempts to initiate an output message transfer to a Display Console which is unavailable (or has indicated that it is waiting with an input
message), the message transfer will not start, but a Hang Up Error interrupt
will occur.
11.16.4 DETAIL:

OPERAND ADDRESS (ZY

= S4).

Indicates that the I/O Interface has erroneously generated a non-numeric Core
Memory address, has counted into a non-assigned address, or has counted past
the end of memory.
11. 17

INTERRUPT CLASS: ERROR (Z Y
Ignore toggle Z Y

= 41)-

= 21

Subclass; Interface (ZY
Ignore toggle Z Y

= +0)

= 2+

Subclass: Uni-Record Interface (ZY
Ignore toggle Z Y
11. 17.1 DETAIL:

(Interface, Uni-Record).

= T0)

= 2T

ON LINE DATA (ZY

= T 1).

Indicates that a parity error has been detected by the addressed device while the
current data transfer was in progress and the Interface was Busy.

This also

indicates failure of the card punch read check, card reader read check or an
unallowed card punch combination in a card being read.
11. 17. 2 DETAIL:

ON LINE EAVESDROP (Z Y = T2).

Indicates that the addressed Tape Transport detected a parity error while the
Interface was Busy in the read check of data being recorded.
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11. 17.3 DETAIL: ON LINE MECHANICAL (ZY = T3).
Indicates that a mechanical difficulty has interrupted the current data transfer
while the Interface was Busy.
11.17.4 DETAIL: M REGISTER PARITY ERROR (ZY

= T4).

Indicates that a character parity error was detected in a word of data being transferred to or from Core Memory through the M register.
11.17.5 DETAIL: HORIZONTAL CHECK (ZY = T5).
Indicates that the addressed Tape Transport or Card Reader-Punch detected a
horizontal check error while the Interface was Busy.
11. 17.6 DETAIL: INSTRUCTION (ZY = T6).
Indicates that the addressed device is Operative and On-Line but does not recognize
the current instruction.
11.17.7 DETAIL:

OVERLOAD(ZY= T7).

Indicates that the data handling capacity of the addressed device has been exceeded
during a data transfer while the Interface was Busy.
11.17.8 DETAIL: REAL WORLD PARITY (ZY = T8).
Indicates that the error conditions listed as On-Line Data and On-Line Eavesdrop
Errors occurred after the Interface went Not Busy, but before the device went Not
Busy.

The Detail Error toggle will be turned ON by the next instruction addressing

the same device.
11. 17.9 DETAIL:

REAL WORLD MECHANICAL (ZY = T9).

Indicates that error conditions listed as On-Line Mechanical Error occurred after
the Interface went Not Busy, but before the device went Not Busy.

The Detail

Error toggle will be turned ON by the next instruction addressing the same device.
11. 17. 10 DETAIL: DEVICE UNAVAILABLE (ZY = T».
Indicates that the addressed device was inoperative or Off-Line, or that a Tape
Transport was requested to move past Start or End of tape, or to write with the
write inhibit ON.
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11. 17.11

DETAIL: OPER.A.ND ADDRESS (ZY

= T<).

Indicates that an attempt was made to access an unassigned Core Memory
address.
Note:

There are two unassigned Uni-Record Interface Detail Error toggles with

(z Y = T=) and (Z Y
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SECTION XII

DUPLEXING
Data Proces sing System duplexing is accomplished by manual controls on the Central Switching Console.

This Central Switching Console has switching control con-

nections with the Data Processors, Buffer Processor, Disc Memories, and the
Data Terminal Bay, figures 12-1 and 1-2.
Central Switching Console controls can duplex Console Printers, Large Panel Displays, and Multi-Color Displays between two Disc Memorie s, can duplex L-119
Modules and Electronic Typewriters between two Central Processors, and can synchronize and control system communication with the Autodin Data Terminal Bay.
12.1 BUFFER PROCESSOR SWITCHING.
The Central Switching Console contains control switches and indicators which enable monitoring and partial control of each L-119 Module in the Buffer Processor
Console.

Using the control switches, an operator is able to:

a.

Initiate or halt program execution in each L-119 Module.

b.

Select which L-119 Modules shall operate as an input/ output pair with the

Data Terminal Bay.
c.

Connect a pair of L-119 Modules in a Self- Test mode.

d.

Initiate connection of eithe r Sending L-119 Module to the Central Proce s sore

e.

Connect a pair of L-119 Modules to either of two Central Processors.

12. 1. 1 RECEIVING L-119 MODULE CONTROLS.
The following control switches are provided for each receiving L-119 Module, figure 12-2:
a.

Program Start Button - This control is a momentary make button switch.

When depres sed, it causes the L-119 Module to initiate program execution.
b.

Program Halt Button - This control is a latching button switch.

This switch

is te stable by the L-119 program and enable s a programmed halt.
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12.1.2 SENDING L-119 MODULE CONTROLS.
The following control switches are provided for each Sending L-119 Module:
a.

Program Start Switch - See Paragraph 12. 1. 1

b.

Program Halt Switch - See Paragraph 12. 1. 1

c.

Transmit Button - This control is a momentary make button switch.

When

depressed it causes a Sending L-119 Module to be made available to the Central
Proces sor by setting the L-119 available line to the true statec

This control is

used when bringing a Sending L-119 into an active state with a Data Terminal Bay.
12.1.3

L-119 MODULE PAIR CONTROLS.

The following control switches are provided for an input/ output pai r of L-119 units.
a.

Self Test Button - This latching switch, when depressed, enables the Sending

L-119 Module to transmit data to the Receiving L-119 Module with which it is
paired.

This control enables the Central Processor to transmit data to a Sending

L-119 Module and to receive the same data on a Receiving L-119 Module channel
without going through the communications equipment.

This enables the testing of

the transmitting, receiving, checking and control circuits of the communications
functions of the system using normal operating procedures.
b.

Module Selection Switch - This control is a rotary switch.

Its function is to

pair either Sending L-119 Module with either Receiving L-119 Module in the Buffer
Processor Console to form a send- receive set.

In the normal position (II), it

causes the number one Receiving L-119 Module to function with the number one
Sending L-119 Module, and the number two Receiving L-119 Module to function with
the number two Sending L-119 Module.

When switched to the 21 position, it switches

the number one Receiving L-119 Module to function with the number two Sending
L-119 Module, and the number two Receiving L-119 Module to function with the
number one Sending L-119 Module.

The setting of this switch is testable by the

Central Processor.
c.

L-119 Central Processor Selection Switch - This control is a rotary switch.

Its function is to duplex a pair (input/ output) of L-119 Modules between two Central
Processors.

There are two such switches, one for each L-119 Module pair, and

they are numbered 1 and 2 referring to Receiving L-119

12-4
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Receiving L-l19 Module number 2 respectively.
lects the Receiving L-119 Module and its

In the A position, the switch se-

a~sociated

Sending L-ll9 Module, as deter-

mined by the Module Selection switch for Central Processor A.

In the B position,

the switch selects the Receiving L-119 Module and its as sociated Sending L-1l9
Module for Central Processor B.

These switches are testable by the Central

Proces sors.
12. 1. 4 RECEIVING L-119 MODULE INDICATORS.
The following indicator lights are provided on the Central Switching Console for
each Receiving L-119 Module:
a.

Compute Indicator - This light which is located behind the Start button is ON

whenever the Receiving L-119 Module is actively executing a program.
b.

Halt Indicator - This light is located behind the Halt pushbutton.

ON when the L-119 Module is in a halted state (not executing program).

It comes
When the

indicator is ON, the Halt switch is illuminated red.
c.

L- 119 Er ror Indicator - This indicator is red in color.

It come s ON to indi-

cate that a parity error has been detected in the internal information transfer of the
L-l19 Module.

The error indication remains ON until the L-119 Module has been

cleared by the operator.
d.

Digital Data Link Error Indicator - This indicator is red in color.

It comes

ON to indicate an error detected by the L-119 Module on the digital data link.

It

remains ON until the error condition is corrected by the remote station and normal
data transmission is restored.
e.

L-119 Filled Indicator - This indicator is white in color.

When ON, the light

indicates that the complete data block received from the Switching Center by the
Receiving L-119 Module is waiting for transmis sian to the Central Processor.

A

continuous ON condition of this indicator indicates that transmission of data to Central Processor has halted and manual intervention is required.
f.' Character Frame Indicator - This indicator is white in color.

When ON, the

light indicates that the Receiving L-119 Module is in character frame with the
received data.

The indicator must be ON for normal data reception.
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12. 1. 5 SENDING L-119 MODULE INDICATORSo
The following indicator lights are provided on the Central Switching Console for each
Sending L-119 Module:
a.

Compute Indicator - See paragraph 3. 4. 1 a.

b.

Halt Indicator - See paragraph 3. 4. 1 b.

c.

L-119 Error Indicator - See paragraph 3. 4. 1 c.

d.

L-119 Available Indicator - This indicator is white in coIor and is located

behind the Transmit button.

When ON, the light indicates that the Sending L-119

Module is available to the Central Processor and is requesting data blocks for transmission 9

When a data block has been correctly received from the Central Proces-

sor, the indicator is OFF during the period that it is processing and transmitting
the data to the switching center.
After the transmission has been completed and acknowledged, the indicator again is
set ON by the L-119.

A continuous ON condition of the indicator indicates that data

transmission from the Central Processor to the Sending L-119 Module is halted.
eo

Three Reply Indicator - The Three Reply indicator is red in color.

When ON,

the light indicates a reply code has been sent by the Sending L-119 Module three
successive times without receiving an answer code; and manual intervention is required to restore data link transmis sion.

This indicator is set ON by the Sending

L-l19 Module and is set OFF when data link transmission is restored.
f.

Reject Message Indicator - This indicator is white in color.

The indicator is

turned ON by the Sending L-119 Module when a Reject Message Code has been received from the switching center indicating that a mes sage sent by the Sending L-ll9
Module has been rejected.

The indicator is turned OFF by the Sending 'L-l19 Mod-

ule when a Discard Message Code is received from the Central Processor.
g.

Wait Before Transmit Indicator - This indicator is white in color.

The indi-

cator is turned ON by the Sending L-119 Module to indicate that a Wait Before Transmit code (WBT) has been received by the Sending L-119 Module and that the switching
center is delaying continued transmis sion.

This indicator is turned OFF by the

Sending L-119 Module when normal data transmis sian is restored on the digital
data link.
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h.

Error Reply Indicator - This indicator is red in color.

The indicator is

turned ON by the Sending L-ll9 Module to indicate that an Error Reply code (ER)
has been received three successive times in answer to a transmitted line block.
The indicator remains ON until the line block is answered correctly, or manual
inte rvention is taken (i. e., the operator clears the L-ll9 Module).
12.1.6 TESTABLE L-ll9 MODULE CONTROL SWITCHES.
The positions of the L-119 Module Selection, Self Test, and Computer Selection
switches are testable by the Central Processors.

The testing of these switches is

accomplished through use of the switch status word.

The assignments of the

switches in the switch status word are shown in figure 12-5.

They occupy bits 1

through 5 of the first character of the word and bits 5 and 6 of the fourth character
of the word.

Bit one of the first character of the word is the Module Select switch.

The Module Select switch selects which pair of L-119 Modules is to operate as a
send/ receive set.
In the 11 position, bit one of the status word is false.
the status word is true.

In the 21 position, bit one of

If the bit is false (OFF), the pairing of the L-119 Modules

is such that Receiving L-l19 Module number 1 (addres s 6~) is operating with Sending
L-119 Module number 2 (address 63), and Receiving L-l19 Module number 2 (address 61) is operating with Sending L-119 Module number 2 (address 64).
of the status word is ON, then the above condition is reversed.

If bit one

Receiving L-119

Module number 1 is paired with Sending L-119 Module number 2 and Receiving L-119
Module number 2 is paired with Sending L-119 Module number 1.
Bit two of the first character of the status word is the number one Receiving L-119
Module/Central Processor Selection switch.

With the Selection switch in the A

position, bit two in Central Processor A is ON and bit two in Central Processor B
is OFF.

Bit two in the ON state indicates that the Receiving L- 119 Module is se-

lected to the Central Processor.

In the B position, bit two in Central Processor A

is OFF, and bit two in Central Processor B is ON. In the OFF position, the Receiving L-119 Module is disconnected from both Central Processors.
Bit three of the first character of the status word is the number two Receiving L-119
Module/ Central Processor Selection switch.

This bit operates in the same manner
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with respect to the number two Receiving L-119 Module as bit one does with respect
to the number one Receiving L-119 Module.
Bits four and five of the first character of the status word are the Sending L-119
Module number 1 and Sending L-119

~1odule

number 2 selection bits.

These bits

are controlled by both the Receiving L-119 Central Processor Selection switches
and the Module Selection switch.

In switching Receiving L-119 Modules to a Cen-

tral Processor through use of the Central Processor Selection switch, the Sending
L-119 Module, which is paired with a given Receiving L-l19 Module by the setting
of the Module Selection switch, is also automatically selected.
five are a function of both switches.

Hence bits four and

Either of the bits in the ON condition indicates

that the assigned output Sending L-119 Module is selected to the Central Processor.
Bits 5 and 6 of the fourth character of the status word indicate the status of the Self
Test switch on the Central Switching Console.

Bit 5 in the ON state indicates that

the Self Test switch as sociated "with Receiving L- 119 Module number 1 has been depressed and the Module is in the Self Test mode.
depres sed,

connects

The Self Test switch, when

the Autodin side of a Receiving L-l19 Module to the output

side of a Sending L-119 Module.

The Sending L-119 Module is determined by the

setting of the Module Selection switcho

This enables communication between a Re=

ceiving L-l19 Module and a Sending L-119 Module without going through communications equipment.
Bit 6 in the ON condition indicates that the Self Test switch associated with Receiving L-1l9 Module number two has been depressed and the module is in the Self Test
mode.
1201.7 L-119 MODULE OPERATION FROM THE CENTRAL SWITCHING CONSOLE.
After crypto synchronization has been established as described in paragraph 12.2.4,
and with power on in the Buffer Processor console, the operator then can initiate
transmission on the data link.

This is

on the Receiving L-119 Module.
ON.

ac~omplished

by depressing the Start button

The Halt light goes OFF and the start light comes

The character frame light should also corne on, indicating the L-119 Module

is in frame with the received data.
ton on the Sending L- 119 Module.

Next the operator should depress the Start butThe Halt light goe s OFF and the Start light corne s

ON, indicating the L-119 Module is executing a program.

The operator should then

depres s the Transmit button and the Transmit light should corne on, indicating that
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the L-119 Module is available to the Central Processor.

As data is being trans-

mitted on the data link, the Transmit indicator on the Sending L-119 Module should
flicker ON and OFF and the Buffer Full indicator on the Receiving L-119 Module
should flicker ON and OFF.

A steady ON state of either of these lights indicates

transmis sion has stopped on the sending side or reception of data has stopped on the
receiving side.
Ifat any time the operatordesires to halt the L-119 Module, this can be accomplished
by depressing the Halt switch.

The L-119 Modules should be in a Halt state when

switching of the modules (i. e., between Central Processors, Self Test, etc,) is
initiated.
In the normal mode of operation, only the Start indicator on both L-119 Modules
should be ON continuously.

Should the L-119 Module detect an internal parity error,

the L- 119 Parity indicator will come ON and the module will halt.
The Sending L-119 Module has several additional indicators to signal the operator
of the following conditions:
a.

Reply Error indicator ON and Start indicator ON - The L- 119 Module has

transmitted a line block three successive times without receiving an answer code.
b.

Reject Mes sage indicator ON and Start indicator ON - The L-J 19 Module has

received a Reject Message code from the Switching Center indicating a message
sent by the Sending L-119 Module has been rejected.
c.

Wait Before Transmit indicator ON and Start indicator ON _. The L-119 Mod-

ule has received a Wait Before Transmit code from the Switching Center delaying
transmis sion.
d.

Error Reply indicator ON and Start indicator ON - The L-119 Module has

received an error Answer Acknowledgment three successive times for a transmitted
line block.
12. 1. 8 AUDIBLE ALARM.
The Central Switching Console contains an audible alarm system.

The alarm system

consists of a time delay relay, a loudspeaker and a 400 cycle source.

The 400 cps
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source is obtained from the Buffer Proces sor Console.

When the alarm is activated,

the time delay relay closes, causing the 400 cycle source to be connected through
volume control to the loudspeaker located in the Central Switching Console.

A time

delay relay is used because some of the signals are of a pulse nature in the normal
state, and a constant signal in the error state.

The volume control for the audible

alarm system is located behind the Center Section on the Central Switching Console
Control Panel.

An Alarm Inhibit button, which inhibits the audible alarm, is located

on the Center Section of the Central Switching Console Control Panel.

An indicator

behind the button come s ON when the audible alarm system iIi inhibited.

The audible

alarm is activated when any of the following indicators are ON in the Buffer Processor Console:
ao

L-119 Error

b.

Three

c.

Three Reply Error

d.

Buffe r Full

R~ply

12. L 9 TEST INDICATORS BUTTON.
A Test Indicators button, when depressed, causes all indicators to come ON in the

Central Switching Console.

This control is included as a maintenance aid.

12.2 AUTODIN REMOTE CONTROLS.
The Central Switching Console contains control switches and indicators to enable an
operator to establish crypto synchronization of the Autodin equipment.

There are

three momentary buttons and three indicators associated with the Sending Crypto of
each data link,and one momentary make button and three indicators associated with
the Receiving Crypto of each data link.
with normal room lighting.

The buttons are not illuminated other than

Remote controls and indicators for two Data Terminal

Bays are implemented on the Central Switching Console, figure 12. 2.
12. 2. 1 SENDING CR YPTO CONTROLS.
The remote control switche s and indicators for the Sending Crypto are as follows:
a.

Momentary Make Button Switches:
(1)
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(2) Prep. switch
(3) Start switch
b. Incandescent Indicators:
( 1) AlarlTI indicator
(2) Operate indicator
(3) Prep indicator
12.2.2 RECEIVING CRYPTO CONTROLS.
The relTIote control switch and indicators for the Receiving Crypto are as follows:
a. Switch - MOlTIentary Make Button Switch:
(1) Prep switch
b. Incandescent Indicators:
(1)

Crypto Call indicator

(2) Operate indicator
(3)
12.2.3

Talk indicator

CONTROL SWITCH AND INDICATOR POWER.

The power required to drive the incandescent indicators and any control functions
operated by the relTIote buttons is supplied by the Autodin Data terlTIinal Bay.

A six

volt incande scent indicator is used in the Central Switching Console.
12.2.4 OPERATION OF AUTODIN CONTROLS.
Synchronization of the Crypto is initiated by the operator by lTIolTIentarily depres sing
the AlarlTI Check Key.

This action causes the following sequence associated with the

Sending Crypto to be perforlTIed autolTIatically;
a. The AlarlTI Check switch on the Crypto is locked in the ALARM CHECK position.

This initiates an AlarlTI Check of the Crypto.

b.

The AlarlTI indicator on the Central Switching Console COlTIes ON.

c.

The Prep Key on the Crypto is lTIolTIentarily depressed, which initiates a

Prep of the Crypto.
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d.

The Prep indicator on the Central Switching Console comes ON.

e.

The Operate and Alarm indicator on the Central Switching Console goes OFF.

f.

The Start Key on the Crypto is momentarily depres sed.

g.

The Prep indicator light goes OFF on the Central Switching Console.

h.

The Alarm and Operate indicators on the Central Switching Console come ON

as an acknowledgment of the completion of the alarm check function.
i.

The Alarm Check switch on the Crypto is released which initiates ·the trans-

mis sion of a Crypto call sequence to the Switching Center.
j.

The Prep Key on the Crypto is momentarily depressed, which Re-Preps the

Crypto.
k.

The Prep indicator on the Central Switching Console comes ON.

1.

The Operate and Alarm indicators on the Central Switching Console go OFF.

(These 12 steps occur in rapid order - the operator should see the console Prep
indicator comes ON and the console Operate and Alarm indicators go OFF at the
completion of this automatic proc edure. )
m.

The transmis sian of the Crypto call sequence to the Switching Center is

completed.
The remote operator upon noticing the Operate indicator goes OFF that is associated
with the Receiving Crypto and the lighting of the Crypto Call Lamp (the Crypto Call
Detector at the Switching Center causes the Crypto Call indicator to come ON and
Preps the Receiving Crypto when a Crypto call sequence is detected), depresses his
Alarm Check Key, which should automatically put the Switching Center Sending
Crypto through the thirteen steps, under control of the Switching Center Automatic
Alarm Check unit.
The operator Crypto Call Detector causes the Crypto Call indicator to come ON and
Preps the Receiving Crypto (which causes the console Operate indicator to go OFF
that is associated with the Receiving Crypto) upon receipt of the Crypto call sequence
from the remote station.

This is an indication that the remote end (Switching Center)

has received the operators Crypto call sequence and has put the Sending Crypto
through the thirteen step sequence.
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Start Key on the Central Switching Console, which should extinguish the console Prep
Lamp and transmit a crypto synchronizing pattern to the Switching Center.

The

Console Sending Crypto Operate indicator comes ON shortly thereafter.
The reception of the synchronizing pattern by the Receiving Crypto at the Switching
Center causes the Crypto Call indicator to go OFF and the console Receiving Crypto
Operate indicator to corne ON.

An IL indicator comes ON shortly thereafter, which

indicates that bit synchronization for that side of the communication channel has been
established.

The Center operator then depresses the Start Key which transmits a

Crypto synchronizing pattern to the L-119 Module.
12.3 INTEGRATED CONSOLE SWITCHING.
The Central Switching Console contains, in addition to the switches and controls
specified in paragraphs 12. 1 and 12. 2, switches to enable the switching of the Electronic Typewriter, Control and Key sections of each of 15 ET consoles to either of
two Central Processors.

It also contains switches for the switching of Multi-Color

Displays, Large Panel Displays, and Console Printers to either of two Disc
Memories.
12.3.1

ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER SWITCHING

The control switches for switching of the Electronic Typewriter Control and Key
sections are implemented on the Central Switching Console, as shown in figure 12. 2.
The switches are three position rotary switches with the center position the OFF
position (i. e., the Electronic Typewriter is not connected to either Central Processor).

The other two positions of the switch are A and B, indicating the connection

of the ET to Central Processor A or B.
There are 15 switches to implement the switching of the ET, Control and Key sections of each of 15 Integrated Consoles to either of two Central Processors.
switches are arranged in a three row, five column matrix.
to indicate which ET it is controlling.

~ach

The

switch is labeled

The labeling is ET 1, to designate Electronic

Typewriter one, ET2, to designate Electronic Typewriter two, etc.
The status of any of the 15 Electronic Typewriters may be determined by the Central Processor by examining the switch status word.

The 15 Electronic Typewriter

Selection switches have been assigned bit positions in the switch status word, as
shown in figure 12- 5.

A bit in the ON (true) condition indicates that the Electronic
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Typewriter is selected for the Central Processor.

The Selection switch in the A

position causes the status bit in computer A to be ON and in the B position causes
the status bit in computer B to be ON.
false.

In the OFF position, both status bits are

Thus, the Central Processor can determine if an Electronic Typewriter

station is connected to its Interface, and by communication with the other Central
Processor, it can determ.ine if the Electronic Typewriter is connected to the other
Central Processor or is disconnected from both Central Processors.

Table 12-1

shows the relationship between the Electronic Typewriter Selection switches on the
Central Switching Console and the ZY address used in the Central Processor.
Table 12-1.

Electronic Typewriter Addresses

SWITCH DESIGNATION

ZY ADDRESS

ET1

71

ET2

72

ET3

73

ET4

74

ET5

75

ET6

76

ET7

·77

ET8

78

ET9

79

ET10

7=

ETll

7'

ET12

7>

ET13

7<

ET14

7J

ET15

71

12.3.2 DISPLAY AND CONSOLE PRINTER SWITCHING.
The contro 1 switches are on the Central Switching Console, figure 12 -4, for switching of the Large Panel Displays (LPD), the Multi-Color Displays (Me), and the
Console Printers (CP) to either of two Disc Memories.

The switches are three

position rotary switches with the center position the OFF position (1. e., the LPD,
MC, CP, or MC/CP are disconntected from both Disc Memories).
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positions of the switch are A and B, indicating the connection of the device to Disc
Memory A or Disc Memory B.
1203.2.1

LARGE PANEL DISPLAY SWITCHINGo

Eight switches implement the

switching of the Large Panel Displays to either of two Disc Memorieso
is switchab1e independently.

Each LPD

The eight switches are arranged in a row on the Cen-

tral Switching Console and labeled LPD 1 through LPD8.
12.3.2.2 MULTI-COLOR DISPLAY/CONSOLE PRINTER SWITCHING.

Ten switches

implement the switching of ten Multi-Color Display and Console Printer pairs to
either of two Disc Memories.

The switches are in two rows of five switches.

The

switches are located under the row of eight LPD switches and labeled MC/ CP 1
through MC/ CP 10.

Each MC/ CP pair is switchable individually.

12.3.2. 3 CONSOLE PRINTER SWITCHES.

Five switches implement the switching

of five Console Printers to either of two Disc Memories.
row of five switches.

The switches are in one

The switches are located beneath the MC/ CP switches and

labeled CP1 through CP5.

Each CP is switchab1e independently.

12.3.2.4 MULTI-COLOR DISPLAY SWITCHES.

A switch is provided for switching

one Multi-Color Display to either of two Disc Memories.

The switch is labeled MC 1.

12.302.5 TESTING DISPLAY AND CONSOLE PRINTER STATUS"

The status of the

Displays and Console Printers {i. e., connected or disconnected to a Disc Memory}
may be determined by the Central Processors by examining the switch status word.
Bit positions have been assigned in the word for eight Large Panel Displays, ten
Console Printer/Multi-Color Display combinations, five Console Printers, and one
Multi- Color Display.

In the straight connected system configuration Disc Memory

A will operate with Central Processor A and Disc Memory B with Central Processor
B.

By examining the switch status word, Central Processor A can determine if a

particular Display or Console Printer is selected for its Disc Memory.

By inter-

rogating Central Processor B, it can determine if it is selected for Disc Memory
B or disconnected from the system.
A bit in the status word in the ON {true} state indicates a Display or Console Printer
is selected to the Disc Memory.

Table 12- 2 shows the relationship between the

Display and Console Printer Switches and their ZY address.

Figure 12-5 shows the

switching status word.
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Figure 12-3.
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Figure 12-4.
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Central Switching Console Control Panel, Left Section
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Table 12-2.
SWITCH ON
CENTRAL SWITCHING
CONSOLE

ST.A.TUS
WORD
POSITION

ADDRESS

DISPLAY TO
DISC MEMORY
CONNECTION

LPD1
LPD2

46

7~

3J 11

44

72

3J13

LPD3
LPD4

42

3J15

51

74
76

LPD5

45

71

3J12

LPD6

43

LPD7

3J14
3J16

LPD8

41
52

73
75
77

3J18

MC/CPl

53

78

MC/CP2

54

7=

3J19
3J20

MC/CP3

55

7>

3J21

MC/CP4

56

7J

3J22

MC/CP5

61

7+

3J23

MC/CP6

62

7S

3J24

MC/CP7

63

7U

3J25

MC/CP8

64
65
66

7W

3J26

7Y

3J27

7(

3328

MCI
CPl
CP2

71
72

6[
7[

3J29
3334

73

3J33

CP3

74

7',
7°

CP4

75
76

7#
6J

3J31

MC/CP9
MC/CPlO

CPS
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7

6

5

4

2

3

•

PARITY

4

MC
6[
CP

7#

MC/CP

MC/CP

7Y
MC/CP

7>
MC/CP

7W

7=

MC/CP

CP

7]

7(

6C

MC/CP

70
LPD
71
LPD

SELF
TEST
INPUT
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SELF
TEST
INPUT
L-1I9 - 2

ET

ET
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ET

72
LPD

76

7>

75
ET

ET

64
OUTPUT
L-1I9
2

74

7=
flJ

¢

63

OUTPUT
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ET

1

70
CP

MC/CP
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LPD

LPD
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74
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77
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INPUT
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= MULTI-COLOR DISPLAY
= LARGE PANEL DISPLAY

Figure 12-5.

Switch Status Word (ZY17)
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12.4 DISC MEMORY TRUNKLINE.
Each Central Processor has a Disc Memory Interface and a corresponding Disc
Memory Trunkline.

The purpose of the duplexing function is to permit either Cen-

tral Processor to use either Disc Memory Trunkline and the associated Disc Memory
modules, under control of certain program operated toggles.
Two basic modes of operation are possible:

each Central Processor can communi-

cate with its own Disc Memory Trunkline; or each Central Processor can communicate with the other Central Processor Trunkline.

A further feature is that shut

down of a Central Processor or of a Disc Memory should not interfere with operation
of the remaining consoles.
The system configuration is under program control involving a number of status
toggles interconnected between the two Central Processors.
12.4.1

CONTROL STATUS TOGGLE.

One Central Processor at a time has Control Status, as indicated by its own Control
Status toggle (Z Y

= 59).

Control Status also affects the use of the Shared Core

Memory Trunkline, paragraph 2. 2.3.

Only one processor may have the Control

Status toggle ON at one time.
12.4.2 DISC MEMORY TRUNKLINE COUPLING MODE TOGGLE.
Either Central Processor can test the state of its own Disc Memory Coupling Mode
toggle (Z Y = 5 =) with a true (ON) state designating straight coupled ope ration.

The

Central Processor with Control Status c'an set and reset the Disc Memory Coupling
Mode toggle s in the two Central Proces sors, both toggles at the same time.
12.4.3 OTHER DISC MEMORY BUSY.
Either Central Processor can test the Other Disc Memory Busy (ZY
as its own Disc Memory Busy (ZY

= 37).

= 5'),

as well

The Central Processor with Control Status

can terminate a Disc Memory operation in either Disc Memory by resetting the
appropriate Disc Memory Busy toggle.

When the Disc Memories are cross coupled,

the meaning is reversed.
12.4.4 OTHER DISC MEMORY LOCKOUT.
The Central Proces sor that has Control Status can inhibit initiation of any Disc
Memory operation by the Central Processor without Control Status.
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This is done by
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setting the Other _?isc Memory Lockout toggle (Z Y

= 5).

If a Disc Memory operation

is in progress, the operation will continue to completion before the Lockout is effective.

If the Central Proces sor without Control Status ignores Lockout and attempts

to execute a Disc Memory instruction, a Disc Memory Interface Hang Up Interrupt
Error request is generated.
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SECTION XIII

CONTROL CONSOLE AND CENTRAL PROCESSOR CONTROL PANEL
The Control Console consists of a Control Panel with a number of indicating pushbutton switches, for Central Processor manual control, and a Control Typewriter,
which communicate

directly with Central Processor registers.

The Control

Console Control Panel is shown in figure 13-1.
The Central Processor Control Panel consists of three sections which contain
Interface indicators, figure 13-2, Program indicators, figure 13-3, and Maintenance controls, figure 13-4.
13.1 CONTROL CONSOLE CONTROL PANEL.
The Control Console Control Panel, figure 13-1, contains both locking and nonlocking pushbutton type switches that have integrally mounted lights.

Depressing

a locking type button locks the button and causes the light to come ON.
pre s sing the button again, the lock release s and the light goe s OFF.
buttons are momentary make type controls.

Upon de-

Non -loc king

Internal lamps for these buttons

generally reflect an internal condition; thus, they may light or go out in response
to depres sing the button.

The Control Panel contains the following indicating push-

button controls:
a.

Operator Interrupt Button -

This momentary make indicator switch gener-

ates an Operator Interrupt request.

The Operator Interrupt button sets ON the

Operator Interrupt Detail toggle which remains ON until the toggle is reset OFF by
program, paragraph
b.

11.11.2.

Breakpoint 1 - 9 Buttons -

gram testable switches.

These locking indicator switches are nine pro-

By depressing a Breakpoint button, a corresponding

switch is closed which can be individually tested by program.
c.

Tag Button -

This locking indicator switch causes the Central Processor to

halt after execution of a tagged instruction.
switch is closed.
d.

By depressing the Tag button, the Tag

It is possible to test this switch by program.

Start Button -

This momentary make indicator switch starts execution of the

Central Processor program.

The Start button is effective only if depressed while

13-1
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in the Halt mode.

The Start button light is ON when program execution begins and

remains ON until the Halt mode is reentered.
e.

Advance Button -

This locking indicator switch causes program execution at the

rate of approximately one instruction per second.

The Advance button is effective

anytime.
f.

Step Button -

This momentary make indicator switch executes one instruc-

tion and halts each time the button is depressed.
is depressed.

The light is ON while the button

The Step button is effective only in the Halt mode.

The Central

Processor accesses and executes the instruction specified by the Instruction Address register, advances the content of this register, and returns to Halt mode.
g.

Halt Button -

This momentary make indicator switch stops program execu-

tion and places the Central Processor in the Halt mode.
long as the Central Processor is halted.

The Halt light is ON as

Depressing the Halt button causes entry

into the Halt mode after execution of the current Central Processor instruction.
Any Interface data transfers will proceed to completion.
h.

Store Memory Button -

This momentary make indicator switch stores the

content of the R register in a specified memory location under manual control.
The Store Memory button is effective in the Halt mode only.

The content of the R

register is stored in the Core Memory location specified by the Operand Address
register, and the Operand Address register counts up by one.

The indicator light

is ON when the button is depressed.
i.

Execute Button -

This momentary make indicator switch initiates execution

of the instruction contained in the Instruction register.
effective only in Halt mode.

The Execute button is

When depressed, the Central Processor executes the

instruction in the Instruction register, as though the instruction had just been read
from memory (includes any specified address modification).
j.

Enter Instruction Button -

This momentary make indicator switch permits

entry of information from the Control Typewriter into the Central Processor Instruction register when the Central Processor is in Halt mode.

The Enter Instruc-

tion button, when depressed, lights, and stays ON until the Enter R Register
button is depres sed.

Entry is effective only in Halt mode.

When effective, eight

characters of a Central Processor instruction may be typed directly into the Instruction register.

If a ninth character is typed, the first eight will be lost.
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k.

Enter R Register Button -

This momentary make indicator switch permits

entry of information from the Control Typewriter into the R register anytime the
Central Processor is in Halt mode.

The Enter R Register button, when depressed,

lights, and stays ON until the Enter Instruction button is depressed.
effective only in the Halt mode.

Entry is

When effective, eight, or fewer, characters of a

Central Processor word may be typed directly into the R register.

If a ninth char-

acter is typed, the first eight will be lost.

1.

Clear Registers Button -. This momentary make indicator switch clears the

Central Processor A and R registers, and Phase Control.

When the Clear Registers

button is depressed while in Halt: mode, the A and R registers are cleared.

When

depressed while not in Halt mode, the Phase Control of instruction execution immediately reverts to the Halt state, but the A and R registers are not cleared.

The

indicator light is ON while the button is depressed.
m.

Load Cards Button -

This momentary make indicator switch selects a Card

Reader and initiates an Input operation in the
light is ON when the button is depressed.
in the Halt mode.
dress set to

002;

Uni-Record Interface.

The indicator

The Load Cards button is effective only

To be selected, the Card Reader must have its Trunkline AdZy =

0(.

Gore Memory will be loaded, starting at location

Loading will continue until the Card Reader hopper is empty.

20.

read, program execution begins at location

20.

After the last card is

The response to this button is dis-

abled if the Computer Error or Uni-Record Interface Error signal is present
(ignored or not).
n.

Load Tape Button -

This momentary make indicator switch selects a Tape

Transport on a Magnetic Tape Gonsole and initiates an Input operation in the UniRecord Interface.

The indicator light is ON during an Input operation.

Tape button is effective only in the Halt mode.
m.ust have its Trunkline Address set to
loaded, starting at location

20.

000,

Zy

The Load

To be selected, the Tape Transport

= rpy.

The .Core Memory will be

Loading will continue until an end of record gap is

reached, and then program execution begins at location

20.

The response to this

button is disabled if the Computer Error or Uni-Record Interface Error signal is
present (ignored or not).
0 •.

Ignore Error Buttons -

These momentary make indicator switches comple-

ment the individual Ignore Error toggles.
associated toggle is ON.
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It is possible to depress these buttons at any time.
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associated toggle may be set or reset either by pressing the button or by program
control.

'\Then an Ignore Error toggle is set, the occurrence of errors continues

to activate the proper error toggles and visual indicators, but the Central Processor does not receive a Program Interrupt.

The Ignore Error buttons are as

follows:
(1)

Computer Error

(2)

Program Error

(3) Arithmetic Er ror
(4) Data Transfer Error
(5) Interface Error
(6)

File Error - (Disc Memory Interface Error)

(7)

Trunkline Error - (Uni-Record Interface Error)

(8) Input-Output Error - (I/O Interface Error)
p.

Inhibit Printout Button -

by the Print instruction,

«).

This locking indicator switch inhibits output typing
When depressed, Print

as No Operation (N) instructions.

«)

instructions are treated

The indicator light is ON when printing is

inhibited.
q.

Auto Error Mode Button -

This momentary make switch complements the

Automatic /Manual Error Mode toggle.
matic Error mode.

The indicator light is ON when in the Auto-

It is possible to depress this button at any time.

Manual Error mode, errors halt the Central Processor.

When in

When in the Automatic

Error mode, errors cause Error Interrupt requests which will cause program
interrupts unless an appropriate Ignore Error toggle is ON.
Error Interrupt request (ZY

= Xl)

If an Instruction

is generated while the Master Ignore Interrupt

toggle is ON, the Central Processor halts regardless of the state of the Automatic/
Manual toggle.
r.

Error Clear Button -

This momentary make switch, with safety cover,

resets all Detail Error toggles.

The indicator light is ON when the button is

depressed.
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13.2 CONTROL TYPEWRITER.
The Control Typewriter is a 12 -character per second' electric typewriter.

It has

a 64-character code, obtained from the keyboard by the use of some upper-case
characters.

An On-Off switch under the keyboard controls power to the typewriter

motor.
13.2.1 MANUAL INPUT.
Three buttons on the Control Console are associated with the typewriter in the
Manual mode and are active only when the Central Processor is halted.

The Enter

Instruction button, paragraph 13. lj., allows typing into the Instruction register.
The Ente r R Registe r button, paragraph 13. 1 k., allows typing directly into the
R register.

Both registers have a capacity of eight characters.

acter is typed, the first eight are lost.

If a ninth char-

The Store Memory button, paragraph 13, Ih. ,

is provided to store the content of the R register into Core Memory at the location
specified by the Operand Address portion of the Instruction register.

The Control

Typewriter keyboard is locked unless one of the Enter buttons is active, or program control unlocks it.
13.2.2

TYPEWRITER INSTRUCTIONS.

The Control Typewriter responds to two Central Processor instructions: Input
from Typewriter and Print.
13.2.2.1 INPUT FROM TYPEWRITER.
Command Character>
Instruction

>ZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Return

Mnemonic

RTYP, RTYPC

The Input from Typewriter instruction causes a number of manually typed words
to enter Core Memory starting at the effective operand address location.
number of words rnay be specified by the ZY characters of the instruction.

A fixed
The

numeric parts of Z and Y specify the tens and units, respectively, and the Y5 and
Y6 bits specify 100 and 200.

The maximum number that can be specified is 399.

If the ZY characters are vf/J, words will be entered until the Stop Code button on
the Typewriter is depressed.
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Code key is depressed, the remaining characters will be padded with zeros before
the word is stored in memory.

The Stop Code is not itself a character; therefore,

it does not enter the R register or memory, but the key does print a Y symbol.
13.2.2.2 PRINT.
Command Character <
Instruction

<ZYXMMMM

Options

Index, Indirect Address, Tagged Halt, Flag Refurn

Mnemonic

WTYP

The Print instruction causes the specified number of words to be typed on the
Control Typewriter sequentially, starting with the word specified by the effective
operand address.

The number of words is specified by the ZY field in the same

way as for the Input from Typewriter instruction, paragraph 13.2.2.1, up to 399
words.
Words printed may be separated or not under program control by setting or resetting the Tab Inhibit toggle (ZY = 3=).

When tabs are allowed, the typewriter

carriage skips to the next tab stop after printing each word.

Carriage returns

occur at the beginning of printing, automatically upon reaching the right hand
margin, and at the end of printing.
The Print Inhibit button on the Control Console inhibits all output typing, by treating Print Instructions as No Operation instructions.
A ZY field of

00

will cause the Typewriter to carriage return and line feed twice

with no printing.
13.3 CENTRAL PROCESSOR CONTROL PANEL.
The Central Processor Control Panel consists of three sections.
Center Sections contain indicators.

The Left and

The Right Section contains controls and

indicators.
13.3. 1 LEFT SECTION INDICATORS.
The Left Section of the Central Processor Control Panel, figure 13-2, contains
Interface indicators.
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13.3.1.1 REAL TIME INDICATORS.
a.

(Digital Clock) -

Indicates the hours, minutes and seconds of the time held

in the Real-Time Clock.
13.3.1.2 SYSTEM STATUS INDICATORS.
a.

Switch Contro I -

The Switch Control indicator light is ON when the Central

Processor has Control status.
b.

Coupling Mode -

The Disc Memory Coupling Mode indicator lights when

the Central Processor is connected to its assigned Disc Memory Trunkline.
c.

Other File Busy -

The Other File Busy indicator light is ON when the other

Central Proces sor is engaged in a Disc Memory operation.
d.

Other File Lockout -

The Other File Lockout indicator light is ON when the

Central Processor with Control status inhibits initiation of any Disc Memory operation by the Central Processor without Control status.
e.

General Purpose -

The General Purpose indicator light is ON when the

General Purpose Status toggle is ON.
13.3.1.3 PERIPHERAL DEVICES INDICATORS.
a.

Master Error -

The Master Error indicator light is ON if an Interface

Error signal exists.
b.

Ignore Error -

The Ignore Error indicator light is ON when the Ignore

Interface Error Toggle is set ON.
c.

Waiting:
(1)

File -

The File indicator light is ON when the Disc Memory Interface

is Not Busy.
(2)

Uni-Record -

The Uni-Record indicator light is ON when the Uni-Record

Interface is Not Busy.
(3) 1-0 d.

The 1-0 indicator light is ON when the I/O Interface is Not Busy.

Busy:
(1)

File -

The File indicator light is ON when the Disc Memory Interface is

Busy.
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(2)

Uni-Record -

The Uni-Record indicator light is ON when the Uni-Record

Interface is Busy.
(3) 1-0 e.

The 1-0 indicator light is ON when the I/O Interface is Busy.

Buff Proc Channel 1-6 -

Each Buff Proc Channel indicator light is ON when

a Device Available or Message Available signal exists in the respective Buffer
Processor channel.
13.3. l. 4 1-0 PROCESSOR INDICATORS.
a.

Master Error -

The Master Error indicator light is ON when an I/O Inter-

face Error Interrupt request is present.
b.

Ignore Error -

The Ignore Error indicator light is ON when the Ignore I/O

Interface Error Interrupt Toggle is ON.
c.

Errors:
(1)

Par -

The Par (parity) indicator light is ON when a parity error is

detected by a Buffer Processor or a Display Console during a data transfer through
the I/O Interface.
(2)

M Reg -

The M Reg indicator light is ON when a parity error is detected

in the M register during a data transfer through the I/O Interface.
(3)

Hang Up-The Hang Up indicator light is ON when the following condi-

tions exist:

an L-119 Module or Display Console does not terminate an operation

within a specified time for any reason, or the selected device is unavailable.
(4)

Oper Add -

The Oper Add (operand address) indicator light is ON for the

following conditions in the I/O Interface:

a non-valid address, or counting into a

non-assigned Core Memory addres s.
13.3.1.5 FILE STATUS AND ERROR INDICATORS.
a.

Status:
(1) 0' Load _. The 0' Load (overload) indicator light is ON for anyone of the

fO,llowing conditions:

insufficient block spaces are made available to NNNN Counter,

or the NNNN Counter exceeds 9999.
(2)

Twin CITlpr -

The Twin ernpr (twin compare) indicator light is ON for

anyone of the following conditions:
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Twin B during the Twin mode, or a difference in the Compare, Missed, or
Obsolete flags.
(3)

File Inop -

The File Inop (file inoperative) indicator light is ON when

the selected Disc Memory is on-line and operating.
(4) Disp Inop -

The Disp Inop (display inoperative) indicator light is ON

when an attempt is made to load the Multi-Color (Me) Buffer Storage past the
unload point.
b.

Errors:
(1)

Vert Check -

The Vert Check (vertical check) indicator light is ON when

a vertical parity error is detected in a transfer of dat'a, key, mask or control
characters out of the Disc Memory Core Buffer.
(2)

Horiz Check -

The Horiz Check (horizontal check) indicator light is ON

when an error exists in the data transfer from the Disc Memory during a Read
operation.
(3)

Flag Par -

The Flat Par (flag parity) indicator light is ON when an

error parity is encountered while reading or writing data on a Disc Memory Flag
track.
(4)

Fix Add -

The Fix Add (fixed address) indicator light is ON when a

parity error is detected while reading a fixed address from a disc.
(5) M Reg -

The M Reg (M register) indicator light is ON when a parity

error is detected in the Core Memory M register during a data transfer to and from
the Disc Memory.
(6)

Write -

The Write indicator light is ON when an error is detected in a

disc write amplifier or an attempt is made to write in an inhibited disc location.
(7) Instr -

The Instr (instruction) indicator light is ON when a format error

exists in the second or third word of a Disc Memory instruction.
(8) Hang Up -

The Hang Up indicator light is ON when a Disc Memory opera-

tion is not executed in 30 seconds, or termination of a memory operation due to
addressing an existent Disc Memory and a non-existent Auxiliary Disc Memory.
(9)

Data Par -

The Data Par (an internal vertical parity error) indicator

light is ON when data containing incorrect parity is transmitted between the Central
Processor and Disc Memory.
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(I 0)

Temp -The Temp indicator light is ON when the air temperature in the

Disc Memory cabinet exceeds a safe operation level.
(11)

Slow Down -

The Slow Down indicator light is ON when the Disc Motor

speed drops below a preset limit.
(12) Oper Add -

The Oper Add (operand address) indicator light is ON when

an attempt is made by the Disc Memory Interface to address an unassigned Core
Memory loc ation.
(13) Count -

The Count indicator light is ON when an error is detected in

the operation of the Character Counter or the Data-Band Counter in the addressed
Disc Memory.
c.

Master Error -

The Master Error indicator light is ON when a Disc Memory

Interface Error signal exists.
d.

Ignore Error -

The Ignore Error indicator light is ON when the Disc Mem-

ory Ignore Interface Error toggle is set ON.
13.3.1.6 UNI-RECORD EQUIPMENT STATUS AND ERROR INDICATORS.
a.

Status:
(1) Oper -

The Oper (operative) indicator light is ON when the addressed

Uni-Record device is operative.
(2) Busy -

The Busy indicator light is ON when the addressed Uni-Record

device is off-line, or when the last on-line operation is being sequenced off.
(3) On-Line -

The On-Line indicator light is ON when the addressed Uni-

Record device is operating with the Central Processor (on-line).
(4) Start Tape -

The Start Tape (start of tape) indicator light .is ON when the

addressed magnetic tape is at the beginning of the reel.
(5) End Tape -

The End Tape (end of tape) indicator light is ON when the

addressed magnetic tape is at the end of the reel.
(6) Wr Inh -

The Wr Inh (write inhibit) indicator light is ON when the Tape

Unit Write Inhibit toggle is set ON in the addressed magnetic tape.
(7) Inc Xfer -

The Inc Xfer (incomplete transfer) indicator light is ON when

an incomplete tape record or partial card content is transferred to the Central
Processor under control of the Input/Output Counter.
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(8) File Mark -

The File Mark indicator light is ON when the addressed

magnetic tape has stopped at a file mark.
b.

Errors:
(1)

On-L Par -

The On-L Par (on-line parity) indicator light is ON when a

parity error is detected by the addressed Uni-Record device (Tape Transport,
Card Reader /Punch and Line Printer).
(2)

Eavesdrop -

The Eavesdrop indicator light is ON when the addressed

Tape Transport detects an eavesdrop parity error in the data being recorded after
it was written.
(3) On-L Mech -

The On-L Mech (on-line mechanical) indicator light is ON

when the addressed Uni-Record Device encounters a mechanical error that disrupts
the Input or Output operation.
(4)

M Reg -

The M Reg (M register) indicator light is ON when a parity

error is detected in a word of data being transferred to or from Core Memory
through the M register.
(5) Inst -

The Inst (instruction) indicator light is ON when the addressed

Uni-Record Device does not recognize the instruction code (invalid), or when a
Tape Transport operation specifies drive in conflict with start or end of tape
indications.
(6)

0' Load -

The 0' Load (overload) indicator light is ON when the data

handling capacity of the addressed Uni-Record Device is exceeded by the output
message transfer being performed.
(7) Oper Add -

The Oper Add (operand address) indicator light is ON when

an attempt is made to access an unavailable Core Memory location.
(8) Of-L Par -

The Of-L Par (off-line parity) indicator light is ON when the

Tape Transport or Card Reader detects a data error after releasing the Central
Processor from the previous data transfer.
(9)

Horiz Check -

The Horiz Check (horizontal check) indicator light is ON

when the Tape Transport detects an invalid horizontal check character during execution of an Input instruction.
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(10)

Of-L Mech ' - The Of-L Mech (off~line mechanical) indicator light is ON

when the addressed Tape Transport or Card Reader detects a mechanical error
after releasing the Central Processor from the previous data transfer.
(11) Device Unavail -

The Device Unavail (device unavailable) indicator

light is ON if an addressed device is off-line or inoperative.
c.

Master Error -

The Master Error indicator light is ON when a Uni-Record

Interface Error signal exists.
d.

Ignore Error -

The Ignore Error indicator light is ON when the Uni-Record

Ignore Interface Error toggle :is set ON.
13.3.1.7
a.

UNI-RECORD INTERFACE INDICATORS.

Master Interrupt -

The Master Interrupt indicator light is ON when either

the Not Busy or Operator interrupt conditions exist.
b.

Ignore Interrupt -

The Ignore Interrupt indicator light is ON when the

corresponding toggle is ON, preventing the Master Interrupt condition from causing
a program interrupt.
c.

Detailed Interrupts:
(1)

Not Busy -

The Not Busy Interrupt indicator light is ON when the Uni-

Record Interface has completed an operation and is ready for another.
(2)

Operator -

The Operator Interrupt indicator light is ON when an operator

has depressed the Operator Interrupt button located on the Control Console.
13.3.2 CENTER SECTION INDICATORS.
The Center Section of the Central Processor Control Panel, figure 13-3, consists
of the following indicators.
13.3.2.1 INTERRUPTS INDICATORS.
a.

Master:
(1)

Any -

The Any indicator light is ON when a Master Interrupt signal

exists in the Central Processor.
(2)

Error -

The Error indicator light is ON when either an Interface or

Computer Error Interrupt indicator is ON.
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(3) Input -. The Input indicator light is ON when an Interrupt signal exists in
the I/O Interface.
(4)

Real Time -. The Real-Time indicator light is ON when an Interrupt

signal exists from the Real-Time Clock or Interval Timer.
(5)

Other Proc -

The Other Proc (other processor) indicator light is ON

when the other Central Processor sets it ON by program and generates an Interrupt signal.

The Other Proc indicator also can be set ON by either Central

Processor.
(6)

File -

The File indicator light is ON when an Interrupt signal is present

from the Disc Memory Interface.
b.

Ignore:
(1) Any -

The Any indicator light is ON when the Any Master Interrupt is

ignored.
(2)

Error -

The Error indicator light is ON when the Error Master Inter-

rupt is ignored.
(3) Input -

The Input indicator light is ON when the Master Input/Output

In~

terrupt is ignored.
(4)

Real Time -

The Real Time indicator light is ON when the Master Real-

Time Interrupt is ignored.
(5) Other Proc -

The Other Proc (other processor) indicator light is ON

when the Master Other Processor Interrupt in either Central Processor is
ignored.
(6)

File -

The File indicator light is ON when the Disc Memory Interface

Interrupt is ignored.
c.

Detailed:
(1)

Real Time:
(a)

RTC -. TheRTC (real-time clock) indicator light is ON when the 24-

hour Real-Time Clock passes through full scale and is reset to zero

(00:00:00.000).
(b)

Timer -

The Interval Timer indicator light is ON when the Timer

has counted down to zero.
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(2) Input:
(a)

Not Busy -

The Not Busy indicator light is ON for anyone of the fol-

lowing conditions: when an output from a Central Processor to a Sending L-119
Module or an Integrated Console Electronic Typewriter is terminated, or when an
input from an L-119 Module or an Electronic Typewriter to a Central Processor
is terminated.
(b) Input Any -

The Input Any indicator light is ON for anyone of the fol-

lowing condltions: when the I/O Interface Scanner detects a message available
from a Receiving L-119 Module, or when the I/O Interface Scanner detects amessage available from an Integrated Console device.
(c) Other -

The Other indicator light is ON when a Sending L-119 Module

has completed transmission of a message block to the Data Terminal Bay (DTB)
and received acknowledgement.
(3)

File:
(a) Unit -

The Unit indicator light is ON when a Disc Memory operation

is completed.
(b) Xfer -

The Xfer (transfer) indicator light is ON when the data trans-

fer through the Disc Memory Interface is completed.
{c} Display -

The Display indicator light is ON when an output display

message to a Console Printer (CP), Multi-Color (MC) Display, or a Large Panel
(LP) Display is completed or aborted.
13.3.2.2 PROGRAM MODES INDICATORS.
a.

PDPM -

The PDPM (push-down, pop-up memory) indicator light is ON

when the Central Processor is in Push-Down, Pop-Up Memory mode.
b.

MASM -

The MASM (multi-address stacking mode) indicator light is ON

when the Central Processor is in Multi-Address Stacking mode.
c.

Search -

The Search indicator light is ON when the Central Proces sor is

in the Search mode.
d.

Twin -

The Twin indicator light is ON when the Central Processor is in

Twin mode.
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13.3.2.3 COMPARISON INDICATORS.
a.

Hi -

The Hi (high) indicator light is ON when the value of the Index register

or A register content is greater than the content of the addres sed Core Memory
location.
b.

Eq -

The Eq (equal) indicator light is ON when the value of the Index reg-

ister or A register is equal to the content of the addressed Core Memory location.
c.

Lo -

The Lo (low) indicator light is ON when the value of the Index register

or A register content is less than the content of the addressed Core Memory
location.
d.

Compl _.- The Compl (complement) indicator light is ON when the value of the

Index register or A register is equal to the complement of the content of the addressed Core MelTIory location.
13.3.2.4 MEMOS INDICATORS.

The MelTIos indicators display the content of

the Memo toggles.

They are nUlTIbered zero through nine, corresponding to the

associated toggle.

An indicator light is ON or OFF indicating whether or not the

toggle is ON or OFF.
13.3.2.5 COMPUTER ERRORS INDICATORS.
a.

Any -

The Any indicator light is ON when an error signal exists in the Data

Transfer, Arithmetic, or Program subclass.
b.

Ignore -

The Ignore indicator light is ON when the Ignore Any COlTIputer

Error toggle is ON.
c.

Data Transfer:
(1)

Master -

The Master indicator light is ON when any of the six detail

data trctnsfer error indicators is ON.
(2) Ignore -

The Ignore indicator light is ON when the Master Data Trans-

fer Error Interrupt is inhibited.
(3)

M Reg -

The M Reg (M register) indicator light is ON when the M reg-

ister content contains incorrect parity.
(4)

R Reg -

The R Reg (R register) indicator light is ON when the R reg-

ister detects incorrect parity in a data transfer.
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(5)

A Reg -

The A Reg (A register) indicator light is ON when the A register

detects an incorrect parity in a data transfer.
(6) Q Reg -

The Q Reg (Q register) indicator light is ON when the Q register

detects incqrrect parity in a data transfer.
(7)

Arith -

The Arith (arithITletic) indicator light is ON when the Adder-

Subtractor detects incorrect parity.
(8)

R Rep -

The R Rep (R repeater) indicator light is ON when the R re-

peater contains incorrect parity.
d.

ArithITletic:
(1)

Master -

The Master indicator light is ON when anyone of four detail

arithITletic error toggles is ON.
(2) Ignore -

The Ignore indicator light is ON when the Ignore Master Arith-

ITletic Error Interrupt toggle is ON.
(3) O'Flow -

The O'Flow (overflow) indicator light is ON when a register

overflow exists due to a division or an addition.
(4)

FP O'Flow -

The FP O'Flow (floating-point overflow) indicator light is

ON when the exponent in a floating-point operation exceeds ±99.
(5)

Conv O'Flow -

The Conv O'Flow (convert overflow) indicator light is

ON when an atteITlpt is ITlade to convert (P instruction) a nUITlber froITl deciITlal to
the binary, which has a deciITlal value greater than 64.
(6)

NUITl -

The NUITl (non-nuITleric) indicator light is ON when an atteITlpt is

ITlade to perforITl an arithITletic operation on non-nuITleric data (when the binary
coded deciITlal (BCD) value of a character exceeds 9).
e.

PrograITl:
(1)

Master -

The Master indicator light is ON when anyone of four detail

prograITl error indicators is ON.
(2) Ignore -

The Ignore indicator light is ON when the Ignore PrograITl Er-

ror Interrupt toggle is ON.
(3) Instr -

The Instr (instruction) indicator light is ON when a bad parity

in the instruction, unrecognized order code, or conflicting MASM ITlodifier bits
is detected.
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(4) III Add -

The

II~

Add (illegal address) indicator light isON when an at-

tempt is made to access Core Memory beyond the available range of addresses.
(5)

End Mem -

The End Mem (end of memory) indicator light is ON when an

attempt is made to sequentially transfer data into Core Memory beyond address
63,999.
(6)

Reg Add -

The Reg Add (register address) indicator lights when the ZY

character of an instruction is given an unassigned address.
13.3.2.6 INSTRUCTION ADDRESS INDICATORS.

The Instruction Address indi-

cators display the content of the Instruction Address register.

Columns of indi-

cators represent characters with the least significant bit at the bottom and the
least significant character to the right.

The ON or OFF state of an indicator is

determined by the Core Memory address from which the next instruction will be
retrieved.
13.3.2.7 INSTRUCTION REGISTER INDICATORS.

The Instruction register indi-

cators display the content of the Central Processor Instruction register.

An indi-

cator light will be ON or OFF to denote the state of the register element it is
representing.

The Central Processor mode of operation at any given time deter-

mines the state of the register elements.
a.

Holders:
(1)

C Holder -,- The C Holder indicators display the content of the Command

(C Holder) register.

An indicator will be ON or OFF, as determined by the com-

mand being executed.
(2)

Z Holder - . The Z Holder indicators display the content of the Device and

Field Select (Z Holder) register.

An indicator will be ON or OFF, as determined

by the Z field of the instruction being executed.
(3)

Y Holder -

The Y Holder indicators display the content of the Device

and Field Select (Y Holder) register.

An indicator will be ON or OFF, as deter-

mined by the Y fie ld of the instruction being executed.
(4) X Holder -

The X Holder indicators display the content of the Index

Modification (X Holder) register.

An indicator will be ON or OFF, as determined

by the X field of the instruction being executed.
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b.

Operand Address -

The Operand Address indicators display the content of

the Operand Address register.

An indicator will be ON or OFF, as determined by

the operand address of the instruction being executed.
(1)

MASM -

The MASM (multi-address stacking mode) indicator

lights are

ON when an instruction is being executed in the MASM mode.
(2) Indirect Add -

The Indirect Add (indirect address) indicator light is ON

to specify that the operand addr'ess is to be obtained from the memory address in
the ope rand addre s s portion of, the instruction.
13.3.2.8 INDEX REGISTER INDICATORS.
the content of the Index Modify (B) register.

The Index Register indicators display
Columns of indicators represent

characters with the least significant bit at the bottom and the least significant character to the right.

An indicator will be ON or OFF as determined by the content of

the last Index register used.
13.3.2.9 A REGISTER INDICATORS.
tent of the A register.

The A Register indicators display the con-

Columns of indicators represent characters with the least

significant bit at the bottom and the least significant character to the right.

An

indicator will be ON or OFF, as determined by the history of the register and the
instruction being executed.

The bits forming the exponent and signs of a floating-

point number are repeated to the left of the main display.
13.3.2.10 R REGISTER INDICATORS.
content of the R register.

The R Register indicators display the

Columns of indicators represent characters with the

least significant bit at the bottom and the least significant character to the right.
An indicator will be ON or OFF, as determined by the history of the register and
the instruction being executed.

The bits forming the exponent and signs of a

floating-point number are repeated to the left of the main display.
13.3.3 RIGHT SECTION CONTROLS AND INDICATORS.
The Right Section of the Central Processor Control Panel, figure 13-4, is primarily a maintenance panel that contains the following controls and indicators.
13.3.3.1 PHASE INDICATORS.

The Phase indicators (29) denote the operational

steps through which the Central Processor passes during the execution of an instruction.

Only one indicator light is ON at any given time.
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13.3.3.2 PHASE MODE BUTTON.

This locking indicator switch causes the

Central Processor to operate in Phase mode.

In Phase mode, execution of each

instruction is suspended between each phase.
13.3.3.3 PHASE STEP BUTTON.

This momentary make indicator switch causes

the Central Processor to advance from one phase to the next when in Phase mode.
13.3.3.4 TEST INDICATORS BUTTON.

This momentary make indicator switch

applies voltage to all indicators on the Central Processor Control Panel.

This

switch tests for burned-out lamps.
13.3.3.5 FUSE INDICATOR.

The Fuse indicator light is ON when a fuse is blown

in the Central Processor.
13.3.3.6 OVER TEMP INDICATOR.

The Over Temp (over temperature) indicator

light is ON when the air temperature in the cabinet exceeds the preset safe operating limit.
13.3.3.7 TEMP ALARM INDICATOR.

The Temp Alarm (temperature alarm) in-

dicator light is ON when the air temperature in the cabinet approaches the safe
operating limit.
13.3.3.8 M REGISTER INDICATORS.

The M Register indicators display the

content of the Central Processor M register.

Columns of indicators represent

characters with the least significant bit at the bottom and the least significant
character to the right.

!he ON or OFF state of an indicator is determined by the

state of bits in the last Core Memory location which was operated upon.
13.3.3.9 POWER SUPPLY VOLTMETER.

The Power Supply Voltmeter measures

the output voltage of the power supply selected by the Power Supply Selector switch.
13.3.3.10 POWER SUPPLY SELECTOR SWITCH.
Switch is a sixteen position rotary switch.

The Power Supply Selector

This switch connects the outputs of the

Central Processor power supplies to the voltmeter.
13.3.3.11

VOLTAGE MARGINS SWITCHES.

Three three-position switches used

to monitor the High Margin, Low Margin, and Normal voltages of the power
supplies.
13.3.3.12 ON/GENERAL CLEAR BUTTON.

The On/General Clear button applies

DC power to the electronic, logical, and power supply circuits of the Central Processor.

This button also applies a DC voltage to return certain logical circuits to a
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predeterm.ined state (General Clear).

During operation of the Central Processor,

the General Clear button can be used to return logic circuits to their initial state.
The indicator light is ON when the button is depressed.
13.3.3.13 OFF BUTTON.

The Off button rem.oves DC operating voltage from. the

Central Processor electronic and logic circuits.
light is ON.
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SECTION XIV

REAL-TIME CLOCK AND INTERVAL TIMER

The Real-Time Clock and the Interval Timer provide the Central Processor with an
accurate time reference resolved to milliseconds.

Either may be set or read at any

time under prog ram control.
14.1

REAL-TIME CLOCK.

The Real-Time Clock may be loaded by a Load instruction and its content stored in
memory by a Save instruction.

For either the Load or Save instructions, reference

is made to two succe s sive memory locations starting at the effective operand address.

The format is as follows:
(Oa)

I,

Blank
Characters

(Oa+1 )
2

11

I

Hours

Colon

3

4

,

Minutes

II

\0

Blank"
Characters

,

5

6

,

Seconds

7

8

9

Mil1fsecon'ds

The content of the blank character positions and the colon position do not affect the
Real-Time Clock on a Load instruction, but are filled as shown by a Save instruction.
When the Real-Time Clock counts around to zero time, a Real-Time Clock Interrupt
request is generated.

Should the Central Processor access the Real-Time Clock as

it is counting up (once per millisecond), a delay in instruction execution of up to 12
microseconds will occur.

The Real-Time Clock content (exclusive of milliseconds)

is displayed on the Central Processor Control Panel, figure 13-2.
14. 2 INTERVAL TIMER.
The Interval Timer has only a units-hours digit (an extra blank in the first word)
and counts down instead of up, but is otherwise identical to the Real-Time Clock.
When the Interval Timer counts down to zero, an Interval Timer Interrupt request
is generated.
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SECTION XV

DISPLAY CONSOLES
The Data Processing System communicates on a real-time basis with a number of
Display Consoles.

These consoles are of three types designated the AN /FYA-2,

AN /FY A-3 and AN /FY A -4, re spective ly.

The three type s differ principally in

the aggregation of major functional components provided in each.
The AN/FYA-2 Console, Type A, contains all major components, these being:
a.

Electronic Typewriter (ET)

b.

Logic Keyboard Assembly (LKB)

c.

Multi-Color Display (MC)

d.

Console Printer (CP)

e.

Hard Copy Assembly (HC)

The AN/FYA-3 Console, Type B, contains items a, b , and c of the above.

The

AN/FYA-4 Console, Type C, contains items a and d.
The Data Processing System provides separate and distinct Interfaces for communication with each of the three major functional areas in the Display Consoles.

These

are:
a.

ET and Control Inte rface (including LKB)

b.

MC Display Interface (including Large Panel Displays)

c.

Console Printer Interface

For a technical description of the Interfaces and message formats, refer to Technical Memorandum TM-3511, 473L DPSS/ICSS Interface Description, Mitre Corp.,
4 December 1962.

The following parag raphs provide a brief de sc ription of the

m.ajor functional areas of the Display Consoles.

The Display Consoles are not part

of the L- 3055 System. but are presented here to provide a b,etter understanding of
the L-3055 interface operation and capability.
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~

ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER (ET).

The ET display is a dynamic CRT display of alphanumeric data
of 64 characters each in a l2-inch square area.
that for the L-3055 System.

p~esented

as 37 lines

The character set and coding is

TheCRT image, or page, is regenerated 60 times a

second from internal Core Melnory.

There is additional storage capacity for two

more pages, and anyone of the three pages may be selected for viewing by the operator.
Operator controls include an alphanumeric keyboard with which to compose messages on the ET, and several control buttons and indicators, that interact with the
L-3055 System through the I/O Interface.
The alphanumeric keyboard provides for composing and editing display messages by
the console operator, off-line from the Central Processor.

Messages may be any

length up to a full page and are terminated by an EOM character.

Normal type-

writer functions are provided, such as space, backspace, and carriage return, as
well as the additional capabilities of slue right, slue left, blank (erase), and erasure by overtyping.

A visible cursor indicate s the keyboard action position.

15. 1. 1 INPUT MESSAGES.
Some of the Display Console keys are used to transmit control messages, while
others are used to transmit ET messages from the Display Console to the Central
Processor.

The key depression causes a Message Available signal to appear at the

I/O Interface for selection by the Scanner.

Details of the I/O Interface operation

are given in Section V.
Control mes sage s transmitted from the Display Console consist of four characte rs.
The first character is a header character, designating the message as a control
message and designating which of the ET display pages is being viewed e

The second

and third characters contain designation of the Display Console key and overlay
designation, if the key is in the Logic Keyboard Assembly.
an -'-l (EOM) character.
acters from. being EOM.

The fourth character is

Provision is made to prevent any of the first three charThe EOM character is recognized in the I/O Interface as

the termination of transmission.
ET messages transmitted from the Display Console consist of a variable number of
characters from the display page being viewed.

The first character of the message

is a header character, designating the m.essage as an ET message and designating
.15-2
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which of the display pages is being transmitted.

The message terminates with the

first EOM character, either from the display page, or automatically appended after
the full page.

(A full page is 2368 characters or 296 Central Processor words. )

Parity is checked both in the Display Console and in the Central Processor.

Detec-

tion of bad parity terminate s transmis sion, and sends an interrupt reque st to the
Central Processor.

The Display Console operator also is notified, and he attempts

retransmis sion manually.
Message transmission is bit serial at a rate of 720, 000 ::1:15% bits per second, as
determined by the Display Console clock.
15.1.2

OUTPUT MESSAGES.

The Central Processor program can initiate transmission of messages to the Display Console.

Messages are either Control messages or ET messages, as

distinguished by the first or header character •.
Output Control messages consist of 16 characters including the header and last
character, vAlich is always an EOM character.

The intermediate characters con-

trol various functions of the Display Console with specific bits.

The format avoids

the formation of an EOM character in the intermediate characters.
Output ET messages consist of a variable number of characters up to a full ET
page, plus the header character.
acter, as recognized by the ET.
is displayed.

The message terminates on the first EOM charThe header character is not part of the page that

If a full page is transmitted, the transmission terminate s on the next

character, whether or not it is an EOM.
The Display Console is always ready to receive an output message, unless it is not
available; i. e., turned off, waiting with a message available or malfunctioning.

In

the case of an ET message, if the page being viewed is not cleared (all blank characters), a clear cycle, requiring 17 milliseconds, delays message transmission.
Message transmission is bit serial at 720,000 ::1:15% bits per second, as determined
by the Display Console clock.
Parity is checked in both the Display Console and in the Central Processor.

Detec-

tion of bad parity, unless overridden, terminates transmission and sends an Interrupt request to the Central Processor.
function.

Retransmission of the message is a program

When transmission of a message that contains a bad parity is desired, an
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override is possible in both the I/O Interface and the Display Console.

In the I/O

Interface, the Ignore I/O Interface toggle, when ON, prevents bad parity from terminating message transfer.

For the Display Console, special Control message

and ET mes sage header characters cause override of the parity check.

The Display

Console operator is notified when such a message is sent.
15.2 LOGIC KEYBOARD ASSEMBLY (LKB).
The LKB consists of an array of 34 control buttons on the Display Console with
provision for an overlay carrying function labels.

Each time a key is depre s sed,

an input control message consisting of four characters is sent to the Central
Processor.

In the message, both the specific key and the specific overlay are

identified.
The Central Processor can send 16 character output control messages that light up
function labels for specific keys.
15.3

MULTI-COLOR DISPLAY (MC).

The MC pre sents image s in color built up from alphanumeric character s and line s
superimposed on a background slide.

Display image s are stored on photographic

film and projected on a 12 -inch square screen, which can display 3 7 lines of 64
characters each.

Color is produced by using 3 color separation images, although

only white and 3 other colors are intended to be used in the final displayed image.
Each character and the two ends of each line must have an XY coordinate position
specified.

The cObrdinates run from 0 to 1023 and are given as 10 bits in binary.

With control, coordinates, and color specification, each displayed character and
line -end requi.res 32 bits, which are carried in one Central Processor word.
special word serves to call up a background slide.

A

An end of message (EOM) con-

trol code indicate s transmis sion complete and initiate s proce S sing.
Display image s are stored in the MC Buffer Store by the Central Proce s sor for
transmission, word by word, to the MC display, paragraph 9.3.4.

As words are

transmitted, . the image is built up, character by character, on the film.
After exposure, the film is processed and moved to the projection station.

While

a new image is transmitted and exposed, the old image continue s to be projected.
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15.4 CONSOLE PRINTER (CP).
The Console Printer is an electric typewriter with a format similar to that of the
Electronic Typewriter (ET); i. e., a 64 character line and message termination by
an EOM character.

The CP is used to make hard copy of ET display images.

Messages are stored in the CP Buffe'r Store by the Central Processor for transmis sion, character by character, to the CP.

Parity is checked by the CP, but no

notification is given to the Central Proces sor of detected bad parity.
15.5 HARD COpy ASSEMBLY (HC).
The Hard Copy Assembly is a device that photographs an MC display image for a
permanent record.

The HC functions off -line in the Display Console.
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APPENDIX A
AN/FYQ-ll CHARACTER SET
CENTRAL PROCESSOR
CODE
BITS
65
4321
7

LINE PRINTER
& TYPEWRITER
CHARACTERS

(1) FIELDATA
CHARACTERS

(3) CARD
READER/PUNCH
ROW (S)
(Blank)

1

11

0000

(Blank)

(Space)

a
a

11

0001

A

A

12-1

11

0010

B

B

12-2

1

11

0011

C

C

12-3

0

11

0100

D

D

12-4

1

11

0101

E

E

12-5

1

11

0110

F

F

12-6

0

11

0111

G

G

12-7

0

11

1000

H

H

12-8

1

11

1001

I

I

12-9

1

11

1010

0

11

1011

1

11

0

11

1100
1101

(2)
0
(2) (Underline)

a

11

1110

(2)

=1

1

11

1111

(2)

?

a

10

0000

: (Colon)

1

10

0001

1

10

a

12-8-4
12-8-3

• (Period)

0

11-8-2

(Underline)

12-8-6
11-8-5

?

12-8-7

J

J

12-8-5
11-1

K

K

11-2

10

0010
0011

L

L

11-3

1

10

0100

M

M

11-4

a
a

10
10

0101
0110

N

N

11-5

0

0

11-6

1

10

0111

P

P

11-7

1

10

1000

Q

Q

11-8

a

10
10
10

1001
1010
1011

R

R

11-9
11
11-8-4

0
1

(Minus)
..'#
,,-

(Minus)
,~

A-I
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CENTRAL PROCESSOR
CODE
BITS
4321
7
65

-

A-2

LINE PRINTER
& TYPEWRITER
CHARACTERS
(2)

1\

(Up)

(1) FIELDATA
CHARACTERS
(Upper case)

(3) CARD
READER/PUNCH
ROW (S)
11-8-7

0

10

1100

1

10

1101

(2)

$

1

10

1110

(2)

v (Down)

0

10

1111

(2)

~

~

a

01

0000

+

12

1

01

0001

+
/

/

0-1

1

01

0010

S

S

0-2

a

01

0011

T

T

0-3

1

01

0100

U

U

0-4

a
a

01

0101

V

V

0-5

01

0110

W

W

0-6

1

01

0111

X

X

0-7

1

01

1000

Y

Y

0-8

a

01

1001

Z

Z

0-9

0

01

1010

1

01

1011

a

01

1100

(2)

#

1

01

1101

(2)

o

1

01

1110

(2)

0

01

1111

(2)

1

00

a
a

$
(Lower case)

11-8-3
12-8-2
0-8-5

0-8-4
(Com.m.a)

(Com.m.a)
" (Quote)

(Degree)

(Ignore)

0-8-3
0-8-2
6-8
11-8-6
0-8-7

[

(Line Feed)

0000

'/J

'/J

a

00

0001

1

1

1

00

0010

2

2

2

1

00

0011

3

3

3

a

00

0100

4

4

4

1

00

0101

5

5

5

1

00

0110

6

6

6

0

00

0111

7

7

7

0

00

1000

8

8

8

1

00

1001

9

9

9

1

00

1010

=

=

8-3

0

00

1011

(Apostrophe)

(Apostrophe)

8-4

1

00

1100

(2)

>

8-2

>
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CENT RAL PROCESSOR
CODE
BITS
4321
7
65

LINE PRINTER
& TYPEWRITER
CHARACTERS

0

00

1101

(2)

<

0

00

1110

(2)

]

1

00

1111

(2)

--,

NOTES:

(1) FIELDATA
CHARACTERS

<
(Carriage Return)
(EOM)

(Master Space)

(3) CARD
READER/PUNCH
ROW (S)
8-5
0-8-6
8-7

(1) As translated by the L-119 Module.
(2) Low speed print characters (Line Printer).
(3) This code is compatible with IBM 026 Type-H print set.
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APPENDIX B

Zy ADDRESSABLE REGISTERS

(SAVE ($) , LOAD
NAME
Index Register

#1
Index Register

#2
Index Register

#3
Index Register

#4
Index Register

#5
Index Register

#6
Index Register

#7
Index Register

#8
Index Register

#9
Index Register

#10
Index Register

#11

(0)

and COpy

MEMORY ADDRESS
(if APPLICABLE)
LSH of Addre s s

(=)

ZY

instructions)
APPLICABLE
COMMANDS

01

$, $,

=

02

5, $,

=

03

S, $,

=

04

5, $,

=

05

S, $,

=

06

S, $,

;;::

07

5, Ee,

=

08

5, $,

=

09

S, $,

=

0=

S, $,

=

0'

5, $,

;;::

REMARKS

0001
LSH of Addre s s

0002
L5H of Addre s s

0003
LSH of Addre s s

0004
L5H of Addre s s

0005
LSH of Addre s s

0006
LSH of Address

0007
LSH of Address

0008
LSH of Addre s s

0009
LSH of Address

0010
LSH of Addre s s

0011
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NAME

Index Register

#12
Index Register

#13
Index Register

#14
Index Register

#15
Index Register

MEMORY ADDRESS
(if APPLICABLE)
LSH of Address

Zy APPLICABLE

REMARKS

COMMANDS

0>

S, $,

=

f/J<

S, qj,

=

0J

S, @9

=

0~

S, Et>, =

0+

S,

0012
LSH of Addre s s

0013
LSH of Addre s s

0014
LSH of Addre s s

0015

e =
t

#)6

Nume ric bits
of 4 characters
and bits 35 and

36.
Index Register

f/J/

S, <:B,

=

Numeric bits
of 4 characte r s
and bits 35 and

f/JS

S, Et),

=

Numeric bits of
9 characters
stored in 2 consecutive addresses as

#17

36.
Real- Time Clock

- - -12: 34
---56789
Interval Timer

f/JT

S,

Numeric bits of
8 characters
stored in 2 consecutive addresses as

6;)

-- -1 :23
---45678
A Register

f/JU

S,~,

=

Instruction
Address Register

0V

S,

~,

=

Operand Address
Holder

f/JW

B-2
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NAME

MEMORY ADDRESS
(if APPLICABLE)

ZY APPLICABLE
COMMANDS

Uni-Record
Interrupt Entry
Register

MSH of Addre s s
0008

0H

$,

$,

=

Disc Memory Interrupt Entry Register

MSH of Addre s s
0009

0°

$,

$

=

Error Interrupt
Entry Register

MSH of Addre s s
0010

0x

$,; ES,

=

Input Inte rrupt
Entry Register

MSH of Addre s s

0Y

$,

EFJ,

=

Real Time
Interrupt
Entry Register

MSH of Address
0012

0Z

$, ES,

=

Other Proce ssor
Interrupt
Entry Register

MSH of Addre s s
0013

0(

$,

$,

=

Inte rrupt Return
Address Register

MSH of Addre s s
0014

0;

$,

Ef),

=

t

0011

R Register

0,

=

Uni-Record Interface
Word Counter

0#

$, E9

Central Processor
Return Addres s
Register

MSH of Addre s s
0001

11

$, E9

Disc Memory Interfac e Retu rn Addre s s
Register

MSH of Addre s s
0002

12

$,

~

Uni-Record Interfac e Retu rn Addre s s
Register

MSH of Addre s s
0003

13

$,

$

IIO Interface

MSH of Addre s s
'/J'/J'/J4

14

$,

$

15

$

Return Addre s s
Register
X Counter

REMARKS

X Counter
stored before
modification
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NAME

MEMORY ADDRESS
(if APPLICABLE)

ZY APPLICABLE
COMMANDS

REMARKS

Manual Switch
Status

17

$

Disc Memory Interface Instruction
Register

1+

$

Uni-Record Interface Instruction
Holder

1/

I/O Interface
Instruction
Holder

IS

$

Instruction reconstructed
before storing.

Disc Memory Interface Instruction
Location Register

IT

$

Nume ric Bits
and bits 35
and 36.

Uni-Record Interface Instruction
Location Register

IU

$

Numeric Bits
and bits 35
and 36.

110 Interface
Instruction Addre s s
Register

IV

$

Nume ric Bi ts
and bits 35
and 36.

Input
Scanner

IW

$

Z and Y characte rs only.

B-4
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APPENDIX C
T()(jGLES AND LINES AFFECTED BY
TEST (T) AND SET (V) INSTRUCTIONS

BASIC
ZY
ADDRESS

NOTE*

MASTER INTERRUPT

40

1

11

MASTER INTERRUPT IGNORE

20
2

11. 7

I/O Interface Interrupt

42

I/O Interface Interrupt Ignore

22

PARAGRAPH

1/ a Interface Not Busy

39

D

11.7.1

L-119 Message Available

2,

D

11.7.2

Display Console Message Available

2#

D

11.7.3

Display Console Message Available
Ignore

70

Output L-ll9 Available

2(

D

11.7.4

Real-Time Interrupt

43

2

11. 8

Real- Time Inte rrupt Ignore

23

Real-Time Clock

3(

D

11.8.1

Interval Timer

3,

D

11.8.2

Other Processor Interrupt

44

D

11.9

Other Froce ssor Interrupt Ignore

24

Disc Memory Interface Interrupt

3[

2

11.10

Disc Memory Interface Interrupt
Ignore

25

Disc Memory Interface Not Busy

2Y

D

11.10.1

Disc Memory Unit Not Busy

2Z

D

11.10.2

Display Depleted

35

D

11.10.3

Uni-Record Interface

3W

2

11. 11

Uni-Record Interface Ignore

3X

Uni-Record Interface Not Busy

3Y

D

11.11.1

Operator

3Z

D

11.11.2

* Refer to Notes

on page C-6
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BASIC

Zy

ADDRESS

NOTE

Error Interrupt

41

1

11

Error Interrl!-pt Ignore

21
1

11. 12

2

11.12

Computer Error Interrupt

U0

Cornputer Error Interrupt Ignore

2U

Computer Data Transfer Error
Interrupt

VC/J

Computer Data Transfer Error
Interrupt Ignore

2V

PARAGRAPH

M Register

VI

D

11.12.1

R Register

V2

D

11.12.2

A Register

V3

D

11.12.3

Q Register

V4

D

11.12.4

Arithmetic

V5

D

11.12.5

R Repeater

V6

D

11.12.6

Computer Arithmetic Error
Interrupt

W'/J

2

11. 13

C o:mpute r Arithmetic Error
Inte rrupt Ignore

2V!

Overflow

WI

D

3.1.4,11.13.1

Floating -P oint Ove rflow

W2

D

3.1.4,11.13.2,4.6

Non-Numeric

W3

D

3.1.4,11.13.3

Convert Overflow

W4

D

3.1.4,11.13.4

Computer Program Error
Interrupt

XC/J

2

11. 14

Computer ProgralTI Error
Inte rrupt Ignore

2X

Instruction

Xl

D

3.2.4,11.14.1

Illegal Address

X2

D

3.2.1.2,11.14.2

End of Memory

X3

D

3.2.1,11.14.3

Regi ster Addre s s

X4

D

11.14.4

Interface Error Interrupt

+C/J

1

Interface Error Interrupt Ignore

2+

Disc Memory Interface Error
Interrupt

I'/J

Disc Memory Interface Error
Inte rrupt Ignore

21

C-2
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BASIC
ZY
ADDRESS

NOTE

Ve rtical Parity Inte rnal

/1

D

11. 15. 1

Horizontal Check Internal

/2

D

11.15.2

Flag Parity

/3

D

11.15.3

Fixe d Addre s s

/4

D

11.15.4

M Register

/5

D

11.15.5

Write

/6

D

11.15.6

In struction

/7

D

11.15.7

Hang Up

/8

D

11.15.8

TransITlission Parity

/9

D

11.15.9

Out of TeITlperature

/=

D

11.15.10

Slow Down

/1

D

11.15.11

Operand Address

/>

D

11.15.12

Count

36

D

11.15.13

I/O Interface Error Interrupt

30

2

11. 16

I/O Interface Error Interrupt·
Ignore

2S

PARAGRAPH

Data Parity

SI

D

11.16.1

M Regi ste r Parity

82

D

11,,16.2

Hang Up

83

D

11.16.3

Operand Address

84

D

11.16.4

Uni-Record Interface Error
Interrupt

T0

2

11.17,7.6

Uni-Record Interface Error
Interrupt Ignore

2T

On-Line Data

T1

D

11.17.1

On-Line Eavesdrop

T2

D

11.17.2

On-Line Mechanical

T3

D

11.17.3

M Register Parity

T4

D

11.17.4

Horizontal Check

T5

D

11.17.5

In struction

T6

D

11.17.6

Overload

T7

D

11.17.7

Data Link Parity

T8

D

11.17.8

Data Link Mechanical

T9

D

11.17.9

Device Unavailable

T>

D

11.17.10
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BASIC
ZY

ADDRESS

NOTE

T<

D

11,.17.11

Disc MeITIory Interface Busy

3#

1

9.7

Disc MeITIory Overload

9.7

Disc MeITIory Operative

//
/S
/U

Disc MeITIory Display Backup

34

9.7

Disc MeITIory Unit Busy Status

37

Ope rand Addre s s

PARAGRAPH

DISC MEMORY STATUS

Disc MeITIory Twin COITIpare

9.7
9.7
3

9~7

I/O INTERFACE
I/O Interface Busy

1
38

3

5. 3

Uni-Record Interface Busy

3;

1

7.6

Device Operative

45

1

Device Busy

·46

1

Device On-Line

47

1

Start of Tape

48

1

End of Tape

49

1

Write Inhibit

4=

1

Transfer Stop in Record

4'
4>
3>

1

3=

4

13.2.2.2

59

5

2.2.3;12.4.1

Step Scanner
UNI-RECORD INTERFACE

Encountered File Mark
Even Parity

1
1

CONTROL TYPEWRITER
Tab Inhibit
SYSTEM STATUS
Control Status

2. 2. 3

Request MeITIory Switch

31

MeITIory Switch Status

32

1

2. 2. 3

Disc MeITIory Trunkline Coupling
Mode

5=

5

12. 4. 2

5'
5>

5

12.4. 3

5

12.4. 4

Other Disc MeITIory Busy
Other Disc MeITIory Lockout
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BASIC

Zy

General Purpose
Interrupt Other Proce ssor

ADDRESS

NOTE

5<

5

3'

3

PARAGRAPH

11.9

CENTRAL PROCESSOR MODES
Auto Error Mode

5--,

MASM Mode

50

3.5

Count +16

5(

3, 5

Count -16

5,

3. 5

Count +17

5#

3.5

Count -17

5°

3, 5

PDPM Mode

51

3,4

Search Mode

52

4.3

HI Comparison

55

4.3

LO Comparison

56

4.3

EQ Comparison

57

4.3

Equal to Complement

58

4.3

Core Memory Twin Mode

53

2. 2. 5

TAG SWITCH

5J

1

2.4.5.4;13.1

BREAKPOINT 1

5/

1

3.2.10;13.1

2

55

1

3.2.10;13.1

3

5T

1

3.2.10;13.1

4

5U

1

3.2.10;13.1

5

5V

1

3.2.10;13.1

6

5W

1

3.2.10;13.1

7

5X

1

3.2.10;13.1

8

5Y

1

3.2.10;13.1

9

5Z

1

3.2.10;13.1

PROGRAM MEMO 0

4+

3. 2. 10

1

4/

3. 2. 10

2

45

3. 2. 10

3

4T

3.2.10

4

4U

3, 2. 10

5

4V

3. 2. 10
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BASIC

Zy
ADDRESS

NOTE

PARAGRAPH

PROGRAM MEMO 6

4W

3. 2. 10

7

4X

3.2.10

8

4Y

3.2.10

9

4Z

3.2.10

Any

4{

3.2.10

Where no Note is given, a toggle is designated that can be set and reset by a V
instruction and te sted true or false by a T instruction.
NOTE I:

Designates a composite signal that can be tested true or false by a T
instruction ..

NOTE 2:

Designates a composite signal that can be tested true or false by a T
instruction.

In addition, a V instruction will re set (but not set) all

constituent Detail Error toggle s.
NOTE 3:

Designates a function that can be set true (but not reset) by a V
instruction o

NOTE 4:

Designates a function that can be set true or reset false by a V
instruction.

NOTE 5:

Designates a status function that can be tested true or false by a T
instruction.

The function can be set true or re set false by a V

instruction only by the Central Processor that has Switch Control
Status true (ZY

= 59).

NOTE D: Designates a Detail Error toggle that can be set or reset by a V
instruction and te sted true or false by a T instruction.
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APPENDIX D

LAP MNEMONICS

C

Z

Y

AND

/\

'/)

0

4.4.4

ADD

A

0

0

ADM

A +

0

MNEMONIC

PARAGRAPH

C

Z

FSB

S

0(Blank) 4. 6. 2

4. 1. 1

FMLT

M 0(Blank) 4.6.5

4. 1. 1

FDIV

D 0(Blank) 4. 6~ 6

8. 3. 3

FRAD

+

'/)(B1ank) 4. 6. 3

FMIN

-

'/)(B1ank) 4. 6.4

FLAG

<

1

'/)

10. 2.4

FNOP

[

1

0

10. 5. 1

FADM

A +(Blank) 4. 6. 1

ADVF

0

ADVR

'/)

0

8. 3. 3

BPHTR

Z

5

+

4.5.7

BRING

B

0

0

4. 2. 1

MNEMONIC

Y

PARAGRAPH

BKSF

0

BKSR

0

0

8. 3. 3

FMLTM

M +(B1ank) 4. 6. 5

CXM

Y 0

0

4. 3.4

FDIVM

D +(B1ank) 4. 6. 6

COMPA

E

0

0

4. 3. 1

FRADM

+

+(Blank) 4. 6. 3

COMPN

Q

0

0

4.3.2

FMINM
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APPENDIX E

CENTRAL PROCESSOR FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure E-l is 'a functional block diagram of the Central Processor.

Eight

character and four character parallel data transfer is represented by the ribbon
flow paths.

Character serial and bit serial data transfer is represented by the

solid lines.

Control lines are dotted.

No attempt has been made to represent

logic toggles and gates.
Physically the Central Proce s sor contains Interface Sections that can pe rform
data transf ers while the Central Processor program continues.

The operation

of the Interface Sections is described in several sections of this manual.

The

Arithmetic and P rog ram Control Sections are involved, at least in initial acce s s
and recognition, of all system instructions.
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